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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE EMC CONTROL PLAN FOR A WEAPON SYSThRM

PREFACE

The EMC Control Plan included here is en example of the control plan of a
large aircraft weapon system. It can be used as a model for the development of a
control plan for a similar or smaller system by appropriate abbreviation and mod-
ification. A Control Plan of this type must be provided when a procurement con-
tract calls for compliance with the requirements of MIL-E-6051 - Electromagnetic
Compatibility Requirements, Systems. This specification lists the subjects to be
covered in the Control Plan and describes both management and technicai con-
trols that will be used by the contractor to assure EMC of the system,.

The Control Plan should consist of a basic plan with supplemental exhibits
as re.quired. The basic Control Plan shouki describe the management plan for the
contractor's EMC program and the technical approach that will be used toaclideve
system compatibility. There must also be a discussion of EMC subjects listed in
MIL-E-6051 D. Several of these are: atmospheric phenomena, such as precipitation
static and lightning; flight safety; personnel hazards: and el-.ctromagnetic hazards
pertinent to ordnance and to the external environ=nt!. A discussion of testing
should include verification of design as well as tests related to the quality assur-
ance program. Exhibits should include such things as the charter for the EMC
Advisory Board, exceptions to MIL-E-6051 (or other EMC specifications and
standards), associated programs and specifications, and a description of the con-
tractor's EMC test facilities.

Each EMC Control Plan must be tailored to meet the requirements peculiar
to each spetaific contract. This will generally result in certain exceptions to the
requirements of the systvi.. EMC specification. These exceptions must be thor-
oughly documented in the Co.!rol Plan. The management of the contractor's
EMC program may differ from that described in the sample Control Plan and must
be organized to fit the contractor's overall management scheme. The contractually
invoked specifications for interference control, bonding, wiring separation, and
shield grounding may require modification to apply to each contract, but in gen-
eral all requirements of these documents must be met. Modification in the form
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of additional contractor specifications to conform to the contractor's normal op- 3
erating procedures may be required, but these documents should not supersede
or waive any requirements of contractually invoked specifications or standards
but should further aid in their intent.

This model Control Plan contains amendments to the military specification
MIL-E-6051 D. These zre not contractually effective or binding because of their
inclusion in the Control Plan. To be contractually effective and binding they must
be submitted as a deviation and must be approved through the procedures estab-
lished for processing requests for deviations under the specific type of contract
involved. Reference is made to NAVAIR Instruction 4355.9.

The sample Control Plan will furnish at least a model framework for the
preparation of a new Control Plan. It will usually furnish more than this because
new weapon systems will normally have many features in common with those of
the sample EMC Control Plan. To avoid the necessity of classifying this document,
the performance figures (frequencies, power, sensitivity) given in this sample
Control Plan are not realistic and do not apply to particular equipments.

'1
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1:1.0 _cp
.11 General

--- f-iTControl Plan delineates the system Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
Program for the XY-1A weapon systemas-reud-by paragraph3.3 ofSpecfi-
cation-MIL-E-6051D. Thiiprogram description includes management policy
and organization, technical requirements, test program and documentation
requirements. The purpose of th-progiam is to produce an electromagnetically

compatible, integrated weapon system..

2.0 Applicable Documents

2.1 Effectiveness of Documents
The following documents of the issue in effect on October 1, 19XX, unless
otherwise noted, form a part of this document to the extent specified herein.

Specifications - Military

MIDB-5087B Bonding, Electrical, and Lightning Protection, For
Aerospace Systems

MIL-W-5088C Wiring, Aircraft, Installation Of

MIL-E.605 ID Electrical-Electronic System Compatibility and
Interference Control Requirements For Aero.
nautical Weapon System, Associated Subsystems
and Aircraft

MIl.F-l 5733E Filters, Radio Interference, General Specifications
For

MIL-P-24014 Preclusion of Hazards from Electromagnetic Ra-
diation to Ord..wnce, General Requiremenx% For

MIL-D8706B Data and Tests., Engineering: Contract Require- *

mnents

MIL-D-8708A Demonstration Requirements for Airplanes

Standards - Military

MIL.STD-449C R~dio Frequency Spectrum Characteristics, Meas-
urenient Of

MIL-STD-454 Standard General Requirements for Electronic
Equipment

MIL-STD.463 Definitions and Systems of Units, Electromag-
netic Interference Technology a

MIL-STD-469 Radar Engineering Design Requirements, El-tro-
magnetic CompatibiLity

MIL-STD.704 Electric Power, Aircraft, Characteris~ics and Uti-
lization Of

MIL-STD-461A Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics, Re-
quirements For Equipment

_3
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MIL-STD-462 Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics,
Measurement Of

Specifications - Contractor

SPECEJ.300 Electrical Bonding Requirements, General Speci-
1-14-XX fication For, XY-IA Weapon System

SPECEL20e Electromagnetic Compatibility, Wiring Separa.
2-4-XX tion, and Shield Grounding, Requirements For,

XY-IA Weapon System

SPECSE016 Electromagnetic Interference Control Require.
11-8-XX ments For Sellers, Generl Specification For,

XY-IA Weapon System
Aeronautical Requirerents

XY-692 XY-IA Aircraft Weapon System Design Specifi-
cation

AR-43 Ekletromagnetic Compatibility Advisory Board,
Requirements For

AR-29 Electromagnetic Compatibility, Frequency Allo-
cation, and Spectrum Signature

Charter - Contractor (WANDOW)

CHARTER-R-XX Charter for Electromagnetic Compatibility
3.6-XX Advisory Board (EMCAB)

3.0 Requiements

3.1 Management Approach to EMC
To insure implementation of all EMC design, test, and documentation require-
ments for the XY-I A weapon system, a distinct EMC group has been organized
within the XY-I A Systems Group. The duties and authority of the EMC Group

are clearly defined using a work package (task) management concept.

3.1.1 EMC Organization
Figure 1 illustrates the basic EMC Group organization relative to the XY-IA
Project and the RF Engineering Section. The XY-IA Group Leader, who is
systems oriented, reports to a Senior Group Leader for Systems Integration,
who is in turn responsible to the XY-1A Systems Project Engineer. The Systems
and Electronic Design (subsystem) Project Engineers are responsible for all
XY-1A weapons systems tasks related to electronics or electronic equipment.
Technical engineering responsibility for all EMC efforts rests with a Group
Head (or his designee) within the RF Engineering Section. The Group H-ead
will be avai&'le for technical ccmsultation, assista,-ice on special problems, and
will closely monitor the activities of the XY-I A EMC Group, providing guid-
ance and supervision as necessary.

3.1.2 Responsibilities and Authority of the XY-IA EMC Group
To insure completion and total integration of the overall EMC effort on the
XY-I A Program,each EMC task has been assigned to a specific sub-group within
the EMC Group. The tasks assigned are divided into systems analysis, systems
test, vehicle design, and subsysems categories.

4 i
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3.1.2.1 System Analysis Tasks
The following tasks and extent of authority are assigned to ihe System Analysis --

Sub-Group:

Prepare this EMC Control Plan - approval required by XY-IA project,
EMC Group, and RF Seution.

Prepare agenda for EMCAB, chair EMCAB meetings, and coordinate with
members; prepare and distribute report.

Perform analysis between Comm/Nav, WCS, and ECM and prepare
report - approval required by the XY-IA project, EMC Group and RF
Section.

Define solutions for analysis problems in terms of filtering, blanking,
frequency assignment, or time assignment.

Evaluate hardware for EMC solutions - approval require, for seller
selection.

Define solutions for EMI problems related to GFE modificsticns. Make
reconimendations to customer and coor-inate problem solutions.

Define CFE and GFE requirement to achieve alrcraft/CFE equwpment
compatibility - EMC Group review and approval required of all electrical/
electronic equipment specifications.

Establish liaison with major GFE sellers (JSH Inc., JJF Indust., KIl
Corp.) for exchange of data for EMC analysis.

Perfohn radiation hazard (RADHAZ) analysis for ordnance, personnel.
fuel, EEDS, and prepare RADHAZ Report - approval required by the -'

XY-IA Project, EMC Group, and RF Section.

3.1.2.2 System Test Tasks
The following tasks and extent of authority are assigned to the System Test
Sub-Group.

Perform engioreering evaluation shielded room tests on selected equip.
ment to supplement aiaalysis of emission and susceptibility predicted
problems. Facilities are allocated for this task.

Monitor implementation of System Test Simulation Laboratory (STSL)
tests. Perform STSL tests to verify braided harness configurations effects,
assure subsystem interface compatibility, verify EMC analysis. R-ident
EMC engineer to be stationed at STSL a&ea.

Prepare plans and procedures for Systems Test Simulation.

Prepare aircraft Safety of Flight Test (SOFT) procedure - approval
required by XY-IA Project, EMC Group, and RF Section.

Monitor aircraft SOFT and prepare EMC SOFT Report - pproval
required by XY-IA Project, EMC Group, and RF Section.

Prepare RADHAZ Test Procedure - approval required by XY-IA PNoject,
EMC Group, and RF Section.

6
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I
Monitor RAD*IAZ test of aircraft and prepate RADHAZ Report -
approval required by XY-IA Project, EMC Group, and RF Section.

Prepare aircraft functional compatibility test pun and procedures -
approval required by XY-IA Project, EMC Group, and RF Section.

Monitor aircraft functional compatibility test and prepare test report - i
approval required by XY-IA Project, EMC Group, and RF Section.

Recommend aircraft design modifications for specification compliance.

3.1.2.3 Vehicle EMC Design Tasks
The following tasks anO -xtent of authority are assigned to the Vehicle Design
Sub-Group:

Prepare Vehicle Electrical Bonding Design information for design
groups - approval of Vehicle Bonding Specification required by XY-IA
Project, EMC Group, and RF Section.

Monitor implementation of Bonding and Lightning lkotection Design -
review of drawings of electrical/electronic equilment installations
required.

Determine P-static di-4iarger requirements and specify to design groups -
review of instaaticn drawings required.

Prepare work statement, evaluate proposal and negodiate contract with
Lightning Study Subcontractor - approval of XY-IA Project, EMC
Group, and RF Section.

(I Analyze equipment locations and recommend optimum EMC layout.

Provide vehicle EMC wiring provision information (separation, shielding,special requirements) - approval of vehicle EUC Wiring Specification by I
XY-IA Project, EMC Group, and RF Section.

Review Weapon System Wiring Diagram for incorporation of EMC re-
quirements, (including EED requirements) - approval of review of all

wiring diagrams by XY-I A EMC Group is required.

Monitor EMC cable routing in mock-up and prototype aircraft.

Perform electricd bonding measurements on aircraft and prepare
Electrical Test Bonding Report - approval of XY-IA Project, EMC
Group, anu XF Section.

Review implementation of aircraft configuration changes for RADHAZ
correction, specification compliance, bonding coraection, lightning pro-
t cton recommendations, or other modifications - approval of Engineer-
ing Order (EOS) by the XY-IA EMC Group is required.

3.1.2.4 Sbsystem EMC T ,sks
The following tass and extent of authority are assigned to the subsystem
EMC Sub-Group:

Evaluate seller proposals (including EMI Control Plans) and negotiate
with sellers to obtain proposial darfic'ations and B41 Control Plan cor-

rection - Control Plans must be approved by the XY-I A EMC Group

A-17 7



phior to purchase order for equipment.

Participate in periodic design reviews with seller - authorized by EMI
sellers requirements document SPECSE016 and general sellers require-
ments document.

Review and approve sellers documentation for EMI amnlysis, tedt plans,
and test reports - authorized by EMI sellers requirements document
SPECSEOI6 and general sellers requirements document.

Assess EMI test facilities and monitor sellers EMI tests - authoized by
general sellers requirements document anid performance specification.

Provide EMI specification deviations to systemn analysis group for
evaluation - the XY-IA EMC Group must approve EMI specification
deviations.

3.1.3 Liaison between EMC Group and Wandow Departments
To insure the inclusion of desirable F.E' features in VehicL-. Design while
maintaining drawing release and hardware fabrication sqhedui s, an information
flow system has been established as shown in Figures 2 and 3. This system has
proved effective on the Navy XX-!I B Program. An infornation flow system
has also been established for lightning protection as shown in Figure 4.

3.1.4 EMC Liaison with GFE Supplii
A proper liaison has been established between m&)or GFE selleis as follows:
JSH, AWG-0 and AIM-00; USJF Indust., AIR-0E and AIM-OF; KLH Corp., 1!
ALQ-OOO. JSH Inc. and JJF Indust. will be represented on the EMCAB
(AR43). Lines of communication have been established to insure timely, cor-
rect interpretation of EMC requirements contained in the Peffornmence and
Interface (P & 1) Specifications, transmittal of all EMC installation provision
information ("hielding, bonding, wiring separation, grounding) mutual cooperm.
tion in ireIing EMC .oblems related tG GFEM definition of parameters
needed for external EMC analysis, tranirttal of equipment operation*l direc-
tions for test procedure generation, and support of GFE equipmert during
test prograns.

3.1.5 Subcontractor EM! Program
To achieve the degree of electromagnetin interference control of (YE sub-
systems recessary for overall system compatibility. Wandow has -stabllfed a
comprehenaue EMI Control Program for all seller of 'electronic/electriul
equipment. In addition to the EM! technical requirements contained in each
equipment performance specification, each seller must nieet the requirer.,nts
of rpedfication SPECSE016. This document Is contained in Exhibit A. The
program described in the specification phces proper emphasis on EM! consid.
erations early in the equipment development program through frequent design
reviews with Wandow, EMI analysis with supporting documentation, and pre.
qualification EMI developmental tests. To insure the consideration of EMI
from the very beginning of eqtipment design and development, the seller's
EM! Control Plan must be submitted as a pert of the proposal and approved

_")8
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prior to award of contract. Figure 5 illustrztes tile subsystem EMC Dats Status
Sheet used to compare p'cgr-.m data status versus schedul-d milestones. The -

seller facility *0~ be visited by aa EMC enioneer up~ a regulat basis for paric-
1pation !n design aevicws, inspictio- of EM! test facility, rnonitorl-g of EMI
test, and -mesottion of EMI problkis.

3.1.6 Eleectromagnetic Comptiility Advisory' Board
To identify potential EMC problems, especially in regard to jo!-,t NtvytWandow
-esponsibilities, and to recommend means of resolution, an Ele-,tromaguetkt
Compatibility Advisory Bcord (EMCAB) has been itsecab~ishid. The ciirirteri
contained in Exhibit B~. The formna~on and operation of fte EMCAB andth
prepar2tion -of its charter will be in accordance with the requizements if AR-"*3
(Electromagnetic Ccmpatibi~lty Advisory Board, Requlrt~aents for) ad~ the
requirements of paragraph 3.1.1 of -51ecification MiLeVE.6051i) (fectre.
magnetic Compatibility Requirements, Systems).

3.2 EMC Program Requiren~tcs
The XY.IA Weapon Syrtem shall be designe-d to be electromz-gretdcal~y coin.
jiatibie in accordance 'tith MJL.E-6015D) as modific$ by Wandow standard
exceptions "it.d in Exhibit C. Subsystems shkll be designed and qualiid !o
the requirements of MIL-AMD461A as iugmete by Wandow to achk-eve
compatibility as required oy 3.2.4.1, 3.4 and 3.3 of MILPE-605 I D.

3.2.1 System Req&uirenvnts
3.2.1.1 Electrical %onding

Electrical borduig, to establish art equipotential stricture, to proridoe foe mr-t
tent return, and to prcvide electrical stxhfity jo that installatk.Ts ame free Ainm
th-, hazards of lightning, static ti-d'age, and electrical slhocl; 4hal ýe in accrd.
ance witLi'MlL.B-087. Wandow XY-IA tonding Spec~flcstion SPECEB300,
containc$ in Exhibit A, shall be used to supplewae~t WLB5)7for vehiclo j

electrialbning. Special attent o- shall be given lo antenna zoutznerpols e
bonding, treatment of boron composite structures, mating Df titanium parts,
dissimilar inetal assenibliecr itid protection against c6rroslon.

32.1.2 Precijitailon - Static CoLtrol
Precipitation static will be coptrolled if necessary for UMFi comznutiIAtions,
by the use of decoupleJ "null fieV:' pr~clpitition static di~ichar~rs It is usci
anticipated that the XY.I A v~riable wmrg georetry will present any unusual
problems in mounting u~adwagerr. Spezial attention will be directed to appro-
pla2te resistance coatibg on plastic suidace sasch as radomes, to prevent static
buiki~up and corona discharge.

12fl'.F~5~ 1.3 Lightning Philbeaderd o orlihtin
Specfic1io3 g I,-(7adSEE.0 gb dee ofrlfiinn
protection provisions. Specia attention sba5J be direct:d to proto-c"w boron
composite stnecttire. The need for teduuoaues of pcostzligtnlng strice reFai lfor
boroa structure will be studfrd. Externally exposed plastic sections stici as
canopies, radomes, and fairings rill be protected, if arza and geometry warrant
protection, b- metallic strips having a cross-section of at Least 40,000 circular
mils. It is not anticipated that the flash mounted antenna Structures will be
vulnerable to lightning strikces. Blade type antennas will be pro:ected by the
bonding techniques specified for normal antenna installation. The vertical fin
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will be protected b,, metal strips 0.090 X 0.440) inche" in cross-section ade-
quately bonded to airfreme structure.

inherent electrital bo~nding similacr to the successful XX-I _ design. Application
of specificittion bonding techniques to IMe system plurab~ng, fuel access doors,
fuiel dump fimxiurms, and !ankc components will ;nsure maxitnur protection of
the fuel system. A study of lightning protection will be roade by a sub,-
contractor specializln3 in lightninigdicherge phenomeinon. Recommendations
by thE subcontrato, fircin analysis "nd test will be irnpl~cmented in the vehicle,
design. General E'~ectrMý and Lightning and Transients f~cseurch Institute are
ijeing considered for this study.

3.2.1.4 Wiring, Grounding and Shielding
Sepaation. of cabling into compatible, categories reduces interference coupling
Psom subsysltem to subsystem. Specification SPECEW200, contained in Exhibit
it, defines wri~rr.g ieparation and shield grounding techiniques for the XY- IA
Yehizile. Shielding methods will also be reviewed relative to special requiremecnts

vach asIMMXI-240M for EED protection.
3.2.1.5 I or-ions of Equipment

rn& physica2 location )'f e-Inipnlent wfii be based on anticipated emission and
susceptibil~ty charactiristlcs of individual equipinents and minimization of
unit to unit csblingm lengths. Particular attention is directed to ensure that
vehicla 2le-flronic: design junction boxes and control panels use appropriate
7:MC dcsign t'ýchniques to reduce interfetence eft-ects betweenit ubsystems. The
features incorporated inte these designs in~clude: wiring separation techniques,
relay c*4l suappression, switch suppression, transformer isolation, and ground-
hin techniques.

31.1.6 EC F~light Safety
lPartiodtar atiention will be given to areas of EMC that affect safety of person-
ne4 crewt, airu~aft, carrier, or property. Susceptibility immunity of the auto-
mnatic flight conti-ol systc-ni has been shown to be of vital importance to flight
tafety of the aircraft. Susceptibility inimunity . of the arr.amniit control system
to inadvertent stores refusea is essential for safety of ground, carttier, and crew
personnel.

3.2.1.7 Microwave Radiation Hazards
H~szars that exist due to WG-O radar tadiation will be defined. Where possi-
ble without compromising fundamental AWG-O perfo~i-ance, hazards can be
redut.*d in the design of the forward aircraft bulkhead by application of
shielding oe microwave-absorptive material. RIF sealing of bulkhead openings
and uxse of filter pin connectors are anticipated. Hazards that ýirnnot be reduced
by reduction o: radiation levels will be referred to the Wandow XY- IA Safety
Group for considacration. Radiation-prev-ention hiterlocks may be required
for ground operation.

3.2.1.7.1 Pcrsonnel Safety
Personnel safety requi.-ement shall conform to Requirement I of M; L-STD-454.
Areas where radiation levels may equal or exceed 10 mw/cm 2 will be calculated
and verified by measurement. This power level is the ALL-SERVICE accepted
safe level for personnel.
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3.2.1.7.2 Fuel Safety
Areas where radiation levels may equal or exceed 5 watts/cm 2 peak will be
calculated and verified by measurement. This power level is the USAF ac,-epted
safe level for aircraft fuel (USAF Manual T.O - 31Z - 10-- 4).

3.2.1.7.3 Ordnance Safety
Provisions to protect ordnance systems shdld be included in system design.
Ordnance includes weapons, rockets, explosives, EED's, aquibs, flares, igniters,
explosive bolts, destmct devices, and RATO and JATO bottles. The design and
selection of EED's and associated circuitry shall be in accordance with
MIL-P-24014. EEDs with "no-fire" current/power characteristics shall be
specified for XY-IA use.

3.2.1.8 EMC Analysis

3.2.1.8.1 Power System Coupled Interference Analysis
An analysis will be mada to define the interference profile on each power
distribution system. This will be compared with a conducted susceptibility
threshold profile based on estimated coupling values. Where interference levels
exceed susceptibility thresholds, an adjustment must be made to reduce emis.
ion levels and/or improve susceptibility thresholds. The analysis will include

fartors of dollar cost, schedule impact, and space and weight penalties so that
trade-offs can be evaluated in decision making.

The computer analysis program has been developed by Wandow and used on
previous systems with success. Emission and susceptibility characteristics are
available for all GFE. The estimates of these characteristics for CFE will be up-
graded periodically during development and testing.

S3.2.1.8.2 Antenna Coupled Interference Analysis
An analysis of on-board RF equipments has been performed to define the
conducted interference and susceptibility levels at the antenna terminals
necessary to a compatible system. The analysis was based on the XY-IA con.
figuration, and it considered all the parametzrs such as antenna gains, trans-
mitter power outputs, path losses, aircraft shadowing, and receiver sensitivity.

Since most of the RF equipments am in existence, Wandow has compared the
RF specification requirements with the XY.lA EMC Requirements. The com-,
parison has shown certain incompatibilities for which solutions will be devel-
oped.

A program is being developed by Wandow whereby an external analysis can be
performed with a digital computer. The computer analysis will be used to
!.onfirm these incompatiilities and define problem levels using updated antenna

characteristics and more accurate receiver-transmitter parameters. An example
of the parameters included in the program and the incomatiility equation is
presented in Exhibit D.

3.2.1.9 Antenna Coupled Interference Reduction Techniques I
3.2.1.9.1 Antenna Parameters and Location for Interference Reduction I

Interference between communications and D-band equipment will be reduced
by the selection of antenna location to take advantage of aircraft structure
shadowing. In the development of antenna radiatian patterns, attention will be

15
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given to lobe and null structure to take advantage of these factors in antenna
decoupling. The lobe and null structure will be considered not only at the 4
operating frequency but also at harmonic and other critical response frequen-
cies. Antenna mounting design asd orientation will be arranged to provide any
additional decoupling possible by this means.

3.2.1.9.2 Frequency Domain Filtering
Antenna line filters will be used to resolve incompatibilities that cannot be
reduced sufficiently by antenna design or location.

A low-pass filter will be used in the communications antenna feed line to
reduce harmonic radiation that interferes with D-band equipment. The commu-
nications receiver will make use of a high-pass filter to alleviate intermodulation
problems associated with the ADF receiver local oscillator radiation.

Band-pass filters will be used in the antenna feed line of the countermeasures
transmitter to reduce out-of-band radiation interference with on-board systems.

3.2.1.9.3 Frequency Assignment
The frequency assignment program will be developed for compatibility among
all systems during operation. System blanking will be required for -!rtain
operational conditions.

3.2.1.9.4 Time Domain Interference Solution
interaction of equipments operating in overlapping or adjacent frequency
channels may be prevented by limiting simultaneous radiation of certain equip-
ments while still maintaining required operational capabilities. Programmed
blanking based on functional priorities will be developed as an adjunct of theEMC program. "

3.2.2 Subsystem Requirements
The EMC requirements established by Wandow to achieve a compatile system
consist of MIL-STD-461A and MIL-STD-462 as a base line, general supplements
for all equipments, and special supplements for each RF receiver and trans-
mitter. The general supplements are based on experience and typic2lly consist
of more stringent requirements for radiated susceptibility, low-frequency in-
duction field susceptibility,and transient radiated and conducted susceptibility.
Consideration has been given to the impact of thee limits on system effective-
ness, cost. and weight.

The special supplements for each RF equipment have been derived from the
results of the analysis (3.2.1.8). These requirements are defined in terms of
conducted interference and susceptibility at antenna terminals.

3.2.2.1 Subsystem General EMI Requirements
XY-lA electrical/electronic equipment shall meet general requirements for EMI
generation and susceptibility listed in Exhibit G.

3.2.2.2 Subsystem Antenna Line Conducted EMI Requirements
XY-IA radio frequency (RF) receiver and transmitter (RT) subsystems shall
meet the general requirements listed in Exhibit G and special supplemental RF
antenna line conducted EMI requirements listed in Exhibit H.

3.2.2.3 Specific Subsystems EMI Requirements
The applicability of general and special EMI requiremenws to etch equipment is

A!2(
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( indicated below.

3.2.2.3.1 AN/ASN.00 Inertial Navigation System (code 1.10)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1 (Code 1.10 and mbsequent code numbers are from
Wandow A/C Equipment List)

3.2.2.3.2 A24G-OOA Attitude Heading Reference (code 1.20)
GFE - paagra. 13.22.1

3.2.2.3.3 AN/ARN-0 or AN/ARN-OA TACAN (code 1.30)
GFE - paragraphs 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2

3.2.2.3.5 Central Air Data Computer (code 1.50)
CFE, Airsystem Div. Marquet Corp., Laxksvfle, Pa. - paragraph 3.2.2.1.

3.2.2.3.6 Central Interference Converter Unit (code 1.75)
"fE, Wavdow - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.7 AN/APN-O0 (V) Radar Altimeter (code 1.90)
GFE - paragraphs 3.2,2.1 and 3.2.2.2

3.2.2.3.8 LIS0003/AIC Intercommunications Station (code 2.11)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.9 AN/APX.0 IFF Transponder (code 2.2Q)
GFE - paragraphs 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2

3.2.2.3.10 AN/APX-OA IFF Interrogator (code 2.30)
GFE - paragraphs 3.22.1 and 3.2.2.2

32.2.3.11 Julian.O0 C.ryptographic System (code 2.40)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1. Responsibility for test and compliance with FED-
STD-222 res•t with NAVAIR.

3.2.2.3.12 AN/ARC-OOA UHF Communication Set (code 2.50)
GFE - partgraphs 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2

3.2.2.3.13 MX-O00.U Interference Blanker (code 2.60)
CFE, seller to be determined

3.2.2.3.14 CV.OOO/ASW.00 Digital Data Link (code 2.71)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.21

3.2.2.3.15 RT-O00/ARC-00 UHF Data Link Transmitter - Receiver (code 2.81)
CFE, Electrical Computations Co., Kingston, Pa. - paragraphs 3.2.2.1 and
3.2.2.2

3.2.2.3.16 SA-O00/A Antenna Switch (code 2.82)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.17 R-000/ARR-00 UHF Auxiliary Receiver (code 2.110)
GFE - paragraphs 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2

3.2.2.3.18 R-000/AKQ-0 TAC TEL Receiver (code 2.131)
GFE - paragraphs 3.2.2.1 and 3.22.2

3.2.2.3.19 RO-O00/AKQ.0 TAC TEL Recorder (code 2.132)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

I
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3.2.2.3.20 SA-M00/AKQ-O Antenna Switch (code 2.133)
CEE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.21 AXIS Beacon Augmentor (code 2.140)
GFE - pangraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.22 AN/APN-00 (V) Radar Beacon (code 2.150)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.23 Automatic Flight Control System (code 3.00)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.24 Approach Power Control (code 3.30)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.25 Coded Integrated Armament System (code 5.10)
CFE, Fairfield Fuller, Edwardsville, Pa. - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.26 AM-000/AWW-OA Amplifier Power Supply Fuze Function (code 5.20)
CFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.27 Gun Control Unit (code 5.40)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.28 Waveguide Swich (code 5.52)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.29 AN/AWG-OIVGX Airborne Missile Control System (code 6.00)
GFE - paragraphs 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2

3.2.2.3.30 AN/APR-00 (V) Electronic Countermeasures Receiver (code 6.20)
GFE - paragraphs 3.2.2.i and 3.2.2.2

3.2.2.3.31 AN/APR-OA Electronic Countermeasures Receiver (code 6.60)
GFE - paragraphs 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2

3.2.2.3.32 AN/ALQ-00 Defensive Electronic Countermeasures (code 7.30)
GFE - paragraphs 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2

3.2.2.3.33 AN/ALQ-OOA Defensive Electronic Countermeasures (code 7.60)
GFE - paragraphs 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2

3.2.2.3.34 AN/ALR-00 Infra-red/Optical Detection System (code 7.40)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.35 AN/ALE-OOA Cbaff/Flare Dispenser (code 7.50)
GFE - paramph 3.22.1

3.2.2.3.36 Vertial Display Indicator Group (code 9.10)
CFE. Mahler Indicator Corp., Wilkes Barre, Pa.

3.2.2.3.37 HEIG System (code 9.20)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.38 Int *grated Drive Generator, Generator Control Unit (code 10.02, 10.03)
CF,-:, Grassland, Pittston, Pa. - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.39 Translrormer Rectifier (code 10.06)
CFE, sei,.r to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1
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CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.41 Ground Power Monitor (code 10.30)
CFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.42 WCS Switching and Power Supply (code 10.46)
CFE, seller to be determined - MIL-STD-461A

3.2.2.3.43 Flasher (code 11.21)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.44 Ext/int Multi-Channel Dimmer Control (code 11.24)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.22.1

3.2.2.3.45 Indicator Digital Data (code 2.72)
CFE, Manfred System. Plymouth, Pa. - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.46 Windshield Controller (code 11.65)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1 1

3.2.2.3.47 Anti Ice (code 11.70)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.48 Fire Detection (code 11.75)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.49 Programmer Inlet Control (code 1 1.85)

CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.50 Panels, Control (code 12.00)
CFE, Wandow and sellers to be determined - MILSTD-461A for panels con-
taining switches only, paragraph 3.2.2.1 for panels containing solid state "

circuitry.

3.2.2.3.51 Switching Units(code 12.100)
CFE, Wandow - MIL,-SD-461A for units containing relays only; paragraph
3.2.2.1 for units containing solid state circuitry.

3.2.2.3.52 Angle of Attack System (code 13.10)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.53 AAU-OO/A Altimeter (co&- 13.2 1)
CFE - paragraph 3.22.1

3.2.2.3.54 AAU-OA/A Altimeter, Cabin Pressure (code 13.22)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.55 Indicator, Counting Accelerometer (code 13.41)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.56 G Meter ABU.OAIA (code 13.44)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.57 Vertical Velocity Indicator (code 13.50)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.58 Indicator Mach/AirspeMd (pilot) (code 13.61)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1
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3.2.2.3.59 Indicator Mach/Airspeed (MCO) (code 13.62)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.60 ID - 000/A Attitude Indicator (code 13.80)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.61 Engine Instrument Group (code 13.110)
CFE, Bell Ringling Instrument Co., Larktfvlle, Pa. - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.62 GEU.O/A Tach (code 13.115, 13.120)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.63 NO Converter (code 13.121)

CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.64 Hydraulic Pressure Indicator (code 13.136)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.65 Nozzle Position Set (code 13.140)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.66 Oil Pressure Set (code 13.145)
-pararaaph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.67 ABU-00/A Clock (code 13.202)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.68 AQU-O/A Conmpa (code 13.204)
GFE- paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.69 ID.00 C/U Bearing Direction Heading Indicator (code 13.205)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.70 Oxygen Indicator (code 13.311)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.71 CRU.OOA Converter (code 13.312)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.72 Fuel Quantity Measurement System (code 13.320)
CFE, Lowe Aircraft Itruments Co., Harveys Lake, Fa. - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.73 01i Quantity Detector (code 13.336)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.74 Control Surface Position Set (code 13.420)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.75 Indicator, WheelFfaps/Slats/Speed/Brake (code 13.45.
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.76 Indicator Set, Wing Sweep (code 13.500)
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.77 Machine Gun
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.78 A System
CFE, seller to be determined - paragraph 3.2.2.1
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3.2.2.3.79 TF30-P-00 Engne
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.80 AIM-O0 Missile
GFE - partgraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.81 AIM-OOM Missile
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.82 AIM-O0 Missile
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.83 A/A 37B-O Multiple Ejection Rack
GE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.84 A/A 37B.OA Triple Ejection Rac
GFE - paragtaph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.85 ZAP Rocket Pods
GFE - paragroph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.&S Phony Missile Environmental Control System
CFE, Seller to be determined - paragnaph 3.2.2.1

3.2.2.3.87 Mk-00, BIGEYE Bombs (equipped with Electric Funnl)
GFE - paragraph 3.2.2.1

3.1.2.4' SubsystemDen (CFE)

The design procedures and techniques that will be used to insure compliance of
CFE to the requirements specified in 3.22-3 will be contained ,in each EMI.Con-(trol Plan submitted by the seller. Upon approval, each subsystem EM! Conltol
Plan becomes a part of this Control Plan.

3.3 Test-Verification of Desg

To supplement the analysis, the seller developmental subsystem test, and the
system functional compatibility tests, Wandow will perform tests as needed to
verify the adequacy of EMI design of the XY-!A weapon system.

3.3.1 Subsystem Shielded / Room Tests
Selected GFE subsystems may be tested by Wandow to establish the degree of
compliance to requirements specified in 3.2.2.1 and to determine antenna

terminal emission and susceptibility characteristics. Such tests will be run when
the system design parameters might be significantly affected by subsystem
test dAst.

3.3.2 Antenna Model Tests
The 1/10 scale antenna model will be used in frequency ranges where practi-
cable, to verify in.band antenna isolation deficiencies. Such tests are expected
to be useful where shadowing and reflections from complex airframe geometry
can not easily be factored into theoretical calculations.

3.3.3 STSL System Test
Thte System TetSimulation Laboratory (STSL) will be used for functional
compatibility tests on system components. The STSL integration frame will
simulate aircraft configuration in respect to major EMi design parameters,
except external antenna coupling. Antenna coupling will be simulated by hard-(1 21
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line links to PR equipment with attenuators and directional couplers. The
effects on system performance of isolation deficiencies, filte; rejection
capabilities, blanking effectiveness, coupling in braided haress, equipment
bonding methods, and equipment susceptibility and emissions characteristics
can be evaluated. This vill include an evaluation of the total effect on system
performance when a particular equipment does not meet the limits of
MIL-STD-461A. Design modifications that could have a significant impact on
aircraft performance can be tested in STSL before the releare of production
drawings, hardware alteration, or flight test. The test pocedures generated
for STSL system test will be used in formulating portions of the 2kcraft
functional system compatibility test.

3.3.4 STSL Problem Simulation
Problems encountered during aircraft flight test or system functional compati-
bility test can be simulated with STSL Engineering investigation of such
problems can be performed without the restrictions imposed by weather,
airframe availability, aircraft down time, flight conditions, or airframe and
equipment configuration. Extremes of equipment operation, both realistic and
unrealistic, with or without breakout boxes, are possible with STSL to deter-
mine interference mechanisms.

4.0 Quality Assurance Provisions

4.1 Resources for Test and Developmental Investipations
The following facilities are riailable for subsystem developmental and qualifi-
cation tests, system developmental tests, and aircraft system tests: H

Wandow Lrkville Plant Electronics Laboratory, several sbielded rooms, -i

one antenna anechoic test chamber •.

Wandow Kingston Test Site, one aircraft anechoic test chamber (see
Exhibit H) one aircraft shielded ha-igar, two shielded rooms, one airstrip
suitable for jet aircraft flights and for ground engine run tests

Navy Point Mugu Test Site, one system test integration labor.sto.-y, one
airstrip

The types of test equipment to be used at Wmin..do-w, Hymouth, Pa., and Point
Mugu, Calif., facilities are fiteed in i•xhibit I.

4.2 Tests
The following tests will be performed to demonstrate compliance to
MIL-E-6051 and MIL-B.5087, according to MIL-D-8706 and MiL-D.8708.

4.2.2 Specification Compliance Test
A specification compliance test will be performed on XY-IA aircraft number
14. This test will verify the effectiveness of design modifications that S'ave been
engineered to correct deficiencies noted in the functional compatibility test.

4.2.3 Safety of Flight Test
An abbreviated functional compatibility test will be performed on each research
and development aircraft, before first flight, to insure freedom from electro-
magretic interactions that could endanger safety of flight. This test will be
conducted on the runway apron. Other safety of flight tests will be run when
significant equipment additions ate made to the aircraft.
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4.2.4 Radiation Hazards Test
A power density measurement vs. distance and orientation (including cockpit)
will be made on XY-IA aircraft number 6 with an operational AWG-O radar.
This test will be performed on the runway apron.

4.2.5 Bonding Test(s)
Electrical bonding measurements will be made on aircaft structural assemblies
and electrical/electronic mounting provisions. Emphasis shall be given to meas-
urement of fuel system components and protrusions vuln,.rable to lightning.

42.6 lightning Tests
Wandow will perform simulated lightning strike tests on sample boron compos.
ite structure panels to substantiate the suitability of protection methods. The
seller of the aircraft nose radome will perform simulated lightning strike tests
to verify immunity of this structure to damage. The subcontractor of the
lightning protection study will conduct simulated lightning discharge tests oil a
scale model XY-I A to determine vulnerable locations on the aircraft.

42.7 MILSTD-449 Test
Measurements of receiver-transmitter antenna line spectrum characteristics will
be made for the ARC-O00, the only CFE RF unit.

43 Data Requirements
To provide FM information, testing method descriptions, and test results, !he
followipg data will be submitted to NAVAIR (53356) and Naval Air Test Center
(WST-323). j

4.3.1 CFE Subsystem EM! Control PlanC Each CFE subsystem to be designed and tested to the requirements of 3.2.2.1
will have an applicable EM Control Plan submitted by the seller in accordance
with specification SPECSEO66.

4.3.2 CFE Subsystem EM! Qualification Test Procedure

Each CFE subsystem requiring EMI qualification testing will have an applicable
EAl Qualification Test Procedure submitted by the seller. This procedure will
be a detailed test description written at the engineering technician level. The
procedure shall contain test equipment to be used, calibration of test equip-
ment, test set-up description, methods of loading and triggering, test sample
operation, pas-fail criteria, and sample data sheets.

4.3-3 CFE Subsystem EMI Qualification Test Report
Each CFE -ubsystem requiring qualification testing will have an applicable EMI
Qualification Test Report submitted by the seller. This report will contain all
data recorJed during test as well as summaries of test results and a statement
indicating whether the pausfail criteria (,& the test procedure were met.

43.4 Control Plan Amendment
Amendments to this Control Plan will be generated when there have been signi-
ficant changes related to EMI management, techmical requirements, testing,
and data requirements.

4.3.5 Analysis Reports
A report of the computer or manually generated analysis for predicted problem
areas including antenna.coupled transmitter receivers will be prepared. It will
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show predicted incompa•tib•t-s, pro•b,1-M• ,cls, aiii ted fmiueacIes, and
proposed methods of solution. - ,

43.6 Problem Reports
Problem reports will be generated when sigificant EMI problems. theoretical
or empirical, not described in o.he, submitted test repWos or aay.ses, awe
evident. Solutions to problems indicated by dhe analysis will be included.

43.7 Bonding Report
A oning repor will be prepared containing measured bonding resistaivie &ta
taken from prototype and production aircraft. It will inchude a statement of
compliance or of specification violation and correction.

4.3.8 LIghtaing Report
A lightning report will be submitted that contains: boron compc.ete structure
simulated lightning strike test results; seller-submitted rdome simulated light-
ning strike test results. subcontractor-submitted scal model electrikal disca
test results, recommendations, and an analysi.

4.3.9 MIL.E-605 1, Functional Compatibility Test Plan
A System Functional Compatibility Test procedure in accordance with MU-
E.6051 and with Wandow exceptions; of Exhibit C will be generated. Test
equipment, test equipment operation, calibration, test sample operating modes.

control settings, frequencis mointoring points, passfal criteria-including
safety margins when applicable, and a test site. dscuiption will be incldu-d.
Subsystem and SITS test results will be used !o the maximum to inse inclu-
sion of worst case conditions .Applicable portions of this procedure will be

used for the specification compliance test.

43.10 Functional Compatibility and Specification Compliance Test Reports
Test reports on the MIL-E,6051 functional comptibility and specification
compliance test will be made. Data recorded during test, test results, any modi-
fication of test plan procedures, and statement of compliance or of specifica-
tion deviation will be included.

43.11 MIL.STD.449 Data
Receiver4ransmitter spectrum data will be submitted on the ARC.O00 ;n ac-
cordance with contract data requirements.

5.0 Preparation for Deli-ery
This section is not applicable to this EMI control plan.

6.0 Notes

6.1 Definitions
Definitions applicable to this contro! plan are per MILSTD.463 and MIL-E-
6051 as modified by Exhibit C.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

FOR SELLERS

GENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR

VFX WEAPON SYSTEM

1.0 SCOPE

Ur_.1nera_
This specification establishes the general requirements for an organized, compte-
hensive Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) Control Program to be conducted
by the seller. The requireroonts specified herein are necessy to ensure the
attainment of the EMI reqturements stated in the applicable equipment
specifications.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 Selection of Specifications and Standards
Applicable publications shall be those coatained in the LIST OF SPECIFICA-
TIONS AND STANDARDS (Book Form) APPROVED BY THE NAVAL AIR
SYSTEMS COMMAND, NAVAIR 00-25-544, dated October 1966 and the
LIST OF STANDARD DRAWINGS USED BY THE NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS
COMMAND, NAVAIR 00-25-543, dated March 1967. Other applicable publica-
tionsnot ,-ntuned in the above sts dul be the issue in effect on I May 1968,
except as noted hereir. All standards and specifications other than those
established for use by the Naval Air Systems Command must be approved by j
the procuring activity prior to use as a pcrt of this specification.

•....1 General
The following documents of the exact issue shown form a part of th secificas -

tion to the extent specified herein:

PUBLICATIONS

NAVAIR 00-25-543 List of Standard Drawings Used by the
March 1967 Naval Air Systcms Command
NAVAIR 00-25-544 List of Specifications and Standards
October 19656 (Book Form) Approved by the Naval

Air Systems Command

2.1.2 AvJaWiility of Documents

(a) When reqj.ting militz-- specifications, standards, drawings, and publi-
cations refer to both title "nd number. Copies of applicable specifications -
required in connection with specific procurement functions may be ob-
tained upon rpplication to the Comnanding Offcer, Naval Supply Depot,
Code 105, 5801 Tsbor Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19120.

3,1
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(b) Copies of this specification orapplicable subsidiary Wandow specifications
may be obtained from Wandow Aircraft Engineering Corp.iration, New
York, New York, Attention: XY-IA Subcontractor Manager.

3.0 REQUIREMENTS

3.1 General
The seller shall develop and initiate an EMI control program to assure his
adequate control over all operations, design, development, testing, and produc-
tion phases of the contract. This EMI program shall recognize the concept of
frterference-free design; i.e., that absence of interference is limited by the
design, and that effort must be concentrated early in the design phase. Em-
phauis on interference-free desgn results in a design suitable for use in the
intended operational environment.

3.1.1 EMI Control Program
The seller shall submit an EMI control program plan to the procuring activity
in accordance with the applicable Seller Requirements Document. As a mini-
mum, the seller's EMI Control Program must include the following factors !n
the equipment design:

(a) EMI control must be a major factor in planning, management, and
engineering.

(b) Improvement of interference-free design is best achieved in the
early phases of the development and test programs.

(c) Maintaining control of interference requires planned production,
quality control, and testing programs.

(d) The achieved absence of interference is a basic factor that deter-
mines the electromagnetic compatibility of the operational article.
Necessary improvements in the basic design shall be made to achieve
the required electromagnetic compatibility in operational use.

(e) Prediction and measurement of interference at pre-planned steps
of the design, development, and test phases to proviJe a means of
evaluating progress.

(f) The collection, analysis, and feedback of information to the proper
Pctivity with appropriate follow-up are fundamental to the accom-
plishunent of a design.

3.2 Management Controls
It is not the intent of this specification to require any particular form of
organization, but rather to require evidence that the procedures and controls
are adequate to insure that the minimum functions are performed to achieve
all requirements. Management tasks shAll include the identification of the
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design points inherent in the design phase and the scheduling of the corre-
sponding EMI control monitoring points. The design points shall refer to, but
not be limited to, the following design tasks:

(a) Logic design

(b) Design of the basic building block circuits

(c) Logic mechanization

(d) Breadboard

(e) Packaging

(f) Chassis and case design

(g) Design of wiring harness

(h) Structural design

3.2.1 Controls Tasks
For each monitoring point on each separate item of equipment or component,
the following EMI control tasks shall be performed by the seller:

(a) Review of all applicable analyses

(b) Preparation of proposed list of personnel attending review

(c) Review of electrical and mechanical design parameters

(d) Preparation of design reports, drawings, and other documentation

3.3 EMI Control Group
The seller shall establish an EMI Control Group consisting of personnel ex-
perienced in all applicable phases of EMI control. Steps shall be taken to ensure
that these personnel are well informed and knowledgeable of newly developed
EMI techniques and procedures required to achieve optimum EMI control and
accomplish the EMI tasks. These steps include:

(a) Adequate training programs

(b) Attendawice at EM! symposiums

(c) Possession of the latest available EM! literature

3.4 Document Review
All sketches and preliminary drawings affecting the EM! of the equipment
shall be subject to review by the seller's EM! control group before their release
for the preparation of final production drawinb,. Final drawings and specifi-
cations, and subsequent revisions, shall also be reviewed before release for
manufacturing purposes. All such. drawings and specifications shall be made
available to the procuring activity for review.

,5b
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3.5 Program Evaluation
The program evaluation shall ensure that the EMI control program established
in accordance with this specification shall continue to remain adequate as it
progresses and that allwork affecting the EMI of the product is being performed
in accordance with the EMI Control Plan. All information, such as interference
prediction, EMI design reviews, development, ard qualification and acceptance

test data shall be used to measure equipment compatibility at each monitoring
point.

3.6 Seller's EMI Subcontractor Proram
The dller is responsible for the following:

(a) Ensuring that the EMI levels achieved by his subcontractors' prod-
ucts are consistent with the overall equipment requirements.

(b) Determining the applicable portions of this specification to be
included in purchase orders to his subcontractors.

(c) Imposing upon his suppliers adequate specifications, acceptance
criteria, and contractual requirements for interference control of
their products.

(d) Maintaining adequate channels of communications and surveillance ,,r
with all subcontractors.

3.7 EMI Control in the Design Phase
This phase of control shall ensure that the inherent interference-generating
and susceptibility characteristics of the basic design are compatible with the
requirements of the applicable equipment specification. Attainment of the
optimum control requires the establishment of a working relationship between
EMI engineering and detail design engineering. During the design phase, the
following procedures shall be established:

(a) Design engineers shall be provided with all pertinent information
suitably organized to assist them in making decisions that will
result in optimum EMI control. Such information shall include
EMI prediction analyses based on equipment signal frequencies and
amplitudes.

(b) The analysis of (a) shall be conducted concurrently with the design.

(c) The seller's report system shall be in sufficient detail to enable the
procuring activity to monitor the design progress and evaluate the
equipment compatibility with overall system requirements.

3.8 EMI Analysis

3.8.1 Predictive Ana!ys
i:. predictive analysis shall be conducted as follows:

6
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(a) During the design phase to ensure optimum selection of circuits
and application of component parts

(b) In its most critical use, when circuits are developed as building

blocks for equipment

3.8.1.1 Predictive Analysis Considerations
The predictive analysis considerations shall consider all circuits and ali modes
of operation, and, as a minimum, shall indicate the following data:

(a) lnterference-generating capabilities (conducted and radiated)

(b) Interference susceptibility levels (conducted and radiated)

(c) Expected mode(-) ofexcessive interference or susceptibility

3.8.1.2 Predictive Analysis Application
The seller shall swbmit to the procuring activity a predictive analysis application
report in accrdance with the applicable Soller Requirments Document. The
data obtained in 3.8.1.1 can be applied in the design for interference prediction
with regard to the EMI requirements of the applicab'e equipment specification,
as well as to e-n;!re circuit compatibility within the equipment. If, in the opin-
ion of the beller, the prccedure would lead to pessimistic interference predic-
t:z'ns, he may include the analyis of these circuits under less critical electrical
stresses, recommend t~he necessary course of ction, a,:d submit the application
for the procuing aciivity's approval.

3.8.2 Configuration Ar.•lysi
The seller shall submnt a configuration analysis u, the prm.uri-ng activity in
aczard;nce with the applicable Seller Requirements Document. A cordiguratrcn
analysis shall be coirlucted to assist etigineers in making optimum design
changes before 4 design i5 frozen. To aid !n making such deciionmz, this analyrs I
shell comnpsre alternate coqsguratit os izIsng concepts, lc-gic dtsigps, functional
arrang-ments.or any other tecutiquesafficting the electromagnetic interference

contr, l of this equipment. This analysis sl,& be performed in conjunction with
other cogninat design groups.

..8.3 EMI Fa'lure Effect Analysis
The seller shall submit an EMI failure effect analysis te the procuring activity
in accordance with the applicable Seller Requirements Document. An antlysis
of all prcbeble interference requirements iailuves and their effects on the
capability of the system shag be conducied during the design phase. This
faihire.effect analysis shall be ceordinated with the predictive analysis, and the
resu tts reflectc l in a nesign that is considerably interference free in its earliest
phase. The results of !his analysis :iall also scrve as basic trouble.shooting
data, useful in the EMI test plan.

7
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3.8.4 EMI Failure Analysis
The seller shall submit an EMI Failure Analysis to the procuring activity in
accordance with the applicable Seller Requirements Document. All EMI failures
"shal be subject to analysis. This analysis shall include provisions for failure
review, diagnostic testing, and corrective action to eliminate or reduce the
interference or susceptibility to an acceptable level. This requirement does not
reduce overall failure analysis requirements.

3.9 Design Review
Design reviews shall be planned, scheduled, and conducted to ensure the
following:

(a) That the proposed design satisfies or exceeds all the EMI require-
ments of the applicable equipment specification or that a practical
alternative is proposed for procuring activity review and approval

(b) That the design represents an optimum solution to O.e EM!

problems under investigation

(c) That all requirements of the applicable equipment specification
and this snecification are met concerning EMI

39.1 Desip Data Review (")
The design data review shall include the following:

(a) A detailed examination of all applicable ,5ocuments, reports,
drawings, and specifications

(b) Provisions for a review by the procuring activity of all significant
design decisions before they are finalized

39.2 Design Review Schedule Submittal
The procuring activity shall be notified of Ull seller design reviews including
those to be conducted at suppliers facilities. Notification of the design review
schedule shall precede the review data by ten working days. The procuring
activity may request suppken',entary design reviews as necesary. Sufficient
notice of these reviews will be given to the seller.

3.9.3 Design Review Material
All pertinent analysis and documentation shall be submitted in a package to
each member of the review board and to the procuring activity when they are
notified of the review.

39.4 Review Board Representation
IThe review board shall consist of representatives of all engineering groups that
have a bearing on the design, including engineers skilled in EMI analysis, to
identify design weaknesses and to recommend specific changes to meet require-
ments. The EMI engineering members of the review board shall follow up to
assure that the EMI revisions agreed upon are made.

8
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3.8.4 EMI Failure Analysis
The seller shall submit an EMI Failure Analysis to the procuring activity in
accordance with the applicable Seller Requirements Document. All EMI failures
shall be subject to analysis. This analysis shall include provisions for failure
review, diagnostic testing, and corrective action to eliminate or seduce the
interference or susceptibility to an acceptable level. This requirement does not
reduce overall failure analysis requirements.

3.9 Design Review
Design reviews shall be planned, scheduled, and conducted to ensure the
following:

(a) That the proposed design satisfiez or exceeds all the EMI require-
ments of the applicable equipment specification or that a practical
alternative is proposed for procuring activity review and approval

(b) That the design represents an optimum solution to the EMI
problems under investigation

(c) That all requirements of the applicable equipment specification
and this specification are met concerning EMi

3.9.1 Design Data Review f "
1he design data review shall include the following:

(a) A detailed examination of all applicable documents, reports,
drawings, and specifications

(b) Provisions for a review by the procuring activity of all significant
design decisions before they are finalized

3.9.2 Design Review Schedule Submittal
The procuring activity shall be notified of all seller design reviews including
those to be conducted at suppliers' facilities. Notification of the design review
schedule shall precede the review data by ten working days. The procuring
activity may request supplementary design reviews as necessary. Sufficient
notice of these reviews will be given to the seller.

3.9.3 Design Review Material
All pertinent analysis and documentation shall be submitted in a package to
each member of the review board and to the procuring activity when they are
notified of the review.

39.4 Review Board Representation
The review board shall consist of representatives of all engineering groups that
have a bearing on the design, Including engineers sklled in EM! analysis, to
identify design weaknesses and to recommend specific changes to meet require-
ments. The EMI engineering members of the review board shali follow up to
assure that the EMI revisions agreed upon are made.

8
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3.9.5 Design Changes After Review
Desig changes made after a review shall be subjected to review and verification
as described in 3.9. This may necessitate design reviews at periods intermediate
to the scheduled monitoring points, which will provide for a continuous
review program and will allow for the earliest possible detection of any prob-
lems.

3.10 Repair and Modification
The seller shall maintain interference control during repair and modification
operations on all equipments, including those items returned subsequent to
initial receipt by the procuring activity. The EMI control procedures shall beý
the same as those established during the manufac!uring phase.

3.11 Surveillance of Test Program
Close EMI surveillance sball be maintained over the EMI portions of the equip-
ment development, preproduction qualification, and acceptance testing pro-
grams. This will ensure that the EMI requirements of the applicable equipment
specification are met.

3.11.1 EMI Engineering Representation
The cognizant procuring activity representative shall be invited to witness or
monitor all tests for which EMI test plans are required.

3.12 Data
Only that data listed in the schedule of the Seller Requirements Document
must be submitted.

4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE I ROVISIONS

4.1 General
Equipment covered by this specification shall be subject to developmental tests
and a preproduction qualification test to ensure compliance with the require-
ments of the applicable equipment specification.

4.2 Developmental Test Requirements

4.2.1 Test Plan
Before the performance of a test, a developmental test plan shall be submitted
to the procuring activity as required by the applicable Seller Requirements
Document.

42.2 EMI Developmental Tests
These tests shall be performed on breadboard, WP.A, and system leveis during
various stages of design and before formal EMi Preproduction Qualification
Testing. These tests shall be performed to obtain a high level of confidence in
the final EMI deiign before Preporduction Qualification Test.

4.2.3 Test Report
Upon completion of each EMI Developmental Test, a report shall be submitted

94
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to the procuring activity in accordance with the applicable Seller Requirements

Document.

4.3 Preproduction Qualification Test Requirements

4.3.1 Test Plan
Before the performanc!, - f a test, a preproduction qualification test plan shall
be submitted to the procuring activity for approval as required by the applicable
Seller Requirements Document.

4.32 Test Facilities
Tests shall be performed at the seller's facilities where practicable. A seller not
having adequate f'icilities shall engage the services of a satisfactory Co. ,r"•_-
testing laboratory. All test facilities shall be described within the test plan and
shall be subject to the approval of the procuring activity.

4.3.3 Test Specimen
The test specimen(s) for the EM! preproduction qualification test shall be
selected by the procuring activity as being representative of the production
equipment(s) to be supplied as contract items.

4.3.4 EMI Qualification Tests
These tests shall be performed on the test specimen(s) in accordance with the
requirements of the applicable equipment specification, the control plan, and
this specification. These tests shall be so performed that each mode of operation
is used during each test performed, as it would be during typical operation.

4.3.5 EMI Test Failures
All failures shall be reported and analyzed in accordance with the requirements
of 3.8.4. An EMI failure shall be as defined in 6.1.3. In case of doubt regarding
the existence of a failure, the decision of the procuring activity representative
shall be final.

4.3.6 Test Witness
The preproduction qualification test shall be witnessed or monitored by an
authorized representative of the procuring activity.

4.3.7 Rejection and Retest
Equipment that fails to pass the EMI qualification test, in accordance with the
requirementsof 4.3.4herein, shall be reworked and resubmitted for acceptance.
Full particulars concerning the rejection and the action taken to correct the
defect(s) found in the original test will be furnished to the procuring activity.
Information furnished shall be in accordance with the Seller Requirements

A IVDocument.

4.3.8 Test Report
Upon completion of the EMI tests and subsequent retests, a report, signed and
certified by an authorized representative of the seller or an approved commer-
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cial testing laboratory, shall be submitted to the procuring activity for approval
in accordance with the applicable Seller Requirements Document.

5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY.

Not applicable

6.0 NOTES

6.1 Definitions

6.1.1 Component
A component is defined as an article that is normally a combination of parts,
subassemblies or assemblies and is a self-contained element of a complete
operating equipment that performs . iun-tion necessary to the operation of
that equipment.

6.1.2 Equipment
An equipment consists of one or more components capable of performing
specific functions.

6.1.3 EMI Failure
An emissions measurement that does not meet the applicable EMI specification
requircments after the application of the proper correction factors, constitutes
an EMI failure. Each undesired response shall also be considered as an EMI
susceptibility failure if such unde.ied response is caused by interference, either
external or internal to the equipment under consideration. Any deviation from
a specified output, increase or decrease, shall be considered as an undesirable
response.

6.1.4 Procuring Activity
Where the words "procuring activity" are used herein, they refer to the Wandow
Aircraft Engineering Corporation.

6.1.5 Seller
Where the word "seller" is used herein, it refers to the subcontractor who has
the responsibility for the design, construction, and test of the equipment
covered by the applicable equipment specification. I

6.2 Precedence of Dotzments i
When the requirements of the contract, equipm'tnt specification, this specifi-
cation or subsidiary specifications are in confl;.t, the following precedence
shall apply:

(a) Contract - The contract (or purchase order) shall have precedence
over any specification.

(b) Equipment Specification - The applicable equipment specification
shall have precedence over this specification.I II
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(c) This Specification - This specification shall hawu piecedeice over
all referenced subsidiary specifications. Any deviation from this
specification or from subsidiary specifications, shall be specifically
approved in writing by the procuring activity.

(d) Referenced Specification - Any referenced specification shall
have precedence over &lHsubsidiry specifications referenced therein.
All referenced specifications sh apply to the extent specifized
herein.

12
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1.0 SCOPE
1.1 Scope J

This specification establishes the procedures for wiring separation and shield
grounding necessary to effect systems electromagnetic compatibility of the
XY-I A weapon system.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 Selection of Specifications and Standards
Applicable publications are those contained in the LIST OF SPECIFICATIONS
AND STANDARDS, APPROVED BY THE NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COM-
MAND, NAVAIR 00-25-544, dated October 1966, other specifications in the
materials and processing areas shall be those contained in the LIST OF 4
SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS (Book Form) APPROVED BY THE
NAVAL AIR SYSTEM COMMAND NAVAIR 00-25-544 dated May 1968;
and the LIST OF STANDARD DRAWINGS USED BY THE NAVAL AIR
SYSTEMS COMMAND, NAVAIR 00-25.543, dated March 1967. Other
applicable publications not contained in the above lists shall be the issue in
effect on I May 1968, except as noted herein. All standards and specifications
other than those established for use by the Naval Air Systems Command must
be approved by the procuring activity before use as a part of this specification.

2.1.1 General
The following documents of the exact issue shown form a part of this specifi-
cation to the extent specified herein:

SPECIFICATIONS

Military

MIL-W-5088C Wiring, Aircraft, Installation of

OTHER PUBLICATIONS

NAVAIR 00-25-543 List of Standard Drawings
dated March 1967

NAVAIR 00-25-544 List of Specifications and Standards J
dated May 1968

CAP-68-80DI Cable Harness Assembly; Design and
dated January 1969 Fabrication of

3]
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2.1.2 Availability of Documents

(a) When requesting military specifications, standards, drawings, and publi.
cations, refer both to title and number. Copies of applicable specifications
required by contractorsin connection with specific procurement functions
may be obtained upon applicatitx to the Commanding Officer, Naval
Supply Depot, Code 105, 5801 Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania, 19120.

(b) Copies of this specification of applicable Wandow documents may be eb-
tained from Wandow Aircraft Engineering Corporation, New York, New
York, Attention: XY-lA Subcontracts Manager.

3.0 REQUIREMENTS

3.1 General
The wiring of electrical and electronic equipment aboard the XY-1 A airplane
shall conform to the tequirements specified hemin and to those specified in
Specification MIL-W-5088. This requirement appies to all electrical/electronic
equipments installed in the XY-IA airplane. Compliance to the wiring separa-
tion and shield grounding requirements are necessary to.preclude coupl.ng of
interference from one circuit to another. Deviations from the wiring require-
ments specified herein shall be permitted if approved by the XY-1 A EMC
Group. •.

3.2 Wire and Cable Coding
EMC coding shall appear on all wiring diagram layouts and harness charts to
indicate the required wiring separations. The FMC ccde shall be in accordance
with the instructions defined below.

3.2.1 Coding Instructions
The following instructions for EMC coding shall apply.

32.1.1 EMC Code Group, Ist Digit
The first digit of the EMC Code Group designr.tes the subsystem group in
accordance with Specification MIL-W-5088 as delineated in Table I of this
specification. The separations to be provided between diffe-ent subsystems
shall be as Wcified in 3.31.1.1.

32.12- EMC Code Group, 2nd Digit
The second digit of the EMC Group Code designates the individual eoup-nent
in accordance with Table 1. The separations to be provided between oquipments
of the same subsystem shall be as specified in 3.3.1.1.2.

3.2.1.3 EMC Code Group, 3rd Digit
The third digit of the F.MC Code Group designates the connector number f-r
those signals emanating from the individual equipment. Connector number iO
shall be designated by -0." Where more than ten connectors arc used on fme
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equipment, letters shall be used for the e~eventh and subsequent number of
connectors. The separation3 to be provided between connector wire bundles
shall be ts specified in 3 3.!.1.33.

32.1.4 EMC Code Group, 4th Digit
The fourth digit of the EMC Code Group designates the group'.ag of wires
whose signals ernanmte from the same connector on an equpment. Normally,
all wire whose signals at. marked with the letter "A" will be grouped together.
"Those wi'cs shall be grouped together to comprise the connector wire bundle.
However, when coaxirl wires exist within a connector, they will receive the
letter "C" and be grouped together to comprise a coaxial wire bundle. If wires
within a cmnector require special separation, they will receive either the
letters "S;' "T," "U,' "V" or "W" and be grouped to comprise special wire
bundles. The separation tobe provided between connector wire bundles ad the
coax wire bundles and/or the special wire bundles sall be as specified in
3.3.1.1.4 and 3.3.1.1.5.

32.1.5 Left and Right Generator BUSS Classification
Distinction shall be made between left hand generator and right hand generator
usage. Electrical/electronic equipment that uses primary power from. the
right hand generator suhll be clasified by underlining the code.

(3.2.1.6 Example of EMC Group Code

J3( t(Co~nnector wire bundle)*

1st digit 2nd digit 3rd digit 4th digit

designates designates designates ,<e signM.ts

tubsyatem In eQuipment In cnnneCto( wirfes to
accordanc, accorda~nce nub nbe go.Jod
with Tabie I. with Table I ectuloment, together

wIithin

c(no,'bct r. n
"NOTE:

Connector wire bundles shorn L.onsist only o; thoe wires whowf signal
nab ats,; from thI connector.
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TABLE I

SUBSYSTEM AND EQUIPMENT EMC CODES

EMC Code EMC Code

Subsystem 1st Digit Equipment 2nd Digit

Armament A Armament Control (CIACS) A
Amplifier, Power Supply B
Control Unit, Gun C

Control - C Auto Flight Control A
Surface System

Approach Power Control B
CentrAl Air Data Computer C

instruments D Oxygen System A
Wing Sweep Indicator B

Control Surface Position C
Hydraulic Pressure D
Indicator
Cabin Pressure lndicatoi
Wheels and Flaps Indicator F
Brake Pressure Indicator G
ProtV. Heaters H

Engine E Integrated Ereine A
Instruments Indicators

NI Tach B
Fuel Flow Ttansmittef C
Nozzle Position D
Oil -r.ssure E

Fuel Quantity F
Total Te:niperature System G

Oil Pressure Indicator H

Oil Quantity Indicator J
Engine Preauie Ratio K

Flight F Angle of Attack Systom A
Instruments Altimeters (Servo B

Pneumatic)

Accelerometer C
Veciicle Velorlty Indicator D

6-6
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TABLE I (Continued) j
EMC Code EMC Code

Subsystem 1st Digit Equipment 2nd Digit

Airspeed System E
Pilot Static Probes F
Standby Attitude Indicator G
Bearing Distance Heading
Indicator H
Stai..by Compass
At'i'ude Heading Reference K
Clock L
'2ounting Accelerometer M

Compensator N
Gyrosccpe P
Controller R

ileat.•ig, H Anti-Ice AI Vcntil-tin, Anti-Skid B
";nd Be-lcing De-Fogging C

Environmental Centrol D•

Missile Cooling E
Electronic Cooling F
liquid Cooling G
Engine Oil Cooling H
Hydraulic Oil Cooling K

Ignition J Engine Ignition and Szart A

Engine K Air Inlet Control A
Control Mach Lever Actuator B

Lighting L Exterior Lighting/Electro- A
luminescent (AC)

Exterior Lighting/ B
Incandes';ent (AC)
Interior Lightirg/Electro. C -"

luminescent (AC)
Internor Lighting/ D
Incandescent (AC)

Hi-Intensity Floods E

7
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TABLE I (Continued)

EMC Code EMC Code
Subsystem Ist Digit EuiEpnent 2nd DIgit

Miscellaneous M Canopy Contiol A
Electric Nose Wheel Steerink B

Launch Bar C
Arresting Hook D

Nowe Radome Fold E
Hydraulic Valve Control F

Seats G
Landing Gear Control H

Landing Gear, Position J
Master Test Panel (Pilot) K

Master Test Panel (MCO) L
System Power/Ground Test MV

DC Power P DC Power System A

Radio R Tacan-ARN-00 A '. €

(Navigation and UHF-ADF-ARA-00 B
Communication) lntercommunication-LS-OOO C

IFF Transponder-APX-0 D
IFF Interrogator-APX-OA E
Cryptographic System- F
KY.00
UHF Co.-un-ARC-00A G
Interference Blanker- H
MX.000

UHF Data Link-ARC-OO i
UHF Aux Receivet- K
ARR-00
IMU k(Inertial Measurement L
Unit)

CICU (Central Interface M
Converter Unit)

Radar S Radn; Altimeter-APN.00 A
Radar Beacon.APN.000 B

Specl T Weapons Ccnuol-AIM-00 A

A-8
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TABLE (Continued)

Electronics Missile
Weapops Control Missile B
Aux
Vertical Display Ind Group C

Pigeon Missile D
TV Sighting Subsystem E
RHAWS F
DECM G
IR Optical Detection H
Chaff/Flare Dispenser $

Tactical Telemetry K
ACLS Beacon Augmentor L

Inertial Navigation M

Special D~t) a~s.ASW.OO N
Electronics Horizontal Situation 0

Display

AWG.0 Computer P
AWG-0 Power Supplies R
AWG-0 Radar S
AWG-0 Missie Auxiliary T

AWG-O Infrared U
AWG-0 Recorder V
AWG-0 Cointrols and W
Displays

Warning and W Fire Detectim System A
Emergency

AC Power X AC Generator (Right) A

AC Generator (Left) B
AC Power System Control C
Emergency Generator D

External Power E

NOT5: Additionali equipments shall be as4kned accordingly by EMC
Group-

( 9
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3.3 Wiring esin
The wiring requirements specified on all wiring diagram layout and harness
chartz for fabrication and installation in XY-1A airplane mu."t conform to the
wiring bundling and separation procedures defined below.

3.3.1 Wire. Bundling and Separation
The wire separation objectives for the XY-IA wiring shall be to first separate
indiidual connector wire bundles; then separate electrical/electronic equipment
wire bundles, then separate sub*vstem wire bundles.

3.3.1A Basic Burdling and Separation
All ub•y•sers aie defined herein, their equipments and their wiring shall be
sperated according to the following techniques and compromise procedures.

3.3.1.1.1 Subsystem W-ing Separation
All s/guals emanating from each sbsyatem *hall be separated from all other
subsystem wiring by a minimum of two inches (see Figure 1). The subsystem
shall be oetipiated by the first digit of the EMC code group, as specified in
3.21.1..

3.3.1.1.2 Equipment Wising Separation
AD signals e•anating from an irWlividual equipment shall be separated from all
other equipment wiring within the same subsys•m by a minimum of one inch
(see Figure !). The equipment siai be designated by the second die. of the
EMC code group, as specified in 3.2.1.2.

3.3.1.1.3 Connectot Wire Bundle SeEaratio-_

All sigals enmating from a connector on an equipment within a sub3ystem
shall be bundled togethef and separated from rll other connector wire bnttdles
whose signals emanate from that same equipment by a minimum of one-halfinch (-ea Figure. 1). The connector wire bundle shall be designated by the

third arm; fourth digit of the EMC code group as specified in 3.2.1.3 and
3.2.1.4.

3.3.!.1.,A Coaxial Wiring Se aration
All coaxial wiring wose signals emanate from a connectnr s-,tl be cpsepated
from that connector ws.e bundle and all other conprector wire bundles by a
minimum of one inch (s~e Figure 1). The coaxial wiring shall b'e designated by
the fourth digit of the EMC cvde group, as specified in 3.2.1.4.

3.3.1.1.5 Special Wire Separation
W'ires whose signal. emanate from a connector and which raquire speci;21
separation ftom other wire- within that rme connector shalt be separated
from that connector wire bundle and ali other connector wire bundies by a
minimum of one inch (see Figure 1). The special wiring shall be deic:ated by
the fourth digit of the EMC code group, as specified in 3 ILIA.

10 I )
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3.3.1.2 Perimisible Compromisea
Implementation of the permisible compromises stated below shall be recorded
and filed for reference. These compromhises are not applicable to the AWG-O
system wiring. Any AWG.O subtystenm wiring compromise required shall be
brought to the attention of the XY.IA EMC Group, which will then indicate
the compromise permissible for AWG-O subsystem wiring.

3.3.1.2.1 First Compromise
When the spicified connector wire bundle separation cer. not be provided per
3.3.1.1.3, the wiring containing sinah emanating from each indiddual equip-
ment within this subsystem shall be combined into two bundles, one bundle
containing both the coaxial cables and special wire blmdles, the second bundle
containing all other wires, and separated by a m.nimum of one inch (see Figure
2). This bundling compromise is made by combining the wire bundles that
have an identical first and secotid digit of the EMC code group and a fourth
dig, of the letter "A" to comprise one bundle; and combining the wire bundles
that have an identical first and second digit of the EMC code and a fourth
digit of either "C," "S." "T," "U," "V," or "W" to compose the other wire
bundle.

3.3.1.2.2 Second Compromise
IF Fnadditional compromise must be made beyond that performed per
3.3.1.2.1, combine the.two bundles whose signals emanate from each individual
equipment into one bundle, and separated from PM other equipment wiring by

a minimum of one inch (see Figure 2). This bundling compromise is made by
combining the wire bundles that have identical first and second digits of the
EMC code group.

3.3.1.2.3 Third Comprom2se
If an additional compromJie mu3t be made beyond that performed per
3.3.1.2.2, combine the bundles whose signals emanate from each subsystem
group of equipment into one bundle, separated from all other subsystem wiring
by a minimum ct two inches. Hokever, this subsystem group must be supplied
and qualified by one seller as a subsystem in order to qualify for ihis bundling
relaxation (see Fig'zre 2). This bundling compromise is made by combining the
wire bundles that have identical first digits of the EMC code group and qualify
for this bundling relaxation.

3.3.1.3 Additional Compromises
If there is difficulty in complying with the above procedures and it cannot be
resolved by the compromises, the problems must be brought to the attention
of the XY-IA EMC Group. The XY-IA EMC Group will then indicate the
additional compromises permaissible. All such resolutions will be recordcd and

filed for future reference.
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3.3.2 S&pplemental Requirements
In addition to the requirements of 3.3.1.1 the following shall apply.

3.3.2.1 Configurations
When different connector wire bundles, equipment wire bundles, or subsystem
wire bundles are con-ned in a harness, each individual bundle shall be grouped
separately within the overall harness as shown in Figure 3. Each bundle shall
be located within the harness so that there is maximum separation between
the different subsystems.

3.3.2.2 Cross Wiring
Where wiring from different subsystems must cross and the subsystem separa-
tion cannot be attained, the cross shall be made at a right angle.

3.3.2.3 Standard Routing Techniques

(a) In ,reas where more than the minimum wiring separation is possible, all
available space shall be useO for maximum wiring separation.

(b) In areas where minimum separation requirements cannot be fulfilled,
the rouling shall use all available space to give maximum possible
separation.

(c) All wires passing through physical constraints such as module disconnects
shall return to maximum separation as soon as physically possible.
Reference Figure 4.

(1) Metal Troughs - Troughs of suitable metals may be used to provide
separation in restricted areas as required.

(2) Conduit - Conduit of suitable materials may be used in certain
restricted areasas a mechanical aid orto provide additional isolation.

(d) All antenna leads must be routed separately in accordance with Specifica-
tion MIL-W-5088.

(e) Wiring from the left hand generator buss shall be routed separately from
t*e wiring of the right hand generator buss.

3.3.2.4 Module Disconnects
When different equipment wiring or different subsystem wiring.•ust be routed
through a module disconnect, the disconnect shall be grouped so that each
subsystem wiring is confined to a sector of the disconnect; each equipments
wiring within a subsystem is confined to a common subsector; each connector
wire bundle of an equipment is confined to an area of the sub-sector (see
Figure 5).

3.4 Shield Grounding
Shields, when used, must be grounded at both ends.

12
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3.4.1 Shield Discontinuities
Individual or group shields shall be carried through the connector on 3 separate
pin and grounded at the receiving side of the discontinutty. No more than six
shields shall be carried through the connector on one pin. The length of the
exposed unshielded wire at the back of the connector JWall hot exceed two
Inches.

3.4.2 Common Shield Grounding
Where a common shield ground is used, such as on multidsielded cable or in a
harness having a large number of individual shields, a heavy conductor, such as
a halo or a connector backshell, 3hould be used to ground all the shields to the
connector or to the chassis. The length of the expmed unshielded wire at the
back nf the connector shall not exceed two inche-. Shield ground leads shall
not exceed two inches when terminated to connector.

3.5 Design Approvals
As required by corporate procedure WCP-6&-8DI, the following .sign
appiovals shall apply.

3.5.1 Drawings
All electrical/electronic wiring diagram layouts and harness charts shall receive
EMC coding. The EMC coded wiring diagrams shall be signed off by the
cognizant EMC engineer before their release.

3.5.2 Drawing Revisions
All revisions to the electrical/electronic wiring diagram layouts and harness
charts shall be considered as originals and shall receive EMC coding. Drawing
revisions shall be signed off by the cognizant EMC engineer before their ielease.

3.5.3 Mock-Ups
All wiring mock-ups shall be approved as meeting the EMC requirements for
separations and routing of harnesses by the XY-IA EMC group before their
release.

3.5.4 Aircraft
The XY-! A aircraft shall be approved as meeting the EMC requirements for
separation and routing of harnesses by the XY-I A EMC group.

4.0 QUAUTY ASSURANCE

4.1 Drawings
The EMC Code Group shall be specified on all wiring diagram layouts and
harness charts.

4.2 Tooling
Tool drawings shall be prepared for fabrication of XY.IA harnesses and cable
assemblies in accordance with the specified wiring requirements.

(_ 13
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4.3 Installation
Pl-otographs and drawings recording wire installations in the XY-I A airplane
shall be prepared and filed.

4.4 Monitoring
The XY-i A EMC group sh. provide complete coverage for the initial installa-
tion of wiring into the protutype XY-! A aircraft and any additional ncw wiring
into subsequent aircraft.

4.5 Records
Engineering shall retain copies of all drawings depicting design and installation
requirements. Records of all inspection procedures and results shall also be
kept.

5.0 PREPARATION FOR DEUVERY

Not applicable.

6.0 NOTES

6.1 Definitions

(a) Subsystem Wiring
All wiring within a particular subsystem group.

(b) Subsystem Separation
Subsystem separation is the distance required between wiring of different
subsystems.

(c) Equipment Separation
Distance required to separate an equipment wiring assembly from all
other equipm-nnt wiring assemblies within a single subsystem.

(d) Connector Separation
Distance required to separate a connector wiring assembly from all other
connector wiring assemblies whose signals emanate from the same equip-
ment within a single subsystem.

(e) Special Wire Separation
Wires within a connector that require separation from all other wires
within a connector wiring assembly, and whose signals emanate from an

equi,..rent within a single subsystem.
(I) Primary Powerd

'lower generated by the airplane's electrical system.

144
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SPIXIFICATION
No. SPECEW200

I
I

Subsystem No. I Subsystem No. 2
V . . .. . ....-- I Connector Wire

Setictation - ~ (min)
Eqimn Equipment |SI I I

II
A C

. ~2

I°" I Ecuioment Wiring
Equipment wiring 1J rain Separation

Separation mini 2"

I ~ ~Subsystem I

Equipment Wiring |

Separation i

I I Coaxial of

Special Wiring i
. Se•oaation - ,"(min,

F IGUPE I C ONNECTOR. EOUIPIWSNT AND StLbYSTEM WiRING SEPA~RATION -
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEW200

First Compromise
Eqimn Coaxial and/or Spec;al Wire Bundle

A J2 C n et rW r Bu d s

.13

Second Compromise

Equipment
J1.• Comiector a•nd Coaxial and/or

Special Wire Bundles

AJ2

Third Compromise

r . . . .- .- ISubsystem Equipment

J J2
I All 'Aire Bundles

I "!£ubsystem Supplied and Gualified

SJ2 l by One Seller

FPGLME 2 SEPARATION COMROMSES
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEMV2OO

Subsystem No. 1 Subsystem No. 2
I I'

Equipmen

A A 2  C
I

I I

I II

I B 1
Equipipee

L . . .. J _ L__

GraiCombining

EquipmentGr~uGrouping

Wiring

FIGURE 3 TYPICAL HARNESS CONFIGURAtION
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SPECI [FICATION

3" No. SI'.i'CEW200

1 EQUIPMENT

3 CONNECTORS
§3 CONNECTOR

S/S .#2

#C2 CONNECTORE M A

Iý " #1

0' 0• " 0 / EQUIPMENT **A'"

41 CONNECTOR O O O1 CONNECTOR

S/S #2 o0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(e% 0 0 00
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

EQUIPMENJT **B*S/S #1 0 0 0 O ) \ %O 0 1 CONNECTOR

1 CONNECTOR

#I2 CONNECTOR

EQUIPMENT "D*"

2 CONNECTORS

VICGURE 5 MODULE DISCONNECT LAYOUT
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REVISION DESCRIPTION

Spec No. SPECEW200

This specification has been revised as stated below and re-issued as of the
date shown on the title page. Change descriptions are not cumulative and
apply to this revision only. All approved anendments to the previous issue
of this specification have been incosporated, showing the authority for each
amendment. for specific items and authorities refer to the actual amend-
ments. Authority for all other changes is shown individually.

Wandow Authority
Info

Page Para No. Description

ECP, DR Gov't.
i Etc.

The following changes were made NI A
to comply with system design and
for clarification.

2 2.1 Capitalized all titles of publica-
tions. I /

5 3.2.1.6 Added an asterisk to each of the N/ A
three "(connector wire bundle)"
phrases. Added "NOTE:]

6 TABLE I Added equipment nomenclatures
and EMC codes to "Instrments"
and "Engine Instruments" list.

19 Figure 4 Deleted existing Figure 4 and
substituted new Figure 4.
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ELECT'RICAL BONDING REQUIREMENTS

GENERAL SPEClFICATJON FOR

XY-l A WEAPON SYSTEM

I1.) SCOPEJ

Li scopeThi3 specification establishes the requirvments for electricAI bonding of the I
XY-l A weapon system to ensure that electrical and electronic installations and
overall air.-smae construction are adequately bonded to effect subsystem and
system electromagnetic compatibility, lightning protection, and safety. This
document does not supersede or waive any requirements of specification
MILB-5087. It specifically states the bonding requirements in full accordance

with specificaiion MIUB-5087 and further aids in its intent.
2.0 APPLICABLE D3OCUMENTS

2.01 Selection of Specifications and Standards

SApplicz publications are those conmtined in the List of Specification, and
Standards (Book Form) Approved by the Naval Air Systems Command,
SNAVAIR 00-25-544 dated, October 1956: and the List of Standard Drawings
"Used by the Naval Air 3ystems Command. NAVAIR 00-25.543, dated March
1967. Other applicable publications not contained in the above lists shall be the
issue in effect on i May 1968, except as noted herein. All standards and
specifications other than those esablishec for use by the Naval Air Systems
Commmid must be approved by the procuring a.tivity before use as a part of
this specific.ticn.

2.1.1 Gentral
The following documents of the exact issue shown form a part of this specifica-
tion to the extent specified herein:

SPECIFICATIONS

Military Titles AppI. Para.

MIL-M-3171C Magnesium Alloy, Frocesses for Pretreat- Type I
rient and Prevention of Corrosion on

MIL-B-5087B Bonding, Electrical, and Lightning AllProtection for Aerospace Systems

MIL-C-5541A Chemical Films for Aluminum and All
Aluminum Alloys

MIL-L-6806 Lacquer. Clear, Aluminum Clad, All
Aluminum Alloy Surfaces

Pieceding pie blank A-73
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MILD.8706A Data and Tests, Engineering Contract Addendmun
Requirements for Aircraft Weapon 305
Systems

STANDARDS

Military Titles Appl. Pam.

MS25083 Jumper Assembly, Electric, All
Bonding and Current Return

3.0 REQUIREMENTS

3.1 General
The requirements szecified herein are to insure that all pieces of metal are
electrically bonded to each other. These requirements apply to the ovrall air-
craft construction and each electrical and electronic installation. Compliance
to these requirements is essential to subsystem and system compatibl~ity and
to provide electrical stability so that all installations shall be free from t6~e
hazrds of lightning and electrical shock.

Any deviations from the requirements stated herein shall require Wandow
XY-l A Electro-Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) Group approval.

3.1.1 Design Reeonsibilities
"T cognizant engineers and deigners u be responsible for the inclusion of
electrlcal bonding provisions en enginesring drawings and production datai
both for contracto-'s designs ard dwse of the Wandow In-house Sffort. Bondiag
requirements shall bW referenced on ali assembly drawngs, These bonding
requirements shall specify the applicable paragraohs and/or figures of referenced
specifications as well as the mnwimum allowable electrical revsitance of each
bond.

3.12 Design Requirements

3.1.2.1 'Mectrical Resistan, of Bonds
The electriael resistance across any bonded joint or connection in an eiectricd
or electronic installatior su•h as ju.mnper terminal to struclure and siructure to
structure shall not exceed 0.0025 ohm. This measurement shal be made with a
Biddle "Ducte:" low resistance ohmmeter or an equivalent,

3.1.3 Bonding Considerations

3.1.3.1 Psrts Inherently Bonded
4etal-to-netal joints meet bonding tequirementa when they con~ply with the
following descriptions:

(a) Perman=r.t metal-to-metal joints fermed by urdding, brszing.
swea;big. or swaging.
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(b) Semi-permanent, machined, electrically cleaned metal.to-metal
joints held together by thread-locking devices, rivets, tie rods,
structural rods under heavy tension, or pinned fittings driven tight
and not subject to wear.

(c) Normally permanent and immovable, electrically clean metal.to-
metal joints held together by clamped fittings.

An electrically clean metal-to-metal join' is formed by removal before assembly
of all electrically insulating finishes and coatings, including alodine, indite, or
eqwvalent, from the contact sutfaces of the materials being joined.

3.1.3.2 Extent of Bonding
The nunber of bonding jumpers to be installed shall be kept to a minimum.
Ithe necessity for, and the location of, all bonding jumpers shall be approved by

[ the Wandow XY-1 A EMC Group.

3.1.3.3 Parts Impiactical to Bond With Jumprs
Where bonding is necessary but bondLng by jumper may cause fouling or
mechanical malfunction, other suitable means of bonding shall be used. Bonding
of this nature shall be effected in accordance with good engineering practice and
shall be subject to the approval of the Wandow XY-I A EMC Group.

3.;.3.4 Protrusions Bonding

All external electrically isolated conducting objects, excluding antennas, which
protrude above the vehicle surfice shall have a bond to the vehicle skin or
structu.e. Large nonconductig projectiom ewential to flight or hmusing per-
.3nnei, such as •tmical stabilizer parts, wing tips astrodomes, and cun.pes,
shall hav. the fghtning path extermlly dist-ributed over their expo.ed area
keading to the vehicle skin. Vehicle flight safety, flight charactetit crew
"-;WbiHy, end cquipmrens performance shall take precedence over. these require-
•wnts. TPe conductive path shall not :affect the structural integrity of the
projection. if a s-micon4'jcting suface or ooninemr-gradd surface resistance
is used to initi:- s i•-l.ghrI path, 1he voltae gridknt at any point along the
pth to the skin shriahl bke ss 4rhar the br".kdown gradient to any grounded
objvcc wihin, aud the mrsistivc psth shI be at least inch wide.

3.1.4 GFE And St&a-nd Eq'dincient

Government-furnisfied or off-th-be.she1f ttandaw4 e-quipments that cani.ot be
adeiutely bonded to their respceive shock mount&shall be referred to the
Wandow XY,!A EMC Group so that methods of complying with applicable
berding -tquirtm•ents of this •'co.may, be determnined. Government-

furin•..ed equipient having inadequate c;se bmding *hll be brought to the
attention of the Wandow XY-WIA 11W GCroup.

3.2 Materiais
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3.2.1 Bonding Connections

3.2.1.1 Preferred Straps
Bonding straps shall not exceed a length-to-width ratio of 5:1 and shall be as
short as possible (reference Figure 1). Any variation from this standard mu4t be
approved by the Wandow XY-IA EMC Group.

3.2.1.2 Acceptable Straps
Bonding jumpers per MS25083 are acceptable when the preferred straps cannot
be used.

3.2.2 Connection Finishes
All connectors shall be provided with an electrically conductive coating.

3.2.3 Titanium Interfaces With Aluminum
All titanium to aluminum bonding shall be done using a solid nickel lug inter-
face.

3.3 Fabrication

3.3.1 Fabrication Responsibilities
It shall be the responsibility of fabirication, installation, and inspection per-
sonnel to determine that the bonding requirements specified by engineering

drawings and this specification are met or. each electronic component and_-.
installation.

3.3.2 Bonding, Current Return
Adequate electrical bonding is necessary between articles of equipment and the
basic aircraft structure to provide a low resistance path. Bonding provisions
must provide a suitable power return path and must fall into ene of the follow.
ing classes:

(a) Class "A" - Permanent Type
Bonding jumper as shown in Figures 2, 3, 4, and S.

(b) Class "B" - Detachable Or Stud Type
In this type of installation, the connection to structure takes the
form of a through stud. Bearing against structure is carried through
a flat washer with a star washer (AN936) between the structure and
the head of the screw. Contact areas on structure shall be prepared
in accordance with 3.5,before assembly. With the stud tightened in
place, the structure and the intersection of the aluminum washers
and the structure is refinished according to the general airplane
finish schedule. This electrical connection may be disconnected at
will. Stud-hardware shall be as noted on applicable drawings. (See
Figure 6)

(c) Class "C" - Heavy Duty Ground
This type of connection may in some instances be required. It

L-6
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involves the use of a tab of large enough section to carry the cur- i

rents involved. The tab, unanodized and prepared in accordance
with 3.5, is placed against structure, also prepared in accordance
with 3.5, and riveted by at least three 1/8 rivets, or bolted in 2
places. The connection area, including the joint, is to be refminshed
according to the general airplane finish schedule. The portion of the
tab projecting from the structure is to remain clean to allow good
electrical connection to be made. Terminations shall be torqued to
the values risted below. (See Figure 7) 4

NUT TORQUE

SIZE MINIMUM TORQUE MAXIMUM TORQUE
INCH LBS. INCH LBS.

1/4 40 60
5/16 65 95
3/8 95 110

3.3.3 Banding of Antenna Installation
Antenna mounting bases and airframe mating surfaces shall be prepared to
comply with the requirements set forth in 3.5. When required, special bonding
limits for antenna installations shall be specified on the applicable anttenna
drawing.

3.3.3.1 Bonding of Panels
Prticular attention shall be given to the bonding of panels adjacent to antennas.

When an adjoining panel s required for an adequate grouna plane, the entire
mating width of the belt frarr.. and the surfaces of the panels that mate with
this belt frame shall b. prepared in accordance with the requirements in 3.5 of
this document. When these panels are of sandwich type construction, consid-
eration shall be given to electrically bonding the inner surface to the outer
surface. Non-anodized rivets at 0.5-inch spacing will provide adequate electrical
bonding of the two surfaces.

3.3.4 Bonding auid Exr-losive Fuel Areas
In areas where hazardous conditions are caused by the presence of explosive
fuels and gasses, bonding shall be done to prevent ignition ia the event of
power faults. Resistance of fault-current bonding, such as from equipmernt or
component case to structure, shall not exceed the values shown in Figure 8 for
each bond connection.

3.3.5 Metal Electrical and Electronic Racks and Drawers
Rack and panel type equipment shall be bonded between the equipment and
the rack by bare, clean, metal-to-metal contact, and the rack shall be bonded to
the basic aircraft structure by bare, clean, metal-to-metal contact. Spot cleaning
at screw holes is acceptable when approved by the Wandow XY-IA EMC

7
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Group. Adjoining or faying surfaces shill also be prepared as specified in 3.5,

with the following applications:

(a) Detailed rack or drawer nructure (Figures 9 through 12)

(b) Attachment of connector alignment pins (Figure 10)

(c) Attachmernt of drawer latches (Figures 9 and 11)

(d) Mounting of specal fasteners (Figure 11)

(e) Equipment mounting surfaces and brackets (Figure 13)

(f) Mounts of aluminum electrical connector shells (Figure 14)

(1) Structure and skin isolated by adhesives (Figures 15 and 16)

3.3.6 Bonding of Boron Composite Structures
Boron composite surfaces shall be prepared for adequate protection against
damage due to lightning. After preparation, the boron composite surfaces shall
be attached to the main structural support members by metal rivets. The boron
composite structures and other surfaces of the aircraft shall be bonded together
by bonding straps.

3.3.7 Bonding of Titanium to Aluminum
Titanium shall be bonded to aluminum by the use of a solid nickel lug on the
bonding jumper between the titanium and aluminum. (Figure 17).

3.4 Installation

3.4.1 Installation Responsibilities
Designers of equipment installations shall include provisions for electrical
bonding to meet the intent of this specification with respect to low impedance
t'onding. The installation in the aircraft shall provide a low impedan,.e bonding
and a low impedance path between the equipment mounting surfaces and the
basic airframe structures. The equipment cases, shields, and mounting suifaces
shall be provided with a low impedance path between the equipment and the
external case and its mounting surfacem.

3.4.2 Precipitation Static Dischargr Bonding
Static dischargers sUll have a resistance not to exceed 0.2 ohm between the
base of the static discharger and the aircraft structure as measured with a Biddle
"Ductor" low resistance ohmmeter (reference Figure 18) or an equivalent.

3.4.3 Control Surfaces and Flaps; Lightning Protection
To provide for lightning protection, control surfaces and Pfaps !hall have a
bonding jumper across each hinge, and in aay case shall not have fewer than

two jumpers.

3.4.4 Unit Removal
Fabrication, installatlot,, ad inspection personnel shall determine that no

8
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degradation in bonding provisions have occurred as a result of removal of any
uidt for any reason.

If Preparation and Refinishing of Bonding Surface Material

3.5.1 Surface Preparation for Electrical Contact
Mating surfaces shall be cleaned of anodic flim, oxides, greases, paints, lacquers,
or other highly resistant films. Surfaces shall be cleaned with carbon steel or
stainless steel rotary bonding brushes and then wiped clean with a dry cloth.
Care shall be taken to prevent excessive removal of metal. Abrasives such as
emery or sandpaper, which are corrosive if particles embed themselves in the
metal, shall not be used. (See Figures 1 through 5, 9 through 14, and 19
through 23).

3.5.1.1 Criteria for Partial Cleaning of Mating Surfaces
Mating surfaces shall be partially or spot cleaned when both of the following
conditions are present:

(a) Tht distance between centers of securing devices such as rivets,
spot welds, and pin fittings exceeds 2.0 inches

4, (b) The thickness of either or both of the mating surfaces is .063 inch
or less

When the distance between centers of the securing devices is 2.0 inches or less,
the entire mating surface shall be cleaned. The diameter of the area to be
cleancd shll be at least 1-1/2 times the diameter of the hole for the particular
securing device. Specific probkm areas shall be referenced to the Wandow
XY-IA EMC Group for resolution.

3.5.2 Application of Conductive Coatings
Where corrosion protection is required and resistance requirements can be met,
conductive coatings will be selected and applied in accordance with Specifica-
tion MIL-C-5 541. Conductive costiap that do not meet the resistanc' require-
ments of a maximum resi--ance of 0.0025 ohms shall not be useO unless
opproved by the Wandow XY-IA PMC Group.

3.5.2.! Refinishing
When it has been necessary to remove &ny protectie coating on metallic sur-
facts to conforni with this specification, the comapleted assembly shall be
refinished, as shown herein, with its original finish or one of the following
protective finishes, within 24 hours after inspection:

(a) Brush zinc chromate paste over the remaining bare areas

(b) Brush either zinc chromate primer or epoxy prime, plus the
original finish over the remaining bare ares

(. ~94
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(c) A clear finish conforming to Specification MILL.6806 way be
used, if desired, to facilitate subsequent inspection

(d) For finis on all fuel lines, use brush alodine

3.6 Aircraft Static Ground
A suitable ground connector shall be provided for connection of a static
ground when the aircraft is on the ground.

4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 General
Fabrication, installation, and inspection personnel shall determine that the
bonding requirements specified by engineering drawings, standards and this
specification have been met. This shall be assured by visual inspection of sur-
faces before and after installation. Careful attention shall be given to the
removal and replacement of any electrical and electronic equipment znd
mounting surfaces to assure tha: replaced units are properly bonded. A standard
procedure shall be established and used whereby a visual inspection check
shall be performed whenever any eleatical and electronic equipment or bonded
sufaces are removed and replaced before the installation is accepted by the
inspection department. This procedure shall include a means for documenting
this inspection check.

4.2 Resistance Bonding
eIstýce measr~ements to prove satisfaction of the bonding requirements of

this of cification shall be performed on at least two end items representative
of any particular model. Thereafter, additional measurements shall be made
only when a change in design or construction is introduced. Visual inspection
shall be conducted on all end items to determine that no changes were made in
mtthods or material, different from that of the test items, that would affect
conformance to this specification.

43 U.jhtninM Protection Tests
Laboratory tests 4'f lightning protection prmisions for external sections, such
.is radomes, antennas, cortiol surfaces, and canopies, shall be performed to
nemona.-tte adequate protection.

4.4 Test Proceduse,
Test procedures and techniquc; ýhall be generated to satisfy 4.2 and 4.3 of this
specification.

4.5 Test Repc:ts
Test reports shall be generated to document the results of the tests performed
.a 4.2 and 4.3 of this specification. These test reports shall be submitted to
NAVAIR in accordance with mecif-cation M1L-D-8706. Addendum 305.

10
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5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

Not applicable

6.0 NOTES

6.1 Definitions

(a) Bond
A bond is any fixed unicn between two metallic objects that results in
electrical conduction between the objects having a resistance value equal
to or le= than specified in thie document. Such union results either from
physical contact or the adaition of a firm electrical connection between
conductive surfaces of the objects. The physical characteristics of the
bond shall meet the requirements of this document.

Bonding
(b) Aircralt electrical bonding is the process of obtaining the specified

electrical conductivity between the bonded surfaces.

(c) Bending Connector
A bonding connector provides the specified physical characteristics and(electrical conductivity between metallic parts in an airplane that would
not othervise be in sufficient electrical contact. Examples of bonding
connectors are bonding straps and bonding jumpers.

(d) Conducting Surfaces or Objects
Conducting surfaces or objects, for the purpose of this specificotion,
include all objects having a resistivity that does not exceed one megobm-
centimeter.

(e) Isolated Surface or Objects
For the purpose of this specification. an isolated conducting object is one
that is electrically separated by intervening insulation from the airplane
structure and from other conductors bonded to the structure.

A8
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SPECIFiCATION
No. SPECEB300

Mounting 5854LOC 
WNsNt Ret

(Ref)

Bonding Strip
Goes Under
Shock Mount Pad

mounting structure

Clean to Porent Metal
Momritirtg Sassn 1-1/2
Width of Bondling Strip

Contact With Mounting

Area Clear~ed

Clealn Mounting Structure
to Base Metal 1-1/2 Width
of Bonding Strip. Cloan
Bonding Strip In Contact
with Mounting Structure

NOTES:

1. Install bonding strip under shock Mount Pad In such a m'anner that the strip
does not mlter shock mount function.

2. Clean and refinish In accordanco with 3.5.

3. It is the responsibility ot the engimtering gtoupdoing the installation
drawing to see that Mounting structure is Properly bonded.

4. All riveted elements of the shock mount shall bond. If el0emens of th&
mount do not bond, mount Shall Ve disassembled, bonded in acctwdance
with Figuie 22 and reassembled.

FIGURE I - INSTALLATION OF BONDING STRIPS ON SHOCK MOUNTIS

12
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

BOLT SIZE:

BONDING - NO 6 & NO 8 SCREW WHERE EDGE DISTANCE WILL NOT PERMIT
NO 10 SCREW

- 5 16.INCH DIA MIN WHERE POSSIBLE

t0O-AMP RETURN I 4.INCH DIA MIN S
200-AMP RET2I:F".5 16-INCH DIA MIN See 3.3.2 herein

ALUM ALLOY SCREW OR BOLT

BONDING OR CURRENT STEEL LOCKWASHER

RETURN JUMPER STEEL WASHER

ALUMINUM WASH-R

ALUMINUM WASHER (NOT
ALUMINUM OR MAG(IESIUM J USED WITH PLATE NUT)

STRUCTURE 4 K TE.LCN O
PLATE NUT

REFINISH AFTER INSTL
1-1 2 DIA OF CLENDTOBA.SIC METAL AREA

CLEANED AREA 1-1/2 DIA. OF WASHER

NOTES-
1 Clean and refinish in accordance with 3.5.
2 Location of nut or head of bolt is optional.
3. Elec:trical Londing to magnesium alloy structure for curm.ent return

iS Prohibited.
4. Either heavy or ligt series washers shall be used depending

upon design detail on engineering drawing

FIGURE 2 BOLTED CONNECTION JUMPER TO ALUMINUM
OR "AGNESIUM ALLOY STRuCTUkE

13
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

BOLT SIZE'
13ONDING - NO 6 & NO. 8 SCREW WHERE EDGE DISTANCE

WILL NOT PERMIT NO 10 SCREW
3'16* INCH DIA MIN WHERE POSSIBLE

i0O.AMP CURRENT RETURN-1 4*INCH DIA MIN
200-AMP CLSFRENT RETURN-5 '6. INCH DIA MIN See 3 32 herein

BONDING OR CURRENT
RETURN JUMPER SELWSE

PLATED STEEL. MR STEE ll 4 *1O LT U

REFINISH AFTER INSTIL CLEAN TO BASE METAL
l1.'1/2DIA OF CLEANED AREA 1-1 /2 DIA OF TERM.
AREA

NOTES:
I Ctnan arnd ref nish in

accordancp with 3 5.

2 Localio~i of nut or head of bolt is optional

3. Either h,,a-.- or light series washers shall be used.
depending Loon design detail on engineering drawing

FIUE3BLE ONCIO pE * LO TE

144
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SPECIFICATIONf No. SPFCEB300

BOLT SIZES:

BONDING - 3/16 iNCH OIA MIN

100-AMP - "J!IPENT RETURN 1/4-INCH DIA. MIN
Z. 'k.;' - CURRENT RETURN 5/16-INCH DIA MIN See 3 3 2 herein

Screp. or Bolt
Bonding or Current

Return Jumppr Steel Washer

Plated Steel,. or Steet lSteel Luck Nut

REFINISH AFTER INSTL 1-1 '2 Clean to Sase Metal A;ea
DIA. OF CLEANED AREA of term

NOTES-

1 Clean and refinish in accordance: with 3 b.
2 Locdtion of nut or head of bolt is optional,
3 No refinish required where maximum temperature exceeds 600°F

4 Either heavy Dr light series washers shall be used.
depending upon design detail on engineering dr.wing

4

FIGURE 4 BOLT CONNECTION - JUMPER TO CORROSION RESISTANT STEEL

15
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

Bonling Jumper Aluminum Rivet

••.,• IAluminum Washer

Aluminum or Magnesium
Alloy Structure

Refinish After Instl 1-1 '2 Dia. Cleaned to Base Metal
of Cleared Area Area 1-1 '2 Dis. of Washer

NOTES:

I Clean. and resinish in accordance with 3 5

2 Do not use existing rivet for attachment

3 Applicabte to bonding iumpers not used tor currint rilurn.
4 Use bolted connections where jumper is used for current

return

F !-uRE 5 RIVEYED CONNECTION - JUMPER TO ALUMINUM OA MAGNESIUM AL.OY

16
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPErEB300

801 1 SIZE
BONDING NO " AND Nfil S SCf1Efl 11HERE FE)GE DISTA-4CE WILL NOT PERMIT

NvO It, StCREf
.t~i 4r' (fl 4 *IN I~it :11.A ul1. 4 3 *4ih

p0 *Pi;VtL'v It; INCH DIA kU

StarI 1.1 2 Dma

oMCetal e Area112 i

NOT ES.

1 I.a -rid iefmnis' it, accord~.'ice w:Zr 3
4 Localiuoi of fil, of head of bolt is rmt-onal
3 Eitt:.ur heavv of Imqflt series was.'ýer- %all

I:- used J.tveudinq Wlonl dusuio detail on
:nieraqdraw. q

F IGOE1 8 CL^SS -8 DETACHASLE OR~ STUD TYPE GaOUNO
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

BONDI'U~ - NO b AND NO P. SC I' V.41IFF FDO; DISIANU .E 'ItL NOT
I'MVIT NO 1M SCRU.:
3 16 1'Jf~tl DIA PAIN W*IHER 0055,111 E

10(0 AM.P IURRENT R1 TURN 1 4 INCH D;A "All' S.s 3 2 H*.~
200 AMP~ t LIMRI ff I FI JMN Ih MNOM DIA *!IN

2 L0ato 
1f 1u 2~ IDv., 

of bot ~otou

~~~~~~~~~oi m E'a- IhIha .im ih s r al.fl~a

Al8Liet
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECE8300

SX 10.

-- Bonding ResistantA Capable of
-a Ii II S L ~

- ~Maximumn Bonding
Resistance for F.ault'o
current ProtectIon

1 X 10*

I I It I m

10 -100 - - 1.000 10.000

Fault Curtent (Ampres)

FIGUPE 8 - FAULT CURRENT VS MAXWUki ALLOWED RESISTANCE 4
FOR H0O.OtNG BETWEEN EOUIPMJENT AND STRUCTURE
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

- !~
J •CLEAN TO BASE METAL

II

CLEAN FLANGE TO
BASE METAL

ELECTRONIC PACKAGE

i RACK

NOTE:
I Clean and refinish in accordcnce with 3 5.

FIGURE 9 METHOD OF BONDING BETWEEN ATTACHING FLANGE OF
ELECTRONIC PACKAGE AND RACK

20
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

c O 0 00 0 BACK.OF
_ELECTRONIC

0 c _-~---- PACKAGE
BACK N. PZ•K

CLEAN Tn BASE METAL

0 11 4 AREA OF C('N
T

ACT

0 7CLEAN TO BASE

METAL BOTH THE
BACK ("F PACKAGE
0 STRIKE PLATE

REFINISH AFTER INSTL
REFINISH AFTER INSTL OF STRIKE PLATE

1 1 2 AREA CLEANED 1 2 AREA CLEANED

NOTES'
I Cloail and r-fom sith vi accorda,'c' ,• 3 5
2 All dlaqols vi oi$.td qtIrok,- WaleI holes if% Im. ch*lean'-d fI .l.1.1 i fo|. l|,[t•

FIGURE tO TYPICAL METHOD OF BONDING WITH DAGGER PINS

A21
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

Refinish After Assembly
of Dzus Strip

Clean Rack to Base Metal1-1 4 Area of Dzus Strip

& Matin't Portion of Ozus

Strip (Typ Both SidesL

Dzus Strip Attachm-enit

00

0

Clean to Base Metal
Front Face of Dzus Strip

""ectronics Rack

NOTES-
I C'ean and refinish in accordance with 3 5.

2 Electronics package flange that mates wi!h
the Dzus strip comply with 3 5 2 herein.

3 Front face of Dzus strip shall be refinished
with 3 5 2 herein

FIGURE I t METHOD OF BONDING ELECTRONIC PACKAGE TO
RACK THkOUGH FRONT ATTACHMENTS

22
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

DZUS
FASTENER,,.

(REF)

0 5 0 -(T Y P ) -- N,

CLEAN TO
BASE METAL

C/

METAL PANEL IREF)j

EDGE-LIGHIED PANEL (REF)

NOTE:
1 Clean and refinish ir accordance with 3 5 2

FIGURE 12 METHOD OF BONDING EDGE-LIGHTED PANELS

23
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SPF.•IFCATION
No. SPECEB300

I'. EM TO m BrINCED

TTHPOL;GH 
MOUNTING 

FEET

0)p
NOTE 3

LOCK WASHER IRPFU

LOCK NUT

CLEAN MOUNTING STRM.I-

TURE TO BASLE METAL
1-11/4 AREA OF MOLL'VING \

FEET CLEAN PORTION OF REFINISH ,AFTER I'STL
rEET IN CONTACT WITH I.' 4 AREA CLEANED
MOUNTING STRICTLqE.

NOTES-
1. Clean and refinish an accordance wilh 3 5
2. !t -S the re=SOnSibil1ty of the engineering design gto -ommqg me

instal•r.,on drawing to see t•ial the M-ti.ting structure is elec-
tracally bonded to the ap•!lane

3 It ,s the res$o:,bditly o! the grow 'lo:ng ve-4c equsifent
to See that the vendor complies with these re•iureinen$s

FIGURE 13 DONDING OF EOUIEMTNT INSTALLED ON STRUCTURE

WITH MOUNTINt FEET

24
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SPECIFICATION
No..SPECEB300

CLEAN AREA TO BASE METAL 1 4 INCH LARGER
THAN CONtECTOR UNLESS MOUNT!NG MATERIAL
IS F:NISHED AS IN NOTE 1 OR

REFINISH AFTER INSTL 1.1 4 DIA OF
CLEANING AREA

CONN ECTORW•

MOUNJTING SUSFACE

"SEE NOTE 4

MOTH SIDESI

NOTES:

1. Aluminum surface mating with connector shall be finished in
accordanc.e with 3.5.

2. Magnesium srtifac, mating with connector may, be finished with
chrome picale confotminj to Specification FAIL-M-3171. Type 1.

3. It is the responsibility of the group following vendor equipment
to see -hat the vendor complies with the.•e teosqitements.

4. For bcondlng to disconnect brackets. soot cle'sinng at screw holes
and refinish in aCrcrdanCe with 3.5 is acceptable wh~en approved
by the Wandow XY-1A EMC Group.

FIGuRE 14 WTHOO OF BONOING CONDUCTIVE CONNECTORS TO ATTACHING PART

{ 25
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

SUBSTRUCTURE %NAHSV

NOTES*

1. These diagrams Show typical use of rivets for electrical bonding of
adhesive isolated details. joints such as these shall be treated as
Individual cases ano all details shall be specified on the instatlallo'
drawing.

2. use a minimum of two rivets itotal area *Iectilcaity etiuiva:ent to t"p
1/8" diamneter rivets) for any one connection. The total number of
rivets and rivet spacing shall t.* shown~ on the installation dtawing.

3. All rivets shall be drilled for and Installed after adhesives are cumnd.

4. M~etal details whilch are completely shielded by othmnemm p~~ arts will
-sot reqtuire electrical bonding.

S. Bond assemblies isolated by nonc~onducting laying strips to the sub-
structure with rivets or steel bolts.

FIGURtE IS BONDING OF DETAILS WHICH ARE ISOLATED BY ADHESIVE.

26
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SPECIFICATION

No. SPFCEB300

CLEAN TO BASE hETAL

BOTH PIECES 1 1 4 DIAS,N *RT

CLEAN TO BASE METE-i

BOTH PIECES 1-1 4 F ,NK
DIA OFq: INSERT SIN

S( RUCTIAE

404OEYCOMB CORE SKIN ADHESIVE

NOTES:

1. These diagrams show typical use of featreAs for electrical
bonding of adhesive isolated details.

2. Clean and refinish in accordance with 3.5.

3. A minimum of two fasteners shall be provided Ior bonding of any one
honeycomb detail. The total numbrr of fasteners and fastenet
spacing shall be shown on the inst-Itation dlr.wing.

FIGURE 16 BONDING OF HONEYCOMB PARTS

4f 27
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

I4 - 28NLESS STASS EEL
ZONDING OR SA OLT.

CURENT RSTAINLESS STEEL WASHER.JUMPERE •86

S•SOLID NICKEL LUG

TITANUM SEE'ISTAINLESS STEEL WASHER

: '•STAINLESS STIEEL LOC NUIT

f oR PLATE W'•
REFINISH AFTER INSTL 1-1/2
DIA. OF.CLEANED AREA CLEAN TO BASE METAL AREA

1-1,12 DIA. OF TERM.

I

NOTES:
I Clean and refinish in accordance with 3 5
2 Nickel lug shall be flush mounted to bonding surface.
3. A bonding jumper shall be limited to a 60-amp Return.
4 Either heavy or lhqht series washers shall b-- used.

depending upon design detail on engineering drawing.

FIGURE 17 BONDING OF TITANIUM To ALUIJIINUU
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

PRECIPITATION STATIC

DISCHARGER (RFF)

CLEAN AIRCRAFT STRUC.TMRE
1-', f4 AREA OF MOUINTING. BASE.
CLEAN BASE OF DISCHARGER IN
CONTACT WITH AIRCRAFT

NOTES:

1. Insta!I in accordance with manufactwe's Procedur, and
the requirements of 3.4.2.

2. Mounting provisions to be specified on Insta.'afilon drawing.

FIGURE 18 METHOD OF DOWDlING PRECIPITATION STATIC DISCHARGER
ASSEM8LY TO EXTERIOR OF AVICRAFT
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

ELEC•'RONIC

NOTE I EOUIPMENTBOX F;EF)

M(,UNT }

(FIEF) 

O i2

NOTES:

1. Front face of tnit (and oack. if separate) shall bond to case.
Clean and pnrtect in accord•,Lce with 3.5 if addi t ional
oonding is required.

2. If equipment case does not bond to shock mount, bond fitting
to front fa:e of electronic equipment box in accordance with
3.5.

FIGURE 19 MrTHOD OF BONDING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT BOX
TO SHOCK MOUNT THROUGH FRONT ATTACHMENTS

30
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

•LT o • (.•-•WASHER (MATERtIAL: AS

APPLICABLE TO STRUCTMI)
STEEL LOCKWASHER •SADD IF NECESSARY

APPLICABLE TO STRUCTURE)
THIS WASHBE NOT REOD.
UNDER PLATE NUT

CLEAN 1O BASE METAL.

(11

TREFINISH AFTER INSTI. 1-1/2
AREA CLEANED

1. Clean and refinish in accordance with 3.5.
2. Do not remove finish from under bolt head er nut.
3. Either heavy or light series washers shall be used

depending upon design detail on engineering dra*ing. I

J

FIGURE 20 PREPARATION OF BONDING CONNECTION IN BOLTED STRUCTURAL JOINTS

31 I
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SPECIFICATION
Nu. SIPCED300

RLEFINISH AFE ASSEMBLY

1-1I/4 ARE CLEANED

CLEANED TO BASE METAL BOTH
PARTS WOR ASSEMBLY

//1-1 4 AREA OF CONTACT

NOTE:

1. Clean and refinish in accoTdonce with 3.6.

FIGURE 21 METHOD OF BONDING THROUGH BOLTED CONNECTION

32
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

CLEAN TO BASE METAL
ALL MATING SLRFACES
1.1 4 AREA OF CONTACT

REFINISH- AFTER
ASSEMBLY 1.1 4
AREA CLEANED

4

NOTE:

1. Clean and refinish in accordance with 3.5.

FIGURE 22 METHOD OF BONDING BETWEEN STRUCTURAL PARTS

IN AN ASSEMBLY. 4

33
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SPECIFICATION
No. SPECEB300

BONDING OR CURRENT

~RE TUIRN JU)MP13t

CLAMP (MATERIAL: AS

APPLICABLE TO TLUBE!

CLEAN TO BASE METAL
1-1 /2 CLAMP WIDTH &

REFINISH AFTER INSIDE OF CLAMPINSTL 1-1 /2 DA
CLEANED AREA

CLEAN AREA (OF CLAMP TAB THAT TOUCHES

STERMINAL TO BASIC METAL

ZREFINISH AFTER INSTL 1-1 2 DIA CLEANED AREA

NOTES:
1. Clean. and refinishi in accordance with 3 5
2. Location of nut or head of bolt optional.
3. Either heavy or light series washers shall be used.

depending upon design detail oik engineering drawin_.

FIGURE 23 CLAMP CONNECTION - JUMPER TO TUBE
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CHARTER

ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY

ADVISORY BOARD

1.0 SCOPE

This charter delineates the respo.nsbdities, objectives, membership, and opera-
tions of the XY-IA Electromagne~ic Compatibility (EMC) Advisory Board
hereinafter called EMCAB.

2.0 RESPONSIBIUTIES

The EMCAB shall serve its Chairman ip an advisory capacity to assist in the
timeiy development, at minimum cost. of an electromagnetically compatible
weapon system. EMCAB recommendations do not directly change any con.
tractualobligations. Contractual changes may result from EMCAB recornmenda-
tiot:s. However, these contractual changes must be processed through established
channels.

3.0 OBJECTIVES

The objectives are t3 identify potential EMC probiems and recommend actions
for their resolution, particularly with respect to problems encompassing joint
Wandow/Navy responsibilities.

Potential EMC problems may result from previously unrecognized constraints
or from recent program decLsions.

The objectives are accomplishcd by-

Regularly assembling a diverse group of skills
Summarily reviewing the EMC program
Examining potential EMC problem ar.as
Defining specific problems
Determining alternate solutions
Selecting the best solution
Recommending the course of action to solve problems

4.0 MFMBERSHIP

The EMCAB memberslip shall consist of personnel from the following organi-
za*iors:

Wandow:
EMC Group Head Chairman-
Project E.MC Group Leader Vice C'hairmarz
Project EMC Engineer Secretary
Project EMC GSE Er.gineer MemberNavy:

NAVAIR (EMC Project Engineer) Lead Member (Vice Chairman)
NATC Member
NADC Member
NAVMISCENIMUGU Member
NAVPLANTREPO Member
ECAC Member

3
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Subcontractors:
First Subcontractor, EMC Engineer Member
Second Subcontractor, EMC Engineer Member

Members may at their own discretion invite consultants or personnel from their
staff or their sibcontractors staff to aid in tha discussion of an agenda item.

5. OPERATIONS

Meeting Dates
The first meeting of the EMCAB shall occur within 30 days after approval of
this charter by NAVAIR. Subsequent meetings shall occur no more than 60
days apart. Special meetings may occur upon written request by any member
with concurrence of the Chairman or Navy Vice Chairman.

Security
Each member shall establish the appropriate security classification in accordance
with standard practice and routine.
Duties
Chairman - The primary duties of the Chairmar are:

Chair the meeting or delegate the chair to a member of his staff or to the
Wandow Vice Chairman

Approve agenda, meeting dates, recommendations, or other such issuancesfrom the EMCAB

Assign presentations to appropriate organizations

Provide the interface between the EMCAB and other organizations

Present EMCAB summary report before adjournment of the meeting

Wandow Vice Chairman - The primary duties of the Wandow Vice Chairman
are:

Serve as Chairman, as required

Plan, organize, and participate in the EMCAB meetings including the
following:

determine the agenda, meeting place, and dates

notify members 15 days before meeting

provide for presentation of a summary status and review of the
EMC prugram including problem definition and resolution, and
future plans

provide an interface between the EMCAB and all project personnel,
includingWandow sellers

arrange for other project personnel to attend EMCAB meetings

arrange for preparation And distribution of a report covering the
minutes of the EMCAB meeting, the action items, and a tentative
agenda for the vzxt meeting. This shall be done within 30 days
after the meeting.

4
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Secretary - XY-IA EMC Engineer - The primary duties of the Secretary are:

Provide for general sectetarial services including: recording of discussions,
typing, agenda and report preparation, and luncheon arrangements

Read the minutes of the last meeting

Prepare tne EMCAB summary report to be issued before meeting adjourn-
ment

Navy Vice Chairman - The primary duties of the Navy Vice Chairman are:

Provide the interface between the EMCAB and the Navy or other Depart-
ment of Defense departments and government contractors

Make presentations on appropriate problems or topics

Arrange for other Navy or DoD personnei to attend or make presentations
at EMCAB meetings

Represent the NAVAIR at the EMCAB

Approve the agenda, conference summary report, and the conference
minutes and report

Members - The prirnary duties of the members are:

Provide the interface between the EMCAB and their organization

Make presentations on appropriate problems or topics

Arrange for personnel of their organization o attend or make prescnta-( tions at EMCAB meetings

Provide recommendations to the Chairman

Mee'ing Format - Generallv the format of the meetings will be:
Registration Secretary

Call to order - announcements - introductions - Chairman
welcome addresses (as required)

Minutes of last meeting Secretary

Old business Chairman

Member reports (as required) Members

New business Chairman

Program summary, status and review

Probiems. definition and reolution Wnndow Vice

Plans 
Chairman

Tentative agenda topics, place and dates of nemt meeting Chairman

Summary report of conference Chairman

Adiournment Chairman

A-IlI
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General Topics:
The topics fc- meetings will generally be keyed to the program. These shall
include systems control plan, subsystem control plans, lightning, P-static, fuel
ignition, RADHAZ, HERO, bonding, shielding, filtering, testing subsystems,
teting systems, and testing aircraft.

Meeting Locations:
The location of EMCAB meetings shall normally be held at Wandow's Larksville
XY-IA facilities. However, the Chairman or the Navy Vice Chairman may
change the meeting site as appropriate for the agenda.

6
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1. SCOPE

1.1 This specification outlines the overall requirements for systems electromagnetic
compatibility, including control of the system electromagnetic environment,
lightning protection, static electricity, bonding, and grounding. It is applicable
to complete systems, including all associated subsystems and equipments.

Delete and Substitute:
This specification delineates design requirement- and test procedures necessary
to weapon system compatibility of on-broad electrical.electronic subsystem
and associated flight line support equipment. Compatibility between the
weapon system and the external electromagnetic environment consisting of
other C-E systems, shall be covered to the extent specified in the contract.

3.2.7 Spikes. For aircraft systems, spikes (transients) of less than 50 microseconds
duration shall not exceed +50 percent nor -150 percent of the nominal DC line
voltage, nor ±50 percent for AC power lines. Spikes lasting longer than 50
microseconds shall comply with the overvoltage curve in the applicable power
,ruality specification. Requirements for other types of systems shall be included
in the systems specification or in the EMC plan.

Delete and Substitute:
Spikes (transients) are exempted from the requirements specified herein if they
cause no malfunctioning or unacceptable degradation of performance, are less
than one second in duration, and during normal operation do not recur more
often than once every three minutes. Selected equipment shall be tested to
assure a safety margin for specified equipment having solid state devices con-
nected to the aircraft AC and DC prime power bus, in accordance with 4.6

NOTE: Paragraph mnmbers referenced herein pertain to those in MIL-E-6051D. I
4.4 Test Conditions

4.4A0 The EMC tests shall demonstrate the required compatibility when subsystems/
equipments, excluding AGE (Aerospace Ground Equipment), trainers, and
simulators in the weapon system test complex are collectively operated in all
modes of operation. Transmitters and receivers shall be operited at those
critical frequencies identified during system analysis and subsystem/equipment
laboratory tests. Transmitter frequencies shall be chosen so that har.onics fall
on frequencies such as receiver-tuned frequencies and intermediate. Multi-
channel transmitters and receivers shall be tested at a representative number of
frequencies, usually not fewer than 20. Special frequencies used for command
channels, distress messages, or other purposes shall be given special attention.

4.6 Safety Margins
When safety margins have been established and approved for subsystems/
equipments, the inputs, outputs, or other test points shall be monitored con.
tinuously.

Delete and Substitute
The requiremenats of "no malfunctioning" shall be considered to have been met
when the sum of all extraneous electromagnetic energy that may be introduced
into the specified subsystem is the specified number of dB below that which
would operate or actuate the subsystem or equipment. Detailed test methods,

I
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instrumentation, monitoring point, and test procedures applicable to the
functional use of the particular subsystem shall be outlined in the test plan
specified herein. For example, the key test point in a guidance subsystem is the
relay that actuates a hydraulic valve for control with a specified safety margin
of 6 dB. In this case, an ammetet in the relay ciruit indicating no more than
half the current required for operation would be the no-nalfunction limit.
This shall be shown where possible and considered essential for selected sub-
systems, if excessive instrumentation, test time, and personnel will not be
specified in the test plan that is subject to customer approval.

6.2.7 System
A weapon system is composed of airborne equipment, flight line support
equipment. skills, and techniques which combine to form an instrument of
combat having one air vehicle as its major operational element.

I
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EXHIBIT D

( EMC EXTERNAL ANALYSIS COMPUTER PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION
This exhibit describes the EMC external analysis computer program, which
has been used successfully on the YN-2D and OV-22 programs. The program is
limited to computing interferences coupled through paths external to the
aircraft skin, and prints out interactions occurring via the antennas between the
RF electronic equipments on.board the aircraft.

The data generated by the program is used for two purposes:

"To determine the conditions under which electromagnetic compatibility
problems will occur so that the necessary corrective action can be taken

To develop a comprehensive frequency selection plan for MIL-E.6051D!
test

2. PROGRAM OPERATION
This program is a technique used for automatic calculations of interactions in
receivers caused by transmitted energy coupled through paths external to the
aircraft skin. The program contains a mathematical model of avionics equip.
ment, and in the absence of empirical data, calculates the important parameters J
required to develop the worst case emission and susceptibility signatures for
the equipment. Consequently, a potential problems are uncovered.

Basically, the analysis can be thought cf as placng a combination of transmitter
and receiver pairs, including their transmission lines and antennas (Figure 6),
at the disposal of the computer. The characteristics of each, in the form of a I
catalogue, are fed into the program that directs the computer to calculate the
b-sic EMC equation:

Problem Level(dB) = Pt + G + Gt + L + Gr + Gr +-S5
(d ) a a ag

3. PROGRAM PARAMETERS i
The specific program parameters are:

A. Determination of transmitter characteristics including:
I) Transmitter harmonic frequency and amplitude
2) Amplitude of spurious (non-harmonic) emissions
3) Conversion of broadband energy to equivalent CW energy

B. Transmitter antenna, receiver iitenna, and space loss considerations: I
1) Determination of free space distance between antennas
2) Look angles (azimuth 0, elevation 0) relative to the established

airframe coordinate system (station number, buitline number, and
waterline numbei).

3) Antenna gain referenced to a scale model pattern, as a function I
of azimuth 0, elevation 0

4) Space loss
5) Shading factor manually implemented into program
6) Polarization loss

Preceding page blank A-1 19



C. Rece-ver characteristics
1) RF amplifier gain (or loss) -

2) Intermodulation frequency products of the mixer, if super-
heterodyne type receiver

3) Sensitivity level of the receiver at the intermodulation frequencies,
including crystal conversion losses

4. CONFIDENCE FACTORS
Special considerations hawe been built into the progrnan to determine if the
parameters of the equipment under consideration will yield a worst case
prediction. This is accomplished by using boih empirical data fed hito the
program and by incorporation of a simple statistical analysis into the computer
computations of these same parameters, and comparing the result-.

To create worst case conditions, the calculated values of the parameters are
adjusted to assure a high confidence level of the interactions predicted or not
predicted.

I ) All transmitters are assumed capable of output power four times
the published guaranteed minimum value.

2) All receivers are assumed capable of receiving signals at least one
half thc published guaranteed minimum value.

2) above, a "modifying factor" has been provided to change the

statistical base by individual equipment.
4) Specific frequencies involved in coincidence match, are assumed to

be capable of varying plus or minus one half of the receiver's
IF bandwidth.

Use of the above principles bring; the couifidence level that all polential inter-
actions have been predicted to nearly 90 percent.

5. PROBLEM4 SUMMATION
At the conclusion of a computer run, which has compared a number of trans-
mitters (M) with a number of receivers (N), a summary matrix is printed out
for each section of the program. This yields a "M x W" matrix with the worst
problem predicted for each pair of transmitter-receivers. Th matrix also con-
tains information relating the basic parameters used to calculate the problem
level such as receiver desensitization problems and systems that are time-
multiplexed or blanked.

6. PROGRAM VERIFICATION
The usefulness of this computer program was verified by acm rioof the
empirical MIL-E-605 I test data contained in Wandow Report VA-985872,
"Electromagnetic Interference Test on Z-7U Bu No. AB87Y2 Shrop No. 6"
with predictions from the computer print-out for a simulated problem Figi~n
7 is a sample of the data summary for the two units whose operation was
simulated, the 1JHF Comm (RT-O00) and the TACAN (RT.O00) receiver-
transmitters. The antennas for both of these units are on the underside of the
fus2lage of the ZoU aircraft and are about 15 feet apart. Both are of the
blade type.

The matrix formulated by thee equipments was expanded to account for the

2
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variance on receiver parameters over different frequency ranges of operation
and to account for radiation of internal oscillators.

The predictions obtained from the computer print.out were compared with the
measured values published in the above referenced report. The result of this
comparison is summarized in Figure 8.

The maximum difference between actual maeasured and predicted values oh-
tained by the EMC external analysis technique was only 8 dB, a response
obtained when the UHF Comm (RT-O00) was tuned to one third the TACAN
frequency and caused by the TACAN second local oscillator (RT-00).

C sidering the many assumptions made with respect to certain parametersI
such as front.end rejection and antenna isolation, a difference of 8 dB is con-
sidered very good correlaticn. The accuracy of the predicted analysis technique
relative to measured data is considered to be in the range of ±10 dB.

3
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t Gr
a a

Lr

J (SPACE LOSS)

p t TRANSMISSION S

T1RANSMI1TER f LINE (INCL FILTER RECEIVER

E LOSS)

P : TRANSMITTER OUTPUT POWER IN DBM

t

tG TRANSMITTER LINE LOSSES OR GAINS IN ± DB
9

t
G TRANSMITTER ANTENW LOSSES OR GAINS IN * D8

a

SPACE LOSS AS A FUNCT1.iN OF DISTANCE. FREQUENCY
AND AIRCRAFT SHADOWING

G r RECEIVER ANTENNA LOSSES OR GAINS IN ± D8
a

r
G RECEIVER LINE LOSSES OR GAINS IN ± D89

S SUSCEPTIBILITY OR SENSITIVITY LEVEL IN DBM

FIGURE 6 BASIC PREDICTION MODEL
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Equipment Computer Operating Characteristics

Name Desfpmtion Frequency Range, Fif Power

MHz Output
dbm

TACAN, Xmtr RT-541 925 to 1750 +30
TACAN, first LO RT-541A 925 to 1750 -15
TACAN, second LO RT-541B 275 to 285 -70
UHF, Comm RT-542 220 - 399.9 +27
TACAN, Ch I to62 RT-541L 851 to 1095 -100 -92TACAN, Ch 63 to 125 TR-541H 1262 to 1719 +100 -91
UHF, Comm. RT-542A 330 to 490 + 30 -78
UHF, Comm. TR-542B 336 to 370 + 31 -73
UHF, Comm. RT-542C 317 to 371 +314 -78
UHF, Comm. TR-542D 917 to 1017 + 34 -78
UHF, Comm. RT-542E 125 to 126 + 34.8 -78
UHF, Comm. RT-542F 126 to 127 + 35 -78
UHF, Comm. RT-542G 230 to 400 +39.7 -78

FIGURE 7 MAJcR EOUIPMENT PARAMETERS
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XRT-541 RT-541A RT-541B RT-542

RCVR PRED. MEAS. PRED. MEAS. PRED. MEAS. PRED. MEAS.

65 65
RT-5411. 0 0 0 0 0 0 65 6

9XTOR

RT-541H 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 36

14 92
RT-542 0 0 0 60 0 08X(32 iXl0R

NOTE 1. Symbol Code
0 indicates system Is blanked

RT-541 Normal transmission

r.7-541A First L%) radiation

RT-5418 Second 10 radiation
RT-541L Received channels 10 to 620

RT-541H Received channels 92 to 16

NOTE 2. Measured values taken ftoro Wandow Report VA 985870

4-

FIGURE S INTERMODULATION 'HARMONIC PRODUCTS
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ft

E-1

UG-602A/U(2) Marking

5.625

5.375

.037
.027 .160-.166 (No. 20 Drill)

.406 R

.• .222

.175

.750 -- .453

Mounting Clip (2 Supplied)

APPROVED I TEL APPROX
NSjM9Ek PAAT NUMBER WEIGHT

REF LeS

•WAS8AW RT12.,22-/22E-O.7A.tA[- O.i2

SUPERSEDES AND REPLACES AUTHORIZED INTERIM DRAWING SAME NUMBL-
EXAMPLI. OF BILL OF PAXtFRIf'.L. CALLOUT SPECIFICATION CONTRPOL DRAWING

WA50.AW I FILTER jWANDOW STO
RRT OMNCLAUREURIMATERIAL GOVT SpErCICOVIL SPEC STOCK SIZE cE4A)IDENTIFYING NO. I ESCRIPTIOr I IATERIA

FILTER OD. IDENT NO.-q7511

ELEC BAND PASS. 2200 TO 2300 Mp.z. 3ERIES "*N*" CONN

SELECTED CATALOG PART

WANJDOW STANDARD SHEET I OF 3

FIGUIj 9 FILTER
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REQUIREMENTS

1. GENERAL:
1.1 PARTS SHALL MEET THE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED HEREIN
1.2 FOP. DESIGN FEATURE PURPOSES, THIS STANDARD TAKES PREC-

EDENCE OVER THE DOCUMENTS REFERENCED HEREIN WHICH
SHALL BE OF THE ISSUE IN EFFECT ON DATE OF INVITATIONS
FOR BID

1.3 THE VENDOR(S) LISTED ARE THE ONLY APPROVED SOURCES
FOR ARTICLES SHOWN HEREIN. ANY CHANGE MADE BY VEN-
DOR(S) WITHOUT PRIOR WANDOW APPROVAL MAY RESULT IN
REJECTION OF PARTS AND IN VENDOR DISQUALIFICATION

2. MECHANICAL
2.1 MATERIAL -- CASE - ALUMINUM ALLOY

MOUNTING CLIP - BERYLLIUM COPPER

2.2 FINISH - CASE - GOLD HAMME1kTONE BAKED ENAMEL
MOUNTING CLIP - NICKEL PLATE

2.3 CONNECTOR - TWO (2) SERIES -N- JACKS I
3. ELECTRICAL

3.1 PASSBAND - 2200 to 2300 MHZ
3.2 REJECTION -

3.2.1 -60 DECIBELS MINIMUM AT 1000 MHz
3.2.2 -60 DECIBELS MINIMUMA FROM 400O0 MHZ 1hRU 6500 MHZ

AND 8000 MHZ T-HRU 12.000 MHZ !
3.3 VSWR - NOT TO EXCEED 1.3:1 OVER THE FREQUENCY RANGE j

OF 2200 TO 2300 MiIZ , !
3A INSERTIOt! LOSS - 0.5 DECIBELS MAXIMUM OVER THE FRE-

QUENCY RANGE OF 2200 TO 2300 MHZ IAN --
MEASURED IN A 50 OHM SYSTEM

3.5 A\'.RAGE POWER CAPABILITY - 5 WATTS MAXIMUM
3.6 IMs'5.!DANCE - 50 OHMS NOMINAL
3.7 Dý-LECTRIC WITHSTANDING VOLTAGE - I00 VOLTS AC BETWFEN

CENTFJt FCONNECTOR
CONTACTS AN]) CASE PER
MIL-STD-202 METHOD 301

SUPERSEDES AND REPLACES AUTHORIZED INTERiM DRAWING SAME r,,'li "

EXA.JPLt OF BILL OF MATERIALS CALLOUT SPECI':CATION CONTROL ORIC IG
V6ASS2AVV F ILTER WANDOWS-io

AR 40AENCLATURE ORI ATERIAL GOVT SPEC COUL SPEC! STOCK .S-IZ jk
IDENTIFVING NO.| DESCRIPTION I I

FILTER
ELEC. BANr, PASS. 2200 T0 2300 '",.. SERIES "'N' CO.NN WA.8AW

SELECTEO CATALOG. 0=-

*AftDW STANDARD SHEET 2 OF 3

FIGURE 9 FILTER ICONT*D)
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL
4.1 TEMPERATURE RANGE -

4.1.1 OPERATING - -550C TO +125 0C (-670 F TO +256 0F)
4.1.2 STORAGE - -650C TO +135 0C (-84OF TO +274 0 F)

4.2 THERMAL SHOCK - PER MIL-STD.202 METHOD 107A, CONDITION B
4.3 ALTITUDE - 70,000 FEET
4A SALT SPRAY - PER MIL-STD-202, METHOD 101 CONDITION B
4.5 MOISTURE RESISTANCE - PER MIL-STD-202 METHOD 106

5. PHYSICAL
5.1 SHOCK - 50 G'S. 11 MILLISECONDS PER MIL.STD-202 METHOD 202A
5.2 VIBRATION - 5.2000 CYCLES: 20 G'S PEAK PER MIL-STD-202

METHOD 204A. CONDITI3N D
53 ACCELERATION - 10 G'S IN EACH OF THREE MUTUALLY PERPEN-

DICULAR DIRECTIONS PER MIL.STD-207
METHOD 212. CONDITION B

6. DIMENSIONS IN INCHES. TOLERANCES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECI-
FlED (.016)

7. MARKING
7.1 PARTS SHALL BE LEGIBLY AND PERMANENTLY MARKED WITH

THE MANUFACTURER'S NAME OR TRADEMARK AND PART
NUMBER

7.2 PACKAGES SHALL BE LEGIBLY MARKED WITH THE WANDOW
APPROVED NUMBER

1EXAMPLE OF APPROVED NUMBER
1. WA58ZAN - FILTER, ELECTRICAL, BAND PASS, 2200 TO 2300MHZ,

TWO (2) SERIES "N" CONNECTORS

PROCUREMENT
1. DEFEL INCORPORATED

KINGSTON, PENNSYLVANIA (FSCM 21377)

VJPERSEDES AND REPLACES AUTHORIZED INTERIM DRAWING SA-IE NUMBER
EXAMPLE OF BILL OF MATERIALS CALLOuT SPECIFICATION CONTROL DR-WING-iO-:C'UEI " Ot 'D+T I I
___nAS92AVk T_ F ILTER -TWANO TCKSZ

FART OR OMENCLATURE OR MAER ITO•AI.TPCIC

LiOENTIFYING NO. lDESCRIPTION; M.TERA I

FILTER ICDo IDENT NO.26521

ELIC. BAND P"ASS. 2200 TO 2300 MAN. SEAR tS 'N'" CONN VWA582AW%
SEtECTED CATALOG PART

[ AADO% STANDARD 1 SHEET 3 OF 3

FIGURE 9 FILTER ICONTI-
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Subsystem EMI requirements shall be as follows:

1.0 Test Requirements and Limits of Specifications MIL-STD-461 and MIL.STD-46__2
Equipmen*t shall comply with the limits of paragraph 6 of MIL-STD-461 as

measured using the procedures specified in paragraph 5 of MIL-STD-462:

2.0 Transient Conducted Interference Susceptibility
The test procedure of MIL-STD-462, Method CS06 shall be modified to the
extent described herein. Pulses of 50 volt amplitude, both positiv., and ncgative
polarity, shall be injected into each AC and DC power lead at a rePetition rate
of 10 pps minimum for that time necessary to determine if the test sample is
susceptible. The characteristics of t~he transi.mnt pulse, as measured by an
oscilloscope across the input terminal of the test sample while the test sample is
optrating, shall follow the typical waveshape specified in Figure 12. Either
series or parallel injection shall be used as shown in Figure 13. Line stabilization
networks and 10 mFd capacitors shall be removed during these tests.

3.0 Transiei 'Adiated Interference Susceptibility
The tests bhall be performed in accordance with Figure 14. The relay used shall
be Type MS25271 or an equivalent. No suppression shall be applied to the
relay. The relay circuit shall be unshielded wire tightly coupled (taped) to and
in parallel with the equipment power leads and signal leads, and tightly looped
about the units of the equipment comprising the test sample. The test shall be
performed with the double-pole double-throw switch in position A first and
then in position B. The test shall be run long enough to determine if the ttst

sample is susceptible.

4.0 Induction Field Interference Susceptibility

4.1 Cable Bundle Test and Requirements
The test procedure of MIL-STD-462, Method RS02 shall be modified to the
extent described herein: Tape two insulated, unshielded wires to each cable

bundle of the test sample, 90 degrees apart. The current-carrying wires shall be
run the entire Length of the bundle under test, and as close as possible to each
end connector. Apply 20 amperes of AC current at a frequency of 400 Hz to

each wire, one at a time. See Figure 15, for the test setup. All cable bundles
shall be no fewer than 2 inches above ground plane. AC power leads may be
exempt from this test. The test shall be run for that time necessary to deter-
mine if the test sample is susceptible.

5.0 Radiated Field Interference Susceptibility
The test procedure of MIL-STD.462, Method RS03 shall be modified to the
extent described herein. The cables and units comprising the test sample shall
be subjected to a 1.0 volt per meter field in the frc uency range of 0.155 MHz
to 20 GHz. The modulation of the RF signal shall be those rates and indices
to which the test sample is most susceptible.

II
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a. Series Injeýio*n Test Setup

0 Test

Transient • 1 oscilloscope

Generator

L = 20 Microhenries

b. Parallel Injection Test Setup

CL L _ _ !Test

Power Leads Sample

Transien Oicilloscope

L = 20 Microhenries

FIGURE 13 74ANSIENT CONDUCTED INTERFERENCE SUSCEPTIS•Irr
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"To a,.ire compatibilito of the out-of-band characteristics of mceivers aid tranmqnit:e,-s. lmitsha.e been established fer ,cceiver response or rejection arnd trantsmitter spurious output. Esch
tyl- of equipment has a set of limits b2sed on acceptable signa! to inierference levels. Re-

cekvers are exempt from these limits at the desired tuned frequency and necessary sidebands.
Transmitters are exempt at the fundamental operating frequency and n.cessary sidebznds.

T AUX.

Equipment--.' UHIF IFF TACAN APR-00 RC/R I
XMTR RCVR XMTR R"VR XMfR I RCVR RCVR

FREQMHZ j R MAX- RU. MAX. REJ. MAX RIF RU.

200400 +2 -35 -10 -50 "o-10 +12I II I
400-900 +15 -20 -20 -60 -10 -50 2-20 +25 i
900-1500 +5 -30 -20 -70 -I0 -40 -10 +15

1500.3000 +5 10 +5 -20 +15 -0 +15 t.5

3000-7000 -5 -10 ~-5 t5 -10 j -5 I io i- -.. 1

7000-11000 -to -10 -20 -30 '-30 -20 -20 !0

11000-16000 -20 1-0 -30 -50 --40 -20 -3 0

SIGNAL LEVELS ARE PEAK dBm

FIGURE 16 Li9ITS FOR A•CEIVER SUPUR;OUS RESPONSE AhI

TRANSMITTER SPURIOUS OUTPUT CARACTERISTICS.
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NAVAIR EMC MANUAL

APPENDIX B

SAMPLE EMI CONTROL PLAN FOR AN EQUIPMENT OR SUBSYSTEM

PREFACE

This EMI Control Plan is typical of ;iie type prepared by a contractor who
is developing an electronic equipment or subsystem under contract with the Navy
or other DoD component. It is the type of Control Plan that must be provided
when a contract calls for compliance with the requirements of MIL-STD-461,
Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics Requirements for Equipment. The
content of any actual Control Plan should be similar to this sample, but should
conform to the content requirements of the issue of MIL-STD-461 according to
the applicable contract, and should be adapted to the particular equipment or
subsystem procurement. The Control Plan for procurement of a subsystem con-
taining a number of equipments will naturally be more complex than one for
procurement of a single equipment. The example given herein is of the type re-
quired for a subsystem procurement.

In general, the Control Plan should describe:

I. The contractor's EMC organization, including responsibilities and lines
of authority

2. The design approaches to be used to achieve EMC, including both

mechanical and electrical/electronic design

3. The dates for design reviews and progress milestones

4. Analysis techniques to be used for predicting and eliminating inter-
fere-lce

5. The intended testing program for validating predictions and demon-
strating compliance with the requirements of MIL-STD-461, including
type of tests, test equipment, test facilities, test personnel, and testing
schedules

6. How EMC requirements will be imposed on all subcontractors and
vendors

The intent of this saniple EMI Cont I Plan is to indicate the types and ,
F.' quantity of information to be included in such a plan, not to indicate the specific

EMC organization, analysis methods, electronic/mechanical design, wiring catc-
gories, cable routing, and other features of ai EMC program. These features
should be tailored to fit the procurement, the contractor's normal mode of

4
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operation, the current state of the EMC a-t, and conform to good engineering
design in general. The prime criterion is that the coz,.ent should describe in
detail the contractor's entire electromagnetic compatibility program. This
program should be adequate to assure compliance with the requirements of
MIL-STD-461 and any other EMC requirements imnposed by the ccntract.

Approval of the Control Plan and compliance with it does not relieve the
contractor of the responsibility of meeting the applicable EMC requirements of
MIL-STD-461 and other EMC requirements as specified in the contract. Any
deviations from these requirements will require the submission of a formal re-
quest for deviation, using established procedures. Such deviations may be required
to adapt the requirements to the particular equipment or subsystem being pro-
cured. These deviations should be described in the Control Plan, but only those
deviations that are officially granted will be contractually binding. The formal
procedures for requesting and granting deviations are described in NAVAIR In-
structions 4355.9.
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1.0 SCOPE. The purpose of this document is to define the specific EMC organization
of the Duron Corporation, test methods and design techniques that will be used
throughout all phases of the data link design and development program. The intent
is to yield a inmal subsystem capable of meeting the requirements of specification
MIL.SD-461A using the limits specified therein or the increased susceptibility
fields as defined in the detailed specifications for the various subsystem elements.
The operational performance of each element will not be degraded nor malfunctioned
when all the elements in the data link subsystem are operated in all required modes
of operation at specified power levels.

1.1 SUBSYSTEM ELEMENTS. The specific subsystem elements governed by the require-
ments of this plan, with the prime contractor's specification number for each are as
follows:

Element Southwic Specification

1. Antenna Selector 5-15001

2. C Band Directional Antenna (2 each) 5-16001

3. Antenna Control Unit 5-21001

4. C Band Data Transmitter 5-22001

5. C Band Beacon Receiver 5-23001
6. Ku Band Directional Antenna Assembly. 5-30001

7. Ku Band Omni Antenna Assembly 5-31001

8. Ku Band Beacon Receiver 5-32001

9. C Band Beacon Transmitter 5-34001

10. Ku Band Data Transmitter 5-25001

II. C Band Data Receiver 5-36001

12. Ku Band Beacon Transmitter 5.41001

13. Down Converter 5-42001

14. Receiver Demodulator 5-51001

15. C Band Omni Antenna (2 each) 5.16901

16. Tracking Link Modulator 5.39001

17. Tracking Link Demodulator 5-28001

1.2 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS. The following specifications form a part of this
Control Plan. Subsidiary documents referenced in the publications shall be used to
the extent specified her-in:

Prw dilinu p blak B-7



MIL-STD-461A Electromagnetic Interference
Characteristics, Requirements k J
for Equipment

MIL-STD-462 and Notice I Electromagnetic Interference
Characteristics, Measurement of

MIL-W-5088C Wiring, Aircraft, Installation of

MIL-B-5087B (ASG) Bonding, Electrical, and Lightning
Protection, for Aerospace Systems

2.0 EMC MANAGEMENT. Duron Corporation philosophy requires that interference
generation and susceptibility characteristics be considered and controlled as a natural I
function of design engineering. The Duron Corporation EMC organization that ensures
that this philosophy is carried out is shown in Figure 1. The organization and control
luops shown in the figure have been successfully used by Duron Corporation on many
past programs and have been developed into a precise and highly refined technique
that leads to total with compliance specifications and close coordination of all EMC
effort with the Duron Corporation customer (Southwic Aircraft Corporation, in this
case).

2.1 EMC PROGRAM MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL

Duron Program Manager: .1. J. Barnes

Duron Systems Engineer: P. Wilson

EMC Systems Engineering ELECTROMAGNETIC LABORATORIES vi
Sub-Contractor: Assigned to: E. M. Potter

Duron Mechanical Design A. Presly
Engineer:

Duron Electrical Design Transmitters - R. Smithyson
Engineers: Receivers - J. Barney

Antenna Array - M. Nielson

Antenna Servo - P. Flemming
Duron Supplier Liaison J. Fischer

Engineer:

Technical contact with Southwic Aircraft Corporation will be made through their

EMC systems engineer, P. Parsons.

2.2 During all phases of this program, the interference control systems engineering will
be accomplished by subcontractor specialists under the direction of the Duron
Systems Engineer. Directions to the Duron design groups will be made in writing by
the EMC systems engineering subcontractor and routed through the Duron systems
engineer for concurrence before they are carried out.

2.3 Copies of all written data, performance calculations, analyses, and recommendations
relating to EMI control will be incorporated into this Control Plan by revision. This
will provide both Duron and Southwic with the technical basis for a thoroughly
effective EMC program.

2
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2.4 Duron Corporation will actively participate in the technical activity of the EMC
Contral Board, which will be chaired by Southwic. It is expected that Southwic will
require further technical inputs from Duron. Experience with similar working groups
indicates that the planned format and contents of this Control Plan document will
fulfill most of the anticipated requirements, including circuit dynamics at the Duron
interface. It is expected that Southwic will provide Duron with necessary data during
EMC Control Board ,ieetings.

2.5 Duron subcor.tractors, including component suppliers in many cases, will be required
t.- abide by the requirements in this Control Plan. If a supplier asks that hc be allowed
to develop an EMI control program especially suited to his particular need, his request
will be granted by Du!ron. The approval is based upon the provision that such supplier
furnish a detailed interference Control Plan to Duron within 30 days after approval
of the request and that the plan as furnished merits approval for use on this program.

2.5.1 If MILSTD461/462 tests have been performed by a supplier upon a component or
unit similar to that procured by Duron for use in this program, the test report may be.
subndtted to Duron for evaluation of applicability under the requirements of this
Control Plan. Duron may, at their option, accept such data as evidence of a satisfac-
tory interference control program within the Duron area of equipment design re- I
sponsibility. This shall in no way relieve the supplier of his obligation to meet the
requirements of MILSTh-461/462 in final subsystem tests.

2.5.2 All subcontractor and supplier EMC effor" will be recorded in written form and
incorporated into this document by periodic revision.

2.6 EMC PROGRAM SCHEDULE. Figure 2 shows the EMC program schedule. The data
submittal dates are marked with triangles. An EMC design review occurs at least
every two months; however the Duren Design Review Board may meet more often
if EMC problems arise that require prompt solution.

3.0 FREQUENCY MANAGEMENT. The Duron Corporation philosophy includes a
strong emphasis on frequency management as an important element of its EMC
program. It will be the responsibility of the Duron systems engineer to ensure that
proper emphasis is placed on all phases of frequency management by the mechinical
and electrical design groups, the suppliers, and the EMC Systems Engineering
Subcontractor (Figure 1). Frequency management consists of:

1. Selection of optimum operating frequencies for all receiving and transmitting
equipments when these frequencies have not been specified by the contract.

2. Selection of optimum types of modulation and circuit design to meet opera-
tional requirements and yet reduce the bandwidth of desired emissions to a
minimum.

3. Selection of circuit design and mechanical design features that will either
dliminate or reduce all spurious and unnecessary electromagnetic emissions to
a minimum i,-vel. This applies to all electrical, electromechanical, and electronic
devices regaro'ess of their function.

4. Selection of circiit and mechanical design featurec that will reduce the suscepti-
bility of all electrial and electronic equipments and devices to undesired inter-
ference effects such -s undesired reception, urdesired operation of relays and
other electromechanical devices, reduction of performance below specified

4
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levels, any malfunction or failure that will permanently damage or endanger
personnel.

5. Selection of pulse shapes, power sources, digital circuits, high current interrupt-
ing devices so that all subsystem equipments and devices will emit a minimum
of undesired electromagnetic emissikns and be the least susceptible to any
spurious or undesired emissions from within or outside the subyystem.

4.0 MECHANICAL DESIGN. The mechanical design features for all subsystem .lements
will be governed by the following requirements, which constitute the minimum
constraints placed upon circuitry designed to meet the limits of MIL-STD-461 A.

4.1 ENCLOSURE SHIELDS (CASE). Each basic enclosure will be designed to contain
the signal level that can be radiated from the circuitry within such enclosure. The
degree of attenuation required for the basic enclosure will be derived from analysis
(calculations) of the various circuits contained therein. In some instances, an analysis
need not be made if the actual radiated power level is already known. The levels will
be compared to the MIL-STD-461 limit for nach type of signal encountesed. The
difference between each existing signal level and the MIL-STD-461 limit for such a
si.nal (plus a 6 dB safety factor) will oe used as the performance requirement for
the shield, An additional consideration will be made wherein the susceptibility field
leveis required by MIL-STD-461 will be compared to the most sensitive circuitry
within the shield. The difference between these levels, if greater than the vaiue first
calculated for a containment shield, will be used as the performance requirement for
the shield. See Table I for basic performance data.

4.1.1 Care should ' taken when using the techniques discussed above to ensure that the
required value of enclosure shield attenuation is not compromised by cable penetra-.,,.

tions or meter faces. The shield is only as good as its weakest penetration point. This
could be. and often is, the point at which the cables are routed into and out of the -j
unit. Cables routed from the unit, particularly those directly connected to the source
of highest generated interference levels, can cause problems if the cable shield, foi
example, is not as good as the case outer shield. For most purposes, a typical shielded
wire pair offers maximum interference reduction in the radiated field on the order of
60 to 65 dB varying downward as frequency is increased. There are exceptions to this
performance figure, but these exceptions are special cases. Therefore, for this EMC
program typical cable shields will be considered as nominal 60 dB attenuation shi-lds.
'ihus, if a cable does not have some special shield arrangement, the case outer shield
cannot be considcted as being any better than 60 dB. Higher case design values under
these circustances merely result in a weight penalty.

4.2 COMPARTMENTS. Within each enclosixe, separate compartments will be provided
as :,ecessary to eliminate the deleterious effects of coupling between non-compatible
circuits. An example of a situation where compartmentizing is necessar) is in a unit
where aeceiver circuitry must be packaged in a common enclosure with transmitter
circuitr). In this case, the passband characteristics and sensitivity/output power
respectively, must iirst be known for both types of circuits. If there is any case where
the receiver passband overlaps the transmitter output bar'4, a comparison must be
made betw-,en receiver sensitivity at that frequency and the transmitter output
power. Should the lattic fall within -6 dB of the receiver threshold, an internal
shield must be used to sepcrate thc circuits. There are additional parameters that must
also be e-aluated before such a shield may be successfully used. Receiver spurious

61-
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Table I

Aluminum Equipment Enclosure Shielding Performance Data

This table of attenuation values will be used to evaluate the shielding effectiheness
of standard aluminum equipment enclosures. These values are generally orders of
magnitude less than calculated values based upon a "perfect" enclosure fabricated
from the same material. This is due to the fact that an equipment enclosure usually
contains a large number of potential RF leaks. The point of maximum leakage deter-
mines the maximum shielding effectiveness.

Attenuation
Frequency 20-mit minimum thickness

10 kHz 35 dB

100 kHz 72 dB

500 kHz 76 dB

I MHz 80 dB

10MHz 82 dB

50 MHz 86 dB

tOOMHz 90 dB

500 MHz 88 dB :

I GHz 88 dB

2 GHz 85 dB

4 GHz 79 dB

8 GHz 72 dB

10 GHz 65 dB

Note: At frequencies above 50 MHz. attenuation on the order of 100+ dB may be realized
if care is taken to ensire that line filters continue to operate properly and cable
shielding is grounded (preferably to the outer envelope) as directly as possible with-
out the u•e of "daisy chain" arrangements.

74
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response and transmitter spurious output characteristics must be known. Possible
spurious interactions may require a higher degree of shield performance than was
first determined. There are also other aspects to be evaluated. For example, the coax-
ial cable shielding performance must be known if the receiver input is routed through
the transmitter compartment and vice versa. Failure to properly assess this latter
condition can totally invalidate the design of an otherwise adequate shield.

4.3 CIRCUIT SHIELDING. In addition to the interior compartments that will be de.
signed to serve as shields, precautions will be taken to ensure that certain types of
circuits are protected from the adverse influence of adjacent "noise" generation
circuitry or are shielded to contain internally generated "noise." For example, IF
strips will be shielded from other circuits of all types through the use of self-contained
compartments. Input power leads to this type of circuit will be routed through
feed-through types of decoupling terminals. Signal inputs and outputs will always
be routed via coaxial cable with the protective shield grounded where it enters and
leaves the IF compartment. An example of the use of a containment shield is the
enclosure for a local oscillator. In this case, all input power is decoupled at the
point of entry to the enclosure to prevent feedback of internally generated signals
into the power source. If the oscillator is voltage controlled, all control lezds will be
decoupled or filtered at the point of entry into the oscillator enclosure. The output
signal will always be routed via coaxial cable, with the outer braid grounded at-the
point where the cable is routed from the enclosure. Covers for these types of relatively
small internal shielded units will be RF gasketed or will be provided with a tight
interference fit to seal against possible RF leakage (Figure 3).

4.4 SEAM IMPEDANCE. The RF impedance of any seam or closure discontinuity must
be electricaily similar in RF impedance to the intrinsic impedance of the metal from
which the enclosure is made. This is important because voltage drop across an imped-
ance discontinuity generates a field that appears as a leak in the shield. The impedance
across environmental finishes such as anodic films is intolerable. In the case of
anodic finishes, serious RF leakage characteristics predominate, as in the foWlwing
example:

1. Assume a cover plate is separated electrically from an enclosure by an anodic
finisn. This will cause the cover plate to become a very effective radiator at
frequencies that correspond to dimensional resonance or at wavelength func-
tionsaslowasfR = X/10. In some instances, the cover radiator will afford a gain
figure and the external radiated field can exceed the level of the unshielded
source of interference generation.

2. The slot around the periphery of the cover, because of its electrical isolation
from the enclosure, becomes an effective slot radiator. Its effect is very similar
to the description above.

3. Because the cover plate is not electrically homogenous with the enclosure,
noise currents are allowed to flow on the outside surfaces of the enclosures
and along shielded cables and bonding straps. In many cases this accounts for
the presence of standing waves on equipment enclosures and cable shields. It
has been noted in the technical literature that a non-bonded seam as short as
six inches can totally destroy the effectiveness of a -100 dB (attenuation)
enclosure of 20 ft. X 20 ft. at a frequency of 400 MHz.

8
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SURFACES I.MUST BE INTEREECE FIT1
CONDUCTIVE AND CLEAN

NO RF GASgET IS •l

REQUIRED FOR COVER - ",.J
SEAL

FIGURE 3 METHOD OF RF SEALING USING AN INTERFERENCE FIT

4.5 SEAM BONDING. There are several possible method: %.f seam bonding, all of which
are satisfactory for F.MI/EMC control if used properly. The choice of roethod is
dictated by considerations such as maintainability, accessibility, and structural dura-
bility. In preferred odrer, the acceptable methods of seam bonding are:

I. Welding: A bond using a weld alloy or parent metal filler that closely approx-
irsates the basic enclosure material. In the ferrous group, the carbon content
match is mos important for optimum magnetic shielding.

2. Brazing: This is nct a recommended practice for fabricating mwgnetic shield
since the filler material does not perform well unless the magnetic source is
several waveler.gths distant from such a brazed area.

3. Soldering: Not recommended for magnetic enclosures and extremely inrellable
for structural purposes. Offers excellent conductivity across madianically
well-designed joints and seams. Can be used to good advantage in sealing sub-
circuits tuch as IF strips and oscillators.

4. Gasketed Joints: Gasketing can be used at almost every type of seam and is
effective over a wide rang- of frequencies. There are, however, certain precau-
tions to be taken and ther are limitatioas rezanding its use. These aspects are:

A. Woven VWire Gaskets:

(1) Work well at the lower frequencies up to approximately 400-500
MHz.
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(2) If a combination woven wire-environmental seal type of gasket is -i
used, the environmental seal should be inEtaled so as to pio:ec. the 4
gasket against the undesirable environment.

B. Finger Stnck Gaskets:

(1) Work well in the higher range of frequencies from 10-15 kHz
through frequencies above 10 GHz.

(2) Do not depend upon finger stock gaskets for magnetic field control
unless the finger stock is instaled in mrdtiple tows. In any cae.
finger stock is not veiy dependable in the magnetic realm below
5-8 kth. -

(3) Maximum attenuation that can be expected from a single row ot"
finger stock is about 60 dE.

(4) The use of finger stock is generally not advisable in most cases
because it is e:pensive and the cost of incorporating it into most
design configurations is prohibitive.

(5) If finger stock is used, it must be protected from damage, since t

is unusually brittle and can only be fle,:ed in one direction.

C. Conductive Sealing Matefrls (paste, rubber, etc.)

(1) The use of conductive sealing materials will, in marny cases, result
in many problems, most resulting from the fact that these types of
materials are poor RF condnxtors.

(2) The conductive pastes and epoxies can only be used to advantage
on assemblies that are non-repairable. This is because, upon disas- -, f
sembly, 4.e1 surfaces to which this material has been applied must
be stripped to clean metal, and this is generally impractical, if not
impossible. to do. Feld maintenance facilities also do not generally
have the exact replacement material available. Therefore, EMI prob-
;,tns vay result from inability to maintain adequate shielding
after disassembly and re-assembly.

(3) Should conductive pastes or epoxies be considered for incorporation
into equipment, a test must first be performed to ensure that the
mater.al will do the job. The test must duplicate the actual configu-
ration considered for use.

(4) Conductive tubber as well as paste and epoxy are unit resistance
rated at DC. There is no possible meansbywhich RF impedance can
be determined except through actual testing.

4.6 BONDING AND GROUNDING. Each unit will be bonded or grounded to the
mounting structuie as an integral feature of the Duron design. The method being
developed to meet MI1.1W5087 requirements is shown in Figure 4. Ibis design w-.ll4

be analyzed in detail ta determine specification compriance without compromise over
an extended period of timc. This preferred method, :is shown, will eliminate the need
for bouding 3traps, which in some instances are not properly restored after main-
tenance. If the an-lysis itdicates any defiiency in the design, conventional bonding

t1
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FRONT OF UNIT-...
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TINGSTRUCTUE

CLEAN SUF:ACES I
t

FIGURE 4 METHOD OF BENDING A UNIT TO MOUNTING STRUCTURE

provisions as shown in Figure 5 will be used. In this latter configuration, a burnished,
paint-free a ea is provided around a tapped hole in the unit enclosure. The tapped
hole provide s a convenient and conventional means of attaching bonding straps. 1

4.7 PANEL MOUNTED DEVICES. All panel mounted devices such as switches, elec- 4

trical conectors, indicators, and control sha:'ts must be totally shielded assemblies
or must be installed in a special manner. Typical treatmcnt of these devices is
described below:

I. Elapsed Time Indicators: These should be procured by specifications that
require that the meter will 'ulfidl the requirements of MIL-STD-461A. Pref- I
erence should be given to meters operating from AC line voltage, since these
meters can more readily meet specification limits without extensive rework.
Avoid procurement of meters finished with an anodic film. Although they may
individually meet specification limits in bench tests, the presence of an anodic
finish constitutes a panel leak, since after installation they represent a panel
aperture. 3

2. Switches: Panel switches must be well grounded to the panel with clean
metal-to-metal contact. For most purposes, toggle switches may be used with-
out any special rework and RF integrity of the enclosure will be preserved. In
special cases such as with numerical indicating switches, the units should be
purchased by specifications that require performance demonstration of shield-
ins integrity both when unloaded and %hen switched under Io•d. The applica-
tion of anedic finishes to switches is expressly prolubited.

I I
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FIGURE 5 OPTIONAL METHOD OF BONDING A UNIT TO MOUNTING STRUCTURE

3. Panel Mounted Control Shafts: Any control shaft that protrudes through an
equipment front panel must be well grounded from the shaft proper through
the mounting collet to the panel surface. If the normal hardware does not pro-
vide the desirable low impedance path, a finger stock shorting ring or a mesh
gasket instalred within a compression gland must be used to ground the shaft.
An alternate method consists of replacing the metal shaft with a dielectric
shaft. This latter control shaft must be routed through a cylinder that will act
as a waveguide below cut-off. The cylinder waveguide should preferably be
brazed or welded to the front panel and its length vs. diameter is governed by
the following coniderations:

-6920

Where:

F€ cutoff frequency in megahertz

dia '.'iameter in inches

and

atten = 3A dB

Where:

t = length in inches

d = diameter in inches
ThuJs:

a ratio of 3 for !- gives approximately 100 dB attenuation.

12
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The tube cutoff frequency should always be at least two times the highest
frequency at which EMI control or containment is desired.

5.0 ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC WIRING DESIGN. To reduce interaction between
different elements of the subsystem, all subsystem wiring shall be analyzed to deter-
mine interference and susceptibility levels, and appropriate action shall be taken to
eliminate apparent interference situations.

5.1 WIRING MATRIX. A complete wiring matrix showning means of termination, type
of cable or wire, pin designations, type of signal, shelding, and grounding details
will be compiled in the form shown in Figure 6. Subcontractors will provide this
same data to Duron Corporation a part of their data package.

5.2 RF CONNECTORS. A detailed description and illustrations of the mounting and
grounding provisions for RF connectors are included in Figure 7.

5.3 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS: The mounting and grounding provisions for typical
electrical connectors is also illustrated in Figure 7. Further requirements for electrical
connectors on each unit are included in the interference control requirements of
Appendix A.

5A POWER DISTRIBUTION. All AC power required by the units will be three phase
115/200 volts at 400 Hz. Input power will be routed from source to load (unit) via a
four wire twisted quad distribntion system. The neutral will not normady be grounded
at the load. The neutral will, however, L-e grounded at the source bus.

5.4.1 Secor.da.-y power (after conversion) will be routed via twisted pair distribution cabies
for DC and single phase AC. The neutral will not be grounded except a! the source.

(Care shall be tzken to ensure that the airframe is not intentionally or otherwise made
a return conductor for DC or power frequency AC.

5A.2 In those cases hete various DC voltages are provided by a common power supply,
only one ncutral wire need be routed to any given load.

5.4.3 Primary inpit power will not be routed in shielded cable. Twisting, as necessary. is the
preferred method of reducing the magnetic field. Secondary power may be routed
thnrs -umelded cab!e with the shield normally grounded at the scuace end only.
Where RF signal noise may be impressed or coupled into recondawy power cabling, it
may bef tecessary to ground the shield at both ends or pruvide filters at the load end.
A specific analys shall be made of each such caw.

5.5 SIGNAL CATEGORIES. A design concept using categorization of interconnecting
wires and cables has baen developed. Interconnecting wi-ing is isolated in accordance
with the following criteria. A minimum of 3 cm is maintained between wires or wire
bundles of the d1ifferent categories, except when different categories use the sune
connector. In such a case, pin assignment and layout shall be fully used to isolate
different categories, and grounded spare pins shall be used to provide necesstary
isolation. Ir some cases, holation may be required between vtrious circuits within
a particular category, deperding on frequency, voltage, and jensitivity. For purposes
of this program, six categories will be considered:

1. Power Circuits: Power circuits include both AC and DC distribution networks,
whether primary or secodry after conversion. Thee circuits will never be
routed with any other category of cables, Ance they we characterisUcally I
sources ei relatively high lcvel magnetic filcds.

1 '3
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2. Audio Circuits: These circuits consist of signal distribution networks operating
at frequencies below 150 kHz. A pulse circuit regardless of its repetition rate
is not considered an audio circuit.

3. Indication Circuits: In this program, this signal category will be limited to
signals such as synchro outputs/inputs as chiefly related to antenna positioning
circuits. Step function control and position/ mode indicating signals are not
included in this categroy.

4. Control Circuits: This category includes step function type control and indica-
tion circuits where the characteristic signal introduced into such circuit is
broadband. These circuits are sources of RF radiation in most instances since
the normal signal may appear as a transient that must meet specification
limits for steady state interference. Pulse circuits are included in this category.

5. Sensitive Circuits: This category can include any other category of signal if the

specific circuit being considered is extremely susceptible to extraneous inter-
ference voltage or current. In addition to the fact that this group must be
separated from any other group of signals, it is very seldom that a circuit in this
group will be routed as a single ended, unshielded wire. Therefore, all inter-
connections failing within this category will be routed as pairs, triads, etc. and
will include the common or return wire in twisted configuration with an overall
shield.

6. RF Circuits: By definition, this group only includes receiver input, transmitter
output, and IF cables. In every instance, they are muted via coaxial cable or
waveguide according to future requirements. Transmittef cabling may not, under
any circumstances, be bundled with receiver RF cablin& Separation distance be-
tween any transmit and receiver cables will be based upon specific data for the
isolation and containment provided by the actual cable or waveguide used. The
separation requirements will be determined by obtaining and using all necessary
data, including that provided on the wiring matrix (Figure 6).

5.5.1 The following category designations will be used to identify the signal type when
cable data is entered in the matrix shown in Figure 6.

Category Signal Type

I Power circuit

I1 Audio circuit

Ill Indication circuit

IV Control circuit
V Sensitive circuit

VI RF circuit

6.0 ELECTRICALIELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN. In circuit design, before my
interference control components are considered, the amount of interference inher.
ently generated and propagated will be minimized. Consideration will be given to:
(i) conservation of spectrum bandwidth; (2) control of operating frequencies and
associated harmonics, sidebands, and spurious products, (3) control of pulse ampli-

16
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tude, and rise times; and (4) any other factors affecting interference generation. The
equipment shall also be designed to minimize susceptibility to interference from
other sources. When all due care in design has been exercised and yet it is found
necessary for interference control components to be used, as in filtering, shielding,
and bonding, they shall conform to applicable malitary specifications and be an-inte-
graj part of the system.

6.1 USE OF INTERFERENCE CONTROL COMPONENTS. The reqairement for use of
any suppression network, filter, or shield will be proven mathematically before its
incorporation into the equipment or sub-system. The gross installation of suppression
networks and shields is prohibited and will not be accepted as a sound approach
toward EMI control.

6.1.1 The incorporation of any EMI control technique or method will be justified by a
rigorous design analysis of the particular component, circuit, or equipment to be
suppressed or protected. These analyses will include the following data:

a) Calculations of the "worst case- condition that will be reduced tographic
form to reflect interference amplitude vs. frequency dispersion.

b) Performance data for the exact ner'ork or shield proposed for use in
autaining specification compliance. In the case of suppression networks
the type of circuit shall be stated, such as pi, L and T and the values of L
C, and R shall be stated whenever possible.

c) Performance data for any network must be stated in terms of actual load
and impedance conditions.

Sd) If the network was successfully used in a similar circuit on a previous pro-
gram. test results or other descriptive data that reflects actual performance
should be included.

6.2 CHOICE OF SUPPRESSION NETWORKS. Whenever possible, first consideration
shall be given to the use of feed-through type capacitors in preference to the more
complex networks such as T, a, and L configurations. Take care to avoid the usc of
series elements whenever possible in order to maintain high reliabil:ty. The following
criteria will be followed in choosing the networks to be used:

1. When calculating the requirements for filter performance. the 10 ufd input
power line capacitor required by MIL-STD-462 shall be as~umed to be 0.1 ohm
impedance. The power supply output capacitance of 100-500 ufd is considered
in parallel with the 10 ufd capaci:or.

2. Pi type networks or capacitors wil! never be used on bo:h sides of switched
contacts. This practice results in unusually high rates of contact deterioratiori.

3. Line-to-line filter configurations will be used wherever possible. This network
style is preferred to eliminate the necessity for grounding :he powtr neutral
i.sdL- e the equipment e-nvelope. Expected performance will be calculated and d
provrided to Duron by all subcontractors.

4. WhLD feed-through capacitors and filters ae used. they will always be bulkhead.
mounted units. Input wiring to filters wrifi never be routed with output iriing.
(Figures 8 and 9).

S. Subcontr-toswhouse filter networks to meet the requirements of MIL-STDS-

( 17
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CLEANPUT "RF DIRTY AREA"
INPUT

LINE FILTERS (CALCULATE
ATTENUATION REQUIRED)

RF -TIGHT" BULKHEAD CALCULATE SHIELDING
SEALED AROUND ALL SIDES REQUJIRED

NO UNFILTERED LEADS ROUTED
THRU BULKHEAD OR UNGROUNDED/UNSHIELDED
HARDWARE PROTRUDING THRU PANEL

MOTE: BULKHEAD FILTERS REQUIRE LOW Z
GROUND PATH IN ORDER TO YIELD
REQUIRED ATTENUATION. THIS
LOW Z MUST EXIST ALL FREQUENCIES
OVER WHICH FILTER MUST WORK

cIGURE 8 TYPICAL USE OF BULKHEAD.MOUNTED FILTERS
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CALCULATE ENVELOPE
SHIELDING REQUIREMENTS

R: OR NOISE SOURCES

ENTIM 1NT1IOR
'RF DIRW

FILTER DESIGNED AS INTEGRAL PART OF PANEL
CONNECTOR NO ULMKHEAD RE-QUIRMI WBI FILTER
ENVELOPE U-ST BE IF SEALED ASA;W FRONT
PANEL. CALCULAIE PERFOft",ACE REW9W'

FIGURE 9 USE OF Ib.1T.,AL FILTER-ELFCTU;CAL COUI:CTOR

461/462 will advise Duron Comoration rep.'ding the type of network proposed.
This must be 6one before the finer netwod is entewd on the desin drawing.
Tnz performance retuirements for any such network muslso be included in
the data package ta'ismitzed to Duron Coporatoo for E41IEMC nview.'

6.3 POWER CIRCUIT SUFPRESSION NETWORKS. Thc folloing criteria will apply to
design of power circuits.

Input power will be decoupled through tLe use of filter networks. Before
installation of any such network, a detailed analys wil be Merfonned.

2. Under normal circumstances, input power will be grounded oi•ly at the pinimay
source. In some instances, particuhlry those whem the load consists of an
equipment that generates RF above several meggwtm.- it may be necessar to
include a filter network in the power neutrJl kg of the input cir-Jit. This
occurs since the ungrounded ne'alr• that perxtrYets the equipmaent amelope
can act as an cificient RF pickup probe. Accordingly. this lead may cary

191
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undesirable interference fields out of the equipment and will reradiate these
fields or conduct them back to the power source bus. If a filter network is
installed in the neutral or return leg of an input circuit, an analysis will be
made zo ensure that the tilter will not detract from the specified operational
characteristics of the equipment.

3. If an analysis of the power input circuits indicates a necessity to ground the
neutral at the load, the actual ground point will be a terminal on the "clean"
side of the power input fi;ter. The neutral will never be routed to any other
ground point within the equipment.

4. In many instances, the use of a simple "L" type filter will provide adequate
decoupling at the power input leads of any of the various equipments or loads
fed by a power system. When such a filter is used for interference suppression,
the following should be considered:

A. In DC and single phae AC circuits, the preferred method is to connect
the shunt capacitor of the "L" type filter on the load side of the series
inductor (Figure 10). The analysis performed on each decoupling circuit
will indicate if the alternate method should be used.

B. In three phase (30) AC circuits with no neutral run to load, the preferred
me-thod of connecting -L" type filters in the input power leads of equip-
mnents is shown in Figure 11.

C. Two methods for connecting -L" type filters in a 30, 4 wire system are
shown in Figures 12 and 13.

5. Before taking the type of dezign action sugested by this paragraph, Southwic
EMC systems engineering will be advised of the proposed design. They will
concur with the proposed design before the actual installation.

6.4 SPECTRUM CONTROL - TRANSMITTERS. The spectrum will be controlled within
transmitter crcuitry by adhering to several basic techniques. Fin:, all outputs from
os%.totrrs and frequency multipliers will be controlled in spectral content by the
installation of bandpass filters. If the frequency thus generated is further multipl;ed
or amplified, it Will apin be closely controlled by the introduction of an additional
badpass filter. The uutput of TWT amplifiers will also be closely controlled by the
use of bandpas filters that wi31 optimize eqergy in the desired intelligence passband
and attenrate suriois signals ou-side of this band. Each such network will be
critically analyzed ard an integrated passbanl spectrum profile will be developed.

6.5 PASBAN'D CHARACTERISTICS - RECEIVERS. Overall out-of-band rejection
dcarcteristicsA of .eceivers are cotrrolled by front end pasband shaping and in some
cases is further aided by the directional characteristics and frequency response of the
aten . Shbwply tuncd post front end fillters, coupled with the natural IF passband
envelope., often yield die de,'red ovra.ll1 passband characttri.ctics.

6.5.1 WTten ;t0 basic operation passband is extremely wide, two basic forms of selective
filterinS may be necessary. First, a passband preselector filter may be provided at
the re•eivc- end of the antcir-.a transmission line. This filter will assure sharply
de dpw 4reje front •nd characteristics. The output of this filter will be fed to a
low noise peanpifier. In the case of the C band beacon receive:, an additional4
ar-rplifi.e wilt prcide hih% pin-wide band amplification of the filtered input signal.
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NEUTRAL RCE**

C HASSIS GND

IF FILTERS ARE CONNECTED TO CHASSIS OR BULKHEAD ANiD
NEUTRAL IS REQUIRED. NEUTRAL MUST BE FILTERED OR
BYPASSED TO CHASSI1 OR BULKHEAD ALSO

FIGURE 13 ELI FILTER FOR 36. 4 WIRE POWER SNSTEM (ALTERNATIVE METHODI

6.5.2 The equipment characteristics and specifications governing rilters and channel enva.
lopes shall be used to conduct computerized "birdie" analysis to determine the
specific pass/reject response for each receiver. Since these data are classified, they
will not be included in this plan.

6.5.3 The datz link equipment has constraints with respect to phase linearity. The phase
distortion limits are ±8" peak-to-peak and quadrature phase distortion of 450 across
a 100 MWI band. These phase constraints limit the selectability and bandwidth of
Filters that may be used in the equipment. The filter characteristics will be analyzed
and reported as a part of the Uine filters and suppression networks analysis.

6.6 DESIGN CHECK LIST. A design check list will be prepared and distributed to each
design engineer to prompt him to consider EMI problems in the early stages of design.
Each engineer will review the check list and indicate his preliminary approach to
ensure EMC. The check list, with examples of typical answers, is contained in
Exhibit A.
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7.0 ANALYSIS PROGRAM. Duron Corporation is fully aware that successful EMI
control, both from the standpoint of emission and susceptibility, consists of imple-
menting a thorough component, black-box, and subsystem oriented analysis program.
This program is instituted during the initial design phases and carries through to final
subsystem testing. The objective of the analysis program is to incorporate EMI control
measures as a design function, thus avoiding costly test and rework in the latter pro-
gram phases. Duron will work closely with Southwic interference control engineers to
ensure that the final system meets all EMC requirements.

7.1 SUBSYSTEM ANALYSIS BREAKDOWN. Each equipment of the subsystem will first
be individually analyzed for EMI emission/susceptibility characteristics. After com-
pletion of the individual equipment analyses, there will be a further task effort on a
subsystem level. This effort will be designed to proivide assurance that the subsystems
will work together without mutual interference. The subsystem level groups are
defined as follows:

A) Sensor Subsystem Group
a) C band data transmitter

b) C band beacon receiver
c) C band antenna, directional (2 each)
d) Antenna control unit
e) Antenna selector
f) C band omni antenna (2 each)
g) Tracking link demodulator

B) Relay Subsystem Group
a) Antenna control unit (2)
b) Ku band directional antenna (2)
c) Ku band omni antenna
d) Ke band beacon receiver
e) Ku band data transmitter
f) C band beacon transmitter
g) Antenna selector
It) C band directional antenna (2)
i) C band data receiver
j) Tracking link modulator

C) Surface Terminal Group
a) C band beacon transmitter
b) Do%.: converter
c) Ku band beacon transmitter
d) Receiver demodulator

7.2 BROADBAND INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS. All appropriate circuits and com-
ponents such as relays, switches, trigger circuits, multivib'ators, and pulse generators
must be considered broadband interference sources. All such circuits and components
will be mathematically analyzed and a graphic comparison made of the interference
emission with the appropriate MIL-STD-461 limit, conducted or radiated. Figure 14
shows an example of such a comparison plot for broadband radiated emission, which
includes the effect of shielding as discussed in Section 4.0 of this plan. Steps used in
the mathematical analysis will be shown on the graphic plot, on additional pages as
necessary, and added to this control plin as part of a future revision.
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8.0 EMC TESI1NG.

8.1 FINAL TESTING. Final EMC testing to demonstrate compliance with the require-
ments ofMIL-STD-461/462 will be carried out using three separate subsystem groups.
Such subrystem grouping eiminat-s the necessity for elaborat2 simriuated test loads
and approaches the dynamic conditions of complete subsytem ope, ation. The
MIL-SID461 tests that will be accomplished on Subsystei a No. 1, consisting of
Seraor Subsystem Group, Relay Subsystem Group, and Surfave Terinktal Subsystem
Group are:

1. Power line conducted CEOI, CE03 accomplished on aircra.t/subsystem inter-
face power leads.

2. Control lines conducted CE02, CE04 accomplished on Southwic subsystem or
aircraft.subsystztn interfaces.

3. Powet line susceptibility CSOI, CS02 accomplished on aircraft/subsystem in-
terfaces.

4. Intermodulation, two signal rejection, cross modulation, CS03. CS04, and CS05
accomplished on all receivers in the subsystem.

5. Radiated emission RE02 accomplished on each subsystem group.

6. Induction field RS02 accomplished on each subsystem group.

7. Radiated susceptibility RS03 accomplished on each subsystem group.

8. Power line spike susceptibility, CS06 accomplished on aircraft/subsystem inter-
face power leads.

8.1.1 Final Testing Considerations. The following considerations apply to final testing.

I. Each final accept-nce test will use an interconnecting cable configuration simi-
lar to that of the actual cables to be used in the final installation.

2. Problems are expected in meeting the MIL-STD-461, CEO! test requirement.
This results froan the fact that input filters that perform reasonably well at
frequencies as low as 30 Hz are large packages. Some dsign trade off is antici.
pated in this area, particularly in those power circuits that use AC input. In the
case of AC (400 Hz) input circuits, present pbns call for the use of a high pass
filter in series with the interference detector input during CEO! tests. This
high pass filter will rejec' all frequencies below the fifth harmopic of the power
line frequency.

3. MILATt)-461. CE05 tests will not be performed since this test is a variation in
test technique only and duplicates other tests that will be performed. Further,
since this test requires an impedance tracking filter if test results are to be
accurate, it is an extremely poor test technique. If this test is deemed necessary,
test costs will increfae considerably since the inverse elements must be designed
and calibrated with the actual circuits where they will be u-ed.

4. MIL-STD-461, CSOI, and CSM2 test methods will be applied at those power
input points that interface with primary and conditioned power. Modified levels
will be used on conditioned power.
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5. MIL-STD-461, (T) RE04 method will be applied to individual units but not to
subsystem groups during final test phases.

6. MIL-STD461, RE03 will be performed on equipments operating above 1.24
GHz.

8.2 DEVELOPMENTAL TESTING. Before the subsystem has been designed to the extent
that it may be subjected to final EMC testing, developmental or breadboard test
ii'vestigations may be made. This type of testing will be done on such circuits as
coavrsion type power supplies, switching circuits, and other similar vibcontractor
supplied items of hardware. The necessity for these tests results from the fact that
prediction analysis techniques are not always useful tools unless all circuit parameters
are known in detail.

8.2.1 Specific Developmental Tests. In addition to the above general types of develop-
mental tests, certain specific questions will require further testing in the laboratory as
follows:

I. With a 300 watt TWTA output power level being fed to a common antenna,
there is a question as to the degree of terminal isolation that can be achieved
through the use of bandpass filters and circulators. Further, the effect of circu-
lator input current variationa upon signal quality is not a specifically known
quantity at this time. Tests may be necessary to resolve these questions.

2. Frequency selection, as well as mode selection, is made by application of a 5
volt signal. Tests may be necessary to establish the defnlnte "on" and -off"
thresholds for these circuits.

3. Coaxial cable RF signal isolation (cable-to-cable), including terminating connec-
tors. is not known at this time. It ma1 be necessary to test mock-up configura-
tions of various cables since these data are not available from either cable or
connector manufacturers.

82.2 Additional Susceptibility Testing. In addition to testing each equipment at the levels
called for in MIL-STD-461 susceptibility tests (CS- and RS- tests), tests at the
following levels will also be made when feasible.

I. Test Signal 6 dB above MIL-STD-461 specified level for all conducted suscepti-
bility (CS-) tests.

2. Radiated field of 10 volts/meter for radiated susceptibility test RS03.
3. The level dt which analysis shows degradation of performance below specified

limits will occur.

These tests will accomplish the following:

I. Validate a,•ctracy of analyses and predictions.

2. Provide data for increasing the types and accuracy of analyses that can be made.

3. Indicate whether design crit'!ri3 have been met or exceeded, and if exceeded,
to what degree.

8.3 TEST PLAN. A test plan detailinS the EMC testing program, as c illed for by MIL-STD.
461A, will be prepared and submitted to Southwic in August ;)f 197U(see schedule
in Figure 2).
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8.4 TEST SCHEDULE. The performance of investigative tests during the equipment
development period is not subject to schedule considerations other than those im.
posed by the demand for performance data prior to timely incorporation of any given
item '...o the design. These tests am. therefore accomplised as required. Final EMC
subsystem acceptance testing, to demonstrate compliance with MIL-STM-461A and
other contract EMC requirements, is scheduled for the month of 'anuary 1971
(Figure 2).

8.5 TEST REPORT. The test report will be written in accordance with paragraph 4.4
of MIL-STD-461A. If a problem or deficiency is uncovered during testing, it will
be described in the report and be reported to the Duron systems engineer. The
system engineer will ensure that the necessay corrective action is taken and described
in the report. The report will also describe any problems left unsolved along with any
suggestions and recommendations for solving them, such as methods of operation to
avoid the problem(s). This test report will be submitted hi March 1971 (Figure 2).

8.6 TEST FACILITIES. All EMC testing, both developmental and final acceptance test-
ing, wiil be carried out at the Duron Corporation facilities in Sterling, Illinois.

8.1.! Test Equipment. Although neither MIL.STD-461A nor MIL-STD-462providesa
complete list of test equipment to perform the required tests such a list is being
compiled by Duron Corporation based on past expezr ence with similar tests. Duron
has the test equipment required for testing in the frequency range of 150 kHz to I
GHz, except for some special antennas specified by MILSTD-461A. Also. some test
equipment must be acquired to cover testing in the frequency range of I GHz to 10
GHz. It is planned to purchase or lease all required items of test equipment that are
not already at hand. It is anticipated that all such required items will be procured in
time to permit preliminary developmental type testing and final acceptance testing.
A complete list of test equipment to be used will b provided in a later revision of
this Control Plan.

8.6.2 Shielded Rooms. The ambient interference level must be 6 dB below dte conducted
and radiated interference limits of MIL-STD461A. This dictates the use of shielded
enclosures and filtered power for operating the test sample as well as the test equip-
mert. Steps are being taken to modify existing rooms to the necessary size.
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EXHIBIT A

OF

APPENDIX B

TO

NAVAIR EMC EDUCATIONAL MANUAL

EMI CONTROL CHECKLIST

This exhibit contains the Duron EMI control
check!Lst .tthl.A dcsign engineers are required to
use, with an example of a typical engineer's answers
to the questions. This checklist is included for ref-
erence only.
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EMI CONTROL CHECKLIST

Engineen

EMC considerations Sam Jones

A. Circuits to be shielded and filtered.

I. Have any of the following EMI producing circuits been
filtered?
a. Relays Diodes
b. DC motors Yes
c. Switches Yes
d. Clock or timing circuits with fast rise time or high

repetition rates Yes

2. Have transformer-rectifier (TR) outputs been filtered; was
the transformer eiectro-statically shielded? Yes

3. Have any components with inherent shielding been used,
such as cupreous tuning inductors? Yes

4. What type of electromagnetic field is being shielded
against. E field or H field? E and H I
Is the shielding material suitable for this type of field for
the frequency range of interest? Yes

S. Have decoupling capa-'rs been used on internal power -

connections? Yes

6. Have any feedthrough or bypass capacitors been used for
internal connection of circuits? Or as bulkhead.mounted
headers? Yes

7. Have shielded subassemblies been used in the equipment? Yes

8. Have RF chokes and inductors been used to confine the
RF energy to the desired circuits? Yes

9. Were parts of internal chassis used to obtain shielding? Yes

10. Have waveguide-below-cutoff techniques been used for
chassis openings, such as tuning adjustments or ait
cooling? Yes

Ii. Have low-level or susceptible circuits been physically
sparated from EMI.producing circuits within an en-
closure? Yes

12. Have toroids been used to minimize the leakage field of
inductors? Have inductors been cross-oriented to mini- No

mize ,oupling? (Shielding is used)
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EM! CONTROL CHECKUST (CONT)

Engineer:
EMC considerations Sam !ones

B. Methods of eiminating spurious emanations and responses.

1. Are components being operated in linear rather than non-
linear regions, if possible? Yes

-. Are crystal-controlled circuits being used? Has the best
choice- of multiplier stages been made! N/A

3. tiar,' crystal filters, bandpass filters. tank circuits, tuned
stagei. and other narrowband devices been used? Yes

4. Have circ :ts been used which inherently discriminate
against creation or passawe of certain harmonics w&d' as
push-pull outputs of amplifiers, bal-nced mixer coupk-
co mbinations. 3od other hybrid circuits of a sinuilar

nature? Yes

5. Ilave d.rcui.-• of balanced or symmetrical design been

used-ý Yes

S6. Hiave diodes or other biasing de~rices been used to estab.
fish minimum or maximum a(tualion levels fo" circuits? yes

7. lave coincidence circuits, lime-delay circuits, or similar

logic circuits been used? Yes

8. Have circuits using coded inputs or outputs been used? Yes

9. 1.as filtering been done at sub.tystem JeveLt. especially
multiplier stages? Yes

10. Have RF circuits been decoupled from power supplies? Yes

i1. Have short lead lengths been used in RF circuits? Yes
Hat •iernal wire routing been controlled? Yes

12. Have circuits potentially capable of producing or of
being susceptible to spurious energy been physically and
electrically isolted? Yes

13. Are internal subassemblies shielded ar.J filtered to pevent
undered modulation? Yes

14. Have components ,nd devices been chosen to minimize
frequen•iy drift or random modulation caused by tern.
perature. a2ng. vibration? "(es
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EMI CONTROL CHECKLIST (CONT)

Engineer:
EMC considerations Sam Jones

15. Have operating frequencies been chosen to avoid conflicts
with known existing frequencies or their harmonics? Yes

16. Have the proper power levels of gcnerated frequencies
been used, such as the local oscillator stages of receivers
or multiplier and output stages of transmitters? Yes

17. Has circuitry (othe. 'an RF circuits )f receivers and
tran~smitters) such as power connections and m~onitor-
ing points been controlled by preventing RF coupling
to other circuits? Yes

18. Have tuning methods that minimize modes or harraonic
generation been used? Yes

19. Have all feedback loops been designed to prevent oscil-
lation under worst case conditions? Yes

20. Have high-power and low-power stages of units been
isolated? Yes

21. Is the proposed enclosure bonding ad.,quate at the known
critical iadio frequencies? Yes

22. Have component tolerances been controlled to prevent
frequency drift and mode switching caused by temperature

and aging? Yes

23. Have RF components been used throughout RF stages?
That is, have components been used that are not self-
resenant in the intended frequency range (unless desired)? Yes

24. Have special circuits that discriminate against spurious
resonance b'en used? Yes

C. Methods of obtaining continuous shielding on equipment using
pressure or hermetic seals.

I. Has the enclosure bcen mechanically designed to assure
sufficient pressure between mating parts? Yes

2. Las each opening in any enclosures been analyzed to
determine the need for gaskets, waveguide.below-cutoff
techniques, screening? Yes

3. Has the minimum attenuation needed by the enclosure
been evaluated? Yes
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( EMI CONTROL CHECKLIST (CONT)

Engineer:
EMC considerations Sam Jones

4. If dissimilar metals have been used in the enclosure, is
this conmpatible with the expected environment? Yes

5. If RF gaskets have seen used. is the design aequate to
optimum pressure, class of joint or seam. choice of gasket
mounting, size of gasket, attenuation of gasket? Yes

6. What are the expected internal -nd external fields and
expected frequencies? E Field 50 MHz

D. Selection of interference-free components to be used with o.her
components.

I. Ate diodes being used across relay coils Yes

2. Are soli-state switches being used instead of mechanical
switches? Yes

3. Are separate connectors bein~o used for sensitive and EMi-
producing circuits? Yes

(4. Is twisted pair, twisted triad, or shielded wire being used? Yes

5. Are connectors being used as inherent parts of .ltersl Yes

6. Are c,'ystals being used as frequency sources? No

7. Are temperature-compensated components being used to
minimize drift. etc." Yes

8. Are components being operated in lir,-ear regions? Yes

9. Are limiting devices. such as diodes, being used? Yes

10. Are DC blocking capacitors being u;ed? Yes

E. Other pertinent information.

I. Are there any special type circuits that intentionally or
unintentionally eliminate or minimize ENI. Eampks
might be blanking circuits. time-sequencing circuits, dis-
abling circuits, bridge or differential type of circuits.
balanced input circuits. possibly AGC. AFC. and AVC
circuits. Yes

F. A guide for connectors:

I. Does connector shell have conductive finish? Yes
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EM! CONTROL CHECKLIST (CONT)

Engineer:

EMC considerations Sam Jones

2. Are signal and power circuits routed in separate
connetors. Yes

3. Have provisions been made for termination of shields? Yes

4. Have filter pins been ancrrtorated where necessary? Yes

5. Have provisions been made for use of shielded (coaxial)

pins for circuits !hat -nus, have isolated continuous

circuits? Ye:

6. Has electrical continuity through the shell been verified
durip., vibration tests? Yes (by vendor)

7. Have chassis or bulkhead mounted connectors bcen

mounted by methods that ensure good electrical

connection? Yes

A2
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EXHIBIT B

OF

APPENDIX B

TO

NAVAIR EMC EDUCATIONAL MANUAL

SUPPLEMENTAL ANALYSES

AND

DESIGN DATA

This exhibit contains a separate section for
each subsystem v i Each of these sections is in-
tended to serve as an EMI/EMC design reference for
the equipment engineer assigned to the design func-
tion for each particular unit. This exhibit is in-
clu:ded in th:s Control Plan as a means of avoiding
oral EMI/EMC design guidance.
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Section I

Antenna Selector

1.0 GENERAL. This section sets forth the detailed interference control requirements
for the antenna selector. This unit will be installed in both the sensor and relay air-
craft. It contains diplexing circuitry which handles the C band data transmitter out-
put and the C band receiver inpJt. It also contains switching circuits which select
between either of two 3ntennas, upper and lower respectively.

1.1 The requirements contained in this section proeide for compliance with MIL-STDS-
461/462 as specified in Southwic Specification 5.15001.

2.0 ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. The following require-
ments will be incorporated into the basic equipment design as mandatory mini-
mums for controlling interference generation and susceptibility characteristics within
the limits of MiL-STDS-4611462. These requirements are in addition to the require-
ments contained in the main body of ýhis Control Plan.

2.1 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS.. Electrical connectors will be bonded to the equip-

ment enclosure as shown in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Electrical connectors in-
ccrporating filter pins will not be used as they offer very little attenuation when used
in relatively low impedance circuits.

2.2 CONTROL LEADS. Input control signal Beads will be routed through an electrical
connector in the man,-r described by the wiring matrix shown in Figure 6 of the
Control Plan.

2.3 RF CONNECTORS. RF connectors will be bonded to the equipment enclosure as
specified in Figure 7 of the Control Plan.,

2.4 CABLE AND SIGNAL SEPARATION. Specific cable and signal separation require-
ments are set forth in paragraph 5.0.

2.5 UFPER-LOWER ANTENNA, SAMPLER DRIVE. The antenna selector is switched
between the upper and lower antennas at a sampling rate of 50 lHz. This signal con-
sists of a squarc pulse at a voltage level of 5 volts. This signal is not always provided
subsequent to acquisition. It mast be maintained however within the radiated limits
specified in MIL-S1D-461. A graphic analysis of pulse amplitude vs frequency dis-
persion will be performed.

2.6 SWITCHING CIRCUITRY. Th.: antenna selector contains certain switching cir-
cuitry that will be analyzed to determine the interference generiti,-i characteristics.
When this has beer. donc in a manner similar to 2.5 above, these lata will be used to
develop adequate controi or containment of generated EMI.
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3.0 MECHANICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. Paragraph 4.0 of
4 the Control Plan sets forth ba.ic ground rules for mechantical design requirements,

These ground rules include considerations for containment as well as exclusion of
undesirable EMI. During actual design of &h. enclosure, periodic EMI control monitor-
ing will be accomplished to ensure adequacy of design in accordance with accepted
and required EMI control practices. In the event questionable aspects become evident
as a result of this monitoring effort and cannot be resolved, investigative tests will be
performed upon breadboard models or actual prototype hardware. This method of
continuous monitoring, analysis, and testing is in strict consonance with the require-
ments of this Control Plan.

Section 2

C Band Directional Antenna

1.0 GENERAL. This section contains the discussion of detailed interference cont;0
requirements for the C band, directional wntenna assembly. This antenna assembly
will be installed in both the relay and sensor aircraft. These antennas are installed
on tnt ,,p and bottom of the aircraft and are used to receive and transmit C band
signals. The antenna assemblies are provided with the necessary circuitry to azimuth
track throughout 360*

1.1 All of the requirements set forth in this section are designed to comply with MIL-
STDS-461/462 as specified in Southwic Specification 5-16001.

2.0 ELECTRICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS. The following design requirements will
be incorporated as an integral part of the basic equipment. These requirements are
considered the basic minimums for control of interference generation and susceptibil-
ity characteristics.

2.1 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. All electrical connectors will be bonded to the
equipment housing in accordance with the typical techniques shown in Figure 7 of
the Control Plan.

2.2 CABLE SEPARATION. Power, signal (reference), and control leads will be routed
through separate electrical connectors if possible. The exact input/output configur-
ation of all these leads will be included in the connector/wiring matrix. Figure 6 of
the Control Plan.

2.3 RF CONNECTORS. RF connector types will be determined by the degree of
isolation required. Installation techniques for the type of connecto's used will conl-
form with the general configuration showr in Figure 7 of the Control Plan.

2.4 INPUT POWER. Input power to the antenna assembly is 115 volts, 400 hz and
28 VDC. The loads will be thoroughly analyzed to determine th- ;,iterference enve-
lope. These analyses will be made to determine whether or not a need exists for in-
put power line filters or if line twisting or shielding is permissible.

2.5 SWITCHING. All switching functions within the antenna assembly will be per-
formed by solid state switches. No relay switching .s anticipated at this time. Since
there art inductive loads involved in the switching schine. an analysis will be made
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to ensure that the assmbly housing and any filters used will keep the resultant in.
terference levels within acceptable limits.

2.5.1 There is one nit.,hanical switch function located in the 28 VDC circuit. The switched
output provides an indication ;ignal to the antenna control unit. Therefore, there is a
posbility that this interconnection may need to be decoupled with a line filter.
Filter requirements will be analyzed in accordance with Paragraph 6.0 of the Con-
trol Plan.

2.6 ANALOG SIGNALS. Synchro signals are routed between the antenna assembly and
.ne antenna control unit. These signals will be routed via twisted and shielded triad
cables to elimi::ate undesirable coupling of extraneous signals.

3.0 MECHANICAL DES!GN REQUIREMENTS. Paragraph 4.0 of the Control Plan sets
forth basic ground rules for mechanical design requirements. These ground rules tf-
elude considerations for containment as well as exclusion of undesirable EMI. During
act,.al design of the enclosure, periodic EMI control monitoring will be accomplished
to ensure adequacy of design in accordance with accepted and required EMI control
practices. If questionable aspects become evident as a result of this monitoring effort
and resolution cannot be accomplished, invesv'iative tests will be performed upon
brcadboard models or actual prototype hardware. Th;s method of continuous mon-
itoring. analysis. and testing is in st ct consonance with the requiremen:s of this Con-
trol Plan.

Section 3

Antenna Control Unit

1.0 GENERAL. This section contains EMI control design requirements for the antennat
control unit. This antenna control unit will enable the aircraft antennas to search
for. acquire, and automatically track in azimuth the source of coded RF transm-ssions.

1.1 The requirements contained in this section provide for compliance with MIL-STDS-
461/462 atssoecified in Southwic Specificaiion 5-21001.

2.0 ELECTRICAL REOUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. The following require.
inents will be incorporated into the basic equipment design as mandatory mini-
mums for controlling interference generation and susceptibility characteristics within
the limits of MIL-STDS-461/462.

2.1 BUILD-IN TEST EQUIPMENT (BITE). The BITE circuitry incorporated into the
antennacontroi unit will be designed to meet the requiremeats of MIL-STD-461/462.
This circuitry k used during the operational mode to monitor various functions in
the antenna contrt:i unit under tactical conditions. In the test mode, locally gener-
ated signals are used in the antenna control tnit to simulate signals fed to the an-
tenna centrol unit so that the unit can be testea. Every precaution will be taken to
reduce undesirable interference generation and minimize or eliminate any possible
susceptibility to extraneous fields during normal operation and in the test mode.

2.2 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. Electrical coqnectors will be bonded to the equip-
ment ý'nclosure in the manner shown in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Electrical con-
rectori incorporating filter pins will not be ued as they offer very little attenuation
when -.scd tn relatively low impedance circuits.
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2.3 RF CONNECTORS. Panel type RF connectors will be bonded to the equipment
enclosure Ps ;pecitied in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Other types of RF con-
nectors wi1l be bonded to the airframe or equipment chassis at every point where
they inteirupt the overall coaxial system.

2.�-i q!PIJT POWER. Input power is considered a primary interface. Interference
decoupling networks will be located as required adjacent to the input power con-
nector. The performance requirements for these networks will be based upon de-
tailed mathematical analysis of interference sources performed in accordance with
the techniques contained in prev:ious paragraphs of this Control Plan. Filter networks
installed within AC input leads will be designed to withstand the transient voltage
requirements specified in MIL-STD.704. Category B.

2.4.1 In no case will shielded cable be used in a primary power input circuit. All power
input leads will be routed as twisted pairs. triads, or quads depending upon the type
of power. The neutral will be routed witr the power high leads and will be grounded
as discussed in paragraph 6.3 of the Control Plan.

2.5 INPUT SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS. The antenna control unit will accept the fol.
lowing input signals:

I. AGC Signal: Since this is a slowly varying DC voltage, there will be no EMI
genteration prohbems associated with it. This signal will be routed on twisted
pair cable owing to susceptibility characteristics.

2. Antenna Tracking Error Signal: This is essentially a 500 Hz AC signal. This
signal will not produce significant EM! levels. Analysis of susceptibility char.
acteristics will be made to determine possible requirements for shielding.

3. Manual/Auto Select: This is an operator control signal function and will
establish whether the upper.lower antenna is automatically selected or man.

ually selected by the operator. When this control is switched from manual to
auto the resulting step function will generate EM! levels in excess of the appli.
cable radiated and conducted specification limits. Since the exact RF nature
of this signal is complex, a graphic presentation of the spectral frequency/
amplitude envelope for both the possible radiated and conducted interference
levels will be developed.

4. Manual Azimuth Control Signal: This is an operator control function and pro-
vides for manual positioning in azimuth of the ai.tennas. The EMI characteristics
of this control signal will be the same as those described in Paragraph 2.5 (3)
ab," "e.

5. Rate Feedback: This signal is derived from the antenna tachometer. The pos-
sible EMI levels both for generated and susceptibility aspects will be analyzed.

6. Aircraft Attitude Signals: The aircraft roll, pitch, and heading servo signals are
to be routed from point to point through shielded twisted triad cables. Since
these are analog, no EMI is expected, although no EMI test data on the source
equipment is available. Care will be taken to preclude susceptibility problems.

7. Antenna Azim "th Position: This signal is the feedback signal from the antenna
synchro. It is to be routed from point to point through sh.;i-lded twisted triad
cab!es.

2.6 OUTPUT SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS. The antenna control unit output signal
characteristics will be as follows:
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1. Antenna Motor Drive Voltage: This output will be 115 VAC, 400 Hz. The
motor drive voltages will be routed from point to point through shielded
twisted leads.

2. Monopulse Sampler Drive Signal: This is a 500 Hz square wave. It is expected
that this signal will be a source of EMI. However the amplitude and rise tune of
the signal will be determined before the EMI analysis is completed. A graphic
presentation of the spectral frequency/amplitude envelope for both the pos-
sible radiated and conducted interference levels will be developed for use by the
equipment designer.

3. Upper-Lower Antenna Sampler Drive Signal: This signal is a 500 Hz square
wave. The expected EMI characteristics of this signal are similar to those
described for the monopulse drive signal, Paragraph 2.6 (2) above.

4. Antenna Azimuth Indication: This is essentially an analog signal. This signal
will be routed from point to point through shielded twisted triad cables to
eliminate susceptibility problems.

5. Link-Lock Indication: This is a GO/NO-GO signal. The voltage levels are 0 V +
0.5 V, and 4.5 ±0.5V The shape of the EMI envelope produced from this step
function is dependent tipon whether the function is derived from a solid state
or a mechanical source. A graphic presentation of the spectral
frequency/amplitude envelope for both the possible radiated and conducted
interference will be developed as the source circuitry is specified.

6. Atitenna Selection: The nature of this output may result in EMI problems.
The EMI characteristics of the antenna selection signals will !e analyzed and
plotted for use by the cquipment designer.

3.0 MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. Paragraph 4.0 of the Con-
trol Plan sets forth basic ground rules for mechanical deign requirements. These
ground rules include considerations for contairnment as well as exclusion of un-
desirable EMI. During actual design of the enclosure periodic EMI control monitoring
will be accomplished to ensure adequacy of design in accordance with accepted and
required EMI control practices. If questionable aspects become evident as a result of
this monitoring effort and cannot be resolved, tests will be performed upon bread-
board models or actual prototype h.rdware. This method of continucus monitoring,
analysis, and testing is in strict consonance with the requirements of this Control
Plan.

Section 4

C Band Data Transmitter

1.0 GENERAL. This section contains the interference control design requirements for
the C band data transmitter. This transmitter will be installed in the sensor aircraft
and is used to generate and transmit a beacon signal during acquisition. It is also used
during the operational mode to accept either a digital signal or wideband sensor
signals. The transmitter translates these signals into any one of five C band data
channels and further amplifies the signals to a power output level of 250 watts.

1.1 The requirements in this section provide for compliance with MIL-STDS461/462 as
specified in Southwic 3pecification 5-22001.
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2.0 ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. The following require-
ments will be incorporated into the basic equipment design as mandatory minimums
for controlling interference generation and susceptibility characteristics within the
limits of MIL.STDS.4611462.

2.1 BUILT-IN TEST EQUIPMENT (BITE). The BITE circuitry incorporated into the
C band data transmitter will be designed to meet the requirements of MIL-STD-4611
462. This circuitry is used durnng the '.peratPonal moe.e to monitor the operation of
the C band data transmitter under tactical conditons. In the test mode, a locally
generated modulation signal is used to test the C band data transmitter. Every pre-
caution will be taken to reduce undesirable interference generation and minimize or
eliminate any possible susceptibility to extraneous fields during normal operation and
in the test mode.

2.2 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. Electrical connectors will be bornded to the equip-
ment enclosure as shown in Figure 7. Electrical connectors incorporating flter pins
will not be used as they offer very little attenuation when used in relatively low ini.
pedance circuits.

2.2.1 Input power and signal leads will not be mixcd by routing through a common elec-
trical connector. Signal and power leads will be separated in accordance with data pro-
vided in the cable matrix shown in Figure 6 of the Control Plan.

2.3 RF CONNECTORS. Panel type RF connertors will be bonded to the equipment
enclosure as shown in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. In addition, other types of RF
connectors will be bonded to the airframe or equipment chassis at every point where
they interrupt the overall coaxial system.

2.4 INPUT POWER. Input power will be considered a primary interface. Interference( decoupling networks as required will be located adjacent to the input power con-
nector. The performance requirements. for these networks will be based vpon detailed
mathematic-l analysis of interference sources performed in accordance with the tech-
niques contained in previous paragraphs of this Control Plan. Filter networks installed
within AC input leads will be designed to withstand the transient voltage require-
ments specified in MIL-STD-704, Category B.

2A.1 In no case will shielded cable b. used in a primary power input circuit. All powei
input leads will be routed as twisted pairs, triads, or quads depending upon the type
of power. The neutral will be routed with the power high leads and grounded as dis-
cussed in Paragraph 6.3 of the Control Plan.

2.5 TRANSMITTER INPUTS. The tr:nsmitter accepts wideband sensor data, digital
data stream, and auxiliary data inputs. Many of these :ignals occupy a wide frequency
spectrum, therefore, they are potential interference sources. When min./max. repe-
tition rates, risel:all times and amplitude are known, a graphic analysis will be made
of these signals. These detailed analyses of frequency/amplitude interference profiles
will be used by the equipment designer to develop EMI control circuits and
techniques.

2.6 OUTPUT SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS. The transmitter spurious output will be
controlled within the limits of MIL-STD-461 (CE 06) through the use of a bandpass
filter. Stopband and passband performance of this filter will be developed in con-
junction with output circuit characteristics.
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2.7 CONTROL SIGNAL NOISE ENVELOPE. The data transmitter is controlled by re-
mote inputs which serv: to select the desired transmission channel. The maximum
voltage of this control signal is 4.5 volts. Since this level borders on an "out of spec"
radiated condition, an analysis of the amplitude/frequency spectrum will be made
and included in this Plan by later revision.

2.8 CHANNEL OVERLAP. Channel overlap envelope data will be developed to evaluate
possible EMC problems uader tactical conditions. These data will also serve to ad-
vantage during MIL.STDS-4611462 tests, and therefore will be provided to the ..quip-
ment test engineer.

3.0 MECHANICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. Pa~agraph 4.0
of the Control Plan sets forth basic ground rules for mechanical design requirements.
These ground rules include considerations for containment as well as exclusion of
undesirable EMI. During actual design of the enclosure, periodic EMI control monitor-
ing will be accomplished to ensure adequa&.y of design in accordance with accepted
and required EMI control practices. If questionable aspects become evident as a result
of this monitoring effort and cannot be resolved, investigative tests will be performed
upon breadboard models or actual prototype hardware. This method of continuous
monitoring, analysis, and testing is in strict consonance with the requirements of
this Control Plan.

Section 5

C Band Beacon I .eiver

1.0 GENERAL. This section contain5 EMI control design requirements for the C band
beacon receiver. This receiver will be installed in the sensor aircraft and will receive
a FSK modulated and amplitude modulated C band beacon signal for mission identi-
fication and system status.

1.1 The requirements contained in this section provide for compliance with MIL-STDS-
461/462 as specified in Southwic :apecification 5.23001.

2.0 ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. The following requirements
will be incorporated into the basic equipment design as mandatory minimum- for
controlling interference generation and susceptibility characteristics within the limits
of MIL-STD-461/462.

2.1 BUILT-IN TEST EQUIPMENT (BITE). The BITE circuitry incorporated into the
C band beacon receiver will be designed to meet the requirements of MIL-STD-461/
462. This circuitry is used during the operation mode to monitor the opertion of the
C band beacon receiver under tactical conditions. In the test mode, a locally generated
signal is used to test the C band beacon receiver. Every precaution will be taken to re-
duce undesirable interference generation and minimize or eliminate any possible sus-
ceptibility to extraneous fields during normal operation and the test mode.

2.2 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. Electrical connectors will be bonded to the equip-
ment enclosure as shown in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Electrical connectors in-
corporating filter pins will not be used as they offer very little attenuation when used
ini re!atively low impedance circuits.
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2.2.1 Input power and signal leads will liot be mixed by routing through a commonI electrical connectoi. Separation of sinal and power leads will be accomplished in
accordance with data provided in the cable matrix which is shown in Figure 6 of the
Control Plan.

2.3 RF CONNECTORS. Panel iype RF connectors will be bonded to the equipment
enclosure as specified in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. In addition, other tý pes of
RF connectors will be bonded to the airframe or equipment chassis 3. every point
where they interrupt the overall coaxial system.

2.4 INPUT POWER. Input power will be considered a primary interface. Interference
decoupling networks as required will be located adjacent to the input power con-
nector. The performance requirements for these networks will be based upon de.
tailed mathematical analysis of interfetence sources performed in accordance with
the techniques contained in previous paragraphs of this Control Plan.

2.4.1 In no case will shielded cable be used in a primary power input circuit. All power in-
put leads will be routed as twisted pairs, triads, and quads depending upon the type
of power. The neutral will be routed with the power high leads and grounded as dis-
cussed in Paragraph 6.3 of the Control Plan.

2.5 CONTROL SIGNAL INPUT. The C band beacon receiver will be controlled by re-
mote inputs to select the desired operating channel. This signal is 4.5 volts maximum
across 1000 ohms minimum. A graphic presentation of the spectral frequency/
amplitude envelope for the radiated interference resulting from the control signal will
be included later as a revision of this Control Plan.

2.6 DIGITAL BEACON SIGNAL OUTPUT. The beacon receiver demodulates the serial
digital data contained on the beacon RF signal in the FSK information and provides a
serial bit stream output with the following characteristics: maximum level 5 volts
across 500 ohms, keying rate of 20 kbps maximum. A graphic presentation of the
spectral frequency/amplitude envelope fnr both the radiated and conducted inter-
ference resulting from the hit stricam will be developed for use by the equipment
designer.

2.7 AGC OUTPUT. The receiver provides this signal of 0 to 5 volts DC proprotional to
the RF input level to the receiver. When signal is abruptly acquired or lost, the re-
suiting spectral frequency/amplitude envelope may vary as a step function, therefore
an analysis of this condition will be made.

2.8 ANTENNA TRACKING ERROR SIGNAL. This is essentially a 500 Hz signal. This
signal will not produce significant EMI levels.

3.0 MECHANICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. Paragraph 4.0 of
the EMI Control Plan sets forth basic ground rules for mechanical design require-
mcnts. These ground rules include considerations for containment as well as exclusion
of undesirable EMI. During actual design of the enclosure, periodic EMI control will
be monitored to ensure adequacy of design in accordance with accepted and required
E.Ml control practices. If questionable aspects become evident as a result of this
monitoring effort and cannot be resolved, investigative tests will be performed upon
brezdborad models or actual prototype hardware. This method of continuous mon-
itoring, analysis. and testing is in strict consonance with the requirements of this Con-
trol Plan.
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Section 6

Ku-Band Directional Antenna Assembly

1.0 GENERAL. This section contains EMI control design requirements for the direc-
tional Ku-band antenna assembly. This antenna shall employ monopulse techniques
to track a coded beacon signal provided by the surface terminal. The antenna shall
search, acquire, and lock on to the desired beacon signal. Once lock-on is completed,
data transmittal may begin.

1.1 The requirements contained in this section provide for compliance with MIL-STDS-
461/462 as specified in Southwic Specification 5-30001,

2.0 ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. The follow'ng requirements
will be incorporated into the basic equipment design as mandatory minimums for -

controlling interference genwration and susceptibility characteristics within the limits
of MIL-STDS-461/462.

2.1 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. Electrical connectors will be bonded to the equip-
ment enclosure as shown in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Electrical connectors in-
corporating filter pins will not be used as they offer very little attenuation when used
in relatively low impedance circuits.

2.1.1 Input power and signal leads will not be mixed by routing through a common elec-
trical connector. Signal and pcwer leads will be separated in accordance with data pro-
vided in the cable matrix shown in Figure 6 and as discussed in Control Plan Para-
graph 5.5.

2.2 RF CONNECTORS. Panel type RF connectors will be bonded to the airframe or
equipment chassis at every point where they interrupt the overall coaxial system.
See Figure 7 of the Control Plan for typical means of bonding and grounding.

2.3 INPUT POWER. Input power will be considered a primary interference. Interference
decoupling networks as required will be Ik.:ated adjacent to the input power con-
nector. The performance requirements for these networks will be based upon detailed
mathematical analysis of interference sources performed in accordznce with the
techniques contained in previous paragraphs of this Control Plan. Filter networks in-
stalled within AC input leads will be designed to withstand the transient voltage re-
quirements specified in MIL-STD-704, Category B.
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S2.3.1 In no case will slL'elded cable be used in a primary power input circuit. All power in-
put leads will be roated as twisted pairs, triads, or quads depending upon the type of
power. The n-.utral will be routed with the power high leads and gounded as dis-
cussed in Paragraph 6.4 of this Control Plan.

2.4 INPUT SIGNAL CHARACTEriSTICS. The input tignals and their characteristics
are as follows:

I. Data Signal: This is an RF signal from the Ku-band transmitter. Exact fre-
quency is given in Classified Section of 5-02001. This will obviously be a
coaxially interconnected signal. If mom exact analysis is required, it will be
included in a classified appndix.

2. M.o.lshe Sample! Driver Sign3l: This is a 500 Hz :iquare wave. Pre-
diction oi the EMI envelope is dependent upon the amplitude and rise time of
the signal. A graphic presentation of the spectral frequency/amplitude envelope
for both the possible radiated and conducted interference resulting from the
drive signal will be made to aid the equipment design engineer.

3. Servo Motor Drive Signal Shielded twisted triad cable wvill be used to route
this signal

4. Bearnwidth Control: This is a control voltage of 5 volts. Prediction of the EMI
envelope is dependent upon knowledge of the rise time and frequency of the
signaL It is also necessary to know whether the signal is from a mechanical or a
solid state source. EM1 will be analyzed as the above determinations are made.

5. Synchro Reference Voltage: This signal will be routed via shielded twisted triad
cable.

2.5 OUTOUTSIGNALCHARACTERISTICS. The output signals and their characteristics

( are as follows:

I. Rate Feedback Voltage: The shielding requirements consist of shielded pair,
balarced circuitry.

2. Ante sna Azimuth Position: The control requirements csnist of shielded triad.
balanced to neutral.

3.0 MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR E.MI CONTROL Paragraph 4.0 of the EMI
Control Plan sets forth basic ground rules for mechanical design requirements. These
ground rules include considerations fcr containment as uell as exclusion of undesir-
able EMI. During actual design or the enclosure, periodic EMI control will be mon-
itored to ensure adequacy of design in accordance with accepted and required EMI
control practices. If questionwble arcts become evident at a result of this monitor-
ing and cannot be resolved. invstigathe tests will b. performed upon bteadboard
models or actual prototyp- hardware. This method of continuous monitoring, anal-
ysis, and testing ;s in strict wtsonance with the requirements of this Control Plan.

Section 7

Ku-Band Omni Antenna Assembiy

1.0 GENERAL This section contains EMI control. design ,e~rirements for the Ku-band
otrni antenna assembly. Southwic Specification 5-310G; This antenn: will be in-
stalled in the relay aircraft and will transmit an ormidirec:aon;- Ku-band RF signal
to the surface te,-irial.
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1.1 Due to the passive nature of the antenna assembly, this section contains no require.
ments for EMI control except for electrical bonding and grounding.

2.0 MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. See Paragraph 4.0 o"the
Control Plan, which details all basic mechanical construction requirements.

Section 8

Ku-Band Beacon Receiver

1.0 GENERAL. This section contains EMI control design requirements for the Ku-band
beacon receiver. This receiver will be installed in the relay aircraft to receive a coded
FM signal in the Ku-band region.

1.1 The requirements in this section provide for compliance with MIL-STDS-461/462 as
specified in Southwic Specification 5-32001.

2.0 ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS FO'< EMI CU.4TROL. The following require-
ments will be incorporated into the basic equipns.nt design as mandatory minimums
for controlling interference generation and susceptibility characteristics within the
limits of MIL-STDS-461/462.

2.1 BUILT-IN TEST EQUIPMENT (BITE). The BITE circuitry incorporated into the
Ku-band beacon receiver will be designed to meet the requirement of MIL-STDS-
461/462. This circuitry is used during the operational mode to monitor the operation
of the Ku-band beacon receiver under tactical conditions. In the test mode, a locally
generated signal is used to test the C band beacon receiver. Every precaution will be
taken to reduce undesirable interference generated and minimize or eliminate any
possible susceptibility to extraneous fields during normal operation and in the test
mode.

2.2 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. Electical connectors will be bonded to the equip-
ment enclosure as shown in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Electricat connectors in-
corporating filter pins will not be used as they offer very little attenuation in
relatively low impedance circuits.

2.2.1 Input power and signal leads will not be mixed by routing through a common elec-
trical connector. Signal and power ieads will be separated in accordance with data pro-
vided in the cable matrix (Figure 6) and as discussed in Paragraph 5.5 of the Control
Pan.

2.3 RF CONNECTORS. Panel type RF connectors will be bonded to the equipment
enclosure as specified in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Other types of RF connectors
will be bonded to the airframe or equipment chassis at every point where they inter-
rupt the overall coaxial system.

2.4 INPUT POWER. Input power will be considered a primary interface. Interference de-
coupling networks as required will be located adjacent to the input power connector.
The performance requirements for these networks will be based uron detailed mathe-
maticsl analyses of interference sources performed in accordance with the techniques
contained in previous paragraphs of this Control Plan.
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2.4.1 In no case will shielded cab.' be used in a primary power input circuit. All power in.
put leads will be routed as twisted pairs, triads, or quads. depending upon :he type of
powcr. The neutral will be routed with the power high leads and grounded as specifie4e
in Paragraph 6.3 of this Plan.

2.5 CONTROL SIGNAL INPUT. The Ku-band beacon receiver will be controlled by re-
mote inputs to seiect the desired operating channel. This signal is 4.5 volts maximum
across 1000 ohms minimum. A graphic p.ýcntation of !,he spectral frequency/
amplitude envelope for both the rptdiated and conducted interference resulting from
the control signals will be provided to the equipment designer to guide his EMI con-
trol effort.

2.6 DIGITAL BEACON SIGNAL OUTPUT. The beacon receiver demodulates the serial
digital data contained on the beAcon RF signal in the FSK information and provides
a serial bit stream output with the following characteristics: maximum level 5 volts
across 500 ohms. A:._ying rate of 20 kbps maximum. A graphic presentation of the
spectral frequency/amplitude envelope for both the radiated and conducted inter-
ference resulting from the bit stream will be calculated to aid the equipment designer
in his EMI control effort.

2.7 AGC OUTPUT AND SIGNAL LEVEL MONITOR OUTPUT. The receiver provides
these two identical signals of 0 io 5 volts DC proportional to the RF input level to the
receiver. When signal is abruptly acquired or lost, the resulting spectral frequency/
amplitude envelope may result in broadband generation. rhis condition will be
analyzed for purposes of broadband control.

3.0 MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. Paragraph 4.0 of the Con-
trol Pian sets forth basic grounds rules for mechanical design requirements. These"( ground rules include considerations for containment as well as exclusion of undesir-

able EMI. During actual design of the enclosu:e, periodic EMI control will be mon-
,tored to ensure adequacy of design in accordance with accepted and required EMI
control practices. If questionable aspects become evident as a resulIt of this monitor-
ing effort and cannot be resolved, investigative tests will be pertormed upon bread-
board models or actual prototype hardware. This method of continuous monitoring.
anaiysis, and testing is in strict consonance with the requirements of this Control
Plan.

Section 9

C Band Beacon Transmitter

1.0 GENERAL This section contains EMI control design requirements for the ('band
beaeon transmitter. This iransmitter will be installed in the relay aircraft and the
ýui face terminal to provide a digitally coded C band beacon signal fov use in Auto-
matic identification. lock-an. and track~ng by a remote antenna.

1.1 The requirements contained in this section provide for compliance with .IIL-STDS-
4611462 as specified in Southwic Specification 5-34001.
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2.0 ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. The following requirements
will be incorpora:ed into the basic equipment design as mandatory minimums for
controlling interference generation and susceptibility characteristics within the limits
of MIL-STDS-46l/462.

2.1 BUILT-IN TEST EQUIPMENT (BITE). The BITE circuitry incorporated into the
C band beacon transmitter will be designed to meet the requirements of MIL-STDS-
461/462. This circuit.y is used during the operational mode to monitor the operation
of the C band beacon transmitter tactical conditions. In the test mode, a locally
generated modulation signal is used to test the C band beacon transmitter. Every
precaution will bc taken to reduce undesirable interference generation and minimize
or eliminate any possible susceptibility to extraneous fields during normal operation
and in ihe test ,-nde.

2.2 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. Electrical connectors will be bonded to the equir,-
rient enclosu.:, as shown in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Electrical connectors
incorporating filter pins will not be used as they offer very little attenuation in
relatively low impedance circuits.

2.2.1 Input power and signal leads will not be mixed by routing through a common
electrical connector. Signal and power leads wil! be separated in accordance with data
provided in the cable matrix table, Figure 6, as specified in Control Plan Paragraph5.9.)

2.3 RF CONNECTORS. Panel type RF connectors will be bonded to the equipment
enclosure in the manner specified in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Other types of RF
connectors will be bonded to the airframe or equipment chassis a* every point
where they interrupt the overall coaxial system.

2.4 INPUT POWER. Input power will be considered a primary interface. Interference
decoupling networks as required will be located adjacent to the input power connec-
tor. The performance requirements for these methods will be based upon detailed
mathematical analysis of interference sources performed in accordance with the tech-
niques contained in pre.-ious paragraphs of this Control Plan. Filter networks installed
within AC input leads will be designed to withstand the transient voltage requirements
specified in MIL.STD.704, Categr ry B.

2.4.1 In no case will shielded cable be used in a primary power input circuit. All power
input leads will be rouited as twisted pairs, triads, or quads, depending upon the type
of power. The neutral will be routed with the power high leads and grounded as
specified in Paragraph 6.3 of the Control Plan.

2.5 BEACON DIGITAL SIGNAL INPUT. The C band beacon transmitter requires an in-
put keying signal. which consists of a 5 volt (max.) pulse with a rise and fall time of 5
psec maximum and a maximum keying rate of 20 kbps. A spectral presentation of this
pulse showing noise amplitude vs frequency will be developed for use in EMI control.
Since the keying rate is variable, and rise and fall times can be less than 5 se.c, the
graphical presentation will be developed for the worst case combination.

2.6 CONTROL S!GNAi INPUT. The C band beacon transmitter will be controlled by
remote inputs to select the desired operating channel. This signal is 4.5 vnits maxi-
mum across 1000 ohms minimum. A graphic presentation of the spectral frequency/
amplitude envelope for both the radiated and conducted interference resulting from
the control signals will be developed for EMI control.
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*2. 2.7 OUTPUT SIGNAL. The C band beacon transmitter spurious output will be controlled
within the limits of CE 06 of MIL-STDS-461/462. Spurious outputs will be attenuated
by a band pass filter which will reduce spurs to at least 90 dB down ±75 MHz about
the center frequency and at least 60 dB down 100 to 800 MHz from the center fre-
quency.

3.0 MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. Paragraph 4.0 of the Con-
trol Plan sets forth basic ground rules for mechanical design requirerunts. These
ground rules include considerations for containment as well as exclusion of undesir-
able EMI. During actual design of the enclosure, periodic EMI control monitoring
will be accomplished to ensure adequacy of design in accordance with accepted and
required EMI control practices. If questionable aspects become evident as a result of
this monitoring effort and cannot be resolved, investigative tests will be performed
upon breadboard midels or actual prototype hardware. This method of continuous
monitoring, analysis, and testing is in strict consonance with the requirements of
this Control Plan.

Section 10

Ku-Band Data Transmitter

1.0 GENERAL. This section contains EMI control design requirements of the Ku-band
data transmitter. The transmitter consists of an up-converter and a power amplifier
WRA and will be used on the relay aircraft. If will receive a low-level UHF signal from
the receiver and convert this signal to one of five selectable high power level Ku-band
signals.

1.1 The requirements contained in this section provide for compliance with MIL-STDS-
461/452 as specified in Southwic Specification 5-25001.

2.0 ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL The following requirements
will be incorporated into the basic equipment design as mandatory minimums for

controlling interference generation and susceptibility characteristics within the limits
of MIL-STDS-461/462.

2.1 BUILT-IN TEST EQUIPMENT (BITE). The BITE circuitry incorporated into Ku-

band data transmitter will be designed ,o meet the requirements of MIL-STDS-461/
462. This-circuitry is used during the operational mode to monitur the operation of
the Ku-band data transmitter under tactica! conditions. In the test mode, a locally
generated modulation signal is used to test the Ku-band data transmitter. Every pre-
caution will be taken to reduce undesirable interference generation and minimize or
eliminate possible susceptibility to extraneous fields during normal operation and in
the test mode.

2.2 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. Electrical connectors will be bonded to the equip-
ment enclosure as shown in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Electrical connectors in-
corporating filter pins will not be used as they offer very little attenuation in
relatively low inpedance circuits.
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2.2.1 Input power and signal leads will not be mixed by routing through a common elec-
trical connector. Signal and power leads will be separated in accordance with data
provided in the cable matrix shown in Figure 6 and as specified in Paragraph 5.5
of the Control Plan.

2.3 RF CONNECTORS. Panel type RF connectors will be bonded to the equipment en-
closure as specified in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Other types of RF connectors
will be bonded to the airframe or equipment chassis at every point where they inter-
rupt the overall coaxial system.

2.4 INPUT POWER. Input power will be considered a primary interface. Interference de-
coupling networks as required will be located adjacent ot the input power connector.
The performance requirements for these networks will be based upon detailed mathe-
mat ical analysis of interference sources performed in accordance with the techniques
contained in previous paragraphs of this Control Plan. Filter networks installed within
AC input leads will be designed to withstand the transient voltage requirements
specified in MIL-STD-704, Category B.

2.4.1 In no case will shielded cable be used in a primary power input circuit. All power in-
put leads will be ;outed as twisted pairs, triads, or quads, depending upon the type of
power. The neutral will be routed with the power high leads and grounded in
accordance with the requirements set forth in Paragraph 6.3.of this Control Plan.

2.5 INPUT SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS. The Ku-band data transmitter will accept
the following input signals:

I. RF Input Signal: The transmitter receives the 1370 MHz IF signal from the
C band IF data re,:eiver. The power level of this IF signal is +12 dBm minimum
(50 ohr,,-.. The I : signal is to be routed through with type TNC connectors.
The Ku-ba,,J datz iran.;nitter accepts either a digitally FSK modulated beacon
acquisition signal or a PSK modulated signal from the C band data receiver.
These signals occupy a wide frequency spectrum, therefore they are potential
interference sources. Wheai min./max. repetition rates, rise/fall times, and am-
plitude are known, a graphic analysis will be completed. These detailed analyses
of frequency/amplitudc interference profiles will be developed as an EMI con-
trol aid for the equipment designer.

2. Control Inputs/Control Signal Noise Envelope. The data transmitter is con-
trolled by remote inputs which serve to select the desired transmission channel.
The maximum voltage of this control signal is 4.5 volts. Since this level borders
on an "out of spec" radiated condition, the analysis of the amplitude/frequency
spectrum will be made and presented graphically in a later revision of this Con-
trol Plan.

2.6 OUTPUT SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS. The transmitter spurious output will be
controlled within the limits of MIL-STDS-461/462 (RE 03) through the use of a
bandpass filter. Stopband and passband performance of this filter will be incorporated
into the governing subcontractor procurement specifications.

2.6.1 Channel Overlap. Channel overlap envelope data will be developed to evaluate pos-
sible EMC problems under tactical conditions. These data also serve to advantage
during MIL.STDS-461/462 tests. These data will be provided to the EMI test engi-
neer as a test point guide.
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3.0 MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL Paragr3ph 4.0 of the Con-
trol Plan sets forth basic ground rules for mechanical d2sign requirements. These
ground rules include considerations for containment as well as exclusion of undesir-
able EMI. During actual design of the enclosure, periodic EMi controi will be mon-
itored to ensure adequacy of design in accordance with accepted and required I'M!
control practices. If questionable aspects become evident as a result of this monitor-
ing effort and cannot be resolved, investigative tests will be performed upon bread-
board models or actual prototype hardware. This method of continuous monitoring,
analysis, and testing is in st:.ct consonance with the requirements of this Control
Plan.

Section I I

C Band Data Receiver

1.0 GENERAL This section contains the interference control design requirements for
the C band data receiver. This receiver shall be mounted in the relay aircraft. The
receiver will receive wideband data signals trarsmitted by a reconnaissance aircraft
(sensor aircraft), for retransmission by the relay system at Ku-band. The receiver also
detects error signals which are used in positioning the receiver directional antennas.

1.1 The requirements contained in this section provide for compliance with MIL-STDS-
461/462 as specified in Southwic Specification 5-36001.

2.0 ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL The following requirements
will be incorporated into the basic equipment design as manda'nry minimums for
controlling interference generation and susceptibility characteristics within the limits
of MIL-STDS-461/462.

2.1 BUILT-IN TEST EQUIPMENT (BITE). The BITE circuitry incorporated into the
C band data receiver will b. designed to meet the requirements of MIL-STDS-4611
462. This circuitry is used during the operational mode to monitor the operation of
the C band data receiver uider tactical conditions. In the test mode, a locally gener-
ated signal is used to test the C band data receiver. Every precaution will be taken to
reduce undesirable interference generation and minimize or eliminate any posible
susceptibili:y to extraneous fields durinS normal operation arid in the test mode.

2.2 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. Electrical connectors will be bonded to the equip-
ment enclosure as shown in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Electrical connectcrs in-
corporating filter pins will not be used as they offer very li:tle attenuation in
relatively low impedance circuits.

2.2.1 Input power and signal leads will not be mixed by routing through a common elec-
trical connector. Signal and power leads will be separated in accordance with data
provided in i cable matrix as shiown in Figure 6 of the EMI Control Plan and as spec-
ified in Paragraph 5.5 of this Control Plan.
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2.3 RF CONNECTORS. Panel type RF connectors will be bonded to the equipment
enclosure in the manner specified in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Other types of RF
connectors wL.' be bonded to the airframe or equipment chassis at every point where
they interrupt the overall coaxial system.

2.4 INPUT POWERL Input power will be considered a primary interference. Interference
decoupling networks as required will be located adjacent to the input power con-.
nector. The performance requirements for these networks will be based upon detailed
mathematical analysis of interference sources performed in accordance with tie tech-
niques contained in Paragraph 6.3 of this Control Plan. Filter networks installed
within AC input leads will be designed to withstand the transient voltage require-
ments specified in MIL-STD-704, Category B.

2.4.1 In no case will shielded cable be used in a primary power input circuit. All power in-.
put leads will be routed as twisted pairs, triads, or quads, depending upon the type of
power. The neutral will be routed with the power high leads and grounded as speci-
fied in Paragraph 6.3 of this Control Plan.

2.5 INPUT SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS. The C band data receiver will receive the
following input signals:

I. Digital Data Transmission Signal: This is a quadriphase keyed digital signal.
When exact frequency and amplitude are known, a graphic analysis will be
made. Since this is essentially a low power level, no EMI problems are antic-
ipated. Case will also be taken to preclude possible susceptibility problems.

2. Digital Beacon Transmission Signal: This is a FSK variable rate digital signal.
The EMI characteristics of this signal are essentially the same as those de-
scribed in Pa,-agraph 2.5 (1) above.

3. Beacon Signal Generator Input: The input to the beacon signal ger.-rator
portion of the receiver shall coasist of the beacon encodcr serial bit strean.

This is a 0.5 :o 5.0 volt NRZ digital stream. Rise/fall tine is 5 microseconds
maximum. Keying is variable 20 kHz maximum. A grmphic presentation of the
spectr-J frequencylamplitude envelope for both the possibe radiated and con-
ducted interference levels will be developed for use in EMI control by the
equipment designer.

4. Wideband Sensor Signals. This is a DSBSC AM signal. The EMI characteristics
of this signal are essentially the same as those described in Pg.-aph 2.5 (1)
above.

S. Control Signal Noise Envelope. The data rectiver is controlled by remote in-
puts which serve to select the desired channel, bandwidth, and operating mode.
The maximum voltage of these control signals is 4.5 volts. Since this level
borders on an "out of spec" radiated condition, a graphic presentation of the
spectral frequency/amplitude envelope for the possible radiated interference
levels will be prepared and added to this Control Plan in a future revision.

6. BITE Input. A C band btacon signal shall be supplied from the C band beacon
transmitter for use in developing a BITE test signal within the C band reveiver.
When the amplitude of this signal becomes known, a graphic arnaiysis of the
possible interference envelope will be completed and used as the justification
for implementation of Ekil control measures.

2.6 OUT'PUT SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS. The C band data receiver will supply the
following outputs. The data and beacon IF outputs are from the same output con-
n e c t o r . 1
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f 1. Data and Beacon IF Outputs. These are 1370 MHz IF output signals. The
signal levels are a minimum of + 12 dBm (50 ohms). The bandwidth of the data
IF output is selectable from 18 to 110 MHz. The bandwidth of the beacon IF
output is 100. kHz. These are considered susceptible and will be routed via
coaxial cable.

2. Digital Beacon Signal Output. A demodulated beacon signal shall be developed
in the FSK demodulator. This output is supplied to key the C band beacon
transmitter. This signal consists of a 5 volts (max.) pulse with a rise and fall
time of 5 psec. maximum and maximum keying rate of 20 kbps. A spectral
presentation of this pulse showing noise amplitude vs frequency will be devel-
oped for use in determining EMI control measures. Since the keying rate is
variable and rise and fall times can be less than 5 usec, the graphic analysis
will be made for the wor•s case.

3. Antenna Tracking Error Signal. This is essentially a 500 Hz AC signal. This
signal will not produce significant EMI levels, but owing to possible suscepti-
bility, will be handled as a shielded, balanced circuit.

4. AGC Output Signal: This is a slowly varying DC signal. This signal will not
produce significant EMI levels except under condition of immediate loss or
acquisition of signal. Since this can result in a step function, this worst con-
dition will be analyzed as a possibi' broadband source. Control measures will
be based upon this worst case analysis.

3.0 MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR Edll CONTROL. Paragraph 4.0 of the Con-
trol Plan sets forth basic ground rules for mechanical design requirements. These
ground rules include considerations for containment as well as exclusion of undesir-
able EMI. During actual design of the enclosure, periodic EMI control will be moni-
tored to ensure adequacy of design in accordance with accepted and required EMi
control practices. If questionable aspects become evident as a result of this monitor-
ing effort and cannot be resolved, investigative tests will be performed upon bread-
board models or actual prototype hardware. This method of continuous monitoring.
analysis, and testing is in strict consonance with the requirements of this Control
Plan.

Section 12

Ku-Band Beacon Transmitter

1.0 GENERAL This section contains EMI control design requirements for the Ku-band
beacon transmitter, This transmitter will be installed in the surface 3nte.rs, terminals
and is used to produce a Ku-band beacon signal. This signal provides a means of auto-
matic identification and lock-on for tracking by a remote antenna.

1.1 The requirements contained in this section provide for compliance with MIL-STDS.
461/462 as specified in Southwic Specification 5-41001.

2.0 ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL The following requirements
will be incorporated into the basic equipment design as mandatory minimums for
controlling interference generation and susceptibility characteristics within the limits
of MIL-STDS.461/462.
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2.1 BUILT.IN TEST EQUIPMENT (BITE). The BITE circuitry incorporated into the
Ku-band beacon transrr-tter will be designed to meet the requirements of MIL-STDS.
461/462. This circuitry is used during the operational mode to monitor the operation
of the Ku-band beacon transmitter under tactical conditions. In the test mode, a
locally generated modulation signal is used to test the Ku.band beacon transmitter.
iEvery precaution will be taken to reduce undesirable interference generation and
minimize or eliminate any possible susceptibility to extraneous fields during normal
operation and in the test mode.

2.2 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. Electrical connectors will be bonded to the equip-
ment enclosure as shown in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Electrical connectors of the
type which incorporate filter pins will not be used as these connectors offer very little
attenuation in relatively low impedance circuits.

2.2.1 Input power and signal leads will not be mixed by routing through a common elec-
trical connector. Signal and power leads will be separated in accordance with data
provided in the cable matrix as shown in Figure 6 of the EMI Control Plan and as
specified in Paragraph 5.5 of this Control Plan.

2.3 RF CONNECTORS. Panel type RF connectors will be bonded to the equipment
enclosure as specified in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Other types of RF connectors
will be bonded to the airframe or the equipment chassis at every point where they
interrupt the overall coaxial system.

2.4 INPUT POWER. Input power is considered a primary interface. Interference de-
coupling networks as required will be located adjacent to the input vower con-
nector. The performance requirements for these networks will be based upon detailed
mathematical analysis of interference sources performed in accordance with !he
techniques contained in previous paragraphs of this Control Plan. Filter networks in-
stalled within AC input leads will be designed to withstand the transient voltage re- .

quirements specified in MIL-STD-704. Category B.

2.4.1 In no case will shielded cable be used in a primary power input circuit. All power in-
put leads will be routed as twisted pairs, iriads. or quads, depending upon the type of
power. The neutral w.:l be :outed with the power high leads and grounded as
previously specified in Paragraph 6.3 of th:s Control Plan.

2.5 GRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF PULSE TRAIN. This beacon transmitter requires an in-
put keying signal .,hich consists of a 5 volt (max.) pulse with a rise and fall time of 5
microseconds. This pulse is applied at a repetition rate of 20K bits/second. A spectral
presentation of this pulse showing radiated emission amplitude vs frequency appears
in Figure B-I. This graphic data will be used to determine the containment require-
ments for input pulse cable and transmitter enclosure.

2.6 OUTPUT SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS. The transmitter spurious output will be
controlled within the limits of RE 03 of MIL-STDS-461/462. The possible spurious
outputs will be attenuated by installation of a bandpass filter with the following stop
band characteristics:

I. At frequencies ±75 MHz above and below the center channel frequency of the
beacon transmitter, the filter shall attenuate all signals a minimum of 80 dB.

2.7 CONTROL SIGNAL NOISE ENVELOPE. The beacon transmitter will be controlled

by temote inputs to select the desired operating channel. Maximum voltage level of
these input signals is 4.5 volts. This voltage is dropped across 1000 ohms (nominal).
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2.8 CHANNEL SPACING AND ENVELOPE OVERLAP. Channel overlap points and end
channel frequency decay data will be included at a later date.

3.0 MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. Paragraph 4.0 of this Con-
trol Plan sets forth basic ground rules for mechanical design requirements. These
ground rules include considerations for containment as well as exclusion of undesir-
able EMI. During actual design of the enclosure, EMI will be monitored periodically
to ensure adequacy of design in accordance with accepted and required EMI control
practices. If this monitoring effort and resolution cannot be accomplished, investi-
gative tests will be performed upon breadboard models or actual prototype hardware.
This method of continuous monitoring, analysis, and testing is in strict consonance
with the requirements of this Control Plan.

Section 13

Down Converter

1.0 GENERAL. This section contains all the interference control requirements for the
down converter. This equipment is designed to receive C band RF signals from :he
sensor aircraft or Ku-band RF signals, from the relay aircraft and process these sig-
nals into a 1370 MHz IF signal suitable for further processing.The down converter is

part of the surface terminal equipment.

1.1 All requirements set forth in this f-.ction are designed to yield compliance with MIL-
STDS-461/462 as required by Southwic Specification 5-42001.

2.0 ELECTRICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS. The following electrical design require-
ments will be included as a normal function of circuit development. These require-
ments are the means by which compliance with the radiated and susceptibility limits
of MIL-STDS-461/462 is assured.

2.1 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. Separate electrical connectors will, if possible, be
provided for power input test and control signals. The wiring configuration and pin
designations for these connectors will be specified in the connector/wiring matrix.
Al! electrical connectors will be bonded to the equipment enclosure as shown in
Figure 7 of the Control Plan.

2.2 RF CONNECTORS. Panel-mounted RF connectors will be provided for RF signal
inputs and IF signal output. These connectors will be bonded to the equipment en-
closure as shown in Figure 7 of the Control Plan.

2.3 BUILT-IN TEST EQUIPMENT (BITE). The BITE circuitry incorporated into the
down converter will be designed to meet the requirements of MI.-STDS-461/462.
This circuitry is used during the operational mode to monitor the operation of the
down converter under tactical conditions. In the test mode, a locally generated sig-
nal is used to test the down converter. Every precaution will be taken to reduce un-
desirable interference generation and minimize or eliminate any possible susceptibility
to extraneous fields during operation znd in the test mode.
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2.3.1 BITE GO/NO-GO Indication. BITE outputs that visually indicate circuit GO/NO-GO
status will be shielded assemblies suitable for containment of internally generated RF
ano the step function amplitude/frequency spectrum.

2.4 INPUT POWER. Input power filter requirements will be detenrined in accordance.
with the techniques previously 3pecified. Since this is a primary interface, the pos-
sible requirement for decoupling networks will be evaluated. Specific details and
performance calrulations describing this interface will be made availablc to the re-
sponsible equipment design engineer.

2.4.1 In any event, primary input power will not be routed in shieldcd cables, Twisting
of power cables, including the neutral, will be required, however, and .•ounding will
be accomplished as specified previously in Paragraph 6.3 of this Contol Plan.

2.5 CONTROL SIGNALS. All parameters of the control signal groups will kie calculated
as previously specified. These data and analyses will be used by the equipment design
engineer to determine the requirements for shielding and for filtering.

3.0 MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. Paragraph 4.0 of this Con-
trol Plan sets forth basic ground rules for mechanical design requiremenits. These
ground rules include considerations for containment as well as exclusion of undesir-
aole EMI. During actual design of :he enclosure, periodic EMI control will be moll-
itored to ensure adequacy of design in accordance with accepted and required EMI
control practices. If questionable aspects become evident as a result of this monitoring
effort and cannot be resolved, investigative tests will be performed upon breadboard
models or actual prototype hardware. This method of continuous monitorinr'. anal-
ysis, and testing is in strict consonance with the requirements of this Control P!3n.

Section 14

Receiver Demodulator

1.0 GENERAL This section coptains EMI control design requirements for the receiver
demodulator. The receiver demodulator will be installed in the surface recording
terminals. The receiver demodulator shall be capable of receiving a modulated IF .ig-
nal from the down converter and shall furnish a demodulated signal to the PSK de-
modulator, the AN/APQ-102B signal adapter or the universal vrocessor viewer
(UPRV).

1.1 The requirements in this section provide for compliance with MIL-STDS-461/462 as
specified in Southwic Specification 5-5 1001.

2 0 ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. The following requirements
will be incorporated into the basic equipment design as mandatory minimums for
controlling interference within the limits of MIL-STDS-461/462.
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2.1 BUILT-IN TEST EQUIPMENT (BITE). The BITE circuitry incorporated into the
receiver demodulator will be designed to meet the requirements of MIL-STDS-461/
462. This circuitry is us.-d during the operational mode to monitor various functions
in the receiver demodulator under tactical conditions. In the test mode, locally gen-
erated signals are used in the receiver demodulator to simulate signals fed to the
receiver demodulator so that this unit can be tested. Every precaution will be taken
to reduce undesirable interference generation and minimize or eliminate any pos-
sible susceptibility to extraneous fields during normal operation and in the test mode.

2.2 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. Electrical connectors will be bonded to the equip.
ment enclosure as shown in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Electrical connectors in-
corporating filter pins will not be used as they offer vey little attenuation in
relatively low impedance circuits.

2.2.1 Input power and signal leads will not be mixed by routing through a common
electrical connector. Signal and power leads will be separated in accordance with data
provided in the cable matrix shown ;-a Figure 6 of the Control Plan.

23 RF CONNECTORS. Panel type RF connectors will be bonded to the equipment
enclosure as specified in Figure 7 of the Control Plan. Other types of RF con-
nectors will be bonded to the airframe or equipment chassis at every point where
they interrupt the overall coaxial system.

2.4 INPUT POWER. Input power is considered a primary interface. Interference
decoupling networks as required will be located adjacent to the input power con-
nector. The performance requirements for tlese networks will be based upon de-
tailed mathematical analyses of interference sources performed in acco-dance with
the techniques contained in previous paragraphs of this Control Plan. Filter net-
works installed within AC input leads will be designed to withstand ;he transient volt-
age requirements specified in MIL-STD-704. Category B. j

2.4.1 In no case will shielded cable be used ir a primary power input circuit. Ail power in-
put leads will be routed as twisted prh.;, triads. or quads, depending upon the type of
power. The neutral will be routed with the power high leads and grounded aw pre-
viously specified in Paragraph 613 of the Control Plan.

2.5 IF AMPLIFIER AND LEVEL STABILIZER - OUTPUT DRIVERS.

2.5.1 Signal Input Characteristics. The IF amplifier and level stabilizer will re-ceive an IF
frequency signal of the DSBSC format, either analog amplitude modulated or dig.
itally modulated quadriph.use keyt-d. The input frequency is 1370 Mllz. bandwidth
is 110 Mils.. The maximum signat level is 0 dBm. The IF signal input will be trans-
mitted thrugh coaxial cable (up to 500 feet long). Shiekling requirements for the
coaxial cable will be provided to the equipment designer based upon previously
specified techniques.

2.5.2 Output Signal Characteristics.

2.5.2.1 Digital PSK Output. This is an IF interface signal of DSB.5C f,-rmat, digitally mod-
ulated. quadriphase keyed. The signal frequency is 1 370 MHz- 110 Mliz bandwidth.
The signal output level is 0 dBm fl dB. The data rate is variable from 54 to 9
megabits per second. The shielding requirements for the digital PSK output cable
will be determined on the same basis as described for the IF amplifier 2nd level
stabili.er input.
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NOTE: The digital PSK output cable is connected to the advanced sensor
detector input. These two units make up the receive, demodulator.

2.5.2.2 Drive Output to Wideband Sensor Section. This is a double sideband suppressed
carrier analog signal. The signal frequency is 1370 MHz, 110 MHz bandwidth. The
signal output interference level will be calculated and these data will be made avail-
able to the equipment design engineer.

2.6 ADVANCED SENSOR DETECTOR SECTION (WIDEBAND SENSOR).

2.6.1 Signal Input Characteristics. The wideband sensor input is an interface from the IF
amplifier and level stabilizer digital PSK output. The signal characteristics were pre.
viously described in Paragraph 2.5.2.1 above.

2.6.2 Output Signal Characteristics. The output signal characteristics are classified as
specified in Southwic Specification 5-51001 2nd as such a description of these sig.
nals will not be discussed as a geneial part of this Control Plan. The necessary anal-
ysis will be included in a separate classified report.

3.0 MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EMI CONTROL. Paragraph 4.0 of the Con.
trol Ilan sets forth ground rules for mechanical design requirements. Th.se ground
rules include considerations for containment as well as exclusion of undesirable EMI.
During actual design of the enclosure, periodic EMI control will be monitored to en-
sure adequacy of design in accordance with accepted and required EMI control
practices. If questionable aspects become evident as a result of this monitoring effort
and cannot be resolved, investigative tests will be performed upon breadboard models
or actual prototype hardware. This method of continuous monitoring, analysis, and
testing is in strict cor.sonmnce with the requirements of this Control Plan.

Section 15

C Band Omni Antenna

GENERAL. This section contains EMI control design requirements for the C band
omni antenna assembly, Southwic Specification 5-1690!. This antenna will be in-
stalled in the relay aircraft and will transmit an ormnidirectional Ku-band RF signal
to the surface terminal.

I.1 Due to the passive nature of the antenna assembly, this section contains no require.
ments for EMI control except for electrical bonding and grounding.

2.0 MECHANICAL REQUIREMEN7S FOR EMI CONTROL. See Paragraph 4.0 of the
Control Plan, which details all basic mechanical construction requirements.
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Section 16

Tracking Link Modulator

1.0 GENERAL This scction contains the EMI control requitements for the tracking
link modulator.

!.1 The control requirements set forth in this section are consistent with the performance
limits as contained in MIL-STDS.461/462 and Southwic Specification No. 5-39001.

2.0 ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS. The foltowing interference control techniques and
methods will be implemented during the modulator design phases as the minimum re-
quirements that will provide for compliance with the limits of MIL-STDS-461/462.

2.1 BUILT-IN TEST EQUIPMENT (BITE). The BITE circuits incorporated into the
modulator will be designed to comply with the limits of MIL-STDS-461/462. Accord-
ingly, the methods and techniques applicable to normal operating circuits will be
implemented during BITE circuit design.

2.2 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. Electrical connectors will bc bonded to the mod-
ulator front panel as showr in Figure 7 of this Control Plan. "Filter pin" type
electrical connectors will not be used at any external electrical interface since these
connectos do not reduce interference by any significant degree at lower frequencies.

2.2.1 Power and signal leads will not be mixed by routing these noncompatible types in
and out of the modulator on a common electrical connector. Signals such as BITE
reset may, however, be routed with the power input lends since the BITE reset is a
step function, and as such, is a source of RF interference that is above the limits
specified in MI1 -STDS-461/462. Since input power and BITE reset must be filtered
to meet specification limits, these signals may be routed through a common electril
connector and filtered immediately adjacer.t to the input interface in a way similar
to that shown in Figures 8 and 9 of this Control Plan.

2.3 RF CONNECTORS. Input and output RF signals will be routed through the equip
ment front panel on TNC type RF connectors. These connectors will be bonded to
the front panel as shown in Figure 7 of this Control Plan. These are RF signals that
must be routed on coaxial cable.

2.4 FILTER REQUIREMENTS. The DC input power leads will be filtered at the point
of entry into the modulator or routed via twisted pairs) shielded, external to the
modulator. The technique to be used is subject to approval by Southwic. Th~c pre-
ferred and most reliable technique for interference control on these leads is external

shielding between the modulator and power source.

2.5 REMOTE CONTROL SWITCH PANEL T he remote control switch panel indudes.
provisions f ... 3.7 .. ,. ,,a,. The function ievets are 0-5 volt steps which
will result ii: generation of interference levels above the limits establihed in MIL-
STD-46i.

Accordingly, these levels must be suppressed or contained by installation of filters or
application of an overall cable shield. Filters. if used, will each occupy a volume of
approximately one-half inch diameter and 2 inches in length. In addition to the size
and weight of these filiers, the requirements of an E.MI-tight bulkhead must also be
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considered. In this instance, an overall cable shield is much preferred between the
modulator and remote contiol switch panel as the means of interference control.

2.6 RUNNING TIME METER. A DC-driven elapsed time meter will be installed within
the modulator.'This unit must be procured as a qualified MIL-STD-461/462.com-
ponent or provisions must be incorporated to suppress the operating transientswithin
the limits of MIL-Standards. If noise filters are used at the DC power input inter-
face, the elapsed time meter may be connected to the load side of these filters, thus
eliminating the necessity oif additional fidtering.

2.7 INTERFACE SIGNALS. Interface signals will be controlled within the requirements
of MIL-STDS-461/462 by the methods stated for each type of signal as follows:

2.7.1 Data Rate and Clock Rate. These signals are applied at a rate of 2.4K bits/second with
a voltage range of 0-5 VDC. The rise time is approximately 50 microseconds. It is im-
practical to filter these leads to meet the radiated requirements of MIL-STDS-461/
462. The best method of interference control is to route these signals on shielded
twisted pair cable.

2.7.2 DC Status Signals. There are several "status signals" that are DC change of state
levels. These signals c],)nge state only occasionally and may be considered transient.

Consideration will be given to the possibility of filtering these leads in preference to
shielding since lengthening rise time is of no consequence.

3.0 MECHANICAL ENCLOSURE. The modulator enclosure is the same envelope, featur-
ing interference containment techniques used on other units. The band sealirg, RF
containment methods to be used are adequat'i to meet MIL.STtDS-46l (462 require-
ments.

3.1 POWER INPUT FILTER MOUNTING. If it becomes necessary to filter input DC
power, an RF-tight mounting bulkhead must be incorpo:ated next 'o the pow,-r in-
put connector. Alternatively, instead of the bulkhead, the necessary filters may be
incorporated *.-to in integrated filter package that includes the input electrical con-
nector. Estimated space requirements are:

I Bulkhead mounted separate filters:

A. 15 VDC Size: 5/8 inch dia. X 2 inches (each)
B. 5 VDC Size: 1 1/4 inches dia. X 2 inches (each)
C. iR, VDC Size: 1/2 inch dia. X 1 1/2 inches (each)

2. Integrated filter package:

A. Size: 2 1/2 inches squtre . 2 inches long

I

I
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Section 17

Tracking Link Demodulator

1.0 GENERAL This section includes the interference control design requirements for the
tracking link demodulator. The contents of this section supplement the overall inter-
ference control criteria set forth in previous secti+ins of this Control Plan.

1.1 The control requiremerts in this section are zie means by which compliance with
MIL-STDS-461/462 and Southwic Specif.cation 5-28001 will be achieved.

2.0 ELECTRICAL DESIGN. The control and containment methods discussed in the
following paragraphs will be incorporated into the basic design of the demodulator
to minimize or eliminate any possible future requirement for laboratory "test anil
fix" effort necessitated by the need for compliance with MIL-STDS-461 1462.

2.1 BUILT-IN TEST EQUIPMENT (BITE). All SITE circuitry contained within the
demodulator will be designed for compliance with the requirements of MIL-STDS-
461/462. This requires that BITE function circuits be subjected to the s$me con-
straints that govern operational circuitry.

2.2 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. "Filter pin" type electrical connectors will not be
used as front panel hardware since they do not attenuate acceptably at the lower fre-
quencies as required by MIL-STD-461. These connectors may be used internally if
required for inter-circuit decoupling. Power and signal wires will not be mixed or
routed through a common electrical connector. Since thse types of "signals" are
fundamentally incompatible for several reasons, they cannot be successfully mixed
under most normal circumstances.

2.2.1 Power leads that include ± 15 VDC, ±5 VDC and + 28 VDC will be routed through a
separate front panel connector. The 'RITE reset (28 XVDC) step function signal may
be routed with the input power leads. The input power leads must be filtered
immediately adiacent to the interior side of the power connector, or they may be
controlled within the requirements of MIL-STDS-4611462 by means of applying an
overall braided shield external to the demodulator. If filter networks are used, the
installation should be made as shown in Figures 8 and 9 of this Control Plan.

2.3 RF INPUT/OUTPUT CONNECTORS. Inp-it and output RF signals will be routed
on coaxial cable and fed through the equipmcnt front panel on TNC type RF con-
nectors. These TNC connectors will be bonded to the front panel as shown in Figure
7 of this Plan.

2.4 INTERFERENCE FILTERS, Input DC power must be filtered inside the equipment
adjacent to the power csnnector. As an alternate to the use of a filter on each power
lead, the various requ;,red voltages may be carried on twisted pairs with an overall
shield. From the standpoint of reliability and preservation of power, the use of an
overall shield is the preferred way to obtain specification compliance. j
In any event, the method chosen for specification compliance is subject to Southwic
approval before implementation.

2.5 REMOTE CONTROL SWITCHING. The demodulator will be provided with a remote
control panel capable of switching 37 functions. Each function is activated by a 0 to 5
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volt DC switched voltage step. Operation of each function switch will result in inter-
ference in excess of limits allowed by MIL-STD-461. This requires that filter networks 4

be installed in each of the 37 leads or that the cable that interconnects the demodu-
lator and remote control panel be jacketed with an overall braided shield. If filters are
used for interference suppression, the space allotment will be approximately 1/2 inch
diam-eter X 2 inches in length for each of the 37 circuits. Although the preferred
method of specification .ompliance is the use of the overall shield, the method to be
used is subject to Southwic approval.

2.6 ELAPSED TIME METER. The demodulator will be provided with a DC.operated
elapsed time meter. This meter should be protured as a MILSTDS-461/462 qualified
unit to avoid the necessity of suppressing meter transients. If interference filters are
used at the DC power input, the elapsed time meter may be connected to the noise
source side of the appropriate filter, thus eliminating the need for a meter
suppression network.

2.7 INPUT/OUTPUT SIGNALS. Each type of input or output signal will be controlled
within the .-mission or susceptibility requirements of MIL-STD-461 in accordance
with the following control methods:

2.7.1 AGC Signal. This is a. DC analog signal that is susceptible to the levels and fields
applied under the reqttirement,; of MIlSTD-461.

To eliminate susceptibility, this type of signal should be routed on a shielded,
twisted pair cable.

2.7.2 Antenna Track Signal. This is a 500 pps signal, which, without filtering or con-
tainment, will produce a field above the limits allowed by MIL-STD-461. The pre-
ferred method of control consists of interference containment by means of ro, ting
on a twisted shielded pair.

2.7.3 Data Rate Signals. Th-se signals are transmitted by interconnecting cables at a rt'e of
2.4K bits/second. Rise time is cn the order of 50 microse'onds and the peak volt-
age level is 5 volts. Since these characteristics produce levels in excess of those allowed
by MIL-STD-461, the use of twisted pair shielded cable is the preferred technique of
control. The use of decoupling filter networks may be considered if extended rise
time is of no concern.

2.7.4 Tracking Initiate ar;d Data Initiate. These are 0 to 5 volt DC signals that may either
be filtered or contained through the use of shielded cable pairs. An investigation of
the exact requirements will be made and the choice of control technique will be
based upon the technique that is lowest in weight and affords the greatest degree of
circuit reliability.

3.0 MECHANICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS. The demodulator mechanical envelope
is the same as that used for other units. The band sealing technique used for cover
closures is adequate for containment of internally generated fields. The enclosure will
be bonded as previously described for the other units.

3.1 ENVELOPE REQUIREMENTS FOR FILTERS. If DC input power must be de-
coupled at the electrical interface, either of two methods must be used. in the airst.
an RF bulkhead must be installed next to the input connectur and necessary filters
must be mounted upon (through) this bulkhead. in the alternate method, the
necessary filter networks may be incorporated into a commrin package that also in-
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cludes the input power connector. Space requirements for either alternative are
approximately as follows:

1. Bulkhead and Separate Filters:

±15 VDC Each 5/8 inch dia. X 2 inches long
± 5 VDC Each 1 1/4 inches dia. X 2 inches long
±28 VDC Each 1/2 inch dia. X 1 1/2 inches long

2. Combined Network and Electrical Connector:

A. 2 1/2 inches square X 2 inches long

I I

II
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APPENDIX C

SAMPLE EMC TEST PLAN FOR A WEAPON SYSTEM

PREFACE

This EMC test plan is a typical example of a system type test plan which has
been prepared to meet the requirements of MIL-E-6051 D. It has been included as
an appendix to the NAVAIR Educational Manual as a model test plan for any
weapon system. Whenever a procurement contiact calls for electromagnetic com-
patibility in compliance with MIL-E-6051 D, the contractor must prepare a test
plan of this type. Section 4.2 of MIL-E-6051 D, entitled "'Electromagnetic Comn-
patibility Test Program (EMCTP)," states that the EMCTP shall be developed and
prepared by the contractor and documented in a test plan submitted to the pro-
curing activity for approval. The test plan must provide for a system EMC test
and an EMC general acceptance test. It includes a detailed list of information
which must be included in the test plan. The test plan shall be approved before
the start of formal testing.

The procuring activity or the contractor may tailor the requirements of
MIL-E-605 I D by modification of requirements for subsystem compatibility, deg-
radation criteria, safety margins, or other factors as required for the specific pro-
curement. Tailoring may also involve waivers as well as the addition of specific
requirements not included in MIL-E-6051 D.

The test plan, when approved by the procuring activity, constitutes a con-
tractual agreement with the contractor showing tnat the test procedures of the
test plan comply with all the EMC provisions of the contract and that when these
tests have been passed successfully, the system has met all EMC requirements of
the contract.

To avoid the necessity of putting a security clearance on this document,
perfornmance information regarding frequencies, power, sensitivity, and other
:haracteristics given in the sample test plan are fictitious and do not apply to par-
ticular equipments.

The call-out of various makes and models of measurement equipment does
not imply any preference. Equivalent measurement equipment which meets the
requirements for frequency range, sensitivity, readout, accuracy, and other perti-
nent parameters may he used.

Seven addenda are included with this test plan. These addenda are referenced
for one of two 'easons: hither the material referred to in the addendum is
security classified or the material 1.ould not be sufficiently defined at the time of
this writing. In the case of security classified material, this is a convenient manner
of handling so that only the addendum arA not the complete test plan will be
subject to special handling.
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ABSTRACT

This test plan defines the limits of and details the procedures for determining the degree of
electromagnetic compatibility between the electrical-electronic systems comprising the XY-2A
airplane.

All elements of the included systems are exerciked over their operating range both actively and
passively. The systems' operation is monitored to detect malfunctions during tests.

The tests are ix.rformed in an EMI-free hangar and in flight to provide comprehensive exami-
nations to reveal possible problem areas. -
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 This document contains test procedures, as required by SD-555-5, to determine the 4
degree of compliance of the XY-2A airplane to Specification MIL-E-6051D as interpreted
here.

1.2 Quantitative evalt-ation of electromagnetic compatibility within the electrical-avionic
system, the first phase of testing, is conducted in an EMI-free, scieened hangar. The second
and final phase is a qualitative in-flight test. affirms the "Operationally.Acceptable" interfer-
ence criteria 3f the hangar test. and rechecks any unacceptable interference experienced in the
hangar test.

1.3 Suitable suppression techniques shall be used to reduce any interference which produces
an "Operationally-Unacceptable" level.

1.4 All electrical subsystems are worked over their entire frequency range. and all sensitive
equipments are monitored to insure a comprehensive test of compatibility. -

i.5 Communications equipment, both transmitters and receivers, are examined for cases of
interaction over and beyond their entire frequency range if prediction techniques indicate
that problem areas may exist.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

a. Detailed Specification SD.555-5, for model XY-2A 5-place attack airplane; Con-tract N00018-74-C-0069, rev. R-1. 23 December 197X.

b. MIL-E-6051D, Electromagnetic Compatibility Requirements for Systems, 7 Sep-
tember 1967.

c. MIL-B-5087B (ASG), Bonding. Electrical, and Lightning Protection for Aerospace
Systems, 31 August 1970.

d. MIL-W-5088C, Wiring Aircraft, Installation of, 3 Sept. 196S.

e. MIL-STD-704A, Electric Power, Aircraft, Characteristics a.id Utilization of,
9 Aug. 1966.

f. MIL-STD-461A. Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics Requirements for
Equipment, 7 Feb. 1969.

g. Wandow Report No. 71-XY-2-705, XY-2 Aircraft Weapon System Electromag-

netic Compatibility Control Plan, 15 July 197X.

3.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS

3.1 TEST LOCATION

The Electromagnetic Compatibility Test of the XY-2A Aircraft Weapon System will be con-
ducted at the Wandow Test Facility, Waterton, Pennsylvania.

3
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3.2 ELECTRICAL BONDING MEASUREMENTS

A Shallcross Model 670A bonding meter will be used to determine whether the airplane under
test meets the requirements set forth in MIL.B-5087A and in Wandow Detailed Specification
SD.555.5, Rev. R-I dated 23 December i97X. The following bonding measurements will be
made:

a. Avionics bay shelves to airframe
b. Avionics equipment to airframe
c. Consoles to airframe
d. Avioqics controls to airframe
e. Instrument paiel to airfrane
f. Instrument panel equipment to airframe

The bonding measurements will be recorded on a data sheet as indicated in data sheets
I through 4. This data will be made part of the MIL-E-605 ID Test Report.

3.3 ELECTRICAL BUS MEASUREMENT

Aircraft electrical buses will be monitored for transients incurred by the operation of the
interference equipment. A micro instrument memory voltmeter Model 5201B will be con-
nected between each of the following buses and aircraft ground:

a. OA primary
b. OB primary
c. 0C primary
d. 28 VDC primary
e. 26 VAC reference

These measurements will be taken at the left- and right-hand circuit breaker boxes with
ground power applied to the airplane. Data will be recorded on data sheet No. 5 and will meet
the requirements of MIL-STD-704.

3.3.1 ELECTRICAL SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION

The source of electrical power on the airplane is an AC generator driven by a hydro-
mechanical constant.speed drive. DC power is supplied by a transformer.rectifier unit. Fig-
ares 1 through 6 show the power distribution system.

3.4 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Electrical and electronic equipment on the airplane is divided into five categories:

a. Communication°, navigation, interrogation (CNI)
b. Weapons deli;. .r
c. Electronic countermeasures
d. Flight controls
e. Electrical equipments

Equipments to be tested will be grouped in these categories for an orderly test program.

3.4.1 ABBREVIATIONS

The following abbreviations and acronyms will be used in this test plan:

NWDC AN/ASN-9 I(V) Navigation/Weapon Delivery Computer
IMS AN/ASN.90(V) Inertial Measurement Set

4
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DATA SHEET I
BONDING DATA

LH AVIONICS BAY

SHELF RESISTANCE - OHM

I . T-904 A/ARW-77(V)5 Bulipup Transmitter _________

2. Armament Station Control Unit 218-37628-3 _________

3. AN/AVQ-7(V) HUD
4. AN/APR.25(V) Pulse Analyzer
5. ANIAPR-25/27 Interface Unit
6. AN/ASW-25 Digital Data Communicatiois Set

FLOOR__________________ RESISTANCE - OHM

C KEEL RESISTANCE - OHM~

DATA SHEET 2
BONDING DATA

RH AVIONICS BAY

SHELF_________________ RESISTANCE - OHlM

KEEL RESISTANCE - OHM
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DATA SHEET 3
BOND!NG DATA

LH CONSOLE AND
INSTRUMENT PANEL

LH CONSOLE RESISTANCE - OHM

RH COSOLE.RESISTANCE - OHM
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DATA SHEET 5
RUS MEASUREMENTS DATA

UNE. NAME: T/SI:

MODE: DATE:

SYSTEM REFUER.JCE TAAWAm~Ed 0 I T4RFREC .NI
VGLTAG: VOLTAGE VOLTAGE VOLTAGE

I UH AUX 24 HUD

2 JUWJ (ST) _2 NGS (H)
3 IFF 2rS3Ds (ST)

4 AW-2 (ST) 271 1MDU
S AMAC (ST) 28 ART 1X (H)

6 UHF 29 IRS

7 T TUNE 3D ALQ.300 (ST)

s AWC-14 31 3 AIPR.S (S)r _

9 FLAPS (H) 32 APR-27 (ST)
in FIR 33 EC1 CIP (ST) _ _

II AFCS (H) 34 ALE-29A (ST)

11. Arc____ ____ 3S SEAT ____

13 GS (H) 36 DLTS

34 Al PRODE (H) 37 WDC3
5 PITOT 38 INTi1S

36 LAUNHO (H) 39 EXT LIS
11 U xIR (ST) 40 TACAN

is TRIM (H) 41 DTA INK
19 ASCU (ST) 42 RDI 3C ! (-T)
20 WLYE (ST) 43 AdA

21 SWDDR (ST) 44 FANS

22 1RDk ALT ____ _____ 45 ~lS I ______ ______

2 HM 4rp mii-s
47 HI:

49 LF AD•

-I
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DC Power from Transformer - Rectifier

EMERGENCY DC BUS PRIMARY DC BUS

Advisory lights test Air data computer (ADC)

AFCS power AMAC monitor and control

Altimeter, AAU- 19/A (vibrator) Air refueling probe

AMAC Armament station select

Antiskid caution ASCU control

Approach lights Automatic direction finder, ARA-50

Caution lights panel Canopy advisory

Cockpit utility tight Chartboard Ight

ECM arm safe Fuel control

Em.nergency flaps Fuel dump

Engine anti-ice Fuel transfer

Exterior lights control Gun control and clearing, M61AI
Fire warning lights Heading modes I and 2

Inertial measurement set (IMS) IFF/APX-72

Intercommunications set, AIC-14 Interfereace blanking set

Jettison powe- •'id control Landing gear handle warning light

Landing gear indication Launch bar selector valve and warning

Leading edge flaps indication Low fuel caution

Low hydraulic pressure camtion Oil quantity caution
Low oil pressure caution Oxygen low caution

Manual fuel control and caution Probe advisory

Pitch trim brake Radio receiver, APR-69, UHF/ADF

Radio, ARC-5 I B UHF Rain repel

Rain remove overheat caution Speed brakes

Red floodlights Standby reticle

Speech security, Juliet 28 TACAN, ARN-52
Temperature control

Thermal closure
Trailing edge flars
Cockpit lights dinmm.g
Fuel filter caution

Radio Receiver, ARN-59, LF ADF

FIGURE 2 EMERGENCY AND PRIMARY OC POWER DISTRIBUTION
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DC Power from Transformer.Rectifier

SECONDARY DC BUS

Anti.skid Infrared 'ooi

Approach power control (APC) Intercom set, AIC-14
Armament station DCI ower Land/taxi light

(I through 8) Light dimming control
Arresting gear actuator Master armament power (I through 8)

Auxiliary tank fueling and transfer Tactical computer
Bleed air Nose arm, LH and RH
Buddy store control (D-704) Nose gear steering selector
Bullpup. ARW-77 Projected map display
Camer'a. KBIR Radar. .A3Y- 126
Counting accelerometer Radar aituieter
Chaff dispensing Radar beacon, APN-154
Data link, ASW-25 A Radar, Doppler

ECM, ALQ-100 Release and fuze control
ECM receiver, APR.27 Select and firing (sta I through 8)
Electronic compartment fan Sids display
Emergency hydraulic pump and test Smoke abate
EPP actuator Speech security, Juliet 28
Fuel transfer sequence valves Fail arm, LH and RH
Fuzing, AW.V-2A Vector warning receiver

Heading mode
Head-up display (HUD)
iFF transmitter, APX.72

FIGURE 3 SECONDARY D.C. POWER DISTRIBUTION

10
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EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION

PRIMARY DC BUS PRIMARY AC BUS EMERGENCY DC BUS

Air data computer (ADC) Air data computer (ADC) Advisory lights test
AMAC monitor and control Armament station select AFCS
Air refuelrig probe lights Altimeter, AAU. ',/A
Armament station control Armament station power, AMAC
ASCU control stations 2 and 7 Antiskid caution
Automatic direction ASCU logic Approach lights

finder, ARA-50 Automatic direction Caution lights panel
Canopy advisory finder, ARA-50 (ADF) Cockpit utility light
Chartboard light Firing voltage ECM arm safe
Cockpit lights dimming Fuel flowmeter Emergency flaps
Fuel contrnl Fuel quantity Engine zti-ice
Fuel dump Hydraulic accumulator Exterior lights control
Fuel filter ca,'uion heater (flap) Fire warning lights
Fuel transfer Hydraulic accumulator Inertial measurement set (IMS)
Gun control and heater (LG) Intercommunications set, AIC-14

cleaning, M61AI IFF, APX-72 Jettison power and control
Heading modes I and 2 Liquid oxygen indicator Landing gear indication
IFF/APX-72 Oil quantity indicator Leading edge flaps
Interference blanking set Pitot heat Low hydraulic pressure
Landing gear handle Seat adju:t caution

warning light Tacan, ARN-52 Low oil pressure caution

Launch bar selector Tail position light Manual fuel control and
valve and warning caution

Low fuel caution EMERGENCY AC BUS Pitch trim brake
Oil quantity caution Radio, ARC-5 lB, UHF
Oxygen low caution AFCS power Rain remove overheat
Probe advisory Altimeter, MC-3 caution
Radio receiver. APR-69, Attitude director ipd. Red floodlights

UHF/ADF Flight instrument lights. Speech security, Juliet
Rain repel Horizontal situation 28
Speed brakes indicator Radio, ARC-94, HF/radio,
Standby reticle Inertial measurement set ARC-54 VHF, FM
Tacan. ARN.52 Pitch and roll trim.
Temperature control Radio, ARC-5 I B, UHF
Thermal closure Rate gyros
Trailing edge flaps Standby attitude ind.
Radio receiver, ARN-59 Wing position lights

LF ADF

FJGURE S EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM LOADS

12
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INSTRUMENT BUS POWER

P AON MASTER 
E C 811

GEN B EMER PRI SEC•m•OFFI-TEST -I i

SPEED GENERATORDRIVE 
INSTRUMENT

IN RUIE h N ST U

ITRANSFORMER

EXTERNAL POWERLCRECEPTACLE

RI dfS EMER

PRIMARY BUS EMERGENCY BUS
POWERED BY MAIN GENERATOR OR POWERED BY MAIN GENERATOR
BY EPP WITH EME GERN SWITPH OR BY APP WITH EMER GENIN CRUISE 

SWITCH IN CRUISE OR T.O.

(_ 
~/LANDI

AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER. ARA-50 IADFI HORIZONTAL SITUATION INDICATOR

DATA LINK. ASW-25A HYDRAULIC PRESSURE INDICATOR

NAV/WrJ COMPUTER 
INERTIAL MEASUREMENT SET (IMS)

PROJECTED MAP DISPLAY SET 31•L PRESSURE INDICATOR

RATE GYRO (TURN)I 
PITCH AND ROLL INDICATORS

SPEED BRAKE POSITION INDICATOR TRAILING EDGE FLAP INVICATOR

TRUE AIRSPEED INDICATOR

FIGURE 6 INSTRUMENT BUS POWER
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FLR AN. APQ. 126 Forward Looking Radar
FM AN/ARC-54 FM Radio Set

LFADF AN/ARN.59 Radio Set
HF AN!ARC-94 HF Radio Set
ASCU 218-37628-3 Armament Siation Control Unit
RDR ALT AN/APN-141(V) Radar Altimeter
BP XTR ANIARW-77 Radio Transmitting Set
AWVW-2 AN/AWW-2A Fuse Function Control
SIDS Shrike Improved Display System

AMAC A/A2,1B-4 Armament Monitoring and Control
HUD AN/AVQ.7(V) Head Up Display
AIC CP-953/AJQ Air Data Computer
ADF AN/ARA-50 Automatic Direction Finder
DTA LNK AN/ASW-25A Data Link
DRS ANIADN-190(V) Doppler Radar

RDR BCN AN/APN-154(V) Radar Beacon
TACAN aNI/ARN-52 Tacan
IFF AN.APX-72 IFF Transponder
UHF ANIARC-5 1B UHF Ridio
T TUNE Touch Tune System
A OF A Angle of Attack
2- STBY 2" Standby Attitude Indicating System
AIC-14 ANIAIC-14 Audio System
HMS Heading Mode System.

UHF AUX AN/ARR-69 UHF Auxiliary Recciver

PMDS Projected Map Display System
ALQ-100 ANIALQ-IOC Countermeasures Set
APR.27 AN/APR.27 Warning Set
APR-25 ANIAPR-25 Homing and Warning
CBU MX-82531A Interference Blanker

ALE.29A ANIALE-29A Dispenser Set
ECM C P Integrated ECM Control Panel

i

AFCS AN/ASW-30(V) I Automaic Flight Control System
AFC ASN.54(V) Approach Power Compensator
NGS Nose Gear Steering
TRiM Pitch and Rol Trim System

WLYE Walleye
SDWDR Sidewinder
SEAT Seat Adjust
AR PROBE Air Refueling Probe
E-XT LTS Exterior Lights
INIT LTS Interior Lights
Wt FL TFR Wing Fuel Transfer

14
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IND LTS Indicator Lights Switch

PITOT Pitot Heat

FANS Avionics Bay Fans

FLAPS Variablc Flaps System
HTR BLKT Hydraulic Accumulator Heater Blanket

LAUNCH Launch Bar
ARSTG HK Arresting Hook
GUN Gun Firing
ACC Air Conditioning Control
TWE Thumbwheel Encoder

GS Gear Switching
H, IYD Hydraulics
ST Special Test
BNL Background Noise Level
HYBLOW Utility Hydraulic Blowei
FIRE DT Fire Detection Test *

TQ MTR Torque Meter Systern

EOP Engine Oil Pressure

MCPT Master Caution Panel Test
FBP Fuel Boost Pump

CFFV Cross Feed Fuel Valves
ENG COND Engine Condition Lever

PPA Pedal Position Actuator
FQST Fuel Quantity System Test
WINAI Windshield Anti-Ice
ENGAI Engine Anti-Ice

RHAW Radar Homing and Warning

4-..

3.4.2 EQUIPMENT LOCATION

The following figures and tables will aid in equipment and control location during bonding
measurements and test procedure operation:

a. Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10.
b. Tables 1, 2.3, 4, 5 and 6.

3.4.3 INTERFERENCE EQUIPMENT

"Table 7 is a list of the offending equipments that will be used in normal operating conditions
and in the most interference prone conditions to try to interfere with the susceptible equip-
ments.

3.4.4 SUSCEPTIBLE EQUIPMENT

Table 8 is a list of the victim equipments whose outputs will be monitored for malfunction
and will operate at the threshold of susceptibility, if possflre.

15
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TABLE I

LEFT HAND CONSOLE COMPLEMENT

1. LE Flaps Position Indicator
2. Emergency Power Handle

3. TE Flaps Position Indicatot
4. AFCS Trim Indicators

5. AFCS Test Control
6. Roll Pitch Trim Indicator
7. Fuel Management Panel

8. Approach Power Control Panel
9. AFCS Control Panei

10. Flaps Control Panel

11. IFF Control Panel
12. Audio System Control Panel

13. Suit Vent Air Control Panel
14. Liquid Oxygen Quantity Indicator
15. Auxiliary UHF Control Panel
16. Juliet 28 Control Panel
17. Data Link Control Panel
18. AWW-2A Fuse Function Control Panel
19. UHF Control Panel
20. Forward Looking Radar Control Panel
21. Throttle Control
22. Emergency Brake Control Handle
23. Bullpup Control Stick
24. Generator Control Panel
25. Landing Gear Control Handle
26. Landing Gear Position Indicators

27. HF Control Farnel
28. FM Control Panel

20
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"TABLE 2

INSTRUMENT PANEL COMPLEMENT

1. Approach Indexer 27. Horizontal Situation Indicator
2. Wheels/Flaps Warning Light 28. Armament Release Control
3. APC Off Light 29. Standby Attitude Indicator
4. Head-Up Display 30. Heading Mode Select Switch
S. Master Caution light 31. Airspeed Indicator
6. Fire Warning Light 32. Fuel Quantity Indicator
7. Launch Bar Caution Light 33. Accelerometer
8. Data Link Landing Lights 34. Oil Pressure Indicator
9. UHF Frequency/Channel Indicator 35. Fuel Flow Indicator

10. Armament Advisory Lights 36. Oil Quantity Indicator
1. Radar Warning lights 37. Tachometer
12. Forward Looking Radar Indicator 38. Engine Pressure Ratio Indicator
13. Radar Panel Lights Switch 39. Salvo Jettison Switch
14. Armament Select Switches/Lights 40. Landing Checklist
15. Terrain Clearance Set Control 41. Auxiliary Jettison Switch
16. Radar Range Set Control 42. Turbine Inlet Temperature Indicator
17. Armament Select Lights Dimming Control 43. Master Function Switch
18. Radar Warning Lights 44. Armament Advisory Lights
19. APR-25(V) Indicator 45. Armament Select Switches/Lights
20. Standby Compass 46. Vertical Velocity Indicator
21. Data Link Lights 47. Angle of Attack Indicator
22. Takeoff Checklist 48. Low Altitude Warning Light
23. ClocK 49. Speed Brake Position Indicator
24. Projected Map Display 50. Barometric Altimeter
25. Shrike Display Mode Control 51. Radar Altimeter
26. Attitude Director Indicator

21
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TABLE3 "

RIGHT HAND CONSOLE COMPLEMENT

I. Hydraulic Pressure Indicators
2. Cabin Pressure Altimeter
3. Doppler Radar Control Panel

4. ECM Control Panel
5. APR-25/27 Control Panel
6. Integrated NAVJWD Computer Panel

7. TACAN Control Panel
8. IMS Control Panel
9. Radar Beacon Control Panel

10. Environmental System Control Panel

11. Wingfold Control Handle

12. Specizl Weapons Control Panel
13. NAV Bag
14. Eyterior Lights Panel
15. Interior Lights Panel

16. Seat Adjust I
17. Caution and Advisory Lights Press-To-Test
18. Caution Lights

19. Advisory Lights

20. True Airspeed Indicator
21. Arresting Hook Control Handle
22. LF ADF Control Box

22
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SaoTABLE 4

AVIONICS EQUIPMENT LH AVIONICS BAY

SHELF

I. T-904 A/ARW-77(V) Bullpup Transmitter

2. Armament Station Control Unit 218-37628-3
3. 216-37267 HUD
4. MX-8253/A Interference Blanker

5. Heading Mode System Relay Box

6. 215-37311 Relay Rack
7. 215-37271 Battery
8. AN/APR-25(V) Pulse Analyzer
9. AN/APR-25127 Interface Unit

10. AN/ASW-25 Digital Data Communications Set
11I. External Power Monitor
12. Buddy Refueling and Miscellaneous Relay Box
13. Smoke Abatement Altitude Switch

FLOOR

I. 215-37121 AFCS Amplifier and Computer
2. AN/ASN-91(V) Nav/WD Computer

3. ASN-90 Inertial Measuring Unit
4. LORAN (provisions only)

S. Camera Control Unit
6. ARC-5 IB Touch Tune Switching Unit

CHEEK BAY

I. MS1 7399 Rate Switch ng Gyroscope
2. T751/AJB-3A RateT ansmitting Gyroscope
3. ASN-54(V) Approach Power Compensator Computer
4. 215-37134 Pitch, Roll Trim Amplifier
5. Pitch, Roll Trim Ten Plug
6. 215-37135 Generator Control Panel
7. AM-4364/ASN-54(V) APC Servo Amplifier
8. AS-1233/APN-141(V) Antenna
9. External Power Plug

KEEL

1. 215-37178-1 APC Accelerometer

2. 215-.37129-2 Normal Attitude Rate Change Accelercmeter

23
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TABLE S

AVIONICS EQUIPMENT, RH AVIONICS BAY

SHELF

1. AN/ARC-S I B UHF Radio Set
2. JOLIET 28

3. AIMS Trans-Tester
4. CP-953/AJQ Air Data Computer
5. CN-I 169/A 2-Inch Standby Compass Gyroscope
6. R-1286/ARR-69 UHF/ADF Auxiliary Receiver

7. AM-3624/ARA-50 ADF Control Amplifier
8. R-1412/APR-27 Radar Receiver

9. 215-37311 Relay Rack
10. AN/ARC-q4 HF Radio Set

FLf)OR 4
1. AL.Q-10Self-Test
2. ARN-52(V) TACAN
3. RT-848/ALQ-I100 Receiver-Transmitter i
4. APN-190 Doppler Radar
5. PMDS Electronic Unit

6. APX-72 IFF Transponder Set
7. AN/ARC-54 FM Radio Set

CHEEK BAY

I. CVC 561-2 DC Relays(2)
2. 215-27718.2 Relay

3. CU-1464/APN-141 Coupler Linearizer
4. SA-791 A/APN-I141 RFSwitching Unit

5. RT 601 BIAPN-141 Receiver-Transmitter
6. CV 18-207503 Mainline Power Contactor Relay
7. MS 24140DI Relay, Land Taxi Light
8. 215-37135-2 Current Transformers(3)

9. AS-1233/APN-141(V) Antenna
10. AN/ARN-59 LF ADF Receiver

KEEL

!. 215-37151 Diplexer

2. CN-I083/ASW-26 Three-Axis Rate Gyroscope

3. MX-3278/ASQ Initiator, Destruct Igniter

I
1
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TABLE 6

ANTENNA SYSTEMS

AVIONIC SYSTEM ANTENNA PART NO. FREQUENCY RANGr-
AND FUNCTION AND TYPE MHz

RADAR

AN/APQ.126
Primary Radar Controlled Paraboloid Classified

COMMUNICATIONS

AN/ARC-5 IB CVE-150191-1
UHF Voice Radio Fin Cap Dipole 225-399.9!
AN/ARC-54 VHF FM
AN/ARR-69 CVE-150191-
UHF Auxiliary Radio Fin Cap Dipole 265.2-284.2
AN/ARC-94 HF Voice Monopole 2.0-29.999

Radio
IDEN7IFICATION

AN/APX.-,2 CVE-150191-1
IFF Fin Cap Dipole 1030 and 1090
AN/APN-154 AS.(1739A)/APN.I 54(Radar Beacon Discorre 8500-9600

NAVIGATION

AN/APN-141 AS-I 233/APN-141
Radar Altimet'er F!".h Mounted 4300
AN/APN-190 AS-2262/APN-190
Doppler Radar Slotted Array 13,325 ±50
AN/ARA-50 AS-909/ARA-48
UHF/ADF Flush Mounted 225-399.95
AN/ARN-52 CV21-0I001
TACAN (lower) Blade 962-1213
AN/ARN-52 218-77514
TACAN (upper) Dual Blade 962-1213
and
AN/ASW-25 300-325
Data Link
AN/ARN-Q2
LORAN Vertical Stab 90-110 kHz

AN/ARN-59 .190.-1.750
LF ADF Flush Mounted Loop

25C3
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TABLE 6

ANTENNA SYSTEMS (continued)

AVIONIC SYSTEM ANTENNA PART NO. FREQUENCY RANGE
AND FUNCT!ON AND TYPE MHz

ECM (ACTIVE)

ANiALQ-lO0 Sanders Assoc. Classified

Transmit Antennas P/N 2384603
112 -'--: w:d z,- _1,i gf4* :*.n.? S~f, t. S~.

2 aft.looking)
AN/ALQ-1O0 VAD P/N 213-27510-1 Classified
Foiward Receiver Flat Spiral

AN/ALQ-IO0 Sandei Assoc. Classified

Aft Receiver Antenna P/N 23473G2
Log Conical

WEAPONS RELEASE

AN/ARW-77 215-37130-1 Classified
Bullpup Transmitter

RADAR WARNING SYSTEM

AN/APR-25 ATI Classified
Forward LH Antenna P/N 21-014794-01 -

AN/APR-25 ATl
Forward RH Antenna P/N 2 i-014794-01 Classified

AN/APR-27
Lower Antenna AT 741/A Classified

AN/APR-27
Upper Antenna AT 741/A Classified

AN/APR-25 ATl
Aft Antennas P/N 2V-01479A-01 Classified

26
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TABLE7

INTERFERENCE EQUIPMENT I
WEAPONS DELIVERY

I. AN/ASN-91(V) Navigation/Weapon Delivery Computer
2 Heads Up Display
3. AN/APQ-126 Forward Looking Radar
4. VAD 218-37628-3 Armament Station Control Unit
5. AN/APN.1 41(V) Radar Altimeter
6. AN/ARW-77 Radio Transmitting Set
7. AN/AWW-2A Fuse Function Control
8. Shirike Improved Display System
9. A/A24B-4 Armament Monitoring and Control

10. Walleye

11. Sidewinder
12. Camera KB. 18

ELECTRICAL

I. Seat Adjust
2. Aft Refueling Probe
3. Exterior Lights

C 4. Wing Fuel Transfer
5. Indicator Lights Switch

6. lrterior Lights
7. Pitot Heat
8. Electronic Compartment Fans
9. Variable Flaps System

10. Hydraulic Accumulator Heater Blanket
11. Lausich Bar

12. .Arresting Hook
13. Gear Switching
14. Utility Hydraulic Blower
15. Fire Detection Test
16. Torque Meter System
17. Hydraulic Pressure, #1 and #2
18. Engine Oil Pressure
19. Master Caution Panel Test
20. Fuel Boost Pump

2!. Cross Feed Fuel Valves
22. Engine Condit-on Lever
23. Pedal Position Actuator

27
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TABLE 7

INTERFERENCE EQUIPMENT (continued)

24. Fuel Quantity System Test
25. WirdWshild Anti•-k
26. Engbe Anti.Ice

COMMUNICATIONS, NAVIGATION, INTERROGATION

I. CP 9531AJQ Air Data Computer
2. AN/ARA-50 Automatic Direction Finder
3. AN/ASW-25A Data Link
4. ANIAPN-190(V) Doppler Radar
5. AN/APN-154(V) Radar Beacon
6. AN/ARN-52 TACAN

7. AN/APX-72 IFF Transponder
8. ARR 69(V) UHF AUX
9. AN/ARC-5 I B UHF Radio

M0. Touch Tune System

11. Angle of Attack
12. Heading Mode System
13. AN/AIC-14 Audio System
14. Projected Map Display System

15. ANIARC-94 H: Radio Set
16. AN/ARC-54 FM Radio Set
17. AN/ARN-59 LF ADF

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES

I. AN/ALQ-l)00 Countermeasure Set

2. ANIAPR-27 Warning Set
3. AN/APR-25 Homing and Warning
4. AN/ALE-29A Dispcnser Set
S. lntegr-ted ECM Control ftnel

FUGIIT CONTROLS

1. ANIASW-30(V) I Automatic Flght Control System
2. ASN-54(V) Approach Power Compensator
3. Nose Gear Steering
4. Pitch and Roll Trim System

28
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TABLE8

SUSCEPTIBLE EQUIPMENT

COMMUNICATIONS, NAVIGATION INTERROGATION

I. CP-953/AJQ Air Data Computer
2. Angle of Attack
3. Two.Inch Standby Attitude System

4. AN/AIC Audio System
5. AN/ARA-50 Au:omatic Direction Finder
6. AN/ASW-75A Data Link
7. AN/APN-190(V) Doppler Radar
8. Heading Mode System

9. AN/APN-154(V) Radar Beacon
10. AN/ARN-52 TACAN
I1. AN/APX.72 IFF Transponder
12. AN/ARR-69 UHF Auxiliary

13. AN/ARC-51B UHF Radio
14. Projected Map Display System

15. AN/ARC-94 HF Radio Set
16. AN/ARC-54 FM Radio Set

17. AN/ARN.59 IF ADJ

( WEAPONS DFLIVERY

I. AN/ASN-91(V) Navigation Weapon Delivery Computer
2. AN/ASN-90(V) lnertizi Measurement Set
3. AN/AVQ-7(V) He:d Up Display
4. AN/APQ.126 Forward Looking Radar
5. VAD 218-37628-3 Armament Station Control Unit

6. AN/APN-141(V) Radar Altimeter
7. Shrike improved Display System
8. AN/ARW-77 Radio Transmitting Set

9. Walleye
10. Sidewinder
11. Armament Firing Lines

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES

1. AN/ALQ.100 Countermeasure Set
2. AN/APR-27 Warning Set
3. AN/APR-25 Homing arid Warring

4. AN/ALE-29A Dispenser Set
5. Integrated ECM Control Panel

29
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TABLES

SUSCEPTIBLE EQUIPMENT (continued)

FLIGHT CONTROLS

I. AN/ASW-30(V) I Automatic Flight Control System
2. ASN-54(V) Approach Power Compensator
3. Pitch and Roll Trim System

30
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TABLE 9

TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

General Equipment

1. External hydraulic power
2. External electric power
3. Wing jacks
4. 2 access stands
5. 120 VAC, 60 Hz and three 50-ft extension cords

AFCS

1. Surface protractors

ADC

1. ADC test set (VPT-IOF)

ADF

1. Signal generator (HP 308D)
2. Headset and mike (H.157)
3. Antenna (shop manufacture) (BNC male connector and a 10-ft piece of coax.)

ICS

1. Remote headset and mike with long cable

2. Hewlett-Packard 403B battery operated voltmeter
3. Hewlett-Packard 400E battery operated voltmeter

Data Link

1. AN/SM-51 ! test set
2. Test set antenna

TACAN

1. AN/ARM-25 or AN/URM-IO! test set

FLR

i. Eccosorb 4

NWDC

1. CADU d
2. Lattest operational flight program

AMAC

1. AMAC" adapter harness 218-27721-1

Radar Beacon

I. AN/APM-230 test set

31
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TABLE 9

TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS (continued)

I.- F Transponder

1. AN/APM-123A test set

Bonding Meter

1. Shallcross Model 670A milliohmeter

ALQ-100 Countermeasure Set

I. ATI P/N 30-16716-01 high power test set

Homing and Warning Set (AN/APR-25/27)

1. ATI P/N 30-16716-01 high power test set

Weapon Systems

1. A-7 compatibility pak 5821500-517
2. MAU 9/A/A bomb rack (Quan. 6) A/A 37B-6
3. MER (Quan. 6)
4. NF-105 field intensity meter
S. Tektrmnix 564 memory oscilloscope

1. MK 1 MOD 0 (Walleye) practice, guided bomb
2. Adapt.-r harness (same as 218-99705 harness with the wire on P908-e removed)

Sidewinder

1. LAU-7A launcher (2)
2. AN/ASM-20 guided missile launcher tester

SIDS

1. AN/ASM.149 test set
2. Adapter harness 218-977-1

3. Shrike disconnect to test set adapter harness

ARW-77

I. AN/USM-248 test set

2. Crystals (2)

Personnel Hazards Test

I. Narda 440 power meter
2. Directional coupler. Narda 3003-20
3. Coaxial cable
4. Horn antenna, waveline model 299

32
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3.5 TEST EQUIPMENT

Table 9 lists the- test equipment and equipment simulators necessary for performing test pro-
cedures. This equipment will bt in proper working order and will be recently calibrated. I
3.6 TEST PERSONNEL

The EMC test team will consist of an EMC engineer and an engineering technician. The EMC
engineer will direct the test program for his particular shift. He wi!l be responsible for sched-
uling, assuring the availability of support personnel and equipment, briefing the complete test
team, and coordinating similar activities. During the 'est the engineer will perform the test
procedures and. record the data. The engineering technician will assist the engineer in test
equipment readiness, aircraft equipment operation, and data taking.

3.7 TEST SUPPORT

Necessary support including aircraft equipment, test equipment, personnel, maintenance, and
aircraft service will be provided to guarantee completion in the time allotted for testing.

3.-.1 CONFIGURATION OF TEST AIRPLANE

The test airplane will be a production XY-2A airplane fully equipped with all electrical and
electronic equipment and systems with associated interconnecting cabling, control panels,
sensors, and antennas. The test airplane will be devoid of all instrumentation equipment and
instrumentation cabling except that required for perform.ng the electromagnetic compatibility
tests.

3.7.2 GROUND fEST FACILITIES

The necssary electric and hydraulic power carts, air conditioning, and ground handling equip-
ment will be provided.

3.8 ENGINE RUN

Engine run time will be devoted primarily to investigation of discovered compatibility prob-
lems and to the measurement of power bus transients. Electrical bus measurements will ir..
vestigate the higher transient values observed in paragraph 3.3. These measurements will be
recorded on data sheet 5.

3.9 DEVIATIONS

Devi3tions to MIL.STD-461A are listed in paragraph 3.17.10 of the XY-2A Detail Speci.
fication.

3.9.1 AVIONICS

The following operations of the AN/APQ-126 forward looking radar are listed as devia-
tions:

a. TV manual override
b. Intermode switching
c. Range scale

These operations will be performed during the normal FLR interfererce operation. and sus-
ceptible equipments will be mo.itored for undesirable response.
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3.9.2 ELECTRICAL

The following electrical items are listed as deviations:

a. Pneumatic bcitle heater blanket
b. Rain removal system thermostatic switch
c. Hydraulic accumulator heater blanket
d. Avionics compartment cooling pressure switch
e. Gun compartment vent solenoid valve
f. APC computer relays
g. Wing pressurization system thermostatic switch

4.0 TEST PHILOSOPHY AND PROCEDURES

4.1 AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION AND TEST PHILOSOPHY

The NAV-weapon delivery systems (FLR, ADC, IMS, HUD, NAV/WD computer and DRS)
will, for the most part, be operated as subsystems. This is feasible because of the integrated
nature of these equipmen~s. This will be done by loading the latest Operational Flight Pro-
gram (OFP) into the NWDC and using readout and display information on the HUD, the
NAV/WD panel, advisory panel lights, etc., for determining any undesirable response or
malfunction.

To use the OFP to its maximum, flight conditions must be simulated as much as possible. For
this reason, test sets will be used in conjunction with some of the equipments. The aiplp.c
will be placed on wing jacks to enable the NWDC to provide destination count down a-Id to
actuate the landing gear as a potential interference source.

All susceptible equipments will be operated as victim equipments in all modes, while the
offender equipments or interference sources are operated one at a time; then, as much as
possible, simultaneously. Outputs and displays of victims will be monitored for possible mal-
function or interference while being subjected to the offenders.

The test will be conducted using external and engine-driven power.

Datu will be recorded as shown in data sheets 6 and 7 unless special data sheets are furnished.

4.1.1 SIGNAL-TO.OVERRIDE TEST

The amount of degradation will be determined by the "signal-to-override" test procedure
whenever interference is encountered and where this type of test is practicable. The signal-to-
override measurement measures the degradation of equipment performance produced by an
interference source.

4.1.1.1 Measurement

Measurements are made by radiating a "desired signal" into the antenna of the victim equip-
ment to obtain a reference level with the interference source off. The interference source is
then energized and the desired signal output is increased until the reference conditions are
ain obtained. The required increase in a desired signal is a measure of the degradation pro-
duced by the interference source.

4.1.1.2 Simulated Signal Method

When the desired signa" source is a signal generator (signal simulator), the required increase in
signal level in dB is a measure of the degradation.
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MODE: DATE:

DCTAI I DUA
f OFFENDER DATA SHEET 01 OFFE4MO DATA SHEET

I UIFAUXARR69 34 HRE

21 ADC __ 3S NOS (if)
3 IFF 36 SIDS (IT)
4 AVW.? (ST) 37 1106_______
S AMAC-A1A2434 (SO) 38 ARSTG4W. (H4)
6 LWF ANIARC.511______ 39 DRS.ANIAMIWJ
7 T TUNE 40 ALQ61W IT

IS AIC-14__________ 41 AMP-2S (ST)£
91 FLP (II) 42 APR-27 (ST)

10 FLR-ANIAKJ.126 _ ____43 "ECal( (SI)_____
III AFCS AI4IASW.30 (h4) 44 AIE,29A (ST)
12 AFC ASN-54 (34) _ ___ 45 SEAT -

131 GS (H1) 46 MILTS

14 AR PROSE (H) ______47 NWD. ANAS#90

:5S ITOT -411 INT LTS -
16 LAUNCH4 (HI) _ ___ 49 EXT LIS
171 W XTR. ANIARW-77 (ST) 50TACA*AKlAXN-S2 - -

is TRIM (H4) St DTA UIR.ANIASW.2SA *
19 ASCU IST) 52 RDR SCI At4IAMIS34 IST)

21SDW DR (ST) 54 FANS
22 ROr ALT-ANJAPI4141 _ ____55 WYP &IZT_____

23 WdS4 56 U.31s
241 *G FLTR 57 AR W4 HF
15 IIYBLOW U1 At(-.54VIIF F
2t6 ADl;. ANIARA-SO .______ 5 ARPI-.3' IF ADF
27 FIREODT 60 revv

28 TOUYR ______61 ENG COND _____

29 "YD Iand 2 62 ENGAI
30 HP Q____ I FMS ____

31 wVFr 641 WINAI
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DATA SHEET 7
EMC DETAIL DATA

Reference No.

Susceptible
Equipment Affected: SeTw No.

3ckotud Now Values
Condition of Operation Cbenel of Level (Volt) Measured
and Description of
Interfererce Some Frequency Pn. Re& Volts dB abov

Ant. AAnt. BNL

WORRECI1JVE MEASUE INCORPORATED PURPOSE OF TEST POWER SOURCE

Initial - Ship's Battery
CGenera A •ccepps oenerato.
Final ..-. External Battery
Ground - External IX" Gen.
Flis! .,.. External AC" Gen.

ENGWE OUTPUT METER

Runningl model •
Stopped Seria No.

TYPE OF TS
! A -•irplan Model

Comp/iam• Svc. No.
Gcenrml Accqwt.- Shop No.,

T E S T C O D C E B Y : D A MT E - --
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( 4.1.1.3 Actual Signal Method

When the desired signal is obtained by flying a radial course from a desired signal transmitter,
the ratio of the operating ranges is a measure of the degradation.

Range (Interference ON)

Range (Interference OFF)

This can be converted to dB by:

dB = 20 lg Range (Interference ON)

Range (Interference OFF)

4.1.1.4 Exampit of Signal-to-Override Test

To demonstrate the application of the signal-to-override test, an example is given for the AN/
ARC.51 UHF radio. The following procedure is used:

Test Equipment
kiewlett-Packard Model 608 signal generator
UHF blade antenna

Test Setup
Set up the blade antenna at some convenient location in front of the airplane. Connect
the signal generator to the blade antenna.

Test Procedure
a. Modulate the signal generator with 1000 Hz at 30 perceunt modulation.

(b. Tune the signal generator to the receiver frequency, adjust the output level to just
break the squelch, and then increase the level 3 dB. Note the signal generator
output level.

c. Turn on the interference source.

d. Increase the output level of the signal generator until the 1000 Hz tone is again au-
dible. Note the output level of the signal generator.

Degradation
The level of degradation in dB is the difference between the two signal generator output
levels obtained in steps b. and d.

4.1.2 DATA REDUCTION AND REPORT

All data will be reduced to produce meaningful results and will be chronologically logged by
idenification of the offender and victirr., measured levels of undesirable response, indications
of malfunctions, and the interference frequ.,ncy wihere applicable. The degree of system deg-
radation will be determined and logged.

This electrical-electronic compatibility demonstration of the XY.2A airplane will be con-
cluded with a report containing test procedures, test data, a technical discussion, and con-
clusions. The report will be submitted as a data item for contract fulfillment.

412 ERSONNEL HAZARDS TEST

Power density measurements of aircraft emitters shall be conducted to determine hazardous
aieas and to ensure that the possibility of biological injury to personnel from RF radiation in
and around the aircraft is minimized or non-existent.
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All areas where the power density level is greater than the personnel hazard level (10 mw/cm 2)
will be made inaccessible to personnel by roping them off or by setting up barricades. Suitable
signs will be posted in these areas declaring them hazardous to personnel.

Measurements of on.board emitters shall be conducted around the perimeter of the aircraft.
Levels which exceed ten milliwatts per square centimeter (10 mw/cm 2 ) for continuous expo-
sure and those exceeding 300 milli-joules per square centimeter per thirty seconds interval
(300 mj/cm2 /30 sec) for intermittent exposure are deemed out of specification and hazardous
to personnel.

Measurements will be made a' a representative number of frequencies for each emitter. Power
density me.surements will be made with a tithrmist.i-type power meter Narda Model 440
with a proper horn antenna or dipole elements and a directional coupler or attenuator accord-
ing to frequency band designation. Following is the general method of operation:

a. Connect thermistor to the power meter input by the special cable provided and
turn meter on.

b. Set power meter tc zero using bias (coarse) and zero (fine) adjustments.

C. Connect equipment as shown in Figure 11. Note: Last connection should be from
directional coupler to thermistor; watch for overload on power meter.

d. Orient the pickup antenna for maximum reading on the power meter.

e. Take reading as required.

f. The following is an example:

The information recorded during the measuremcnt was as follows:

Radar frequency - 3250 MHz
Pickup antenna - Waveline horn model 299
Connecting cables - 110 feet of RG.9A/U
Directional coupler - Narda model 3003-20
Power meter - Nard; model 440
Meter reading - 1.5 mil'iwatts
The data reduction follows:

Effective areýa of pickup antenna at 3250 MHz - 213cm2

Directional ccuple: attenuation at 3250 MHz - 20 dB
Cable attenuation at 3250 MHz - 20 dB
Total attenuation + directional coupler attenuation:

40 dB = 20 dB + 20 dB
40 dB = Power ratio of'l0 4

Power meter ) meter reading (mW)
Effective area of pickup antenn.m

10' X 1.5 mW
Power density = 213 cm 2

Power density = 70.5 mW/cm 2
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4.3 ELECTROMAGNETIC HAZARDS TO ORDNANCE TESTS

a. Tests shall be conducted to determine the electromagnetic compatibility between
aircraft syftems and armament systems and subsystems and hazards from inadvert-
ent ignition by any form of electromagnetic energy at all weapons station3.

b. Measurements are made by monitoring electro-explosive devices (EED) including
firing circuits, for electrical transients, stray voltages, and broadband and CW sig-
nals that may be induced into the armament system. All offending electrical and
electronic equipment listed in Table 7 shall be energized while instrumented EED
and firing lines are being monitor.,d. Instrumented EEDs using heat-sensitive tape
with appropriate impedance shall be monitored visually throughout the test. Tran-
sient. broadband, and CW tests shall be monitored with an NF-105 noise field
intensity meter and displayed on a Tektronix 564 memory oscilloscope. The fre-
quencies measured shall be shown on each data sheet. The amplitude of the inter-
ference levels detected shall be determined by the signal substitution method, i.e.,
the detected signal displayed on the oscilloscope will be matched in amplitude by
a signal from a calibrated source (impulse generator).

4.4 TEST PROCFDURES

Following are the detailed procedures necessary for equipment operation:

4.4.1 CROSSTALK (CIRCUIT ISOLATION) TEST

With battery for external power, measure the degree of isolation between interphone and re-
ceiver circuith. Zecord results of test on data sheet 8.

a. Setup

I. Open the interphone junction box and block for easy access to the terminal
board assembly.

2. Energize interphone on battery or external power during these tests.
3. Place the TRAN SEL rotary switch on the transmitter select panel to trans-

mitter #8 and the ICS switch to ON.

b. Receiver-interphone Crosstalk

I. Connect the HP 204C (or equal) audio oscillator between pin 5, TB3006,
and the junction box ground.

2. Adjust the output of the audio oscillator for 6 V RMS at I kHz.
3. Select receiver #1 (HF) on the radio control interphone panel at the pilot's

station.
4. Adjust the RAD vol control on the transmitter select panel until the VTVM

across the pilot's dummy headset indicates a reference level of 10 dB on the
10 V scale.

S. Turn off receiver #1 select switch and record pilot's dummy headset output.
6. Select receivers 2, 3, 4, and 5 (VHF, UHF, ADF, and TAC) in turn and re-

cord the output at the pilot's dummy headset. Also activate ICS on trans-
mitter select panel.

7. Turn off all receiver select switches on th. pilot's radio control panel.
8. Repeat steps 3 through 7 for co-pilot and taztical coordinator.
9. PFpeat steps 3 through 7 for bombardier-navigator staticn excluding re-

ceivers 4 and 5 (ADF and TAC).
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WO. Connect the HP 204C (or equal) audio oscillator between pin 2, TB3006, .

and ground of the junction box.
11. Repeat steps 2 through 7 for receiver #2 (VHF).
12. Connect the HP 204C (or equal) audio oscillator between pin 9. TB3006,

and ground of the junction box.
13. Repeat steps 2 through 7 for receiver #3 (UHF).
14. Connect the HP 204C (or equal) audio oscillator between pin 1, TB300I.

and ground of the junction box.
15. Repeat steps 2 through 7 for receiver #4 (ADF).
16. Connect the HP 204C (or equal) audio oscillator between pin 8, TB3003.

and ground of the junction box.
17. Repeat steps 2 through 7 for receiver #5 (TAC).
18. Connect the HP 204C (or equal) audio oscillator between pin 7. 7B3006,

and ground of the junction box with 6 V RMS signal at I kHz.
19. On the transmitter select panel at the pilot's station, select ICS on the

TRAN SEL switch. And record the level in dB at the pilot's dummy headset.
20. On the pilot's transuitter select panel, select transmitter #11 and record the

outFut at the pilot's dummy headset; then return to ICS.
21. Select receivers 1, 2, 3. 4 and 5, (HF. VHF, UHF, ADF, and TAC) at the

pilot's station and record the dummy headset output in turn.
22. Repeat steps 19 through 21 for co-pilot.

23. Repe:at stups 19 through 21 for tactical coordinator (T-Q).
24. Repeat steps 19 through 21 for bombardier navigator (B-N) excluding re-

ceivers 4 and 5.

C. Private Interphone Crosstalk

I. With equipment set up as described in the preceding paragraph. test the
private interphone crosstalk.

2. Connect the audio oscillator (204C or equal) and the dummy microphone
to the pilot's station with an audio oscillator output of 250 mv @ I kdz.

3. Activate the private communications switches (CPLT, T-C, B-N and EXI)
in turn while recording the level at each of the unselected stations; thai is,
select CPLT and record 3utput at T.C. B-N, and Ext. (Record results on
data sheet 9).

4. Repeat steps 2 through 3 with the dummy microphome installed at the co-

pilot and tactical coordinator.

4.4.2 BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL MEASUPE.MENT

4.4.2.1 Interphone Station Background Noise 1z-el

This test is performed in two phases. The first is the applIcation of each ird-,idvAl load while
any inctease over the backpound i recorded on data sheet 10. The second is the application
of all loads in an attempt to simulate operaiional loadiL- conditions, remIlts to be recorded on
data sheet I0. The data thus obtained will be used ass r eferencte Leve for subsequent tests.

4.4.2.1.1 Measurement Procedure

a. Apply power to aircraft and en-ergize the fort--ding circuitr:

I. Battery
2. A.C., generators #V and #2
3. Interphon4
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1W_ _ _ _ _

( ICommunications Between Monitor Position

CP TC B-N EXT

Pilot-Co-Pilot ____ ____

Pilot-TC ____ _ _ _ _ ____

Pilot-B-N
Pilot-Ext____ _____ ____ _____

Co-Pilot-Pilot____I
Co-Pflot-TC
Co-Pilot-B-N- - _ _ _ ___

Co-Pilot-Ext ____

TC Pilot _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

TC-Co-Pilot
TC-B-N__ __ _ _ _ _

DATA SHEET 9 PRIVATE INTERPHONE CROSSTALK DATA
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b. Read the record noise levels at all stations in the following manner:

I. Record in millivolts levels at all stations with all ICS select positio-;,s up
unkeyed.

2. Monitor pilot's ICS audio and record output level.
3. Monitor co-piot's ICS audio and record output level.
4. Monitor tactical coordinator ICS audio and record output level.
5. Monitor bcmbardier.navigator ICS audio and record output level.
6. Monitor external station ICS audio and record output level.

c. Turn on each load, in turns as listed in table 7; read and record per step b; turn off
and go to the next load.

d. Repeat steps b and c but leave loads on so that at end of test all loads are on.

4.4.2.2. Receiver Background Noise Load

4.4.2.2.1 Measurement Procedure

a. Apply power to aircraf1 and energize the following circuits:

I. Battery
2. A.C., generators I and 2
3. Interphone

b. The receivers shall be monitored from the pilot's or co-pilot's position. Use data
sheet II to record data.

c. Background levels

(1. AN/ARC-94 background levels

(a) Energize the AN/ARC-94 and allow 3 minutes for warmup.
(b) Select 2 MHz and record receiver output.
(c) Select 6 MHz and record receiver output.
(d) Select 10.1 MHz and record receiver output.
(e) Select 20 MHz and record receiver output.
(f) Turn the AN/ARC-94 off.

2. AN/ARC-54 background levels

(a) Energize :he AN/ARC-54 and allow 3 minutes for warmup.
(b) Select 30 MHz and record receiver output.
(c) Select 32 MHz and record receiver output.
(d) Select 48.15 MHz and record receiver output.
(,-) Select 68.1 MHz and record receiver output.
(f) Turn the ANIARC-54 off.

3. AN/ARC.5 lB background levels

(.-) Energize the ANIARC-5 I B and allow 3 minutes for warmup.
(b) Select 225.00 MHz and record receiver output.
'c' Select 240.00 MHz and tecord receiver output.
(d) Select 275.50 MHz and record receiver output.
(e) Select 300.00 MHz and record receiver output.
(f) Turn the ANIARC-5 IA off.
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Receiver Frequency Level Notes

DATA SHEET I I RECEIVERS, BACKGROUND LEVELS
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4. ANiAPX.72 background levels

(a) Energize the AN/APX-72 and allow 3 minutes for warmup.
(b) Record receiver output.
(c) Turn the AN/APX-72 off.

5. ANIARN-52 background levels

(a) Energize the AN/ARN-52 and allow 3 minutes for warmup.
(b) Select .I and record receiver output.
(c) Select CH 61 and record eceiver output.
(d) Select CH 79 and record receiver output.
(e) Select CH 126 and record receiver output,
(f) Turn the AN/ARN-52 off.

6. AN/ARN.59 background levels

(a) Energize the AN/ARN-59 and allow 3 minutei for warmup.
(b) f"alect .190 MHz and record receiver output.
(c) Select .400 Mkz mnd record receiver output.
(d) Select .850 MHz and record receiver output.
(e) Select 1.75 MHz and record receiver output.
(f) Turn the AN/ARN-59 off.

7. E & DECM equipment test il be conducted as provded in separate
classified Addendum A for countenneasurm equipment test.

8. AN/ARR-69 background level

(a) Channel IS~(b) Channel 7
(c) Channel 12
(d) Channel 20

4.4.3 EQUIPMENT TESTS

The test procedures that follow arc detailed methods of setting the equipment controls and of
operating the equipment under test as weil as the test instrumentation. In sone tests, special-
ized test equipment is used to simulate operational conditions.

The results are to be recorded on data sheets 6 and 7. In some cases, special data sheets have
been arranged to accommodate the data. Reference is made to palagraph 4.4.2.2.1 for tuned
frequencies of tunable receivers. The interference equipment is tabulated in table 7; data sheet
6 gives a complete list.

4.4.3.1 Air Data Computer - ADC

The ADC is susceptibie when in ,iormal operaton.

a. Set up VPT-IOF-1 1072S (ADC T/S) as follows:

I. Attach ADC T/S to pitot and static ports of the ADC using the ccienctors.
2. Tape the static and total pressure ports zf airplane.
"3. Connect corresponding tubes to the pitot and static ports on the back of the

ADC T/S.
4. All knobs on TIS - OFF
5. Toggle switch - start (30 sec)
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6. Altitude dial - proper weight (1.0 K feet)
7. Monitor - altitude meter (1.0 K feet)
8. Rate control - open
9. Airspeed dial - desired airspeed (250 kts)

10. Press - static leak test switch
11. Press - pitot leak test switch

b. Monitor the following for deviations while operating earh offending equipment as
listed in table 7. Record results on data sheets 6 and 7.

1. True airspeed indicator (TAI) - constant airpeed
2. AAU-19/A altimeter - constant altitude
3. Indicated airspeed (iUD) - c a.i-nt airspeed

NOTE: HUD Control Panel - "Scales'"

4. Advisory panel - No ADC FAIL

c. BITE Test

i. Press BITE switch on ADC box
2. Monitor

(a) Three test lights on ADC box
(i) Should light from bottom, up.
(2) Should not take more thma 30 sec.

(b) HUD
(I) 400 kts
(2) 4500 feet

(c) TAt
(I) 400 kts
(2) 100 kts (when no bite is run and airplane on ground)

4.4.3.2 Two-Inch Standby Attitude Indicating System

The remote attituic indicating system displays airplane pitch and roll with respect to gravity
vertical. This system is susc-,ptible. Monitor the two-inch standby indicator for deviation while
interference equipments of table 7 are operated.

4.4-3.3 Angie of Attack System

The angle of attack system is a susceptible and an interference equipment. Operate as a sus-
ceptible equipment as follows.

a. Close A of A circuit breakers.
b. Adjust A of A vane for reading of I5 units on A of A indicator.
c. Monitor A of A indicator and angle of attack bracket on HUD display for abnor-

mal movement as the interference equipments of table 7 are operated.

Operate the angle of attack system as an interference equipment as follows:

a. Landing pear handle in WHLS DOWN.
b. Approach indexer dimming knob out of "OFF" position.
C. Adjust A of A vane to cause lights to come on.
d. Operate rudder pedal shaker.
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4.4.3.4 ANIARA-SO/ARR-69 ADF/AUX Receiver

Operate the AN/ARA-50 as a susceptible equipment as follows:

a. Close the following circuit breakers:

AUDIO AUX RCVR
UHF ADF
UHF PTT RELAY

b. Place the selector switch on the audio panel in the AUX REC position.
c. Set the AUX REC switch on the ARR-69 control parel to the ADF position.
d. Place the SIGNAL GENERATOR (HP 608D or TS-498/URR) with the vertical

blade antenna about 5 feet directly forward of the aircraft.
e. Set the HEADING MODE switch to the MAN HDG position.
f. Turn the SIGNAL GENERATOR to ON and aflow to warm up for 2 minutes. Set

the SIGNAL GENERATOR and AUX CHAN of the ARR-69 to the suscepuible
frequencies listed in paragraph 4.4.2.2.1.c8.

g. The bearing No. 2 pointer on the ho.,izontal situation indicator (PSI) should point
to the top lubber line within 15 degrees.

h. Decrease attenuation of the SIGNAL GENERATOR until the ADF just locks on I
the signal. /

i. Place the HEADING MODE switch to TACAN and MAN HDG and in each posi-
tion monitor the Bearing No. 2 pointer on the HSI for abnormal movement as the 1
interfeience equipments of table 7 are operated. Monitor the pointer at each of
the frequencies.

Operating procedure for AN/ARC-5 I B ADF operation is the same. as procedure
( for ARR-69 with th exceptions:

1. AUX REC switch on ARR-69 control panel to CMD position.
2. Set ARC-51B control to MAN and select the frequencies (paragraph

4.4.2.2. .03) on the ARC-5 1B and SIGNAL GENERATOR.
3. Proceed as in steps 8 and 9 of ARR-69 procedure.

4.4.3.5 AN/ASW-25A Data Link

Interference Operation

a. Set the AN/ASW-25A as follows:
i. TEST/NORM,'A-J switch NORM
2. ON/OFF AUX ON switch ON

b. Monitor the susceptible equipment as the switches ate thrown.

Susceptible Operation

a. Adjust the SM-5 I ;/ASW test set controls as follows:

1. ACFT ADDRESS 17777
2. DATA SOURCE MAN

3. MSG MIX EVEN
4. MSG SPACING 32 MSEC
5. XMTR POWER HIGH
6. XMTR FREQ 310.0 MHz
7. HIGH PWR CAl. Fully CW
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8. RF ATTEN 0 dB
9. RECORD LEVEL 5

10. SCOPE SYNCR. CONTINUOUS
11. DATA DC OFF SET 0
12. R/F DATA MONITOR-RANGE HIGH
13. MONITOR FUNCTION VCC
14. ODD MESSAGE BITS 0
15. PARITY AUTO
16. DISCRETE WORD 0
17. ODD LABEL switches 28 tiru 32 0
18. ODD DATA BIT switches 33 thin 69 0
19. EVEN LABEL switches 28, 29 and 32 0

30 and 31 1
20. EVEN DATA BIT switches 34,43.51,60.68 1

AI! other switches 0
21. POWER swith ON

b. Perform the following Pircraft operations:
1. Place the flaps in the dowri postion.
2. thim the UHT to 3.0 -±0.10 degrees, trailing edge up.
3. Open C03189 (EMER 0B PITCH TRIM ACT) tn prevent the UHT from

drifting off reference.
4. Trim the ailerons to 0 ±0.10 degrees.
5. Place a jumper between pins 12 and 20 of test connector on front of the

AFCS roll computer to prevent drift.

c. Set the SM-511 ASW test set controls as follows:

1. DATA SOURCE DIAL
2. MSG MIX EVEN
3. MSG SPACING 32 MSEC
4. VCC/BOTHIVGSE BOTH

5. LCC/BOTHILGSE BOTH
6. PARITY AUTO

7. EVEN DATA BITS I
Number 68

d. Set the AsNASW-25 as follows:

1. Close Data Link circuit breakers
2. TESTTNORMIAJ switch NORM

3. ONWOFF AUX ON switch ON
4. Frequency control switch 310.0 MHz

5. Converterlrectiver (RH MID EQUIP) 17777

e. Depress LDG MASTER function switch.
f. Set the AFCS switches vi. follows:

STAB ATTD NAV PATH

g. Set the VCC/B0THiVGSE and LCC/BOTH/LGSE dials to the followng posiuons
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and note that the UHT, ailerons, and ADI needles respond as follows:
I. VCC/VGSE +1.0 UP

UHT 5.00 ±48' leading
edge down

ADI vertical needle UP

2. LCC/LGSE +1.00 roll right
Left aileron 1.00 30' ±27'

trailing edge down
ADI hoiizontal needle Right

h. Monitor the UHT, left aileron, ADI horizontal needle, and ADI vertical needle for
abnormal deviations as the interference equipments of table 7 are operated. Note
if TILT light on the in'sttrument panel illuminates.

i. Return AFCS switchies to off position. Diseonnect jumper.

4.4.3.6 Doppler Radar System ANI.APN-190(V)

(4p-ratc the AN/APN.190(V) as a susceptible and an interference equipment as follows:

a. Landing gear up and locked switch - MODE
b. "STBY" MODE

1. Doppler selector switch - STBY
2. Doppler memory light - ON
3. Monitor - Doppler memory light

c. "TEST" MODE
1. Doppler selector switch - TESTC 2. Doppler memory light - ON for 30 sec and then OFF
3. Drift angle indicator - 0° (±2W)
4. Doppler indicator - Ground speed (534.5)
5. Monitor - Doppler memory light

- Drift angle indication
- Doppler indicator

d. "ON" MODE
1. Doppler selector switch - ON
2. Doppler memory light - ON
3. Monitor - Doppler memory light

4.4.3.7 Heading Mode Switch

Operation as a susceptible equipment as follows:

TACAN mode
Monitor the distance indicator and bearing pointer No. I on the HSI during the
TACAN test of paragraph 4.4.3.10.

MAN HDG mode
Monitor bearing pointer No. 2 on the IISI as the ADF is tested in paragraph 4.4.3.5.

AUTO NAV mode
Monitor the HSI and ADI as the NWDC is subjected to the interference equipments.

4.4.3.8 Radar Beacon AN/APN-154(V)
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The radar beacon (AN/APN-I54(V)) will be tested for both interference and susceptibility in
each of the following modes.

a. AN/APN-154(V)
1. PWR-STBY-OFF switch - STBY
2. Mode switch - SINGLE

b. Field tester
I. ON-OFF switch - ON
2. Warmup time - 15 minutes

c. ANIAPN-154(V)
I. Power switch - PWR

d. AN/APN 230 radar TIS

NOTE: The test operation requires that the transmitter frequency and code of the
test set will be set to receiver frequency and code of the AN/APN-154(V) under
test. Reference equipment tag for AN/APN-l154 frequency.

I. Pressure equalizer value - Two complete turns counterclockwise

2. Remove coaxial cable WI and antenna from storage compartment

3. Connect coaxial cable WI to antenna and J I on field tester
4. Position antenna 50 feet ±2 feet from airplane (Directed toward beacon an-

tenna at an angel of 450 to airplane)
5. Connect 115 AC 400 Hz power
6. Tester CAL-OPR-RADAR monitor switch - CAlI
7. PWR set control - Max CW position
8. Reel voltage cont-ol - MAX on PWR IND while slowly rotating PWR set

control in CCW direction to maintain an on-the-scale reading of PWR IND
meter

9. RF peaking control - MAX on PWR IND while slowly rotating PWR set
control to maintain on-the-scale reading

10. PWR set control - Until PWR IND needle is on PWR set mark
!I. Adjust frequency meter control until PWR IND meter indicates a maximum

meter "dip" deflection and read field tester transmitting frequency directly
from frequency meter. REC (8,500 to 9,600 MHz) XMIT (8,800 to
9,500 MHz)

12. Adjust klystron FREQ INCR control to bring the field tester transmitter
operating freqtuency to the receiving frequency of the beacon under test

13. CAL-OPR-RADAR monitor switch - OPR
14. Mode switch - single pulse position
15. Detune field tester frequency
16. RF peaking control - max on PWR IND
17. PWR IND - green portion
18. Frequency meter control - max PWR IND (Meter "DIP")

e . Repeat d (16) and (17) with mode switch and tester mode switch in DOUBLE 1,
2, 3, 4. & 5 positions

L. Turn on interference sources J,f table 7 after each mode is selected
g. MONITOR

1. Meter on APN 230 RADAR T/S
2. Pin D on P277 with scope (REC VIDEO)
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4A.3.9 ANIARN-52 TACAN

The ARN-52 TACAN is a susceptible and an interference equipment. Use the URM-101 test
set to simulate slant range and bearing signals to the ARN-52. Operate the TACAN as a suscep-
tible equipment as follows:

a. Close ARN-52 circuit breakers
b. Heading mode switch to TACAN
c. TACAN mode switch to T/R. Allow 2 minutes for warmup

NOTE: THE BLOWER MC TOR SHOULD BE RUNNING AT THIS TIME. IF
NOT, TURN TACAN MODE TO OFF AIID DISCONTINUE TEST UNTIL THE
BLOWER TROUBLE HAS BEEN CORRECTED. THE TACAN MUST NOT BE
OPERATED FOR MORE IHAN 5 MINUTES WITHOUT THE BLOWER
OPERATING.

d. Locate test set 10 to 30 feet to right or left of lower TACAN antenna. Attach
antenna

NOTE: DO NOT PLACE OPERATING TEST SET CLOSER THAN 10 FEET TO
THE TACAN ANTENNA.

e. Power switch on test set to ON. Adjust RF power level to 30 microamperes
f. Channel selector to frequencies listed in paragraph 4.4.2.2.1c(5)
g. Test set range to 10.a miles. The distnce counter on the HSI is locked on

100 ±1.5 miles. The bearing pointer No. I on the HSI reads 1400 ±2.50
h. Pull out TACAN switch-volume control
i. Depress identity switch to KEY position on test set; a 1350 Hz signal can be

( heard

j. increase attenuation on URM-101 for minimum signal that bearing and slant range
lock-on can be retained f

k. Monitor the HSI digital distance readout, bearing pointer No. I and course
pointer for deviation or malfunction. Monitor audio with headset and audio out-
put meter for interference or malfunction while all interference equipments of
table 7 are operated

Operat2 the TACAN as an interference equipment as follows:

a. Follow above procedure and transmit at these frequencies: 1025 MHz, 1030 MHz,
1040 MHz, and 1075 MHz

4.4.3.10 AN/APX-72 IFF

Ope.ie the AN/APX.72 IFF transponder in modes 1, 2, 3/A, and C to chzck for s!sceptibil.
ity. Use the 1809/APM.123(V) radar test set to trigger the IFF.

Monitor the ACCEPT and REJECT lights on the radar test set.

Operate the ANIAPX-72 as a susceptible and an interference equipment.

a. Preliminary

AN/APX-72

1. MASTER OFF
2. MODES 1,2, 3/A, & C OUT

3. AUDIO OUT
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HOLD A-B-ZERO A
5. R.AD TEST - MONITOR OUT

I809/APM.I23(V)
I. FUNCTION SYSTEM
2. CODE 0000
3. LOCK
4. ISLS OFF

5. PWR ON

b. Mode I
AN/APX-70

I. MASTER NORM

2. MODE 1
3. CODE 73

1809/AP•1- 123(V)
I. FUNCTION SYSTEM

2. CODE 7300
3. LOCK
4. ISLS OFF
5. PWR ON
6. MODE I

c. Mode 2
AN/APX-70
I. MASTER NORM

"2. MODE 2
3. CODE 0000

I 809/APM. I 23(V)
I. FUNCTION SYSTEM

2. CODE 0000
3. LOCK
4. ISIS OFF

5. PWR ON

). MODE 2

d. Mode 3'A
\NiAPX-70
I. MASTER NORM
2. MODE 3/A
3. CODE 7777

1809APM -123(V)
I. FUNCTION SYSTEM

2. CODE 7777
3. LOCK
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4. ISIS OFF
5. PWR ON
6. MODE 3/A

e. Mode C
AN/APX-70
I. MASTER NORM
2. MODE C
3. CODE 0000

1809/APM-123(V)
1. FUNCTION SYSTEM
2. CODE 0000
3. LOCK

4. ISIS OFF
5. PWR ON
6. MODE C

AIR DATA COMPUTER (INTERFERENCE ONLY)
1. SWITCH ADC SELF TEST
2. WAIT 10 SECONDS AND REPEAT
3. MONITOR SUSCEPTIBLE EQUIPMENT

4.4.3.11 AN/ARR-69 UHF Auxiliary Receiver

Operate the ARR-69 as a susceptible equipment as follows:
NOTE: SELECTOR SWITCH ON AUDIO PANEL MUST BE TO NORM.

a. Close the circuit breakers for the ARR-69.
b. Set the function switch on the ARR-69 control panel under AUX REC to CMD.

Adjust the VOL and SENS controls to mid-ranoe and allow 2 minutes for warmup.
c. Set the AUX CHAN selector to the following frequencies:

Channels 1, 7, 12. and 20.
d. Monitor the headset and audio power meter at each channel as the interference

equipments of table 7 are operated.

4.4.3.12 AN/ARC-51B UHF Radio and Touch Tune System

The AN/ARC-5IB is a susceptible and an interference equipment. Operate the AN/ARC-15B
and touch tune system as -i susceptible equipment as follows:

a. Push in the AN/ARC-5 IB, AN/AIC-14, and touch tune circuit brcakers.
b. Place the function select switch on the C-8191/ARC touLh tune control panel in

the TR + G position.
c. Place the mode switch in the FREQ position.
d. Place the C-6567/AIC-14 intercommunicatior. set control in the UHF position.
e. Select frequencies listed in table 10.

Listen in headset for noise while all of the interference equipments of table 7 and I I are
operated.

Monitor the ID-1660/ARC frequency indicator 3n the upper RH instrument panel for fre-
quency change.
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II

Line nlruipment Freq (MHz) SuceptibleI

b nt Equipment ( ) tatioh

(CH)
I ANIARN-62 (6) 967.00 ANIARC-5 IB 370.00 LO vs -3

2 (16)977.00 360.00 LO vs +3
3 AN/ARC-S4 None
4 ANIARC-94 None
5 AN/APM!-154 None
6 AN/ArN-141 None
7 (1)962.00 AN!APX-72 LO ,vs RF

S8 ANIARN-59 None

9 AN/ASN-91 None
,0 ANIARN-59 AN/ARC-S1B 1 None

I'
! I179 AN/APX-72 1030 ANIASW-25 310.00

180 AN!APN-141 4400 ANIASW-25 310,00

181 AN/APN- 154 AN/ASW-25 310.00

182 AN/ARN-52 1017 AN/ASW-25 310.00

183 ANIARN-59 1.55 ANIASW-25 3100

Notes: nil = armonics of the computer clock rate o!
750 kHz, uere n = 1, 2. 3 .- II.I I

nH -harnics of 20 kMl shiftin pulse, where
, ~n = 1. 2, j... 11.i I I I

nH Harmonics of the 620 kHz Doppler Modulation
Feuency,where n 1, 2. 3.-. 11.I I

nH Harmonics of the 1.01 MHz Doppler Modulation
Frequency. where n = 1. 2.3 ... 11.

_ _ I

Table 10 - Receiver Interaction Frequencies
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Line Transmitter Freq (MHz) Receiver Freq (MHz) Interaction

I AN/ARC-518 213.00 AN/ARC-54 34.00 LD vs Image
2 228.00 30.00 2LO vs +2
3 229.95 30.00 L2 vs RF
4 230.00 40.00 2LO vs RF
5 235.95 64.00 Iimage vs +3
6 236.05 78.15 ]3LD vs -3
7 237.35 30.00 31.0 vs +3
8 237.90 66.00 Image. vs -3 [

245 !1030 AN/APX-72 - R sR
246 AN/ARN-59 [None
247 AN/ASN-9i None

248 AN/ARN-52 AN/ASW-25 310.00 [None

Source Definitions: RF = Intentional output of source
2, 3. 4. SRF = 1st five harmonics of intentional

output.

LO, 2, 3LO Lcal oscillator input to final
mixer and harmonics.

HF, 2. 3HF = Modulated, etc., input to final
. mixer and harmonics.

Image, 2. 3 Image = Unintentional products of
final mixer and harmonics.

Victim Definitions: RF = Intentional received input
I I
Image. -2. -3, +2, +3 Spurious =

Unintentional received
input with harmonics
of lower and upper
injectior.

IF = First intermediate frequency.
I

3H = 3 harmonic of the computer
(ANIASN-78) clock -ate.
I I

When a range of frequencies is given, as in the ANIARN-59, the
tuning unit of that particular set should be scanned between the ranges
listed. 1 1. 1

Table 11 Transmitter-Receiver Interaction Frequencies
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Operate the AN/ARC-5 18 and touch tune system as an interference equipment by executing
steps I through 5 above and

f. Operate each of the three rocker switches on the touch tune control panel and
monitor the susceptible items.

g. Select channel frequency.
h. Operate mike switch and speak into mike. Monitor the susceptible equipment.

4.4.3.13 AN/ASN.99 Projected Map Display System

Operation as an interference equipment:

a. Mode select switch to MAN
b. Slew map right: st,.p. then slew left using manual slew control.
c. Switch mode select switch to all modes.
d. Engage hold mode and slew map with bulipup controller.

Ob;i-!,e the susceptible equipments for malfunction as steps b, c, and d are performed.

Operation as a susceptible equipment:

a. Mode select switch to N UP.
Monitor the azimuth ring for deviation from true North. Monitor the center ref-
erence symbol for abnormal movement.

b. Mode select switch to NORM.
Monitor ground track alignment with top center lubber line for abnormal movement while

operating offending equipments of table 7.

4.4.3.1-4 AN/ASN-9 1(V) Navigation,'Weapon Delivery Computer

4.4.3.14.1 Program Tape Loading

The NWDC will be loaded with the mcst current operational flight program (OFP). This will
be accomplished usingthe control and display unit (CADU).

4.4.3.14.2 Susceptible Operation

After the OFP has been successfully loaded, the NWDC will sequence the IMS through a com-
plete pretake.off erection and alignment as described in paragraph 4.4.3.15.4 steps a through g.

a. Present position switch LAT-LONG
b. Mode selector PRES-POS
c. Air data computer ON
d. IMS INERTIAL
e. Insert 175 knots of tailwind
f. Doppler radar ON
g. HUD ON
h. Master function switch NAV
i. Actuate weight off gear switch
j. Operate the inturference equipments of tables 7 and II and monitor the computer

caution ligh! and the computer fail flag on the NWDC.

4.4.3.14.3 lnter,erencc Operation

Turn the NDWIXC on and monitor ho susceptible equipments.

4.4.3.15 AN/ASA,90 Inertial Measurement Set
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4.4.3.15.1 General

The inertial measurement set (IMS) is considered to be a susceptible equipment.

CAUTION: THE IMS IS DESIGNATED TO OPERATE WkTII CONDITIONED
AIR SUPPLIED AT ALL TIMES TO THE INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT
(IMU) OPERATION WITHOUT CONDITIONED AIR IN AMIBIENTS BELOW
1000 F IS PERMISSIBLE AND L'MITED OPERATION IN AMBIENTS ABOVE
1000 F IS POISSIDLE. FIIIE IMU AMBIENT IS ABOVE 1000 F,THE FOLLOW-
INC T %P E JF TIME OF PERMISSIBLE OPERATION SHALL L,- FOLLOWED
OR CONDI '.•--.D Aini MUST BE SUPPLIED TO THE IMU.

AMBIENT TEMPELRATURE MAX OPERATING TIME

1100 F 2 hours
1200 F 1 hour
13001- 0.5 hour

Above 1300 F No o-:eration allowed

4.4.3.15.2 Operation as a Susceptible Equipment

Operate the IMS in th-. compute: modes (GND ALIGN, NORM. INERTIAL), and in the
backup modes (MAG SL GRID) to check for susceptibility.

4.4.3.15.3 Back1 p Modes

a. Mode control to MAG SL
b. MAG VAR/LATITUDE to EN

c Opreinrernesucsotbld*. Monitor the following and record results:

IISI. ADI. HUB

4.4.3.15.4 Computer Modes

The -ollowing steps s Sould be taken to check the IMS in the computer modes:

a. IMS mode control - RGND ALIGN
b. MAGOVAR to desired magnetic variMtiB n GND ALIGN light is illuminated

NOTE: INSURE BOTH COOLNEG FANS ARE OPERATING.

C. NAV/WD computer "ON"
d. Enter pre0ent position

e. After 2 minutes, IMS.FAIL light "OFF"
f. V$ ual Fail Int'cator on Adapter/PFS. is not tripped
g. 4 . r approximately 9.5 minutes - GND ALIGH light "OUT"
h. Operate interferhice equipments of table 7 and note that GNU ALIGN light gocs

out in 9.5 minutes
a. Mode control to "NORMAL" - Monitor NWDC panel

j. Operate interference eqdipment of table 7 and record datd
k. Mode control tc "INERTIAL" - Monitor NWDC panel

1. Operate interference sources of table 7 a!d record data
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CAUTION: WAIT TWO M;NUTES BEFORE SWITCHING FROM OFF TO GNL)
ALIGN (OR ANY OTHER MODE) AFTER JUST PREVIOUSLY HAVING IMS
IN GND ALIGN (SEQUENCE IS: OFF.GND ALIGN-OFF-WAIT 2 MINUTES-
GND ALIGN.OFF-WAIT - - - ETC.) THIS SEQUENCE IS IMPORTANT
SINCE FAILURE TO WAIT MAY DAMAGE 1 OE IMS.

4.4.3.16 AN/AVQ.7(V) Head Up Display

The AN/AVQ.7(V) head up display (HUD) is considered to be a susceptible a2, an interfer-
ence equipment. The HUD presentation is in accordance with the se-ting of the master func-
tion switch (MFS). The MFS is a group of pushbuttons located on the instrument panel that
places the aircraft in a desired navigational, attack, or landing mode by interfacing the proper
equipments necessary to perform the desired operation. All of the seventeen HUD symbols
'I, qn in Figure 10 are displayed by placing the navigation/weapon-delivery system in the
attack mode navigation/terrain following mode, and landing mode. Monitor each symbol dis-
played for jitter or sudden abnormal movement, since this is considered a malfunction of the
HUD or of the equipment controlling the movement of the symbol. The symbols are moni-
tored while the interference equipments of table 7 are turned on. Perform the following steps
to display the various symbols and operate the HUD as a susceptible equipment.

CAUTION: THE lUD SHALL NOT BE OPEATED WHEN THE HUD HCT
LIGHT ON THE CAUTION PANEL IS ILLUMINATED. IF THE HUD HOT
LIGHT ILLUMINATES. THE IIUD SHALL BE TURNED OFF. CONDITIONED
AIR SHALL BE SUPPLIED AT 32 0F AT A FLOW RATE OF 0.7 POUND/
M.•INUTE TO TIlE ELECTRONIC UNIT.

THE HUD SYSTEM SHALL BE OFF DURING SWITCHING OF EXTERNAL
POWER.

THE HUD BRIGHTNESS CONTROL SHALL NOT BE POSITIONED TO FULL
BRIGHTNESS FOR LONGER THAN IS REQUIRED TO CHECK THE BRIGHT-
NESS POSITION.

a. Engage the circuit breakers.
b. Apply power to the HUD by turning the HUD O,:F/BRT control one-half of a

revolution. Position the SCALES!OFF switch to the SCALES position.
c. Select the aircraft NAV mode by deselecting all of the master mode pushbuttons

(NORM ATTACK, OFFSET, RADAR BOMB. NA•, BOMB. TF, LDG). A push-
button is deselerted if ..ie button is not illuminzted. Mon.tor the symbols dis-
played in Figure 12.

d. Select the terrain following mode by pushing the TF pushbutton. Monitor the
symnbols displayed in Figure 12.

e. Se!ect the landing mode by pushing the LDG pushbutton. Monitor the symbols
displayed in Figure 12.

f. Select RADAR BOMB. NORM ATTACK. and NAV BOMB modes separately and
monitor the symbols displayed in Figure i2 in each of three modes.

Opeate :he HUD as an interference equipment by performing thc following steps.

a. Turn power to HUD off and on using the HUD brightness control. Leave
power ,.N.

b. Switch panel lights on and off.
c. Standby reticle on and off. and rotate.
d. Scale, on. and off.
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e. Self-test on and off.
f. Rotate filter control.
g. Rotate standby reticle depression control.

4.4.3.17 Forward Looking Radar (FLR) (AN/APQ-126)

The FLR will be tested in the following modes for susceptibility and interference.
Transmitter/receiver interaction frequencies will be contained in classified Addendum E.

a. GENERAL.

1. NORM-OFF-LOAD Sw -- NORM --"'sition
2. Close the circuit breakers.
3. Install eccosorb over FLR antenna.
4. Energi/e interference equipment of table 7 while monitoring modes listed

below.

b. MODE TESTS

I. Beacon mode (BCN)

(a) Radar mode switch - BCN
(b) Master function switch -- MAN HDG
(c) Monitor radar indicator

(1) Indicator display - -+450
- Depressed center PPI
- Uniform size

Centered on tube
Intensity uniform

(2) Fail light - Off

(d) Range change switch 80. 40. 20. 10. 5 miles

2. Terrain avoidance (TA)

(a) Radar mode switch - TA
(b) Master function switch MAG IIDG
(c) Monitor radar indicator

(I) Indicator display ±45°
Depressed center PPI
Uniform size
Centered on tube
Intensity uniform

(2) Fail light Off

(d) Rangelreject switch 5 and 10 miles

Grt:u.!d mapping pencil beam (GMP)

(a) Ra.dar niode switch GMP
(b) Master func:.;n switch MAN IIDG;
Ic) Mlonitor radar indicator

1) Indicator display z 45
Depressed center PPI
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SW -

-Uniform size
- Centered on tube

'ntenr:.1y uniform
(2) Fail light - Off

(d) Range change switch - 80. 40, 20, 10, 5 miles

4. Ground mapping shaped beam (GMS)

(a) Radar mode switch - GMS
Ab) Master function switch -- MAN HDG
(c) Monitor radar indicator

(I) Indicator display +450
- Depressed center PPI

Uniform size

- Centered on tube
Intensity uniform

(2) Fail light - OFF

(d) Range change switch - 80, 40, 20. 10. 5 miles

S. Air-to-ground ranging (AGR)

(a) Radar mode switch - AGR
(b) Master function switch - MAN HDG
(c) Tilt control - "0"
(d) Monitor radar indicator

(1) Indicator display - Single vertical trace
- Centered on tube
-- Raný,e strobe will conzinually search

(2) Fail light - OFF

6. Terrain following (TF)

(a) HUD - ON (2 min warmup)
(b) Radar mode switch -- GMS
(c) Master function switch - TF
(d) Norm-off-load switch - NORM
(e) TER CIR - 200 feet
(f) Monitor radar indicator

(1) Indicator display E type
Tent pulse above right end

(2) Fail light OFF

(g) Monitor ADI hori?.!nta! needle
- Steady value (CLIMB)

No warning flag
(h) Monitor IIUD TF symbology

Climb command indicated
No warning signals displayed
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7. Cross scan ground map pencil - (C3 GMP)

(a) Radar mode switch - GMP
(b) Master function swnitch - TF
(c) Monitor radar indicator

(1) Indicator display - ±20W
- Depretsed center PR
- Unifonr, size
- Centerel on tube
- Intensity uniform

(2) Fail light - OFF

(d) Range change switch - 5 and 10 miles
(e) Monitor ADI horizontal needle

- Steady value (CLIMB)
- No warning flag

(f) Monitor HUD TF symbology
- Climb command indica'ed
- No warning signals disp'ayed

8. Cross scan terrain avoidance (CSTA)

(a) Radar mode switch - TA
(b) Master function switch - TF
(c) Monitor radar indicator

(1) Indicator display - -20*
- Depressed center PPI
- Uniform size
- Centered on tuae

- Intensity unifo;rm
(2) Fail light - OFF

(d) Range change switch - 5 and 10 miles
(e) Monitor ADI horizontal needle

- Steady value (CLIMB)

- No warning flag
(f) Monitor UUD TF symbology

- Climb command indicated

- No warning signals displayed

4.4.3.18 ASCU

The ASCU is a susceptible and an interference equipment. Energize nterference equipments
of table 7 while monitoring modes listed below for abnormal response.

a. BITE OPERATION

I. ASCU weapon type switches - WAK
2. Landing gear handle - Down
3. FLR -STBY
4. Shrike switch - ADI
5. MASTER ARM SVWJCH - ON
f. ARM safety disable switch - Momentaril" activate
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7. BIT switch - Actuate and hold
8. Monitor lights ("GO" or "NO GO")

(a) Both "GO" and "NO GO" lights come on.
(b) After 14 sec one light goes out.
(c) ASCU passes if "GO" stays on.

NOTE: BITE test should not be conducted with MER or TER installed or safety
pin inserted.

b. MANUAL BOMB
b . Select following

(a) Land/carrier LAND
(b) Weight on gear Weight off gear
(c) Doppler Unreliable
(d) ADC Reliable
(e) Landing gear handle Up
(f) Gear up and locked switch Up and locked
(g) Heading mode AUTO NAV
(h) Computer power PWR
(i) HUD brightness (ANY)
(j) IMS control MAG SLAVE
(k) Fuzes ON

2. ASCU weapon type switches XFK
3. Radar altitude - 2900 feet(4. True airspeed - 300 knots
5. IMS - ZERO TILT
6. Settings on armament release Panel

(a) Singles
(b) Quantity - 0 1
(c) Interval - 100(ANY)

7. Settings on aimament select panel

(a) Select stations - 1. 2, 3, 6, 7. and 8
(b) Fuze - NOSE and TAIL
(c) Master arm - ARM

8. Armament release button -- Press
9. One station ready light goes out for each press

c. MANUAL RIPPLE

I. Select following

(a) Weight on gear Weight off gear
tb) Doppler Unreliable
(c) ADC Reliable
(d) Landing gear handle Up
(e) Master function switch NAV
(f) Heading mode AUTO NAV
(g) Computer power PWR
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(h) HUD brightness (ANY)
(i) IMS control MAG SLAVE
(j) Gear up and locked switch Up and locked
(k) Fuzes ON

2. ASC weapon type switches - XF K
3. Radar altitude - 2000 feet
4. True airspeed - 300 knots
5. IMS - ZERO TILT
6. Settings on armament release panel

(a) PAIRS
(b) QUANTITY - 12
(cW INTERVAL 100

7. Settings on armament select panel

(a) Select stations- 1,2.3.6,7,and8.
(b) Fuze - NOSE and TAIL
(c) Master Arm - ARM

8. Armament release button - Press
9. Station ready lights - OUT

d. NORMAL BOMB

1. Select following

(a) Land carrier Land
(b) Weight on gear Weight off gear
(c) Doppler Unreliable
(d) ADC Reliable
(e) Landing gear handle Up
(f) Heading mode AUTO NAV
(g) Computer power PWR
(h) HUD brightnes, (ANY)
(i) IMS control MAG SLAVE
(j) Gear up and locked Up and Locked
(k) Fuzes On

2. ASCU weapon type switches XFK
3. Radar altitude - 2 K feet
4. True airspeed - 300 knots
5. IMS - ZERO TILT

6. Master function switch - NORMAL ATTACK
7. Settings on armament release panel

(a) PAIRS
(b) QUANTITY (6)
(c) INTERVAL(100)

8. Settings on armament select panel

(a) Seectc stations - 1. 2, 3.6, 7. and 8
(b) Fuze -- NOSE and TAIL
(c) Master arm -- ARM
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9. Slew aiming reticle, using Bulipup controller, down bomb fall line until it
intersects the 50 pitch line.

10. Designate button (on PSG) - Press
11. Armament release button - Press and hold until solution cue passes below

FPM.
12. First release occurs when the solution cue overlaps FPM.

e. NORMAL OFFSET

I. Select following

(a) Weight on gear Weight off gear
(b) Doppler Unreliable
(c) ADC Reliable
(d) Landing gear hwidle Up
(c) Heading mode AUTO NAV
(f) Computer power PWR
(g) HUD brightness (ANY)
(h) IMS control MAG SLAVE
(i) Gear ,! 3nd locked Up and lockcd
(j) Fuzes ON

2. ASCU weapon type switches - XFK
3. Radar altitude - 2 K feei
4. True airspeed - 300 knots
5. IMS - ZERO TILT
6. Master function switch - NORMAL ATTACK AND OFFSET

( 7. Settings on armament release panel

(a) PAIRS
(b) QUANTiTY (6)
(c) INTERVAL (100)

8. Settings on armament select panel

(a) Select stations - 1,2. 3, 6, 5, and 8
(b) Fuze - NOSE and TAIL
(c) MLster arm - ARM

9. Slew aiming reticle, using Builpup controller, down bomb fall line until it
intersects the 50 pitch line.

10. Designate batton (on PSG) - Press
II. Armament release button - Press and hold until solution cue passes below

FPM.
12. First release occurs when the solution cue overlaps FPM.

f. NAV BOMB

I. Se!ect following

(a) Weight on gear Weig&it off gear
(b) Doppler Unreliable
(c) ADC Reliable
(d) Landing gear handle Up
(e) Heading mode AUTO NAV
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(f) Computer power PWR
(g) HUD brightness (ANY)
(h) IMS control MAG SLAVE
(i) Gear up and locked Up and locked
(j) Fuzes ON

2. ASCU weapon type switches - XFK
3. Radar altitude - 2 K feet
4. True airspeed - 300 knots
5. IMS - ZERO TILT
6. Master function switch - NAV BOMB
7. Settmp on arn-ament release panel

(a) PAIRS
(b) QUANTITY (3)
(c) INTERVAL(100)

3. Settings on armament select panel

(a) Sdectst-.tions-l,2,3,6,7.and8
(b) Fuze - NOSE and TAIL
(c) Master arm - ARM

9. Select destination via N panel
10. HUD

(a) Range 30 nmi: No A/R, BFL indicates required steering

(b) RWnge 30 uni: AIR appears over target but cannot be driven

(c) R,.ige 10 nmi: A/R can be driven

II. FLR

(a) Raage > 10 nmi: Radar cannot be driven(b) Range < 10 nmi: Radar works as in normal attack

12. Slew aiming reticle, where range f10 nmi, down bomb fall line until it inter-
sects the 50 pitch line.

13. Armament release buiton - Press and hold until solution cue passes below
FPM.

14. First release occurs when the solution cue overlaps FPM.

g. RADAR BOMB

I. Repeat steps (1 -5) of normal bomb
2. Master function switch - Radar bomb
3. Repeat steps (7 -8) of normal bomb
4. Slew, using Bullpup controller, until radar cursors overlay the target.
S. Designate button (on PSG) - Press
6. AIR appears over target
7. Armament release button - Press and hold until solution cue passes below

FPM
8. First release occuts when the solution cue overlaps FPM.

h. RADAR OFFSET BOMB

1. Repeat stcps (I-5) of normal bomb
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# 2. Master function switch - RADAR BOMB and OFFSET
3. Repeat steps (7-8) of normal bomb
4. Slew, using Bullpup controller, until radar cursors overlay the I.P.
S. Designate button (on PSG) - Press
6. The aiming reticle moves to target
7. Radar cursors jemain on I.P.
8. At ravge < 60,000 feet FLR goes to AGR
9. Displays same as normal bomb

10. Armament release button - Press and hold until solution cue passes below
FPM.

! 1. First release occurs when the solution cue overlaps FPM.

4.4.3.19 Radar Aitimeter AN/APN-141(V)

The radar altimeter is a suscaptible and an interference cquipment. Proceed with the operation
as follows:

a. Control knob - Clo:kwise (set on)
b. Allow 3 minutes to warmup
c. Set altitude limit index marker - so that "OFF" flag is out of sight.
d. Monitor off flag and needle for abnormal response while operating interference

equipment of tables 7 and 11.

4.4.3.20 Shrike Weapon Circuitry

WARNING: ALL ARMAMENT AND SUPPLEMENTARY RACKS MUST BE REMOVED
FROM THE AIRPLANE AND ALL CARTRIDGES REMOVED FROM THE MAU.9A/A
BOMB RACKS BEFORE BEGINNING TESTING.

The Shrike weapon circuitry is a susceptible and an interference equipment.

Susceptible operation

a. ASCU weapon select station 1 WBR
b. Connect the SHRIKE adaptor harness,

218.97701, to station I pylon and the adapter
to the SHRIKE disconnect.

c. Verify all armament switches and master func-
tion switches are deselected.

d. MASTER ARM DEPRESS
e. ARM SAFETY DISABLE ACTUATE
f. Set the armament release panel as follows:

1. RELEASE MODE SINGLES
2. QUANTITY SELECT 01

g. Station I DEPRESS
h. SHRIKE advisory light ILLUMINATED
i. AN/ASM.149 test set ON
j. Test set SELECTOR switch 5

1. SHRIKE switch ADI
2. Test set meter 0 Region

k. Monitor ADI and test set meter needle for ab.
normal movement as interference equipments
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of tables 7 and 1 are operated.
I. Test set SELECTOR switch iO
m. Monitor test set meter needle as the interfer-

ence equipments are operated. A fire malfunc-
tion occurs if the needle swings into the
0 region.

4.4.3.21 A/A24B-4(V) Aircraft Monitor and Control

Interference operation

a. Close the ]I AMAC circuit breakers.
b. Switch the option selector switch from OFF

through MONITOR. SAFE. ARM and back
to OFF.

c. Operate delivery mode switches as follows:

I. Retard/freefall RET to FF to RET
2. Grun(u!air GRD to AIR to GR1D
3. TA/TB TA to TB to TA

d. FMER/SAFE EMER to SAFE to EMER
e. LAMP TEST OFF to ON to OFF
f. Monitor the susceptible equipments as steps bthrough e are performed.

4.4.3.22 Bulipup Radio Transmitting Set (ARW-77)

The Bullpup will be operated in thc following manner for both susceptibility and interfere.-ce.
Energize interference equipments of tables 7 and i I while monitoring modes listed below for
abnormal response.

a. Station I weapon selector switch YBP or YBS
b. Master arm switch - ON
C. Armament disable switch - Momenta:ily actuate
d. Transmitter crystals - Install
e. Single/pairs/simult - SINGLES
f. Set up TS - 202•2/ARM.23

I. Power switch OFF
2. Five circuit breaker (Top oi crystal warmup compartment) - Closed
3. Attach P105 to power in ;eeotab!e DI on control paiel.
4. Attach P106 to ARW-77 temt conrec:or.
5. Install crystal
6. Meter FCN switch --5
7. McterM-2 Va!ue(8 10)
8. Meter FCN switch =6 and =7
9. Meter M*.2 Value(8 I0)

10. Power switch ON
i1. Five shielded parel lights Light
12. T/S self-test

(a) Press lamp test/77 launch switch four red command indicators
should light

(b) Indicator swi!ch day
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(c) Press lamp test/77 launch switch -- four white command indicators
should light.

(d) Command channel - NEVT

(c) Left and right command indicators - light

g. Connect test antenna 293.9295629 to TAC RCVR receptacle J9 on T/S
h. Antenna - in front ofduct lip

NOTE: The crystids require at least 5 minutes to warmup after power is applied.

L. RCVR (TIS) - TAC
j. ACC (TIS) - NORMAL
k. Command channel (T/S) - NEUT
1. Select station #1
in. Bomb button - Press and release

- L & R commaid indicators on
n. Command channel - DNIR
o. Bullpup controller - Up, down, left, and right

- Note appropriate command indicator

NOTE: The transmitter will transmit for approximately 45 seconds. It may be
reset by tuaning station #1 off and back on and pressing the bomb button again.

p. Post test procedure

I. Power switch - OFF
2. Secure T/S
3. Remove crystals

4. Return crystals to confidential storage

4.4.3.23 Walleye Weapon Circuitry

The Walleye weapon circuitry is susceptible and interference equipment. Susceptible ind inter-
ference operation is as fol!ows:

a. Set weapon system as follows:

I. Master arm ON
2. Armament sef'y disable Actuate
3. ASCU weapon select station I YBK

b. AN/APQ-126 STANDBY
c. Radar mode switch NORMAL
d. Connect the Walley missile to station I pylon

using the Walleye adapter harness.
e. Select statioiz

I. Walleye advisory light illuminated.
2. Station I light green.

f. Adjust radar indicator controls for best picture.
g. Monitor picture or malfunctions as the interference eqLipzhen's of tables 7 and

II are operated.

WARNING: BEFORE TESTING. ALL ARMAMENT AND SUPPLEMENTARY
RACKS MUST BE REMOVED FROM THE AIRCRAIT AND ALL CAR-
TRIDGES REMOVED FROM TIlE MAU.9A/A ROMB RACK.
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4.4.3.24 Sidewinder and Auxiliary Jettison

The Sidewinder and auxiliary jettison are susceptible and interference equipments. Energize

interference equipment of tables 7 and II while monitoring modes listed below.

NOTE: All armament and supplementary racks must be removed from the airplane and ii
cartridges removed from the MAU.9A/A bomb racks before beginning tests.

SIDEWINDER

a. ASCU switches

I. Stations (L.2, 3, 6. 7, and 8) - WAL
2 Stations (4 and 5) - A

b. Release mode switch - SINGLES.
c. Connect the test set (213-17020.1)
d. Connect audio generator to station I connection (J i) on test set,
e. IR cool switch - On (Depressed)

f. Master aim switch - On (Depressed)
g. Arm safety disable switch - Actuate
h. Station select switches I and 8 - Of
i. Ground interlock switch for I and 8 on T/S - On
j. Monitor

1. Station select lights I and 8 - Green
2. Master arm light - Green
3. Master arm lights I and 8 on T/S - On
4. Headset - Audio tone
5. Sidewinder light - O11
6. Following T/S lights

(a) Stations I and 8 OA 115 VAC - On
(b) Stations I and 8 0B 115 VAC - On

k. Bomb Button - Depress (Hold)
1. Monitor T/S lights

I. Disc tiring light (station !) - On
2. Bullpup guided firing light (Station 1) - On
3. Camera control light - On

m. Bomb button - Release
n. Monitor T/S lights

I. Disc firing lights (Station 1) - Off
2. Bullpup guided firing light (Station i) - Off
3. Camera control light - Off

AUXILIARY JETTISON

o. LH gear up and locked switch Up and locked
p. Auxiliary jettison switch - Actuate
q. Monitor TIS lights

I. Aux firing (Station I) - On
2. Bullpup unguided firing (Station I) - On
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r. Auxiliary jettison switches - Release
s. Monitor T/S lights

I. Aux firing (Station 1) - Off
2. Bullpup unguided firing (Station 1) - Off

4.4.3.25 ALQ-101 Countermeasures

NOTE: This procedure is classified and is thus found in Addendum A.

4.4.3.26 APR-25/27 Rads; Homing and Warning

NOTE: This procedure is classified and is thus found in Addendum A.

4.4.3.27 Dispenser (AN/ALE-29A)

a. The dispenser is a susceptible and an interference equipment. Operate as follows
for susceptibility test.

I. Control knob - BOTH
2. Monitor

(a) Counter I - number of chaff packets in forward dispenser
(b) Counter 2 - number of chaff packets in aft dispenser

3. Set knobs (Programmer)

(a) BURSTS - 4
(b) BURST INTERVAL - .2
(c) SALVOS - 32
(d) SALVOS INTERVAL- 2

4. Turn on all interference equipment of table 7

b. The interference test is conducted as follows:

1. Repeat steps 1, 2, and 3 of susceptibility test
2. Press center of control knob - Fires chaff
3. Monitor susceptible equipment

4.4.3.28 Automatic Flight Control System

The AFCS will be checked -.n the attitude mode with heading engaged and then with naviga-
tion engaged. It is necessary that the mode switch on the IMS control panel be placed in the
magnetic slave position. This supplies the needed inputs to the HS;, which then provides inputs
to the AFCS. For this test. external hydraulic power must be applied to the aircraft. The posi-
tions of the AFCS control switches should first be "STAB," "ATTD," "HDG," and "ALT";
then "STAB," "ATTD," "NAV," and "ALT." While the AFCS is in the two modes, the
AFCS warning lights should be extinguished. The control surfaces and roll, pitch, and yaw
actuator indicators should be monitored for abnormal or sudden movement as the offending
equipments of tables 7 and I I are operated.

4.4.3.29 Pitch and Roll Trim System

With external hydraulic power applied to the aircraft, set pitch and roll trim to zero degrees by
activating the pitch and roll trim switch on the pilot's stick grip. The trim indicator on the left-
hand slant panel should be monitored for abnormal deviation while the offending equipments
of table 7 are operated.
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4.4.3.30 ASN-54(V) Approach Powar Compensator

a. The approach power compensator is both a susceptible and an interference equip.
ment. Operate as j'ollows for the test.

I. Switch "engage" switch through OFF, ON, OFF, ON.
2. Cycle temperature through COLD, STD and HOT.

b. Susceptible operation

I. Install protractor and pointer at actuator output shaft.
2. Attach the phase sensitive demodulator to pins 10 and I of test connector

J301. This allows moaitoring and recording of actuator voltage.
3. Simulate landing gear down/weight off gear condition.
4. Set angle of attaci: vane to 17.5 ±.5 units.
5. Throttle friction Minimum friction
6. Fuel control switch NORMAL
7. Set the APC controls as follows:

(a) Temperature switch as necessary
cold 40°F STD 80°F HOT

(b) Engage switch ON

8. Monitor output of actuator for abnormal movement as the interference
equipments of table 7 are operated.

4.4.3.31 Nose Gear Steering

The nose gear steering is an interference item. The nose wheel may be steered with the rudder
pedals when the steering switch on the control stick is closed. The nose gear is centered auto-
matically by the actuator when the arresting hook is not up and locked. Perform the fo!low-
ing steps to operate the nose gear steering as an interference source:

a. Engage circuit breakers.
b. If the airplane is on wing jacks, place the weight-on-gear switch, located in the LH

wheel well. to the engaged position.
c. Depress the steering button on the pilot's stick grip, depress the right and left

rudder pedals and observe the susceptible equipments as this is done.

4.4.3.32 Camera KB-18

a. The camera is both a susceplible and an interference equipment. Operate it as an
interference source as follows:

I. ASCU weapon type switches - WBK all stations
2. Master arm - ON
3. Arm safety disable - Operate
4. Stations selected minimum of op- station
5. Set camera control unit ASI switch to -200
6. Set camera control unit overrun switch to -4 second
7. Operate bomb switch on control stick and verify operation of camera unit.
8. (Camera will run as long as bomb button is depressed. When button is re-

leased, the camera will run for 4 seconds after release.

b. Operate the test for susceptibility as follows:

I. Install breakot cable in camera connector line at the camera unit.
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2. Connect a phase sensitive voltmeter to pin 2 of breakout cable.
3. Install cover on photocell sensor on camera unit to prevent light from inter-

feripg with test.
4. ASCU weapon selector WBK
5. Arm safety disable - Operate
6. Station selected - minimum of one
7. Operate interference equipment listed in table 7 and monitor phase sensitive

volimeter for a level change.

4.4.3.33 AN/ARC.94 High Frequency Traissmitter/Receiver

The AN/ARC-94 is both a sasceptible and an interference equipment.

a. Energize the AN/ARC-94 :,nd allow three minutes for warmup
b. Place the HF monitor switch on the ICS to the ON position.
c. Monitor the frequencies listed in paragraph 4.4.2.2.1 c while energizing interference

equipment of tables 7 and 11.
d. Record data on data sheets 6 and 7.
e. See paragraph 4.4.4.1 for receiver versus receivertest.
f. See paragraph 4.4.4.2 for transmitter versus receiver test.

4.,4.3.34 AN/ARC-54 VHF FM Transmitter/Receiver

"1 ne \N/ARC-54 VHF FM set is both a susceptible and an interference equipment.

a. Energize the AN/ARC-54 and allow three minutes for warmup.
b. Place AN/ARC-54 control to the T/R mode.
c. Place the FM monitor switch on the ICS to the ON position.
d. Monitor frequencies listed in paragraph 4.4.2.2.1,c(2) while energizing interference

equipment listed in tables 7 and 11.
e. Record data on data sheets 6 and 7.
f. See paragraph 4.4.4.1 for receiver versus receiver test.
1. See paragraph 4.4.4.2 for transmitter versus receiver test.

4.4.3.35 AN/ARN-59 LF Automatic Direction Finder

The AN/ARC-59 is both a susceptible and an interference equipment.

a. Energize the AN/ARC-59 and allow three minutes for warmuo.
b. Operate the LS/ADF in each of the foliowing modes.

ADF
ANT
LOOP

c. Place the MON switch on the ICS control to LF/ADF.
d. Monitor the frequencies listed in paragraph 4.4.2.2.lc(6) while energizing inter-

ference equipment listed in tables 7 and 11.
e. Record data on data sheets 6 and 7.
f. See paragraph 4.4.4.1 for receiver versus receiver test.
g. See paragraph 4.4.4.2 for transmitter versus receiver test.

4.4.3.36 Lightning Protection Test

Th: test procedure for lightn-ig protection tests is contained in Addendum B.
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4.4.3.37 Precipitation S'atic Test

The test procedure for precipitation static (P-static) tests is contained in Addendum C.

4.4.3.38 Static Discharger Test

The test procedure for testing of static dischargers is cdntained in Addendum D.

4.4.4 AVIONICS INTERFERENCE TESTS

4.4.4.1 Receivers vs Receivers Test

4.4.4.1.1 The test frequencies to be used in this test were chosen to specifically test spurious
outputs and responses of the receivers installed in the airplane.

a. Receivers as a source of interference aVe examined for spuious output of the
first local oscilla:or.

b. The spurious responses of receivers were calculated by use of the relationship:

PfLo-*flF

where 
#

fp = frequency of spurious response

p.q = positive integers

fLO = frequency of the first local oscillator

flF = operating frequency of the first IF amplifier

4.4.4.1.2 The following constitutes the test of receiver interaction.

a. Apply power to airplane anS energize the following circuits:

I. Battery
2. AC, generators I and 2.
3. Interphone
4. Receivers as required in table 10.

b. Monitor the -victim" receiver and tune the "source" receiver per table 10. Re-
cord resulting measured level on dala sheet 12.

4.4.4.2 Trinsmitters versus Receivers Test

4.4.4.2.1 The test frequencies to be used in this test were chosen in the same manner as the
prior test for the receivers. (Step b, paragraph 4.4.4.1.1.) The transmitter outputs investigation
includes:

a. First o.der spurious

I. Mixer input frequency
2. Local oscillator frequency
3. Image (spurious mixer product)

b. Harmonics through the fifth.

4.4.4.2.2 The following constitues the test of transmitters to receivers interaction test.

a. Apply power to ship and energize the folkwing circuits:
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I. Battery
2. AC, generators I and 2
3. Interphone
4. Transmitters and receivers as required in table 11.

b. Install dummy microphone assembly in co-pilot position. Adjust the HP-204C
(or equal) audio oscillator for an output of 50 millivolts at 400 Hz. If interfer-
ence is encountered change the modulation to I kHz and record results.

c. Set up each transmitter for transmission at the listed frequency (see table I I ) from
the co-pilot's position. Monitor the victim receiver at the pilot's position. Record
results on data sheets 6 and 7.

4.4.4.2.3 The interference detected during this test shall be examined to determine the man-
ner of interference, i.e.. the interfererce induced in the power or other interconnecting wires.
The following procedure shall be used.

a. Transmit, as during the above test. and record the change in receiver output.
b. Terminate the receiver (at the equipment) In a proper load. simulating the normal

antenna.
c. Transmit and record as in step a. above.

I If there is no change in receiver output caused by ;he transmission, the inter-
ference is entering the receive. via the antenna.

2. If there is a change. the inmerference is entering the receiver through inter-
connecting wires or the receiver case.

d. Terminate the transmitter (at the equipment) in a proper load simulating the nor-
mal antenna.

e. Transmit and record as in step a, above.

I. If there is no change (and one did occur in step c, above), the interference is
radiating 'tom the transmitting antenna.

2. If there is , change. the interference is radiating from the transmitter case or
interconnecting wires.

f. Replace normal antenna on receiver and transmit as in step a, above. If there is a
change and there was noie in step c, above, the interference is radiated from the
transmitter case or interconnecting wiring and enk,,ring the receiving antenna.

4.4.4.2.4 Further determination of impact and/or character of interference defined here is
deferred until the in-flight portion of the testing.

4.4.4.3 Intermodulatior Test

The intermodulation measurement provides an undesired signal produced in a receiver or
transmitter as a result of" the mixing of two or more off-channel signals in a nonlinear device.

4.4.4.3.1 Sleasumement

The measurements are made by radiating two or more undesired signals to the victim equip-
ment and measuring the resultant quieting or signal modulation at the victim receiver output.
The generated intermodulation frequencies will be calculated using any ;wo possible opera-
tional transmitter frequencies at a time. Figure 13 shows the tes. setup. The following formula
gives the relationships required to produce such responses.
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fmf,:nfbfo a nb a
where

f is thte tuned frequency of the receiver

fr is the trequency of the inte:-fering source nearest to fo

m is an integer giving the multiple of f involved

fb is the other interfering source frequency

n is an integer giving the multiple of fb involved.

The measurements to be performed under this test will be concentrated on second order, posi-
tive and negative combinations:

fo = + fb
and fo = fa - fb

third order negative:

fo= 2a - fb

and f = a - 2fb

and fifth order negative:

fo=-4 -fb
fo = 3fa - 2fb
0 a bfo = 2f" -3fb

f =f -4fb

Transmitter frequencies and receiver response frequencies will be identified in terms of re-
sponse characteristics of each receiver. and resultant test data will be recorded on data
sheet 13.

4.4.4.4 Cross Modulation Test

Cross modulation is the transfer of amplitude modubtion from an interfering signal to the
desired signal. Cross modulation occurs when both the desired signal within the receiver pass.
band anra the undesired signal are simultaneously present in a nonlinear device. The non-
linear device may be the receivef mixer stage or the RF stage. Often the RF stage is operating
in a nonlinear manner because of overloading by a strong interfering signal.

Cross modulation differs from intermodulation in that a desired signal must be present. While
each type of interference involves two signals, in the case of intermodulation neither signal is a
desired signal at the operating frequency.

When cross modulation occurs, the interfering signal is usually close in frequency to the de
sired signal or strong enough to overcome front end selectivity. Adjacent channel, upper and
lower, and image frequency interfering signals should be investigated.

Test Procedure

a. Apply power to airplane and energize the following circuits-,

I. Battery
2. AC generators I and 2
3. Interphone
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DATA SHEET 13
INTERMODULATION TEST

Airplane: Name."" Meter:
Date:

fo MHz fa MHz fb MHz

Intermodulation Receiver Trans. Trans. Receiver
Equation Equipment Equipment Equipment Output level

fo fa - fb 29.5 57.5 28.0
AN/ARC-94 ANIARC-54 AN/ARC-94

fo 2f1  - fb 29.5 30.0 30.5
AN/ARC-94 AN/ARC-94 AN/ARC-54

fo fa, - 2fb 29-5 60.5 15.5
AN/ARC-94 AN/ARC-54 AN/ARC-94 _

fo"- 2f - 'b 30.5 30.0 29.5
AN/ARC-54 AN/ARC-54 AN/ARC-94

fc, 2 f9 - 2fb 30.5 60.5 15.0
't_[AN/ARC-54 AN/ARC-54 AN/ARC-94I

fo = 4fa - f!ý 29.5 15.0 30.5
AN/ARC-94 AN/ARC-94 AN/ARC-54

fo = 3fa - 2fb 31.5 30.5 30.0
ANIARC-54 AN/ARC-54 AN/ARC-94

fo = 21- - 3fb 31.0 30.5 10.0ANIARC-54 AN/ARC-54 ANIARC-94

fo = f0 - 4b 3!.0 39.0 2.0
ANIARC-54 ANIARC-54 AN/ARC-94
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4. Transmitters and receivers as required

b. Install dummy miciophone assembly in co-pilot position. Adjust the HP-204C
audio oscillator for an output o. 50 millivolts at I kHz.

c. Modulate interfering signal transmitter with 400 Hz signal. Desired signal will be
unmodulated. Tune interfering signal transmitter around frequency shown on data
sheet while monitoring receiver for response (Figure 14).

d. Set up each receiver transmitter combination for operation at the listed frequency.
Monitor the victim receiver at the pilots position while operating the interfering
receiver. Record results on data sheet 14.

4.4.5 TRANSMITTER - RECEIVER INTERACTIONS FLIGHT TEST

All instances of transmitter-receiver interactions caused by cable or case leakage are tested in
flight. These are identified during the transmitter-to-receiver interaction test (4.4.4.2.2). Re-
cord repeated in-flight frequency tests on dati sheet 15.

5.0 TEST REPORT

Results of the test will be presented in a formal test report in compliance with MIL-E-60c IC.
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DAtA SHEET 14
CROSS MODULATION TEST

Airplane: Name: Meter:

Date:

Desired Interfering
Signal Signal

Equipment Frequency Equipment Frequency Result
Desired Signal MHz Interfering MHz Output. MV.

AN/ARC-54 30.0 ANIARC-94 30.05
AN/ARC-54 30.0 AN/ARC-94 34.0

AN/ASW-25 310.0 AN/ARC-SIB 309.95
AN/ASW-25 310.0 ANIARC*SIB 310.05
ANIASW-25 310.0 ANIARC-SlIB 333.40
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ADDENDUM A

OF

APPENDIX C

TO

NAVAIR EMC EDUCATIONAL MANUAL

ECM EQUIPMENT TESTS

Addendum A will contain the test procedures
for the ECM equipment; AN/APR-25, AN/APR-27,
and the AN/ALQ-100. I
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ADDENDUM B

OF

APPENDIX C

TO

NAVAIR EMC EDUCATIONAL MANUAL

(_

LIGHTNING TESTS

Addendum B will contair the details of the
lightning tests. This may include a discussion of
scale model tests to prove safety of external stores,
fuel tanks, radomes, canopies, navigation lights,
fuel dump, wiring, explosives, weapons, and cable
runs. Government or contractor facilities may be
used for these tests.
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ADDENDUM C

OF

APPENDIX C j

TO i

{Ij. NAVAIR EMC EDUCATIONAL MANUAL

PRECIPITATION STATIC TESTS

3

Addendum C will contain the test procedures
for tests to verify adequacy of the contractor's
design features to assure that P-static will not limit
system performance.

( Ii
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ADDENDUM D

OF

APPENDIX C

TO

NAVAIR EMC EDUCATIONAL MANUAL

DISCHARGER TESTS

Addendum D will contain a description of test
procedures to assure the iffectiveness of static dis-
chargers both as to design and installation practice.

(
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ADDENDUM E

OF

APPENDIX C

TO

NAVAIR EMC EDUCATIONAL MANUAL

TEST FREQUENCIES

FOR

CLASSIFIED EQUIPMENT

Addendum E will contain the frequency tables
that will be used for frequency selection during the
tests which involve the security classified equip-
ment. This addendum will carry a secu-ity classifi-
cation and will be bound separately from the test
plan for convenience in handling.

IN

-4
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ADDENDUM F

OF

APPENDIX C

TO

NAVAIR EMC EDUCATIONAL MANUAL

GENERAL ACCEPTANCE TEST

Addendum F will contain the test procedure
for the general acceptance test. Each production
airplane will be given a limited test to ersure pro-
duction compliance with the EMC requirements.
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ADDENDUM G

OF

APP3ENDIX C i
TO

NAVAIR ZMC EDUCATIONAL MANUAL

INTERSYSTEM COMPATIBILITY TEST

P

It
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INTERSYSTEM COMPATIBILITY TEST

1. Introduction

The intersystem test will be conducted to deternine the electromagnetic spectrum signature
(radiated emission and susceptibility) of the aircraft weapon system of each individual elec
tronic equipment or sub.ystem and an overall spectrum signature of the weapon system as
operated during a simulated mission.

The analysis and prediction study, previously conducted, will be used to channel the test in'to
poteptial problem areas. This will save time in that only the frequency ranges and equipment
modes of operation that have a potential emission or susceptibility will be explored. The tests
will be operated according to tables prepared for each test. These tables will be prepared using
the results of ?te analysis and prediction study.

The intersystem compatibility test will be divided into two parts:
a. Radiated emission measurement
b. Radiated susceptibility measurement

2. Radiated Emission Measurements

The radiated emission test will measure the frequency and field strengths of the signals and
pu. ious radiations from the electrical and electronic subsystems and equipments. The meas-

ure-naents will be made using each of the four test antenna positions as shown in Figure G- I
unless the instruction, modify this requirement. This portion of the intersystem test will con-
sist of the following:

a. Single source emission
b. Simulated mission emission

2.1 Single Source Emission Test

This part of the test will be conducted according to the list of table G- I. The preparation of
this table will be based on the results of tha analysis and prediction study previously conducted.
It will list each equipment to be tested and will give details of the test such as frequency range
to be scanned, modes of operation, frequency setting, and position of functional controls. The
Remark,- column will be used to refer to detailed data to be recorded on data sheet 7. This
detailed data will show frequencies and radiated power levels.

2.2 Simulated Mission Emission Test

This part of the test will be conducted by operating the system according to the mission sched-
ule of table G-2. The preparation of this table will reflect the results of the analysis and pre-
diction study. The simulated emission will exercise the various equipment and subsystems in
function, frequency, and operational mode to demonstrate potential problems. Measurements
will be made in the frequency ranges indicated in the table, and the Remarks column will be *

used to refer to detailed data recorded on data sheet 7. The information on this data sheet
will include measmred frequencies, radiated power levels, and test antenna positions.

G-I
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3. Radiated Susceptibility Measurements

The radiated susceptibility part of the intersystem test will be conducted to determine the fre-
quencies and environmental field strengths that will cause a specified degree of degradation of
performance of the equipments and subsystems. These measurements will be made using each
of the four test antenna positions as shown in Figure G-l, unless the specific instructions mod-
ify this requirement. This portion of the intersystem test will be divided into two parts:

a. Equipment/susbsystem test
b. Simulated mission test

3.1 Equipment/Subsy-stem Test

Tle equipment subsystem portion of the radiated susceptibility test will determine the sus-
ceptibility of each equipment and subsystem to an external electromagnetic environment. This
tet will be conducted by operating and monitoring the equipment and subsystems while sub-
jecting it to the electromagnetic environment specified in table G-3. the table will be based on
the results of the analysis and prediction study and will list all equipments and subsystems
which will be potential victims in an intersystem compatibility situation. Frequencies, modu-
lation characteristics, and electromagnetic environmental field strengths will be specified and
susceptibility thresholds of each equipment and subsystem will be estabiished for each mode
of operation. The power level at test antenna terminals will be based on antenna directivity
and power gain and the relative position and distance to the victim antenna so that the field
strength wifi be- that present in the region of the victim antenna. This may be accomplished by
actual measurement with a field strength meter.
A column headed "Effect" is provided in table G-3 to record test results. This will be done by

reference to data sheet 7, which will be used for detailed data on each susceptible response.

3.2 Simulated Mis•ion Test

The simulated mission part of the radiated susceptibility test will determine the susceptibility
of the aircraft weapon system to a predetermined external electromagnetic environment dur-
ing each phase of the simulated mission. The system will be operated according tc the mission
schedule of table G-4. The instructions regarding frequency, modulation characteristics and
field strengths will be based on the analysis and irediction study. Multiple signals will be used
in some ph,u-z of the test to explore potential intermodulation problems.

Susceptibility will be noted in the column headed "Effect" in table G-4 by reference to
detailed data recorded on data sheet 7. iThe data will show the susceptibility threshold, fre-
quency. and field strength calculated or measured at the victim equipment antenna location.
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APPENDIX D

SAMPLE EMI TEST PLAN FOR A COMPONENT,
EQUIPMENT OR SUBSYSTEM I

PREFACE

I.
This EMI test plan is a typical test plan for a component, equipment, or

subsystem which must meet the requirements of MIL-STD-461 using the meas-
t urement procedures of MIL-STD-462. It has been included as an appendix to

the NAVAIR EMC Educational Manual to be used as a model for the test plan
for a similar component, equipment, or subsystem. When the procurement con-
tract calls for compliance to MIL-STD-461 and MIL-STD-462, this type. of test
plan must be prepared by the contractor. Approval of the test plan shall precede
the start of formal testing. Section 4.3 of MIL-STD-461 A, entitled EMI/EMC
Test Plan, states that the !est plan details the means of implementation and appli-
cation of the test procedures necessary to verify compliance with the EMI/EMC
requirements contained in the Standard. The minimum information to be
included in the test plar is outlined in the same section.

The procuring agency or the contractor may frind it necessary to tailor
MIL-STD-461 testing requirements by deleting or adding tests not on the sched- I
ule for equipment of this class or subclass. Tailoring may also include a change in
limitsand/or a modification of the frequency range of measurements. In addition,
performance criteria to be used in the susceptibility tests will be established.

The test plan, when approved by the procuring agency, constitutes a con-
tractual agreement with the contractor stating that all EMC requirements of the
contract will be met when the equipment has passed each test according to the
test plan.

Performance information (frequencies, power, sensitivity) given here is ficti-
tious and does not apply to particular equipments. This eliminates the necessity
of placing a security classification on this document.
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I ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE TEST PLAN

FOR COMPUTER DISPLAY SYSTEM MODEL 7511

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 SCOPE
This test plan describes the criteria requhed for measurement of electromagnetic
emission and susceptibility characteristics of the Computer Display System (CDS)
manufactured by Longhorn Communica:ion Inc. (Navy Contract No. 263-71-A-
7926) in accordance with MIL-STD-461 and MIL-STD-462.

12 PURPiSE
The purpose of the electromagnetic interference (EMI) tests is to measure levels
of conducted and radiated intr~rference emitted from the system. The test results
will be compared with the specified limits of MJL-STID-461 and MIL-STD-462
and the applicable criteria of LC-35950-06.

1.3 EMI TESTS
The computer display system is classified in Class IC of Table 1, MIL-SrD461A.
A., zordingly, the test requirements are given in Table If of MIL-STD-461A and
ate listed in Table I of this test plan.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents are applicable to the preparation and performance of
the EMI tests discussed.

2.1 MILITARY STANDARDS
MILSTD461A Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics Requirements

for Equipment, 10 March 1969
MIL-STD-462 Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics Measurement

of, I August 1968
MIL-STD-463 Definitions and System of Units, Electromagnetic Interference

Technology, 9 June 1966
MIL-STD-831 Test Reports, Preparation of

2.2 MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-C-45662 Calibration of Standards

2.3 LONGHORN COMMUNICATIONS. INCORPORATED, DOCUMENTS
LC .5950-06 Acceptance Criteria for Computer Display System, Model

7511
LC 46789-01 Test Requirements for Computer Display System, Model

7511
Drawing 6234-1 Wiring and Cabling Diagrams for Computer Display System,

Model 7511

3.0 TEST SITE M

3.1 EMI TEST FACILITY
All EMI tests will be performed in a shielded enclosure at the Smith Technology
Corporation EMI Test Facility, 1234 Main Street, Glen Lyon, Pennsylvania.

I
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TYPE OF MIL-STD-461 TEST PLAN
EMI TEST DESIGNATION PARAGRAPH NUMBER

Conducted Emission CE01 (AC power lines) 6.2.1
CE02 (control & signal lines) 6.2.2
CE03 (AC power lines) 6.2.1
CE04 (control & signal lines) 6.2.2

Radiated Emisbion REO! (magnetic field) 6.3.1
RE02 (electric field) 6 3.2
(T) RE04 (magnetic field) 6.:,.

Conducted Susceptibility I CS01 (power lines) 5.4.1
CS02 (power lines) 6.4.2
CS06 (power lines. spike) 6.4.3

Radiated Susceptibility RSOI (magnetic field) 6.1
RS02 (magnetic induction) 6.5.2
RS03 (electric field) 6.5.3

Table I - EMI TESTS

3.1.1 TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The shielded room is a class AA enclosure. Dimensions are 24 feet by 36 feet by
10 feet high. It is fabricated of 4-foot wide steel panels MIG-welded at the seams.
The do,ýr is of the pocket sliding type and is 7 feet high by 6 feet wide. Shielding
continuity at 'he door edges is provided by :he inflat.on of a pneumatic tube in
the periphery of the door. This presses the door skin against the door frame. A
tin coating on the mating surfaces assures a low codtact resistance.

3.1.2 POWER FACILITIES
The following power facilities are available in the shielded room:

A. 208/120 volts, 100 amperes, 3 phase 60 nco'i
B. 208/120 volts, 100 amperes, 3 phase, 4,,) hertz
C. 28 volts, 60 amperes, direct current

All power.line filters are on the outside wall of the room. A removable signal line
penetration plate is available and may be custom fabricated for any special pene-
tration configuration.

3.1.3 SHIELDING CHARACTERISTICS
Electric field attenuation of the shielded room exceeds 120 dB from I kHz to
10 GHz. The magnetic field attenuation is 10 dB at 20 Hz and increases to 120
dB at 10 kHz. Earth reference is provided by a driven ground rod.

3.1.4 GROUND PLANE
The computer display system will be mounted on a copper ground plane during
all tests. The coppler plane is 2.25 square meters in area and is 1.6 mm thick. It is
bonded to the wall of the shielded room at intervals of 60 cm, and the minimum
width is 76 cm.

2
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3.1.5 GROUNDING
The computer display system will be installed in the shielded room in a way that
will simulate the final installation, with particular attention to the grounding
scheme. To minimize ground loops, systems ground will be accomplished at on,
point. Each measuring equipment and ancillary component will also be grounded
at only one point. The computer will use power from phase I, and the measuring
instrumentation will be powered from phase 2.

3.1.6 AMBIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC PROFILE
Measurements will be made of radiated and/or conducted ambient electromag-
netic levels before each EMI test so that measured values may be compared with
ambient levels. These data will be provided in the test report.

4.0 TEST CONFIGURATION
Figures I and 2 show the computer display system and support equipment config-
uration in the shielded room These figures indicate the approximate location of
the equipment within the room. Reasonable variations of this configuration will
be made at the discretion of the cognizant EMI test engineer.

5.0 TEST SAMPLE

5.1 DESCRIPTION
The computer display system provides a simultaneous readout of a minimum of
any 3 of the 21 computer data acquisition system words and the 3-time reference
system words selected. This readout is used in the flight control center as a
primary system performance monitor during preflight testing and simulated
flight. The CDS receives from the ground station the data acquisition system
words, time reference system words and the computer modes in binary format
and displays this information in either decimal or octal format as selected by the
operator. The CDS is arranged in 2 racks as shown in Figure 3.

5.2 OPERATIONAL MODES
The CDS function switch has 4 positions:

OFF

STANDBY

OPERATIONAL

TEST

EMI testing will be performed with the CDS functioning in the OPERATIONAL
mode.

5.2.1 CONTROL SETTINGS
For each test performed the display group controls will be set as stated below.

A. Computer/TRS word: Computer word 15
B. Decimal/octal: Decimal
C. Reset/continuous/hold: Continuous

5.2.2 INPUT POWER
The computer display system requires single phase 109 to 121 volts, AC 59 to 61
hertz. The total requirement of 12 amperes is divided as follows:

A. Instrument power - 10 amperes
B. Blower power - 2 amperes

31
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5.2.3 INPUT SIGNALS

5.2.3.1 General
The computer display system wili be tested in its normal operating condition. A
PCM simulator and a data pulsz generator will be connected to the CDS as shown
in Figure 3A.

5.2.3.2 Control Settings
The PCM simulator controls shall be set as follows: Switch Nos. 1, 5, 6, 7, and 15
down; all others, up. (See Figure 4.) The data pulse gencei'or controls shall be set
to obtain a transfer pulse as shown in Figure 5.

5.3 PERFORMANCE CHECKS
Operating characteristics of the CDS will be monitored by the panel readout
display. Each front panel control will be switched thro ig!: its maximum excursion
to determine whether any single event transients are produced.

6.0 TEST PROCEDURE

6.1 GENERAL
A. The substitution technique will be used to determine the level of

interference. A calibrated impulse generator will be used for broad-
band measurements, and calibrated signal generators will be used for
narrowband measureme,•,

B. The test data 5.Let. Figure 6, will be used to record the raw data. The
test frequency column shows the frequency at which the measurement
was made. The niter indic3tion and tVe attenuator setting columns
give the raw data. A fou-p.art column, conversion factors, is Vzsed for

Scurrent probe, b~,ndwidth, cable losses, and antenna factor. Finalized
data belongs in the final data column. The entries in this column car,
be compared with :he ent-?s in (he specification limit column Any
pertinent remarks can be recorded in the last column.

C. Test frequencies will not be selected before the interference test. The
interference measuring instrument will be slowly scanned and the
freqtuencies at which the maximum interference is obtained w;ll be
selected as t0 hroadband test frequencies. At least one broadband
test frequency will be 'ieasured per octave. All narrowband signals
shall be recorded.

D. For broadband signals, the interference measuring device function
switch will be in its pea;- position; for nirrowband signals the switch
will 6e in the field intensity (CW) position.

E. During all measurements, a loudspeaker will monitor th. audio output
of the interference measuring device.

F. At each frequency where interference is measured, the ambient inter-
"ference lcvcl will be measured with the computer display system in a
powei--off candition.

G. &ach set of mneasured data w;lI be presented in graphical form. The
specification limits and ambient levels will also be plotted.

H. Photographs of each test will be included in the test report.

7(
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TECHNICIAN: DATE: '4 1
SERIAL NO: EQUIP. NOMENCLATURE:, , 4,e, ,

TEST METHOD: 93• 03 TYPE OF MEAS: [] RADIATED []NB

MEASUREMENT POINT: A9Z, 0,4 [CONDUCTED BB

TEST FREQ. RANGE: .•O.,-_0A//,Z. MEAS. TECHNIQUE: [] CAL. VOLTMETER

MODE'OF OPERATION: []SLIDEBACK
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6.2 CONDUCTED EMISSION S

6.2.1 AC POWER UNES (CE01 ,CE03)

A. Test configuration is shown in Figure 7.

B. Limits - EMI in the frequency range of 30 Hz to 50 MHz appearing
on the power leads of the computer shall not exceed the values shown
in Figures 8,9. 1O, and I1.

C. Test Procedure: At each frequency measured, the clamp-on current
probe shall be positioned to obtain maximum interference level.
Record these positions. Scan the 30-Hz to 50.MHz range for broadband
emissions. At each detected signal, switch the meter detector function
to average to find out if interference is narrowband. Perform a second
scan at the potential narrowband frequencies. Record detected levels I
on a test data sheet (see Figure 6). Measurements will be made sepa-rately on each power lead.

6.2.2 CONTROL AND SIGNAL LEADS (CE02, CE04)
A. Test configuration is shown in Figure 12.

B. Limits - Electromagnetic emission in the frequency range of 30 Hz to
50 MHz appearing on the digital display control leads shall not
exceed the values shown in Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11.

C. Test Procedure: The controi ind signal leads shall be divided into
four groups as follows:
(I) Control lead supply
(2) Control lead return
(3) Signal lead supply "
(4) Signal lead return ,i

Measurements on each of the four groups will be made with a clamp-on
current probe. Position each probe on the cable to measure raaximum
interference. Record the position of the probe. Each current probe will
be connected to a coaxial selector switch which, in turn, will be
connected to the input of the interference measurement set.

If a group of leads is found to exceed the specified limits, these
leads shall be identified and measured individually. The specified hlmit
applies to each individual lead.

The test frequency spectrum shall be sczanned for broadband emissions.
At each detected sigr~al, the detector function shall be switched to
average to find out if the :.gnai is narrowband. A second scan shall be
performed at the potential narrowband frequencies. Detected levels
of both broadband and narrowbanr -missions shall be recorded on the
test data sheet (see Figure 6).

6.3 RADIATED EMISSION

6.3.1 MAGNETIC FIELD
A. Test configuration is shown in Figure 13: the signal source, however,

is n't used.

B. Limits -- Magnetic field emission in the frequency range of 30 Hz to
30 kHz shall not exceed the values shown in Figure 14.

12 ]
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Limits for CE03, CE04
NARROWBAND EMISSIONS
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FIGURE II CONDUCTED NARROWBAND EMISSIONS
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AC ;%as" I AC Phase 2

ISolaUon Power Cable G-ound Place/TrlSfonCofncouter
Computer

SO C*, Shielded
Cable Current Probe

EDigital Power Lead

S' O~isp)lay from CableReoe
Leads

FIGURE 12 CURRENT PROBE TEST SETUP FOR CONDUCTED

MEASMEMENT OF INTERCONNECTING CABLES.

SIGNAL R COMUTELcSOURCE ' CMUE

E METRB OR NARROWBAND
VTVM

-4

R Resistor of I ohm (A 1-volt output to the voltmeter yields a 1 amp input to the loop)

SiGu.t- S3 RADsATED (MISSION.a AND SUSCEPTBILITi
30 "r TO 30 kHz. MAGNETIC FIELD
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C. Test procedure -
(1) Position the loop sensor approximately 7 cm from one face of

the computer. with the plane of the loop parallel to the face of
the computer. The loop shall be located near the control con-
nector.

(2) Scan the EMI meter across the test frequency range to locate
the frequenaes of maximum radiation, including the frejuencies

intentionally existing within the computer. Record these fre-
quencies on the data sheet (Figure 6).

'3) Retune the EMI meter to one of the frequencies located in (2)
above and position the loop sensor 7 cm from the "irface of the

computer with the plane of the loop parallel to the surface.

(4) Monitor the output of the EWtL meter while moving the loop
sensor over the entire face of the computer. Note the point of
maximum radiation.

(5) At the point of maximum radiation, orient the plane of the
loop sens,)i to give a maximum reading on the meter and record
this measurement.

(6) Repeat steps (3) through (5) for at least 2 frequencies of maxi-
mum radiation/octave below 200 Hz and for 3 frequencies of
maxitmum radiationloctave above 200 Hiz.

(7) Repeat steps (I) through (6) for each face of the computer.

6.3.2 RADIATE) EMISSION. ELECTRIC FIELD (RE02)
A. Test conrigurativn - The basic test setup is shown hi Figure 15

shtwing the 41-inch rod antenna used in the frequency mrnge of 14
kUtz to 25 MHz. Refer to C below for test antenna to be used above
25 %iltz.

B. Limits
(I ) Narrowba-id E-field emission in the frequency rang,- of 14 kHz

to 40 MHz shall not be generated and radiated in excess of the
value shown in Figure 16. This test is limited to 40 MHz, which
is ten times 'he highest computer internal frequency of 4 MHz.

(.2' Broadband E-field emission in the frequency range of 150 kHz
to I GHz shall not be -enerated c~r radiated in excess of the
values s•kýwn in Figure 17. !;t the frequency range of 25 to
200 .MXz. the specified limit shall be met for both horizontally
..nd vertically polarized wa-es.

C. Test An,i'nnas:
Test Antennas Characteristics Frequency Range

41.-inch od Effective antennz height 14 kHz - 25 MHz
0.5 meters. Appropiiatc
matching network.
Counterpoise whose sides
measure 60 cm.

20
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IMF

lO/'f FEED THROUGH
CAPACITORS
(BOND TO GROUND

PLANE)
%G:ROUNID TO POWE~R

OF MAXIMUM

-PAN COMPUTER ARA SOURCE \

RADIATION

10 CM

2MEMETE\RS
1MTR'""--TEST 

ANTENNA

00

EUMI METER

FIGUPE 15 TEST SETUP FOR RADIATED MEASUREMENTS
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Bioconical Constructed in accord- 25 MHz - 200 MHz
Sance with Smith Docu-

ment ANT S-5A.
Maximum antenna fac-
tor is shown in Figure
18. Measurement proce-
dures for determining
antenna factors are
stated in MIL-STD-461
paragraph 5.2.7.

Conical Constructed in accord- 200 MHz - I GHz tj
Logarithmic ance with Smith draw-
Spiral ing 7111 68-J. Anenna

factors are shown in
Figure 19.

Conical Constructed in accord- I - !0 GHz
Logarithmic ance with Smith draw-
Spiral ing 711 169-J. The i

maximum values of
antenna factors are
shown in Figure 20.

D. lest Procedure
(I) Probe the computer as indicated below to locate the points of

maximum radiation from the conputer:
(a) Placement and Selection of Measuring Antennas - Lach

face of the test sample shall be probed with a loop to
determine the areas producing maximum emission. These
areas shall be located 1 meter from the applicable test
antenna specified in C above. Probing and frequency scan-
ning shall be performed over the frequer.cy range of each
of the specified antennas to determine the worst case con-
dition. The probe shall be oriented for maximum pickup
approximately 5 cm from the surface of the tes: sample.

When radiated emission measurements are made, no point
of the measuring antenna shall be less than I meter from
the walls of the shielded enclosure or obstriction. Figure
2 1 shows a general antenna placement setup for emission
measurements.

For radiated emission measurements between 25 and 200
Mtlz. the bioconical antenna shall be positioned alter-
nately to measure the vertical and horizontal components
of the emission. (For radiated susceptibility m,:asurcments.
between 20 and 200 MHz, the bioconical ant.!nna shall be
positioned to generate alternately vertical and horizontal
fields.)

23
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o 20

•"15 -

z 10,LL.

ZuJ

5-

z

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

FREQUENCY IN MHz

NOTE: Add antenna factor (dB) to receiver reading (dbpV)
to convert to field intensity (dBpV 'metpr)

F.(GURE 18 ANTENNA FACTOR FOR BICONICAL ANTENNA
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26---

24-

CC

< 22 ....z
20-,-/

18 I
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 1.0

FREQUENCY - GHZ

NOTE - Add antenna factor (dB) to receiver reading (dBuV) to
convert to field intensity (dBuV/meter)

FIGURE 19 ANTENNA FACTOR FOR LOG SPIRAL ANTENNA.
0.1 TO 1.0 GHZ
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Frequency - GHZ

NOTE - Add antenna factor (dB) to receiver reading (dbMV)

to convert to field intensity (dBpV'meter)

F IGURE 20 AN TENNA F AC TOR F OR LOG; SPIRAL ANY NN A
I TO 10 CHZ
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GROUND
PLANE i Local ized Area of

Maximum Radiation

Test Distance
1 meter

Test Antenna

_ 1 meter _ 1 meter

>! meter

OBSTRUCTION OR
WALL OF SHIELDED
ENC LOSURE

NOTES:
(1) Height of shielded enclosure (if used) >_ 2.5 meter
(2) End of red antenna shall not be closer ihait 30 cm

to ceiling of shielded enclosure.
(3) Ends of biconical antenna shall not be closer than

30 cm to ceiling and floor of shielded enclosure
when measuring vertical polarizations.

i

FIGURE 21 PTLACF%#Vý"! Of ANTENNAS XOR RADIATED EMISSION

MEASuREIUNTS
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(b) Measuring Frequencies - The entire specified frequency
range for each applicable test shall be scanned. Measure-
ments shall be taken at not less than three fhequencies
per octave representing :he maximum indications within
the octave. In addition, measurements shall also be made
at the test sample's critical frequencies (4 MHz and har-
monics thereof).

(2) Select the position of the test antenna as required above. In the
25- to 200-MHz range. position the antenna to make both
vertical and horizontal polarization measurements.

(3) Scan the applicable frequency range of this iest with the EMI
meter and take measurements as required for each antenna.

6.3.3 MAGNETIC FIELD, 20 Hz to 50 kHz (T) RE04
A. The instrumentation will be connected as shown in the block diagram,

Figure 22. The test setup will be arranged as shc-'.vn in Figure 23.
B. Limits - Magnetic field emission in the frequency range of 20 Hz to

50 kHz shall not exceed the values shown :n Figure 24.

C. Test Procedure -
(1) Probe each face of th- cabinet and the signal and contro! cable

to determine the localized areas producing maximum emission.
Probing and frequency scanning shall be performed over the
frequency range of 20 Hz to 50 kHz at the point or points of
maximum emission (the maximum pickup at a distance of one
meter from the area of emission).

(2) Record data at maximums (no fewer than 3 frequencies per
octave) in units of magnetic field strength expressed in amperes
per meter. Calibrate with known magnetic field at each measure-
ment frequency.

6.4 CONDUCTED SUSCEPTIBI LITi

6.4.1 POWER LEADS, 30 Hz to 50 kHz (CSOl)
A. Test configuration -- The test setup is shown in Figure 25.

B. Limits - No susceptible condition shall exist when the computer has
an interference signal superimposed on the power leads in the fre-
quency range of 30 Hz to 50 kHz. The injected signal levels are shown
in Figure 26.

C. Test Procedure -
(I) The output impedance on the signal source looking into the

secondary terminals of the isolation transformer is unknown.
Measurements shall be made as follows:
(a) Apply a signal to the primary of the transformer and

measure the open circui" voltage (Voc).

(b) Connect a known load, R2 across the secondary and
measure the closed circuit secondary vol:age (Vcc).

28
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MAGNETIC SENSORS EMI
FIELD SENSOR ELECTRONICS MElER

CALIBRATOR

FIGURE 22 INSTRUMENTATION BLOCK DIAGRAM

TEST SAMPLE

AC( GROUND PLANE

fAXIS OF SENSOR

TILTED TOWARD

UFMETE
FEED THROUGH TO

/ s MEASURIN.G SE7

SHOCK MOUNTS
WITH BOND STRAPS

FIGURE 23 TEST SFTIfP FOR RADIATION lFAStuREqFNTS

(MAGNETIC FIELD SENSORI
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LIMIT FOR (T)REO4

0.01 0.1 1.0 10 ;00

Fiequencv IkHZI

FIGURE 24 RADIATED MAGNETIC FIELD EMISSION LIMIT

AC
POWVER
SOURCE

PowefOSC ILLOSCOPE
Ampli-OR VTVM

FIGURE 2S~ CONDUCTED SUSCfPTIRILITV. 3o m.i TO W kH.e
TYPICAL TEST SETUP
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I FICoURE 26 CONDUCTED AUDIO AND RF SUSCEPTIBILITY LIMIT
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(c) Thy impedance is calculated as follows:

R,(Voc - Vcc)

Vcc

(d) Repeat the above at one frequency per decade from 30
Hz to 50 kHz (including 30 Hz and 50 klIz) and record
the results.

(e) The measured impedance must be less than or equal to
0.5 ohm. If it is not, adjust the turns ratio until the desired
impedance is obtained.

(2) Connect the computer as shown ii Figure 25.
NOTE: A network to eliminate the power frequency at the

oscilloscope will be used.

(3) The osciliator shall be tuned through the required frequency
range, the output adjusted to the specified level, and verification
made that the digital display does not change from the normal
operation condition. The frequency range of 54 to 66 Hz will be
eliminated.

(4) lfsusceptibility occurs at the specified level, decrease the output
to determine the threshold of susceptibility. Record the output
on the test data sheet.

(5) Measure the power voltages applied to the test sample, and
record the voltage. It is possible that the supply voltage will have
to be raised to compensate for losses in the isolation transformer.

6.42 POWER LEADS. 50 kHz to 400 MHz (CS02)
A. Test configuration - The test setup is shown in Figure 27.

B. Frequency Range 50 kHz to 400 MHz.

C. Test Procedures -
(1) Cornrect the equipment as shown in Figure 27.

(2) Apply I volt tns (across 50 ohms) to each power lead in turn.

(3) Measure the voltage across the computer terminals, and record
the voltage.

(4) If the computer show= i susceptible condition. reduce the signal
source output to determine the threshold of susceptibility.
Record this voltage level.

6.;3 POWER LEADS. SPIKE (CS06)

A. Tc;,t configuration is shown in Figure 28.

B. The cmputer should show no susceptible condition when a transient
(F:gure 30) is superimposed on its power leads.

C. Spike Ge,'ralor Characteristics -
I I I Pulse width lOps

(2) P'Jw repetititm rate 3 to l0 pps
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POWER COMPUTER

SOURCE II_ _

SIGNAL
SOURCE

F;GURE 27 CONDUICTED SUJ$CEPTIBILIT'v

50 kHr To 400 MX:

PO .R cCMUE
LEADS

C - 10,uF
L = 2OizH

FIGIU~f 28 COtIOtICTEC) SUSCIPlItgLIT-. SPtta. PO'G~ IR&$
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(3) Voltage output 200 volts peak

(4) Output contro! Adjustable from 0 to 200 volts

(5) Waveshe Figusre C-9-

(6) Output spectrum 160 dB/,uV/MHz at 25 kHz de-
creasing to 115 dEIuV/MHz at
30 MHz

(7) Phase positioning 0 to 360 degrees

(8) Source impedance (with 0.06 ohms
injection transformer)

(9) Exter,-i syn 50 to 800 Hz

(10) Transformer (currernt 30 amperes
capacity)

(11) External trigger 0 to 20 pps

D. Test Plocedure -
(1) Connect computer and test instrumentation as shown in Fig-

tre 28.

(2) The geneator (with a high source impedance) output shall be

loaded and calibrated as indicated in Figure 29.

(3) The applied spike wrmplitude, rise time. and duration, as measured

hy the oscilloscope across the input terminals of the test sample,
sh-J! fz1i*w the typical waveshape specified in Figure 30.

(4) Synthronix'>!ion and triggering sha~l be used to position the
spike tu specific test sample signal conditions that will produce

maximum susceptibility.

(5) I'ositine and negative. s;ingle and repetitive (10 pps) spikes shall
ke applied to the tes: sample's ungrounded input lines for no
longer than 30 minutes. Spikes shall be synchronized to the
power line frequency and positioned on each 90-degree phase
position for no it4 than 5 minutes. Positioning of a spike front
0 to 360 degrees of the power liae frequency shall be varied
from 50 to &0 Hz and its effect on equipment susceptibility

noted. The spike shall be triggered to occur within the time
frame of any gate or pulse generated by the logic circuitry.

(6) If susceptibility occurs, determine 3n6 record its threshold ievet.

repetition rate, and phase pcsition on the AC waveform.

6.5 RADIATED SUSCEPTI•ILI"TY
For susceptibility mxeasrements. no point of the field-generating antennas shall
heles.% than I meter from the wails of the enclosure ,; any obstruction. Figure 31
shows the general &.ntenra placeni.nt setup for susceptibility measurements.

6.5.1 MAGNETIC FIELD (RSOI)
A. Test con figration is shown in Figure 13.

B. Unit - The mag..itude of the magnetic field in the frequency range
of 30 Hz to ' 0 kHz is shown in Figure f4.
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SPIKE

GENF-RA- OSCILLOSCOPE
TOR

CONNECT A CALIBRATED 5 nhm NON'•J-INDUCTIVE LOAD
RESISTOR TO GENERATOR TO VERIFY SPIKE

CHARACTERISTICS

FIGURE 29 CALIBRATION OF SPIKE GENERATOR

E -

I1

-01

LIMIT FOR CS06 NOTE - E 100 VOLTS (PEAK)
t 10 MICRCSEC ONDS

FIGURE 30 CONDUCTED SUSCEPTIBILITY ISPIKE
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POWw -1

GROUND iLocalized AreaGROND STEST of Maximum Suscepti-
PLANE S IL bilstV.

1 meter

Field Generating

• Antenna

1 -1 te1 meter

1 meter

Field Measuring
Antenna

Z meter

OBSTRUCTION OR
, ,SHIELDED ENCLOSURE WALL

NOTES:

1 T hf..mni 3ý of I iqufrs 21 .ivp;v.
14. T.- .1,1% ,..n,- 13h.1ll be vosittuned so that the field-" e.. i"wring muntnn.a due% not Vick up reflections from

th,. 1-1, .. • )I*

FIG(ljuf 31 PLACEMENT OF ANTENN.,S FOR RADIATED

SUSCEPTIBILITY MEASuREO'..NTS
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C. Apparatus -
(i) Radiating Loop - The radiating loop shail be as shown in

Figure IA of MIL-STD-461A. The loop can produce a magnetic
flux density of 5 x 10-5 tesla/ampere at a point approximately
5 cm from the face of the loop. It shall be supported by a
nonmagnetic conductive material.

(2) Signal Source - The signal source shall be capabk of supplying
the loop with enough cu :rent to produce magnetic flux densities
20 to 30 dB greater than the applicable specification limit at the
test frequency.

(3) The EMI meter, or narrowband VTVM, must be capable of read-
ing levels as low as 30 pV in the test frequency range and must
have a bandwidth of 10 Hz or less at the 3 dB points.

D. Test Procedure -
(I) Position the field radiating loop 5 cm from the surface of the

test samnple. The plane of the loop shall be parallel to the plane
of the test sample's surface. (Figure 13.)

(2) At a frequency of 45 Hz, supply the loop with sufficient current
to produce magnetic flux densities approximate:y 20 to 30 dB
greater than the applicable limit at the test frequencies (132
dB/picotesla).

(3) Move the loop over the entire test sample surface and signal
input and output cables and connectors to determine the point
at which the applied field produces the maximum effect on the
test sample.

(4) With the loty, at the point of maximum susceptibility, adjust
the loop current until the performance of the computer is not
affected by applied field.

(5) Record the magnitude of the magnetic field density produced by
the source and the maximum value of magnetic flux density
required by step (4) above.

(6) Repeat steps (I) through (5) at the test frequencies shown
below:

100 Hz 1 kHz 8 kHz
200 Hz 2 kHz 12 kliz
700 Hz 4 kHz 20 kHz

6.5.2 RADIATED SUSCEPTIBILITY. MAGNETIC INDUCTION FIELDS (RS02)
A. Test configuratiors are shown in Figures 32 and 33.

B. Limits - Power frequency test - 20 amperes at the power frequency.

C. Apparatus -
(I) Spike generator - Spike generator shall be as specified in 6.4.3

of this document.
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CABLE

15cm- •• L 15cm

at leastmete 15 cm

CONNECTOR. CONNECTOR

AC STP-SIKE
POWER VARIAC DOWN GNAO

XFMRGEEAO

(a) (b)

NOTE: (1) L shall ba the lntof the cable in the actual installation
or 1.5 metets, whceer is less.

FIGuAi 32 RADIATED SUSCEPTiIBIIV MAGNE*TIC
INDUCTION FIELD. ( ABA TEST
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(2) Step-down transformer and variac - The step-down transformer
and variac shall be capable of carrying the currents required by
this test.

(3) Oscilloscope -

D. Test Setup and Procedures -
(i) Cable susceptibility jest (Test I) - The cable susceptibility test

shall be performed as specified below.

(2) Power Frequency Test - Tape two current-carrying insulated
wires to each wire bundle in the test setup with the current-

carrying wire around the digital display leads, spiralling at two
turns per meter (equally spaced) and running the entire length
of the bundle to within 15 cm of each end connector. (See Fig-
ure 32.) Apply 20 amperes current at the test sample power
frequency (60 Hz) to one test wire at a time. Monitor for
susceptibility.

(3) Spike Test - Set up the test as shown in Figure 32. Repeat the
procedure described in (2) above, applying the 100-volt spike.
and monitor for susceptibility.

(4) Case Susceptibility Tests (Test 2) - The case susceptibility test
shall be performed as specified below.

(5) Case Test - Wrap several turns of insulated wire around the
computer cabinet. These turns should be located as shown in
Figure 33 and held in place by tape. Apply 20-ampere current
at 60 Hz through the wire. and monitor the computer display
for changes in indication.

(6) Spike Test - Set up the test as shown in Figure 33. Repeat 'he
procedure described in (2) jbove. applying the 100-volt spike.

and monitor for susceptibility.

E. Notes
(1) AC power input and output leads are exempt f-om the cable

test.

(2) Current-carrying wires should be kept 15 cm away from cable
connectors.

(3) All cables shiuld be at least 5 cm above the ground.

(4) The power frequency used for test purpose is 60 Hz.

0.5.3 RADIATED SUSC`EPTIBILITY - ELECTRIC FIELD (R503)
A. Test configuration is shown in riguies 1.5 and 31. Replace the EMI

meter with the appropriate signal generator. The antennas shall be
those specified in 6.1.3.2C.

B. Limits The field strength shall be I vi'm in the frequenc) range of

14 kilt to 1.0 Gilt.
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C. Test Procedure -
(1) Test signals shall be selected before the test based on their

clock frequency and harmonics.

(2) Fields shall be generated, as required, with the antennas speci-
fied in 6.2.3C. Care shall he taken that the test monitoring
equipment is not affected by the test signals.

(3) The output of the signal generator shall be adjusted so that the
generated fields at the test sample correspond to the applicable
limit of I vin. The specified field strength shall be est.blished
by placing a field measuring antenna at the same distance or at
the relative location where the test sample will be placed. The
power required at the input terminals of the transmitting antenna
to establish the specified field shall be monitored and recorded.
When a test is performed, this same power shall be applied to
the.!ransmitting antenna terminal.

(4) Determine those frequencies at which the test sample is suscep-
tible. At these frequencies. determine the threshold of suscepti-
bility. Record all pertinent data.

7.0 SUSCEPTIBIUTY CRITERIA
In all susceptibility csts. each display grt)u- should present the same information
and should be unchanging.

8.0 TEST INSTRUMENTATION

( 8.1 LIST OF INSTRUMENTATION

Interference Measuring Equipment
EMC-10. Fairchild. 20 It/. - 50 kHz S/N 69
NF-205. Emphe lkvices
T-X/NF-205 Tuning Head. 14 kHz - 150 k'-z, SIN U08280
T-AINF-205 Tuning Head. 150 kliz - 30 MHz. S/N Ul01030
T-I /NF-205 Tuning Head. 20 MHZ 200 MHz. S/N U-.08-181
T-2INF-205 Tuning Head. 200 MHz - 400 Mltz. S/N U,-08282
NM-52A Stoddart. 375 MHz - I GHz. SIN 292-45
FIM-B2 Polarad. I Gliz 10 GH,. SIN 30 1-284

6640. EMCO. 0.1 Hz - 50 kilI, SIN 10

Current Probes
GCP 5120Genisco. 10 Itz - 15 MHz, SIN 180
GCP 5120 Genisco. 10 liz - 15 MHz. SiN 144
GCP513OGenisco. 15 kHz - 50MHz. S/N 121
GCP513OGenisco. 15 kHz -SOMHz. SiN 121(a)
GCP 5 140 Genisco, 25 Milz - 400 MHz. S/N 156

GCP 5140 Genisco. 25 MHz - 400 %11:z. S/N I I I

Coaxial Switch
Bird Model No. 74

F"cdthrough Capacitors
CGenisco Model GF 4150-I1
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Antennas
VR-205, 14 kHz - 150 kHz, Vertical Rod
VA-205. 150 kHz - 30 MHz, Vertical Rod
Loop (Magnetic) - MIL-STD-461
Biconical - MIL-STD-461
Conical Logarithmic Spiral - MIL-STD-461 (Drawing 62J4040)
Conical Logarithmic Spiral -- MIL-STD-461 (Drawing 62J4041)

Audio Oscillator

HP.200 CD Hewlett-Packard. 5 Hz - 600 kHz. S/N 103.33036

Power Amplifier

MC-60. McIntosh. 10 Hz - 100 kHz. S/N 3F-858

Oscilloscope
Type 546A Tektronix. S/N 029290

Spike Generator

Genisco Model SG-i

Variac
General Radio. Type WIOG3M.4

Stepdown Transformer
Genisco Model T-I

Ammeter
0-40 Amperes. 60 Hz

Signal Generators
Hewlett-Packard. HP 606A. 50 kHz - 65 MHz. S/N 038-0216
Hewlett-Packard. HP 608A. 10 MHz - 500 MHz. S/N 1025
Hewlett-Packard. HP 612A. 450 MHz - 1.26 GHz. S/N 34
Hewlett-Packard, HP 4204, 10 Hiz - I MHz, S/N 364

Calibrator. Magnetic Field
EMCO Model 6402. Helmholtz Coil System

8.2 INSTRUMENTATION CALIBRATION
All test equipment will be calibrated and certified to be within manufacturers*
tolerances in accordance with the requirements of MIL-C-45662A as inmplemented
by the Smith Calibration Policy Manual. Equipment model, serial number and date
of last calibration will appear in the test equipment list submitted with the test
report.

9.0 EMI TEST REPORT FORMAT
A. Format of the test report shall be as specified in MIL-STD-831 with

the modifications that follow.

B. Cover page is required.

C. Administrative data shall include but not be limited ;o the following:
(1) Test performed by prime supplier or by an independent itesting

laboratory.
(2) Contract number.
(3) Authentication - By supplier personnel who are responsible for
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performance of the tests and for witnessing an organization's

representatives.(4) Disposition of the test specimen.
(5) Descriptions of the test specimen, function and intended use.

Installation, if known, shaU be included.

D. A separate appendix shall be included for each test. Each appendix shall
contain the applicable test procedure,data sheets, graphs, illustrations,
and photographs. The log sheets shall be in ; separate appendix, which
will be the last one. Definitions of specialized terms or words shall
be contained in another appendix.

E. Content of the test report shall include the following information:
(1) Nomenclature of interference measuring equipment.
(2) Serial numbers of interference measuring equipment.
(3) Date of last calibration of interference measuring equipment.
(4) Photographs or diagrams of test setup with identification of

instrumentation and test sample.
(5) Transfer impedance of current probes.
(6) Antenna factors of specified antennas.
(7) Measured level of emission or susceptibility at each frequency,

before and after the application of suppression devices.
(8) Graphs or X-Y recordings of applicable limits and measured

data in units speci,..d in the applicable standard for that limit.
(9) Data specified in Figure 6.
(10) If suppression devices are used to meet the contractual require.

ments, they shall be identified using schematics, peiformance
data, and drawings, except where these items are in other docu-
ments required by the contract.

(II) Sample calculations, if any.
(12) Measured power-line voltage during test.
(13) Discussion of frequency selection if differcnt from test plan.
(14) Ambient level at each measured frequency.

F. Recommendations and conclusions shall include results of the tests
in brief narrative form, a discussion of remedial actions already initi-
ated. and proposed corrective measures to assure compliance of the
equipment or subsystem with the contractual EMI requirements.

G. Interservice Data Exchange Program (IDEP). Report: submitted for
the IDEP may conform to any applicable special requirement as
specified in the contract.

j
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1. GLcMSARY

A

Aheorption - The transfer of electromag- active maintenance time that is not included
netic energy to4 substance being traveued, in supply time.
Absorption Io - That part of the ransmis- Advanced development objective (ADO) -
sion loss due 'a the dissipation or conversion A requirement document prepared by CNO
of either sound energy or electromagnetic stating a need to conduct certain experimen-
energy into other foerms of energy (e~g. beat) tal studies, test and development effort.
either within the medium or attendant upon (OPNAV - 3900.8C)

a reflection. (IRE) Agency - 1. As officially used for the gov-
Accessibilty - The ease of admission to an ernment as a whole, any executive depart-
area for the performance of visual and man- ment, military department, commission,
ual maintenance, authority, administration, board, or other in-
Accory - A part, an assembly, or sub- dependent establishment in the executive
assembly designed for use in conjunction branch of the government, including any
with, or to suppkment, another assembly, corporation, wholly or partly owned by the
unit or set, contributing to the effectiveness United States, which is an iftstrumentality of
thereof without extending or varying the ba- the United States. Excludes the District of
sic fimction of the assembly or set. An acces- Columbia.
sory may be used for testing, adjusting, or 2. Loosely used to designate a
calibrating. (Examples: Test instrument, re- subordinate organizational subdivision of the
cording camera for radar set, headphones, Department of Defense and the military de-

emergency power supply.) partrnents. (DOD 5000.8)

Active maintemace time - The time during Airframe - The assembled structural and
which preventive or corrective maintenance aerodynamic components of an aerospace ve-
work is &ctually being done on the item. hide that support the different systems and

Active repwr time - The time duuing which subsystems integral to the vehicle.

technicians wcrk to repair an item. Alert time - That time when an item is

Active tecitnician time - The time expended available to perform a mission. (Different
byi tehicians)in active-e maintienae Ex -d from ready time.)by technician(s) in active maintenance. Ex- Alford antenna - A resonant square-loop an-

tenna formed by four linear sides with their
Adcock anterma - A pair of %vrtical antennas ends bent inwards to provide capacitive load-
separated by a distance of one-half wave- ing that equalizes the current round the loop.
length or less, and connected in phase oppo- Allotment - 1. An authorization by the
sition to produce a radiation pattern in the head or other authorized employee of an
shape of a figure eight. agency to incur obligations within a speci-
Adjacent chmuael - The channel immedi- fred amount pursuant to an appropriation
ately above or below the desired channel, or other statutory provision.
Adjustient man calibration time - That ele- 2. In the Department of De-
ment of active maintenance time required to fen., the word has a more limited signifi-
adjust or calibrate the itum to place it in a cance; in addition, the word means:
specified condition, a. that the authority is
Administrative time - That portion of non- granted by an operating agency to another
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office, generally one subordinate to it, within rule or expected order or inconsistencies in
and pursuant to an allocation or other sin, i- them.
lat authority granted to it, and Antenna - A device for radiating or receiv-

b. that !he granting of ing radio-frequency energy.
such authority must be rigidly formal and 1. System antenna - The antenna-
subject to certain specific procedural book- whose characteristics are being n-isured.
keeping and reporting requirements. Hence, 2. Test antenna - The antenna as-
other forms of allotments are distinguished sociated with the measurement equipment.
by other words, such as suballotments, obli- Antenna conducted emisson - The undesired
gation authority, citation of funds, portion of signal spectrum present at the an-

3. Definite portion of pay to tenna terminal, created by an operating re-
military personnel which is authorized, either ceiver or a transmitter in standby condition.
voluntarily or by law, to be paid to anolher Antenna conducted emission, transmit con-
person or to an institution. (Project 60) dition - The undesired portion of signal

Alternate radio channels - The first alter- spectrum appearing at the antenna terminal
nate channel is the second from the desired of a transmitter under full load transmit
channel on either side. The second alternate condkitin.
channel is the third channel frcm the desired Antenna factor - A multiplying factor ap-
channel on either side. plied to the voltage at the input terminals of

Ambient eiectromas.etic environment - The the measuring instrument to yield electric
level of electromagnetic emission (condutted field strength in volts/meter and magnetic
or radiated) indicated by a calibrated inter- field strength in amperes/meter. for a given
fere'ice-measuring set with the equipment antenna and frequency.
under test inoperative. Antenna pain - The ratio of the maximum

Ampere - A unit of electric curreit :quiva- radiated power intensity from the subject an-
lent to the flow of one coulomb per second tenna to he maximum intensity from a
or to the steady state current produced Ly reference antenna with the sarte power input.
one volt applied across a resistance of oae Choosing an ideal lossless isotropic radiator
ohm. as reference allows pin to be expressed as

Amplifier - A device used to increase the the ratio of maximum radiated power inte.-
signal voltage, current, or power. sity to avra.,e intensity. Unless otherwise

Analysis, cost effectiveness - A method of specified. the coniparison antenna is iso-

selecting weapons and forces that will pro- tropic.

vide the greatest military effectiveness for a Antenna. isotropic - An antenna with equal

given cost. (NAVEXOS P-2426A) radiation or reception in all directions. Al-
Analytical outputs- The final calculations, though such an antenna cannot be con-
statements, or concTusions resulting from -n structed, it is a concert o! great convenience
analysis, be.ause of its mathematical simnlicity.
Analysisl t s - TAntenna pattern - A diagram of the radiation
Analytical tools - Theoretical or empirical field of an antenna, usually in terms cf loci
processes used in performing an analysis, representing equal power levels. The radia-
Anechoic enclosure - Originally used to de- tion characteristics vary inversely as the
scribe audio frequency low reflection er.zlo- square of the distance and depend on direc-
sures. Now applied generally to low reflection tion from the source.
enclosures. May be supplemented with EMI Antenna polarization - The variation of an
shielding. electric field vector in any electromagnetic
Angular frequency - The frequency ex- wave. In general, vertical antennas produce
pressed in radians per second. It is equal to vertically polarized electric waves, while hor-
the frequency in hertz multiplied by 2n. izontal antennas produce horizontally polar-
Annexes, program - Detailed lists of specific ized electric waves. Linear receiving antennas
requirementsof the five-year programs.(DOD must be parallel in the direction of polariza-
"1045.1) tion to receive maximum power, for plane
Anomalies - Deviations from the general waves incident in a given direction. The po-
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'. larization of the incident wave is that which, Navy, Air Force, Defense Supply Agency,
for a given amplitude, induces the maximum and Maritime Administration production
voltag• across the antenna terminals, planning for the Department of Defense.
Antenna resistance - The quotient of the (Project 60)
power supplied to the entire antenna circuit Assembly - A number of parts or subassem-
by the square of the effective antenna cur- blies or any combination thereof joined
rent referred to a specified poin:. together to perform a specific function.

NOTE. Antenna resistance is made up of (Power shovel-front, fan assembly, audio-
such components as radiation resistance, frequen,-y amplifier.)
ground resistance. radio-freqL'ency resistance NOTE. The distinction between an as-
of conductors in the antenna circuit, and sembly and a subassembly is not always
equivalent resistance due to corona, eddy exact - what is an assembly in one instance
currents, insulator leakagc, and dielectric may be a subassembly in another, where it
power loss. forms a portion of an assembly.
Aperture - (of a unidirectional antenna) Atmospheric duct - An almost horizontal
That portion of a plane surface near the an- layer in the troposphere extending from the

tenna, perpendicular to the direction of max- level of a local minimum of the modified
imumn radiation, through which the major refractive index as a function of height, down
part of the radiation passes, to a level wherc the minimum value is again
Appraisal - An essential part of the plan- encoun!ered, or down :o the earth's !urface
ning and programming performed at all deci- if the minimum value is not again encoun-
sive stages of the process. Appraisal includes tered.
determining what information is necessary Atmospheric interference - Interference
for decision at a given control level. ensuring from sources such as precipitation static.
that this information is available from sup- frictional charging, and thunderstorms.
porting information systems; screening and Attachment - A part, subassembly, or assem-
evaluating this information to determine its bly designed for use in conjunction with

( significance: and fialy, preseting the infor- another assembly, unit or set. contributing to
mation so that it will helpin decision making. the effectiveress thereof by extending or
(OPNAV 5000.19E) varying the basic function of the assembly.
Appropriation - An appropriation is ar' au- unit or set. I'Hoisting attachment on a truck,
thorization by an Act of Congress to incur millin; attachment for a lathe.)
obligations or specified purposes and to Attenuation - I. A general term used to
make payments out of the Treasury. Appro- denote i decrease in magnitude in transmis-
priationsaresubdividedintooudgetactivities. sion irom one point to another. It may be
sub-heads. prorams. proicts. expressed as a ratio or by extension of the

Appropriation sponsor - The DCNO or a term in decc;ls. (ASA)
director of a major staff office charged with 2. The reduction in the
supervisory control over an appropriation, flux density, or power 1=r unit area, with

Approved proams - Resources foi mdivid- distance from the source: it may be due to
ual progiam et.menit or data reflecteO' in the absorption, to sc3tterimg. or to both.

FYDP as modified by Program Change Deci- Attenuator - A device for reducing the am-
suons (PCDs). Pregram/Budget Decisions plitude of a wvve. Attenuators are usually
(PBDsI.o'her Seaetary-of Defense decisions. com.•binations or networks of either fixed or
or below-threshold changes approved by the adjustable resistances. In its many different
head of a DOD component. NOTE. For forms and applications, the attenuator be-
PCR preparation. the -approved program" is comes known variously as pad. gain control.
a specific DoO approved update of the FYDP. level adjustor. volume control,,,
the DNFYP (Blue Streak) of the same date. Atto - A prefix meaning multiplied by
Armed Services Pr•ctrement Planing Offi- !0"'.
cer (AS??O) - Staff member of a military Augmented support - An interim arrange-
field office who is au.-gncd one or more ment during initial development or produc-
plants for which he c,•odiaates all Army. tion of an equipment whereby the contractor

C
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is obligated to furnish to the Government, where
either from production or from stocks main-
tained by him. itemtrs for the support of the MTBM = Mean time between ita.ainte-
equipment pending assumption of support nance and ready time dutine
responsibility by the Government. the same time interval, and

Authority - 1. 1 h- power or right to act M = Mean active maintenance
or commind, or to demand obedience, downtime resulting from

2. An individual. organiza-bohPentvadcre-
t ion, or oftI ice possessing and e xercising such five --ainteniance.

power. Availability (inhereat) - The probability that
3. Oe wo. y vitueof it, a system or equipment, when used under

position 3. One whato, o by vi~rtue o hi stated conditions without consideration for

I inj~nexertir gienare. a, einpwe ed any scheduled or preventive maintenance, in
tor reardneera- cmpaietaent.t idecinpoereduc an ideal support en-vitonment (i.e.. available
1rrgaddascine1t odeiea us tools, parts, manpower, manuals) will oper-

NOJI Whn auhorty s de~gaed ate saiisfactorily at any given time. A. ex-
donO'idi chain utorit ioman domelegt eludeq ready time, preventive naintenanc%:

%urate with responsibilities assigned. such adminisrtive.spl downtime. Itd maytbegex-

delegation doe-, inot relieve the superior of prminsedaiv donie.I ayb:x

responsibility. (P1roject 60) p esd;;
Automatic Data Processing (ADP) - The A MTBF
processing? Cl~issit ing. sor ing. calculating. NITBF + MTTR
sumiiniri/ing. recording. printing,) of data
thirough lie use (i1 cle~t ionic digital comput- whe~re
Cr5%. coniiunic~it ion% channels and devices
used with such computers, and associated NMTBF =Mean time between failure.
pemipheral equipment. Includes preparation and
(t source datli in tornm ippropriaite for such NITTR = Mean time to repair.

rlrocessing. (DOD1 i000,91 Availabililyv (operational) - The probability
Automatic F~requiency Cointrol IAFC) - A that a system or equipment when used under
circuit that generates a low treqtuency cor- stated conditions and in an actual supply
rection ito maiintain the intermediate Ire- environment will operate satisfactorily at any

queney ait it% correct value I perfornied bý given time. It may be expressed as:
iioduliting the local oscillator at an audio MITB~t
rate to provide a carrier). A =-
Automatic Gaii. Control I(AGC) - A met hod 0 MB D

ot automaitically obtaining a cinstint oit- where
put tit onici amplitude characteristic it, over-
conme variations of that cliaraictr~istz at the MTBM = Mean time betweecn mainte-
input signal. I le term is also applied to a nanice and ready time during
des ice that does Ii is the same time interval, and

Availability (achieved) The p~obahility M DT =Mean dow ,time including
thati a taCworeupet.sle sd under supply dIown~ime and admin-
Ntated ceondit ions in ain ideal support environ- istrative downtime during
inent (i.e.. available tools part%. manpower. theC zme time interval.
mainnuals) will operate satistactorily at any When preventive mainte,-
give'i time A 1 excludes supply down;ime nance downtime is zero or
and %%ailing ort admitnistrative downt~mni It not considered, MTBM be-
niay be expressed as, comes MTBF.

Average power - When applied to pulse-radar
technique%, the product of the peak power

A I uNI transmitted and the fraction representing the

N1 r TBM \1 f-\ time duration in seconds of the pulse. Thus.
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"" a pulse of 500,000 watts peak power trans- localization, communications, surveillance.
w-itted for 1/1000 second yields an average identification, navigation, countermeasures
power of 500 volts. (active or passive), giided missile control,

Avionic - The term 'avionic" as used in and space vehicle operations.

NAVAIRSYSCOM is derived from the words Azimuth - 1. A direction expressed as a
"aviation electronic" and is used as an adjec- horizontal angle usually in degrees or mils
tive to describe electronic equipmerts and and measured clockwise from north. Thus
systems developed for use in, or for support azimuth will be true azimuth, grid azimuth.
of manned aircraft, unmanned aircraft. mis- or magnetic azimuth depending upon which
siles, and space vehicles. Avionic equipments north is used.
and systenis are used to meet a variety of 2. The angle at the zenith be-
operational requirements such as anti- tween the observer's celestial meridian and
submarine warfare, search detection and the vertical circle through a heavenly body.

B

"Balanced line - A balanced or "metallic" frequencies is transmitted uniformly.
iFne or circuit using two conductors or corn- Band-stop filter - Filter having charac~er-
ponents instead of one conductor or com- istics that reject frequencies within a defined
ponent and ground (common conductor), band and offer low attenuation of those out-
The two sides of the line are symmetrical side.
with respect to ground. Line potentials to Bandwidth - i. rhe nominal bandwidth is
ground and liare currents are equal but of the maximum band of frequencies, inclusive
opposite phase at adjacent points along the of guard bands. asstned to a channe.

4€ line. A balanced line is preferred for mini- 2. The range of frequencies
mum noise and crosstalk. within which the performance. in respect to
Balun - I. Anantenna-matchingdevice used sonic cnaracteristic, conforms to a specified
to permit efficient coupling of a trans- standard.
mitter or receiver having an unbalanced out- Baseband - 1. In modulation, the baseband
put circuit to an antenna having a balanced is the frequency band occupied by the aggre-
transmission line: consists of two bilti!ar- gate oithe modulating signals when first used
wound inductors, to modulate a carrier.

2. A d-vice for converting bzlanced 2. The frequencies containing
to unbalanced transmission lines and vice the intelligence used to modulate the carrier
versa, by placing suitable discontinuities at of a communications system.
the junction between the lines instead of Base fiscal year - That fiscal year arrived at
using lumped components. by adding one to the current calendar year.

Band elimination filter - A filter that atten- Bzt.wing antenna - Slot antenna with flanges
uates signals significantly in the r ,iency i~aving bztwing shape to control radiation
band between specified cutoff points ("stop" pattern.
hand) 1- 11 transmitsail frequencies above and Baud - I. A unit of signalling speed equal
below them (complementary to band-pass to the number of code elements per second.
filter). 2. The unit of signalling speed equal
Bandpass filter - A filter that transmits sig- to twice the number of Morse code dots con-
nals with relztively low attenuation in the tinuously sent per second.
frequency band between specified cutoff fre- 3. The unit of modulation rate. The
quencies ("pass" band) and attenuates fre- modulation rate is expressed as the tecipro-
quencies above and below them. Neither of cal of the duration in seconds of the unit
the cutoff frequencies is zero or infinite, interval. Example. If the duration of the ,
Bandpass tesporse - I. response character- unit interval is 20 milliseconds, the modula-
itic that exists when a definite band of tion rate is 50 bauds.

E
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emits a distii. -. or characteristic signal Bond - Any fixed union existing between
used foi the determinatiro of bearings, two metallic objects that results either fro:--I courses, or location, physical contact between . inductive surfaces
Bel - A dimensionless unit for expressing the or the Subjects, Or from the addition of a
ratio of two values of power, the number of flint electrical connection between them.
bels being the logarithm to the base 10 of ilhe Bond. direct -- The joining of two metallic
power ratio. Wath P1I and P., designating two surfaces by welding, brazing, or soldering.
amounts of power and N tli': number of bels Bond. indirect - The joining of two metallic

(orePon~gt ratio P1I. log 0  surfaces by a low impedance conductor.
I 2' Bonding - 1. Bonding is the proces of

Hiconiical antenna - An antenna formed by physically providing a low impedance con-
two conical conducto)rs hiving a common nection bct1.ýeen two metallic surf'aces.
axis and vertex and excited at the vertex 2. Aircraft electrical bonding is
When the vertex angle of one of the cone% is the process of obtaining the necessary clec-

180' th anennais alld a is~ne.trical conductivity betwe~en metallic parts ot
Binary - A characteristic, property, or con- the aircraft.
dition in which there are but two possible Banding connector - A bond-ing connector
alternatives*. e.g.. the binary number system provide% the desired electrical conductivity
using 2 as its base and using only the digits betw'een mectillic parts in an airpla-ne.
(0) and (i). Boundary considerations - Analysis ot dcc-
Bit - 1. An abbrevi~tion of binary digit. iromiagnetic wave phenomena occurring;at or

2e. A single character. in a binary nuni- neair discoiitinuities in the transmission media.
3. igepl r ru fplV Bow Tie antenna - A dipole or Mlot Antenna

A sigle uls in grop o pules formed b) two triangular areas in a bow tie
4 A unit of information capacity of01 t gtt ol

a storage device. I he capacity in bits i% ;he cttiutin
lot.arithm to the base two of the numnber tit Bra%sboard model ~- Ani evolution ot the

possble tate ofthe evic. breadboard to mecet mechinical a% well as
possblestats 0 thedevceelectrical design %pecit icat ions.

Black box - 1. In engineering de-ign. A Unit1
whose output is A %!-ciiied tunction ot the BreadltPoard model - Art uncased mwsinbly. -t

input ha~! futr which the method of convert- an instrumient or piece o2 equipment %%ittn
is nt n~esaril spci- the part% laid out onl A flat surtace And %.on-ing; input to outr.Jt inone siryei necied so a% ito permit checking or demoii-

f ied. 2. C i: Julally. in% unit. usu- strating its operation. or at' asserblv o2
ally an electronic levict such a% anl amphitter. prehmintinrý circuits and rartts to prove the
which can be mounted tit or removed trom teasibilit) (it A device. circuit. equipment.
a rocket. spjicecralt. or (he like as A single system. or principle in rough tormo simthout
packige. regar.d ito the eventual overall de-ign or fornm

Blanking pulse -- A pulse uwd- it) rcmose the of parts

nines that would otherwise tic traced onl A Braot IAudnhdcnitlc
cathode-ray tutbe during tile retrace ltime or protess whereby parts, components,. assem-
Ilyhack irmc (the timec during which the flee- blite. subassemibhies. set%, %)r group% Are
tro~n beam returns to start anothter line or selected lor direct coiinpelitive procuiement.

trace). I- tiample Ilie %eeto fA major item from

Blider -hieds t te sdesot il ntena which% the Governmient will supply to the
Ispcrture. contractor as G overni itciet lFurnitshed Material
Blue Strek - A conmon expre\sion or thle G(I:%Ii ort (o) which the contractor will be
offittal N.:.y document displaying tie Dc- encouraged to procure competitively
p--rtmcnt of the Najvy Fitve-Year Program 'A programi that provide% for
I)NF:Y11. the system tiL analysis of. high vake-. equip-
Bolometer - A speciali) constructed resislto ment o: %)s~ems to de.1criine if the Compet.

\which has a, positive temperature coefficient itive procurt mnrit of m.-jor component% b>



the Government or prime contractor is distributed over a spectrum of frequencies
feasible, that is wide when compared with the band-
Broadband emission - A signal emission hay- width of the interference measuring equip-
ing a spectral power distribution in which the ment. The respoase of an interference
impulse bandwidth of the measuring instru- measuring set to broadband interference is .
m,.'t is more than 1.2 times the repetition function of the effective bandwidth of the
frequency of the signal when the impulse receiver.
bandwidth of the receiver is also less than Budget - I. A planned program for a fiscal
I/t, where t is the pulse %%idth of the signal. period in terms of
For practical use in determining nairowband a. estimated costs, obligations
or broadband classification of emissions, de- and expenditures
tune the instrument by one impulse bane- b. source of funds for financ-
width or by one-half of the smallest frequency ing, including reimbursements anticipated
dial division, whichever is larger. If the peak and other resources to be applied and
reading is reduced by at least 3 dB. classify it c. explanatory and workload
as narrowband. If the peak reading does not data on the projected programs and activities.
decrease at least 3 dB, classify it as broad- 2 To prepare such a program.
band. Note that this criterion makes classific?- 1Project 60)
tion as narrowband or broadbaad a function Butterworth response - A filter response
of the bandwidth of the measurijig instru- approximating the ideal filter response char-
ment. actcrized by a flat amplitade approximation
Broadband interfcrence - Includes impulse within the pass band and the stop band. The
noise, thermal noise, shot noise, and other approximation is relatively poor ir- the vicin-
nonsinusoidal interference whose energy is ity of cutoff.

, Cage antenna - Thick dipole (or monopole) 2. In a frequency stabilized system.

of uniform or non-uniform section con- the sinusoidal component of a modulated
structed of wires held by horizontal rings, wave whose frequency is independent of the
Calibrate - To ascertain, usually by com- modulating wave; or the output of a trans-
parison with a standard, the locations at initter when the modulating wave is made
which scale. chart. or record graduations zero: or a wave generated at a point in the
should be placed to correspond with a series transmitting system and subsequently modu-
of values of the quantity that an instrument lated by the signal. or a wave generated tot-
i.S to measure• ally at the receiving terminal which, when
Capture effect - An effect in FM reception combined with the side bands in a suitable
in which the stronger signal of two stations detector, produces the modulating wave.
completely suppresses the weaker signal. (FCC Rules and Regulations Part 2.10
Card. eighty column - A punch card with 80 Carrier frequency - The carrier frequency is
vertical columns representing 80 characters, the trequency of the unmodulated carrier
Iath column is divided into two sections, wave, if sinusoidal, or the center frequency
one with character positions labeled zero ol the unmodulated carrier when a recurring
through nine. and the other labeled eleven series of pulses is used.
and twles,. The I I and 12 positions are also Carrier noise level - The noise level produced
referred to as the X and Y zone punche-, by undesired v4riations of a carrier ;n theeferretoast he ndo. bIce of an" intended modulatiin.
respectively.
Carrier - I. A carrier is a wave suitable for Carrier power output rating - The unniodu-
modulation by the intelligence to bt trans- latcd power nominaily available at the output
miated over a communication sys!em. The terminals of ti. tr. nsl;t! ; when connected
carrier can be a sinusoidal wave or a recurring to its normal antenna, or to a circuit rqu;va-
scries of pulses. lent thereof. Unless otherwise sta!ed, this ts
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the normal rating of the transmitter. parts thereof, and facilities and manpower
Carrier shift - A condition resulting from available to the project manager and approved
imperfect modulation that causes a change of for the project. The charter also specifies the
carrier power in amplitude modulation, interfaces with other designated projects or
Cavity resonator - A space normally bounded non-designated projects and describes the
by an electrically conducting surface in which operating relationships between the project
osciliating electromignetic energy is stored, manager and other participating organizations
and whose resonant frequency is determined concerned with or involved in the project.
by the geometry of the enclosure. (NAVMAT 5000.5A)

Cell-type enclosure - A prc-fabricated basic Chassis, electrical equipment - The chassis
hielded enclosure of double-walled, copper- is a structural item of electrically conductive

mesh construction. The original screen room material fabricated to facilitate assemblage
design. and interconnection of electrical or electronic
Cbsnnel - 1. A facility for telecommunica- items for the specific purpose of providing a
tions on a system or circuit. The number of basis for eltctrical or electronic circuits. It
independent channels on a system or circuit normally has drilled or stamped holes to ac-
(de ived by frequency or time division) is commodate the items but may include only
measured by the number of separate com- the items necessary for its own mounting arnd
munication facilities that can be provided by support.

-it. Chassis ground - The metal structure that
2. The band of frequencies supports electrical components that make up

within which a radio transmitter must the unit or system. In practice, the chassis

tamn its modu1ated carrier signal.NOTainIihe m u t~erm c hanne l sisnalso ground is considered an extension of thei NOTE I he term channel ,s also used ground plane.

frequently in conjunction with figures or let- pound pl ne.
ters to identify a particular facility between proximating the ideal filter response charac-
two stations. priz an equal ril e a o ationI ~~~~~~Characteristic - Frequently used to indicate trzdb neulrpl prxmto
CharactheristicFrequen t-lytusede t pondce iwhose passband amplitude response ix an
the frequency-vers-is-anplitude response equal peak-tobpeak deviation from the flat
chart of almost any piece of equipmen~t or ieqal fpeo-pe
any part of a transmission circuit, i.e., ampli- ideal filter response.

fier characteristic, equalizer characteristic, Check.ut - A sequence of functional, cpera-
line characteristic. tional, and caliirational tests to determine
Characteristic impedance - 1. The character- the condition and st.!us of a weapon system
istic impedance cf any line is the impedance or element of it.
that would be measured if that line were Cheese antenna - A cylindrical parabolic
uniform in all respects throughout its length reflector enclosed by two p•lates perpendicu-
and of infinite length. This is to say that the lar to the cylinder, spaced to permit the
line isso !ong that the measuring instruments propagation of more than one mode in the
cannot detect the presence or absence of any desirid direction of polarization. It is fed on

discontinuity such as a distant end. When the focal line.
one speaksof an open-wire impedance of 600 Chop - Expression indicating concurrence.

ohms or a cable impedance of 125 ohms, Circuit - I. Communication term. An elec-
"'characterhtic-' is implied. tronic path between two or more points

2. I he ratio ot capable of providing a -umber of channels.
the voltage to the current at every point along 2. Engineerirngterm. A number of
a transmissio, lne on which there are no conductors connected to carry an electrical
standing waves, current.
Charter. project - The official document pro- Circcuit malfunction analysis - The logical,
muIS.-ted by the chartering -uthority estab- systematic examination of circuits and their

lishing the designated project and appointing diagrams to identify and analyze the proba-
an individual by n•mtme as the project manager. bility and consequence of potential malfunc-
defining his authority and responsibility, to- tions for determining related maintenance or

gether with limitations, if any. The charter maintainabilityfdesign reqiirements.
includes the resources, program elements and Classification, defense security - A category
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or grade assigned :o dafense information or provide the basic sequencing pulses for the
material that denotes the degree of danger to op-ration of a synchronous computer.
national security tha, would result from its 2. A register that automatically re-
unauthorized disclosure 3nd for which stand- cords the progress of real time or perhaps
ards in handling, storage, and dissemination some approximation to it, records the num-
have been established. These categories are: ber of operations performed, and whose con-
Confidential - Defense information or mate- tents are available to a computer program.
rial, the unduthorized disclosure of which Clock pulse - One of a train of uniformly
could be prejudicial to the defense interests timespaced pulses used to establish a time
of the Nation. Secret - Defense information reference rate or to proide synchroniza:ion
or material, the '-authorized disclosure of within a computer or other digital processing
which could result in serious damage to the system. In PCM systems, usually a timing
Nation, such as by jeopardizing the interna- pulse that occurs at the bit repetition rate.
tional relations of the United States, endan- Coaxial antenna - An antenna comprised of
gering ihe effectiveness of a program or
policy of vital importance to the national a quarter wavelength extension to the inner

defense, or compromising important military conductor of a coaxial line and a radiating

or defense plans, scientific or technological sleeve, which is formed by folding back the

developments important to national defense, ouler conductor of the coaxial line for ap-

or information revealing important intelli- proximately one-quarter wavelength.

gence operations. Top Secret - Defense Coaxial cable - A transmission line consisting
information or matetia! which requires the nf one conductor, usually a small copper tube
highest degree of protection. The top secret or wire within and insulated from another
classification shall be applied oniy to that conductor of larger diameter, usually copper
information or material the defense aspect of tubing or copper braid. The outer conductor
which is paramount, and the unauthorized may or may not be grounded. Coaxial cable

disclosure of which could result in excv-otion- is sometimes called concentric line or coaxial

ally grave diplomatic relations affecti.ig the line.
defense of the United States, an a-med attack Co-channel interference - Interference be-

against the U S. or its allies, a war, or the tween two signals of the same type .n the

compromise of defense classification of same communications channel.

military or defense plans, or intelligence Coding - 1. In communication or informa-
operations, or scientific or technological de- tion theory, the translation of a message intoopertiop ns, ocientic tor technogional def , a signal or symbol for processing or storage.velopment-, vital to the national defense. 2. In human engineering, the oc-
(Project (.0) sign of controls and displays to facilitate
Clear - 1. A message is in clear when it i their differentiation, identification, and effi-
not coded. cient operation.

2. To restore a storage or memory Cognizance, management - The responsi-
device to a prescribed state, usually that de- bility for complete management direction,
noting zero. and coordination and application of technical
Clipping - 1. Mutilation of code signals or direction of a system or program in achieving
speech during transmission, resulting in sup- an objective. Management cognizance does
pression of the beginnings and endings of not necessarily imply that the management
letters or syllables. cognizant agency performs all the func:ions

2. Removal of the upper ,nd/or involved in the responsibility. (BUSHIPS
lower portionsof a signal waveform by means 5430.38)
of a limiter. Cognizance. technical - The responsibility

3. Limitation of the frequency for research, design, development, test. tech-
bandwidth by the use of a filter. nical evaluation, production or construction
Clipping circuit - A pulse-shaping network of equipment, assemblies and parts. It ;n-
that removes the part of a waveform above clude, responsibility for providing engineer-
or below a chosen voltage level, also called a ing services in specialty areas and c-iteria for
clipper, installation, alteration. maintenance. repair.
Clock - I. A master timing device used to overhaul and refitting.

SI
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Commitment - A firm adniistrative reser- 2. The smallest recognized
vation of funds, based upon firm procure- unit (black box) that generally is used in con-
ment directives, orders, requisitions, or junction with other components to perform
requests that authorize the creation of an a particular function.
obligation without further recourse to the Component pilot rework - The initial rework
official responsible for certifying the avail- of selected items by the designated Govern.
ability of funds. Differs from term used in ment rework activity, a component rework
business, where it means a contract or other capability concurrent with the assumption
legal obligation for goods or services to be of support responsibility for the end article
furnished. (Project 60) by the Government.
Communication-electronic (C-E) equip- Computer listing - A listing of data that is
ment - Any item using the electromagnetic extracted from a file, processed, and printed
medium to generate, transmit, acquire, re- by the computer and its associated equip-
ceive. process, or distribute information, in ment.
the broadest sense. Concept formulation (CF) - Describes the

Communication. radio - The use of radio activities preceding a decision to carry out
for communication. It is technically described engineering development. These activities
as telecomminiication using radio waves not include accomplishment of comprehensive
guided between the sender and receiver by system studies and experimental hardware
physical paths such as wire or waveguides. efforts under exploratory and advanced de-
Compatibility - I. The quality or charac- velopment, and are prerequisite to a decision
tetistic of a piece of equipment or a system to carry out engineering development. (DOD
which permits it to function in harmony 3200.9)
with other equipments or systems, e.g.. elec- Conductance - The characteristic of a body
tromagnetic compatibility, electronic com- that allows electricity to flow through it. The
patibifity. unit of conductance is the mho. Electrical

2. In a missile, the quality conductance varies with the dimensions of
of the overall system that enables all sub- the conducting system and is the reciprocal
systemsto function smoothly together or the of the electrical resistance.
characteristic of a major subsystem that ena- Conducted electrical energy - Energy in the

bles it to function well in the overall missile form of voltage or current variations that are
system. detectable on electrical conductors including
Complete provision for - "Complete provi- variations in power loading on equipment
sion for- or "provision shall be made for" a power lines.
specific item or equipment, or assembly or Conducted emission - Desired or undesired
installation, means that all supports, brackets, electromagnetic energy that is propagated
tubez, and fittings, electrical wiring, and hy- along a conductor. Such an emission is called
draulic lines have been installed and adequate "conducted interference" if it is undesired.
weight and space allocated so that the equip- MIL-STD-463
menit can be installed without alteration to Conductive gasket - A special highly-resilient
the specified equipment or the rotary wing gasket which has one or more access openings
aircraft, and that no additional parts are re- and is used to reduce ItF leakage in shielding.
quired for installation, other :han the item Conductivity - Electrical conductivity is the
itself. Standard stock items such as nuts, reciprocal of electrical resistivity and is ex-
bolts, and cotter pins need not be furnished, pressed in units such as mhos per centimeter.
The item of equipment, assembly, or installa- It is an intrinsic property of a given type of
tion shall be incluJed in the Weight Empty material under given physical conditions (de-
unless specitically indicated or stated in the pendent mostly upon temperature).
detail specification that the item is to be Conduit - A conduit is a metallic enclosure
Useful Load or Special Equipment. used to protect and support wires and cables
Component - I. A self-contained unit nec- of electrical and ekccronic systems and to
essary to the proper operation of the module, attenuate radio frequencies to prevent elc--
subsystem, or system of which it is a part' tromagnetic interference.
e.g.. a receiver, gyroscope, or Amplifier unit. Construction annex - A listing of major mil-
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itary construction projects that provides by b. cost-sharing contracts
fiscal year. the cost and location for each c. CPFF contracts
approved coastruction line item that exceeds d. CPIF contracts
one million dollars. e. facility (with Umitations) (Proj-
Contact finger - In shielding, this is one sec- ect 60)
tion of a separate strip of conductive metal Contract, cost sharing - A cost-reimburse-
used asa compression-wiping door and access ment type -antract under which the con-
port seal. tractor rcteives no fee but is reimbursed only
Contract, classified - Any contract that re- for an agreed portion of its allowable costs.
quires or will require access to classified in- (Project 60)
formation by the contractor or his employees Contract Definition (CD) -- A '-- .,31 ; 'oce-
in the performance of the contract. A con- dure preceding full-scak: devvt~pment. During
tract may be classified even though the con- contract definition;, preliminary engineering
tract document itself is not classified. (Project and contract and management planning are
60) accomplished in order to arrive at realistic
Contract - 1. A contract that provides for design characteristics, cost estimates, schad-
payment to the contractor of allowable costs, ule estimates, definition of high risk areas, as
to the extent prescribed in the contract, in- well as definition of system interfaces and
curred in performance of the contract. management responsibilities. The ultimate

2. A cost-reimbursement type objective of contract definition is to permit
contract under which the contractor receives firm fixed price or a fully structured incen-
no fee. (Project 60) tive contract. (OPNAV 3900.8C)
Contract, Co't-Plus-Incentive-Fee (CPIF) - Contract, Firm Fixed-Price (FFP) - A con-
A cost-reimbursement type contract with tract that provides for a price which is not
provision for a fee which is adjusted by for- subject to any adjustment by reason of tl.:
mula in accordance with the relationship cost experience of the contractor in the per-
which total allowable costs bear to target formance of the contract. It is used for
costs. The provision for increase or decrease .'ntracts awarded after formal advertising;
in the fee, depending upon allowable costs of also used in negotiated cnt."acts when rea-
contract pe;formance, is designed as an incen- sonably definite specifica, ion are available
tive to the contractor to increase the effi- and costs can be estimatee with reasonable
ciency of performance. (Project 60) accuracy to enable the negctiation of a fair
Contract, cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost - A price. So.netimes referred to as "lump-sum"
form of contract formerly used, but now ille- contract in the area of construction of facili-
gal for use by the military departments, ties. (Project 60)
which provided for a fee or proiit at a speci- Contract, fixed-price - A type of contract
fied percentage of the contractor's actual cost !hat generally provides for a firm price, or
of accomplishing the work to be performed, under appropriate circumstances may provid.
Sometimes referred to as a "cost-plus" or for an adjustable price, for the supplies or
"percentag.-of-cost" contract. (Project 60) services being p~ocured. Fixed price contracts
Contract, cost-reimbursement type - are of several types so designed to facilitate

I. A type of contract which provides proper pricing under varying circumstances.
for payment to the contractor of allowable For various types see "firm-fixed price con-
costs incurred in the performance of the tract," "fixed-price contract providing for
contract. to the extent prescribed in the con- the redetermination of price," and "fixed-
!ract. This type of contract establishes an price-incentivc contract." (Project 60)
estim-te of total cost for the purpose of obli- Contract. prime - Frrr. COD standpoint,
gation of funds and a ceiling which the con- any contract entered into directly by any
tractor may not exceed (except at his own military department or procuring activity of
risk) without prior approval or subsequent the Department of Defense. (Project 60)
ratification of the contracting officers. Contractor - An individual or organization

2. Cost-reimbursemen! contracts in- outside the Department of Defense which has
elude the following types: accepted any type of agreement or ord.r for

a. cost ccntracts providing supplies or services under proce-
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dures established by the Armed Services Pro- Cross-Coupling - The coupling of a signal
curement Regulation. The term specifically from one circuit to another where it becomes
includes both a prime contractor and a sub- an undesired signal.
contractor. (SECNAV 3900.24A) Cross m3dulation - 1. Cross modulation oc-

Contractor. prime - A contr3ctor who enters curs if two signals, one of which is undesired,

into a contract with an agency of the Govcrn- combine in a non-linear device. Under proper

ment to produce, assemble, and deliver speci- conditions, if an undesired signal enters a

fic itenms of material or perform services in receiver along with the signal to which the

accordance with the requirements of the receiver is tuned, the tuned frequency will be

agency. (Project 60) modulated by the undesired signal. This will
then appear as an interfering signal in theCorner-reflector antenna - An antenna con- reivrotu.Dfrniadfom ne-

sistng f apriwryradatig eemet ad a receiver output. Differentiated from inter-sisting of a primnary radiating element and a mdlto nefrnei htoeo h
diheralcornr rflecor.modulation interference in that one of the

dihedral corner reflector.
two signals is the desired signal.

Corona - A discharge of electricity appearing 2. Modulation of a de-
as a bluish-purple glow on the surface of and sired signal by an undesired signal. This is a
adjacent to a conductor when the voltage special case of intermodulation. MIL-STD-
gradien: exceeds a certain critical value. It is 463.
due to ionization of the surrounding air by Crosstalk - I. Noise in a given channel orig-
the high voltage. inating in another channel of the same
Corrective maintenance - Maintenance per- system.
formed to restore an item to a satisfactory 2. Undesired power injected
condition by correcting a malfunction that into a communication circuit from other
has degraded the item below the specified communication circuits. May be intelligible
performance. or unintelligible.
Corrosion, destructive - Any type of corro- 3. An electromagnetic disturb-
sion that in any way interferes with mechani- ance introduced by cross coupling. MIL-STD-
cal or electrical performance. 463.

Cost/Effectiveness Analysis - A method - osstalk coupling - Crosstalk coupling be-
examining alternative means of accomplish,., tween a disturbing and a distrubed circuit is

& the ratio of the power in the disturbing cir-a military objective for the purpose of select- che to the power in the disturbed
ing weapons and forces that will provide the cuit to the induced power f ii the disturbed

greatest military effectiveness for the cost. circuit observed at definite points of the cir-
cuits under specified terminal conditions.

Counterpoise - The ground (or reference) Cryogenics - The technology of properties
plane for an unbalanced antenna. assumed by materials at temperatures ap-

Coupling coefficient (coupling factor) - The proaching absolute zero. At these tf.mpera-
coefficient of coupling (used only in the case tures large current changes can be obtained
of resistive, capacitive, self-inductance, and by relatively small magnetic fi-ld changes.
inductive coupling) is the ratio of the imped- Crystal filter - A filter in which at least one
ance of the coupling to the square root of of the components is piezoelectrically reso-
the product of the impedances of similar ele- nant.
ments in the two meshes. Unless otherwise Cull model - An analytical process used to
specified, coefficient of coupling refers to eliminate from further consideration, any
inductive coupling, in which case it equals equipment in a large-scale environment that
M/L, L2 where M is the mutual inductance, can not possibly interfere with a particular
LI is the total inductance of one mesh, and receiver or receivers. (ECAC)
L2 the total inductance of the other mesh. Cutoff frequency - Either of the frequencies
Criterion - Any basis for judging the appro- bounding the transition region, usually the
p.iateress of a method, measuring device, frequencies at which the attenuation is 3 dB.
formula. t•c.; iir Iearning studies, the arbi- Cybernetics - The comparatie study of
trary level of performance the subject must the control and intracommunication of
atain before ceasing practice. information-handling machines and nervous
Criticality - The effect of a malfunction of systems of animals and man in order to un-
an item on the performance of a system. derstand and improve communication.
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Damping - The decay in amplitude of elec- level. The common zero power level is one
trical oscillation, mechanical vibrations, or milliwatt, and when so used, the unit is ab-
sound waves caused by electrical, mechanical, breviated as "dBr." The unit "diuv" desig-
or acoustical resistance. Tuned circuits are nates a common zero level of one microvolt.
sometimes damped by the addition of exter- Plus dB's indicate a gSin or level higher than
nal resistance in order to reduce the Q of the the common zeru level, minus dB's indicate
circuit, thereby increasing the bandwidth. a I,:oi or a level lower than the common zero
Data - A general term used to denote any or level. When the voltage gain of an amplifier is
all facts, numbers, letters and symbols, or converted to dB using dB - 20 log 0 voltage
facts that refer to or describe an object, idea, ratio, the resulting dB will only be correctly
condition, situation, or other factors. It con- used when the input and output impedances
notes basic elements of information that can are the same. If input and output impedances
be processed or produced by a computer. are not the same, the dB gain can be found
Sometime, :.'a is considered to be express- from the ratio of the input and output power
ibie only in ;nurnerical form, but L'formatiop levels. Sound intensity expressed in decibels
is not so limited. is referred to a standard reference level of
Data base - ECAC data base - The data 0.0002 dynes per square centimeter, which is

comprising the three categories of records the average threshold intensity for a 1000 Hz
maintained at ECAC, i.e., Electromagnetic tone. DB's equal 10 lOglo (power ratio) or
Environmental Data, Communications- 20 log] 0 (voltage or current ratio). Easy fac-
Electronic Equipment Characteristics Data, tors to remember are a voltage gain of 2 = 6
and Terrain Data. (ECAC) dB, or a voltage gain of 10 = 20 dB and for

a power ratio of 2 =3 dB and a power ratio
Data Processing Equipment (DPE) - A gen- a 10 di.

eral term for equipment designed especially

for mass processing of data. It also includes Defense Guidance Memorandum (DGM) -

transcription and transmission devices that Documents covering problems other than
"are designed especially for producing media major policy issues of interest to individual
for mass data processing, such as punch cards, mifitary services which require comprehen-

paper, or magnetic tapes. This term does not sive 3nalysis and planning. DGMs need not
include office equipment used primarily for be force oriented.

documeat creation, document posting, or Demodulation - The process of recovering
individual computations such as typewriters, the morulating wave from a modulated car-
bookkeeping machines, adding machines, or riv.-
desk size calculators (Project 60) Department of the Navy Five-Year Program
DB - 10 loglo P1/P2 , where P1 and P2 are (DNFYP) - The Navy's official programrcng
the powers being compared. document c-mmonly refened to as the Blue
DBM - dBm (dB referred to one milliwatt)- Streak. This puolication consists of eleven
The term is used in communication work as volumes or booklets and displays the Navy's
a measure of absolute power values. It is portion of the Five-Year Defense "rogram
equal to 10 logloP, where P is the power in (FYDP). SECDEF approved forces, man-
milliwatt,. Zero dBm equals one milliwatt. power 3nd financial data are given for each

Decade - A group or assembly of ten units; Navy Program Elemernt for the current, bud-

e.g., a counter that counts to ten in one col- get and program years.
umn or a resistor box that inserts resistance Desensitization - The reduction in sensiti-
quantities in multiples of powers of 10. vity of a receiver due to the presence of an
Decibel - A unit, one tenth of a Bel, used to undesired signal.
indicate the ratio between two powers, volt- Design Compatibility - EMC achieved by in-
ages, currents, amplitudes, or signal levels. It corporatir, of engineering characteristics or
cannot be used to indicate any absolute features in all electromagnetic radiating and
value without referring it to a base or zero receiviag equipments (including antennas) in

E
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order to eliminate or reject undesired signals, radiating structure that supports a line cur-
either self-generated or external, and enhance rent distribution similar to that of a thin
operating capabilities in the presence of natu- straight wire, a half wavelength long, so ener-
ral or manmade electromagp.etic noise. gized that the current has two nodes, one at
Development, advanced - A category of each of the far ends.
RDT&E effort. Includes all projects which Diloir reference - The power gain of an
have moved into the development of hard- antenna, in a given direction, is the ratio (ex-
ware for experimental or operational test. It pressed in decibels) of the square of the field
is characterized by line item projects, and strength radiated in this direction by the given
progam control is exercised on project basis, antenna to the square of the field strength
A further characteristic is that such items radiated in its median plane by a perfect half-
are designed as hardware for test or experi- wave antenna isolated in space, where the
mentation as opposed to items designed and fields arc nreasured at a sufficient distance.
engineered for eventual service use. (OPNAV It is assumed that the real antenna and the
3900.8C) perfect half-wave antenna are supplied with
Development concept paper (DC?) - Memo- equal power. Another common reference an-
randum from SECDEF containing the recom- tenna is the isotropic antenna.
mendations for and record of decisions on Direct bonds - Includes metal joints or inter-
the initiation of, or changes to, major R&D faces formed by swaging, metal-to-metal
Sprogrms, joints held together by thread locking de-
Deviation - A term used in frequency mod- vices, riveted joints, tie rods, structural wires
ulation to indicate the amount by which the under heavy tension, pinned fittings driven
carrier or resting frequency increases or de- tight and not subjected to wear, and clamired
creases when modulated, fittings normally permanent and immovable.
Deviation ratio - A term used in frequency It is normal practice to completely seal this
modulation to indicate the ratio of ̂ he max- joint at its edges after assembly with lacquer,
iimum amount of deviation of a fully modu. paint, conductive paint, or scalers.
lated carrier to the highest audio frequency
being transmitted. Direct wave - A wave that is propagated

Dielectric waveguide - A waveguide consis- directly through space.

ting of a dielectric structture. Directional cotlier - A device used to ex-

Diffraction - The bending of a wave into the tract a portion of the RF energy moving in a

region L-ehind an obstacle, given directionl in an RF transmission line.

Diode - A device used to permit current Energy moving in the opposite direction is

flow in one direction in a circuit and to inhi- rejected.

bit current flow in the other. In computers, Directive - 1. A military communication in

these are primarily germanit.m c•r isiicor, crys- whih a polioy is established or a specific

tals. action is ordered.
2. A plan issued with a view to

Dipole - A balanced linear antenna, split at pc i ift n so dited, orew ta

its electrical center for connection to a trans- statedgcotingecy aies.
stated contingency arises.

mission line. A tuned dipole antenna is ap- 3. Broadly speaking, any com-
proximately one half wavelength overall. The

eantenna alt its munication which initiates or governs action,impedance of the tuned dipole anen tis conduct, or procedure. (Project 60)
terminals is about 72 ohms. The radiation

pattern is a maximum at right angles to the Discone entenna - A broadband dipole con-

axis of the antenna. Also called a doublet sisting of a conical lower skirt and an upper

antenr... short vertical section loaded with a capacitive

Dipole antepna - A straight radiator, usually disc.

fed in the center, producing a maximum of Discri'.anator, FM - A device which converts

radiation in the plane normal to its axis. The variations in frequency to proportional varia-

length specified is the overall length. tions in voltage or current.

NOTE. Common usage in microwave Dish - Concave reflector antepna with cir-
antennas considers z. dipole to be a metal cular periphery.
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Distance Measuring Equipam t (DME)-A conductor, as distinguished from the self-
radionavigation aid in the aeronautical radio- inductance which is concentrated in a coil.
navigation service that determines the dis- Ditch antenna - A flush antenna obtained
tance of the interrogator from a transponder by exciting a ditch or depression in ground
by measuring the time of transmission to and or groundplane.
from the transponder. Diurnal - Pertaining to each day, daily, such
Distortion - Distortion is said to exist when as a diurnal cycle, a cyclic variation with a
an output waveform is not a tnre reproduc- period of one day.
tion of the input waveform. Distortion may Diversity - The method of transmission or
consist of irregularities in amplitude, fre-

reception in which, to reduce the cffects ofquency, or p e fading, a single received information signal is
Distortion, amplitude vs. frequency - Am- derived or selected from several signals con-
plitude vs. frequency distortion of a trans- taining the same information. Improvement
mission system is that distortion caused by gaiwed shall be expressed in dB.
the nonuniform attenuation. cr gain, of the Diversity, dual - The term applied to the
system, with respect to frequency, under simultaneous reception of two signals and
specified terminal conditions. their detection through the use of space, fre-
Distortion, d~elsy - That disto.-ion caused quency, or polarization characteristics.
by the difference between the im Diversity, frequency - Any method of trans-
transit time and the minimum transit time of mission or reception wherein the same infor-
frequencits within a specified band. marion signal is transmitted and received
Distortion, fortuitous - Distortion resulting simultaneously on two or more distinct fre-
from causes generally subject to random laws, quencies.
for example, accidental irregularities in the Diversity. quadruple - Th-, simultaneous
operating of the apparatus and moving han- combining of four signals and their detection
disturbances affecting the transmission chan- through the use of space, frequency, or polar-
nel. ization characteristics or combinations
Distortion, phase - Phase (or time delay) thereof.
distortion cf a transmission system is that Document - All types of formally recorded
distortion caused by the fact that the trarnsit scientific and technical results from DOD
time through the systemn is not the same for research, development, test, and evaluation
all frequencies, under specified terminal co- (SECNAV 3900.24A)
ditions.
Distortion, single harmonic - Single har- Doppler radar - Any form of radar which
monic distortion is the ratio of the power at detects radial motion of a distant object rela-
the fundamental frequency measured at the tive to a radar apparatus by use of the Dop-
output of the transmission system considered, pier effect.
to the power of any single harmonic obsemed Doppler shift - The change in frequency of
at the output of the system Lecause of its a wave reaching an observer or a system,
non-linearity, when a single frequency signal caused by a change in distance of range be-
of specified power is applied to the input of tueen the source and the observer or the
the system. It is.,xpressed in dB. system during the interval of reception.
Distortion, total harmonic - Total harmonic Doppler system - A trajectory-measuring
distortion is the ratio of the power at the system using the Doppler frequency shift to
fundamental frequency measured at the out- obtain trajectory data.
put of the transmission system considered, to Doub'e-shield enclosure - A type of shielded
the power of all harmonics observed at the enclosure in which the inner w-ll is partial'ly
output of the system because of its non- isolated electrically from the outer wall.
linearity, when a single frequency signal of Doule sWidebmnd - In amplitude-modulated
specified power is apphed to the input of the carriers. th;e intelligence is transmitted at fre-
system. It is expressed in dB. quencies i.o(h below and above the. carrier
Distributed inductance - The inductance frequency by the audio frequency value of
that exists along the entire length of a the intelligencc.
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Downtime - That portion of calendar time Duct - In microwave trans.mission, atmos-
during which the itein is not in condition to pheric conditions may cause radio waves to

perform its intended function, follow a narrower path than usual. The nar-

Draft Presidential Memorandum (DPM) - A rower path ts called a duct. Ducting some-

document issued by the Secrezary of Defense times causes unusual transmission because

that will discuss alternative strategies, forces, the transmitted waves So not follow the in-

and resources. Three such documents will tended path.

normally be prepared: General Purpose Dummy antenna - A device which has the

Forces, Strategic Forces, and Theater Nu- necessary impedance characteiistics of ar an-
clear Forces. (Interim Operating Procedures tenna and the necessary power-handlingcapa-

No. I of 21 June 1969.) bilities, but which does not radiate or receive
radio waves.

j E
E Layer - One of the regular ionospheric field intensity, but such use of the word
layers 'with an average height of about 100 intensity is deprecated in favor of field
kilometers. This layer occurs during day- strength, since intensity connotes power in

light hours, and its ionization is dependent optics and radiation.
on the sun's angle. Electrical - The term "electrical" is used in
Earth/ground - The term applied to any NAVAIRSYSCOM as an adjective to de-
conductor common to a number of circuits scribe equipments and systems designed to

and which serves to maintain a constant po- use, generate, distribute, control, or measure
tential, or to provide a bond of very small power in AC or DC power systems. Examples
impedance. between the points of connec- of electrical equipments are mechanical and
tion to it. In many cases, the earth itself is solid-state switching devices, meters, trans-

used as the conductor, formers, motors, generators, power tools,
Echo - Echo is the effect of a wave which, and ignition systems in automotive or other

having been derived, as by reflection, from equipments.
a primary wave arrives at either end of the Electrical equipment - Those equipments
same circuit with sufficient magnitude and which do not produce any useful electrical
delay to be distinctly recognized. signals internally. Equipments such as too-

Effective area - The square of the wave- tors, fluorescent lamps, and light flashers fall
length multiplied by the power gain (or di- into this class.
rective gain) in that direction, and divided Electroexplosive device (EED) - Any ord-
by 4nr. nance device containing pyrotechnics, solid

Effective height - (Present usage) The height propellants, or explosives, or any combina-
of the antenna center of radiation above the tion of these, which can be actuated by elec-
effective ground level. trical or electromagnetic energy.

Effective program projections (EPP-FY) - Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) -
The Department of Navy programs con- 1. Compatibility of electronic equip-
tained in the latest Five-Year Defense Pro- ments or systems to be operated with a
gram. Contains the current budget and the defined margin of safety in the intended op-
budgets of the ensuing four fiscal years. erational environment at designed levels of
(BUWEPS 5200.25) efficiency without degradation due to inter-

Electric field vector - At a pn:nt in an elec- fertnce. (MIL-STD-463).
tric field, the force on a stationary positive 2. EMC as applied to NAVAIRSYS-
charge per unit charge. COM is defined as the capability of avionic

NOTE. This may be measured either in and electrical systems, equipments, and de-
newtons per coulomb or in volts per met-r. vices to operate in their intended electro-

This term is sometimes called the electric magnetic environment with a defined margin
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of safety and at design levels of performance is defined as any emi.ion (radiated or con-

without unacceptabl. degradation as a resuft ducted) which degrades the specified per-

of electromagnetic interference. (NAVAIR- formance of avionic equipments.

SYSCOM) 3. Any EM energy, radiated, in-

3 The capability of electronic equp- ducted, or conducte4, which degrades,

menj or systems to be operated in the in- obstructs, or interrupts the designed per-

tended operational environment at designed formance of electronic equipments.

levels of efficiency without degradation due 4. Electromagnetic interference is the

to unintentional interference. (ECAC) obstruction, i-|erruption, or degradaticn of

4. EMC is the ability of communi- the desk ...J performance characteristics of

cations-electronics equipment. subsystems. cownsunications-electronic equipment result-

and systems to operate in their intended o.- ing from excessive or undesired emissions.

crational environments without suffering or DoD Standardizatien Program FY 1969.

causing unace.ptable degradation because of Electromagnetic propeption - The" raove-

unintentiona' zlectromagnetic radiation or ment of electromagnetic energy (waves).

response. It does not involve a separate branch Electromagnetic susceptpbility (EMS) - The',
of engineering but directs attention to ia- tendency for An undesired response to be
provement of electrical and electrorsic engi- produced in a component by zn electromag-

neering knowledge and techr.;ues to include netic emission.

all aspects of electromgnetic effects. Electronic counter asures (ECM) - Any of

Electromagnetic emision (EME) - Ekec- various offensive or defensive tactics using

tromagnetic energy, desired or u,-idesired, electronic and reflecting devices to reduce

propagated from a source by radiation or the military effectiveness of enemy equip-

cond-ction. ment or tactics using or affected by electro-

Electromagnetic envionment - I - The com- magnetic radiations.
posite of electromagnetic energy, including Electronic equipment - 1. Those equip-

man-made and natural sources, to which a ments such as radio receivers and signal gen-

system or subsystem or equipment will be erators that process useful electrical signals.
exposed in performing its mission. When de- (AVIATION)-

fined, the environmend will be for a papic- includes radar, identification and recognition

2. The elec- (1FF), communications and navigation, radio,

tronic equipments in a given geogrmphical electronic countermeasures (ECM). sonar,

arma and the radio frequency energy they sonobuoy, airborne receivers, magnetic de-

radiate. (ECAC) tection (MAD). intercommunication systems,

Electromagnetic field - Condition produced microphones, headsets, wire and tape re-

in space by the joint interaction of oscillating corders, airborne public address systams,

electric and magnetic forces which move in- antenna syzt-ms, antiprecipitation static syý-
dependently of the charige, or poles from terns, and special , lectrontc equipments.

which they originate. A varying electric field (SD-24J General Spec for Desgn and Con-

is always accompanied by a varying magnetic struction of Aicraft Weapon Systems)

field, conversely a varying magnetic field is Electronic equipment enrironment listing

accompanied by a varying electric field. The (EEEL) - An ECAC publication consisting

resulting electromagnetic field represents a of several printed volumes of selected data

flow of energy in a direction at right angles extracted from the equipment environment

to both the electric and magnetic compo- data file (E-File).

nents "hich are themselves at right angles to Electronic eeuipment environment survey

each other. (EEES) - The process of physically gathering

Electromagnetic interference (EM) - environmental data using DD Form 1374.

1. Electromagnetic interference is a The-- forms are forwarded to operational

condition in which an electromagnetic emis- units to be completed a-id returned to E-AC

sion produces an undesired response in a for processing. The processed data becomes

.:pecific susceptible component or subsystem. part of the ECAC data base. (ECAC)

2. As applied to NAVAIRSYSCOM. Electronic equipments, fixed - Electronic.
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equipments whose antenna remains at a fixed Engineering chante proposal (ECP) - A pro,
geographic location or moves within an area posal submitted by the contractor to the
not exceeding one half mile in diameter. procuring activity in accordance with con-
(ECAC) tractual specifications, ANA Bulletin 3,),;),
Electronic equipments, mobile - Electronic 391a, or 445, as applicable. The purpol, of.
equipments, the locations of which are not the ECP is to furnish information relative to
fixed. (ECAC) a proposed engineerin- change to permit a

Electronics - A generic term to describe that preliminary evaluation of the change.

branch of electrical scienze and technology Changes meriting further formal considera-
concerned with tihe behavior of free electrons tior. are submitted to the IBCC Change Re-

in vacuous zir gaseous space and in semi- quest (BUWEPs 5200.25)

conductors and the associated circuitry. Environment - The aggregate of external

Electrostatic induction - The capacitive in- conditions and influences that surround and

duction of interfering signal over an air gap affect a system or vehicle. It includes natural

separating an instrument, for example, from phenomena such as temperature, pressure,
its wiring or housing. solar radiation, or weather, and conditions

Element, program - An integrated activity; introduced by the operation of the system or

an identifiable military capability; a force, some action on it by an outside agent, such
support activity, or research activity com- as nuclear radiation or explosive vapors.
prising a combination of men, equipment, Equipment - 1. All articles needed to out-
and facilities. (DOD 7045.1) fit an ind;vidual or organization. (Dictionary

Elint - The field of electronic inelligence, of United States Military Terms for Joint
Usage issued by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.)Elliptically polarized wave - An electromag- 2. A major functional part of

netic wave for which the electric and/or the2.Amjrfntoaprtf
a system or subsystem, usually consisting of

magnetic field vector at a point describes an several components, which is essential to op-
elipse. This term is usually applied to trans- eration of the system or subsystem; for ex-
verse waves, ample, a radio compass, altimeter, or electric

Emission - Electromagnetic energy propa- power supply.
gated from a soumt by radiation or conduc- Equipmeiit characteristics data base - All
tion. available data on equipment characteristics,

Emission spectrum - The power or electric including that which has been measured,
field intensity versus frequency distribution synthesized, and extracted. (ECAC)
of a signal about its fundamental frequency, Equipment environment data base - That
which includes the fundamental frequency portion of the ECAC data base concerning
and the associated modulation sidebands as electronic equipments and describing their
well as non-harmonic and harmonic spurious geographic location, antenna orientation and
emissions and their associated sidebands. position above terrain, how and when the

Empirical propagation model - A propaga- equipment operates, frequency or
tion model that is based solely on measured frequencies used, PW and PRF combinations
path loss data. (ECAC) used, types of modulation. (ECAC)
Enclosure - A housing such as a console, Fquipment environment data file (E-FILE)-
cabinet, or case designed to protect and stup- That portion of the equipment environment
port mechanisms, electronic parts, and sub- data base whuch has been placed in the
assemblies. UNIVAC 1107 computer magnetic tape file.
Engineered performance standards (EPS) - All records of the E-File are in the same
Time in man/hours, expressed as standard format. (ECAC)
time per unit of work, it would take an ade- Equipment spectrum signature - An equip-
quately trained individual or group to per- ment spectrum signature is a bummary and
form a defined task as determined by a presentation of data showing all radio fre-
trained technician using time study, rated quency energy radiations at a given location,
random sampling, or predetermined standard both desired and undesired, of elV.ctronic
time data systems. (DOD 5010.15) equipments that generate electromagnetic
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(energy for either internal or external use. It Error voltage - A voltage present in a servo
also includes the sensitivity characteristics of system when input and output shafts are not
electronic equipment, including receivers, in correspondence. The error voltage, which
that are influenced by electromagnetic en- actuates the servo system, is proportional to
ergy. The data is obtained by tests of radio the angular displacement between the two
frequency occupancy characteristics over the shafts.
frequency range of 14 kHz to 10 GHz. These Estimate budget - An amount estimated for
tests include radiations under normal opera- any element included in a budget. (Proj-
ting and switching functions of transmit, ect 60)
receive, tuning, and band selection. Equip- Exploratory development goals (EDG) -
ments intended for operation with as,;ennas Developed by the Chief of Naval Develop-
or radiating or receiving elements of more ment, an EDG sets forth the technical basis
than one type shall have the transmission line for investigations, feasibility studies, experi-
or waveguide to the antenna, radiating or mental effort, and minor development re-
receiving element or elements terminated in quireci to advance technology in various
a sh;eld dummy load. functional areas. (OPNAV 3900.8C)

Erg - The unit of work equal to the work
don.' by a force of one dyne acting through
a distance of one centimeter.

F

F layer - An ionized layer in the F-region of Fault correction time - That element of

the ionosphere. Exists as a single layer, some- active repair time required under a specified
times called F2 layer in the night hemisphere. maintenance philosophy to correct the mal-

Stratifies into Fi and F2 layers in the day function. It may include correcting the mal-

hemis-phere. function with the faulty item in place, re-

Fl layer - One of the regular ionospheric moving and replacing the item with a like

layers at an average height of about 225 kilo- serviceable item, or removing the item for

meters, which occurs during the daylight corrective maintenance and reinstalling the

hours and follows the sun closely, same item.

F2 lMyer - The most useful ionospheric layer Fault location time - That element of active

for radio wave propagation. It is the most repair time required for testing and analyzing

highly ionized and highest of the layers, hay- an item to isolate a malfunction.

ing an average night height of 225 kilometers Femto - A prefix meaning multiplied by
and a mid-day height of about 300 kilometers. 10-I s.
This layer is ionized throughout the day. Its Ferrod Antenna - A tapered rod of micro-
ionization is least just before dawn and at wave ferromagnetic material fed by wave-
maximum early in the afternoon, guide.

Fading - Fading is the fluctuation in inten- Fidelity - The degree of accuracy with which
sity of any or all components of a received a system or portion of a system reproduces
radio signal due te changes in the character- in its output the essential characteristics of
istics of the propagation path. the signal impressed on its input.

Far-field region (Fraunhofer region) - That Field - A region in space influenced by a
volume of space extending beyond the far- physical agency, such as electricity, magnet-
field distance. The far-field distance is that ism, or gravitation, or any combination of
distance between two antennasequal to D2 /X them, produced by an electrically charged
or 3A, whichever is larger, where D is the object, electrons in motion, a magnet, or a
maximum aperture dimension of the large mass. Such fields are vector fields (electric,
antenna and X is the wavelength at the fun- magnetic, or gravitational) or scalar fields (as
damental frequency. iMIL-STD-463) a potential field).
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Field strength (FS) - The intensity of radio F. flame over approximately five square
frequency energy. The term "field strength" inches for fifteen minutes without penetra-
is applied only to measurements made in the tion.
far field. The measurement may be of either Fishbone antenna - An antenna consisting
the electrical or the magnetic component of of a series of coplanar elements arrangtd in
th- field and may be expressed as Vim, Aim, collinear pairs, loosely coupled to a balanced
or ,Vim 2 ; any one of these may be converted transmission line.
to the others. For measurements made in the Five-year defense program (FYDP) - The
near field, the term "electrical field strength" official OSD publication that summarizes the
(EFS) or "magnetic field strength" (MFS) approved plans and programs of the DOD
shall be used. according to whether the elec- components. (DOD 7045.7)
tric or magnetic field, respectively, is meas-
ured. The EFS shall be expressed as V/m, Fix - 1. A device or equipment modifica-
and the MFS as A/m. In this field region, the tion to prevent interference or to reduce an
field measured will be the result of the radia- equipment's susceptibility to interference.
tion, induction, and quasi static (/r, l/r 2 , (ECAC)
and, if present, I/r 3 ) components, respec- 2. The position or location of a radio
tively, of the field where r is the distance transmitter as determined by radio direction
from the source. Since it is not generally finding.
feasible to determine the time and space 3. In navigation, the determination
phase relationships of the various compo- of one's position by the use of radio naviga-
nents of this complex field, the energy in the tional aids, and the position so determined.
field is similarly indeterminate. (MIL-STD- Fix analysis - A study of effectiveness of a
463) receiver's interference fixes on desired and
Field strength meter - A measurement device undesired signals of various modulation types.
used with antenna and receiver in making (ECAC)
field strength measurements in RFI investiga- Fixed electronic equipment - Electronic
tions.
Field tests - Measurements of radiated radio equipment whose antenna remains at a fixed
interference made upon a test item in open geographic location or moves within an area
space (see definition below) with the te not exeeding one-half mile in diameter.
item operating under conditions simulating (ECAC)
normal operation. Measurements of con- FM/AM - Amplitude modulation of a car-
ducted interference made upon a test item at rier by subcarriers that are frequency modu-

the actual site of installation of the item and lated by information.

with the test item operating under normal FM/PM - Phase modulation of a carrier by
operating conditions shall be considered a subcarriers that are frequency modulated by
field test of conducted interference, information.

Filter - A term widely applied to many kinds Folded dipole antenna - An antenna corn-
of device that permit selectively the passage posed of two parallel, closely spaced dipole
through them of some kinds of matter or antennas connected at their ends, with cne
energy. Different respective classes of filter of the dipole antennas fed at its center.
may be used to transmit selectively differen, Forces - Broadly, the fighting elements of
types of radiation energy, nuclear particles, the overall defense structure, units, equip-
frequencies of electromagnetic or acoustic ment, etc., shown in the five-year defense
vibration, or to remove suspended particles program (FYDP).
from a fluid. Form, DD - A form used by two or more
Filter (wave filter) - A transducer for sepa- agencies or military departments of the De-
rating waves on the basis of their frequency. partment of Defense - specifically: 1. A
It introduces relatively small loss to waves in form prescritted by a Department of Defense
one or more frequency bands and relatively agency under appropriate authority to be
large loss to waves of other frequencies. used by two or more military departments or

Fireproof - A charac'eristic meaning that agez.cies of the Department of Defense. 2. A
the material can withstand 2000e F. ±50e form adopted for use by two or more mili-
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tary departments or by one or more military frequency.
departments and one or more agencies of the Frequency assignment - 1. The command
Department of Defense (DOD 5000.8) p-.ocess or designating a radio frequency

Fortran - A programming language designed ltand, or more usually a radio frequency, to
for problems that can be expressed in alge- xe used at a certain station under specified
braic notation, allowing for exponentiation conditions of operation.
and up to three subscripts. The Fortran comn- 2. The frequency
piler is a routine for a given machine which band or frequency designated by the act of
accepts a program written in Fortran source assignment for use at a given station. (ECAC)
language and produces a machine language Frequency channel - The carrier plus allowed
routine object program. Fortran 1i added bandwidth limits of a frequecy assignment.
c.onsicerably to the power of 'he original Example: 2716 6A3 is the Navy harbor fre-
language by giving it the ability to define awd. quency assignment (2716 kHz carrier, 6 kHz
use almost unlimited hierarchies of sut,. sideband limits, A3 modulation). Bandwidth
-outines, all sharing a common storage rcgic.n is a critical part of a frequency channel.
it desired. Later improvements have added FT
the ability to use Boolean expressions, 2nd Frequency coverage - That range (or those
some capabilities for inserting symbolic m- ranges) of frequencies over which a specific
chine language sequences into a source pro- equipment is designed to operate- for ex-

gram. ample, the frequency coverage of the AN/

Franklin antenna - Base-fed vertical wire an- U may be 0

tenna several wavelengths high, and radiating I L400 MHz.

broadAside by the elimination of phase rever- Ki---quency deviation - In frequency modula-
sals by means of loading coils or wire folds. tion, the peak difference between the instan-

taneous frequency of the modulated wave

Fraunhoter region - That region of, the field and the carrier frequency.
in which the energy flow from the antenna Frequency distortion - That form of distor-
proceeds essentially as though crring from tion in which relative magnitude of the dif- I
a point source in the vicinity of the antenna. ferent frequency components of a complex
If the antenna has a well defined aperature D wave are changed ir transmission.
in d give. aspect, the Fraunhocfer region in
that aspect is commonly tak en to exist at Frequency division multiplex - A process or
distances greater than 2D 2/\t, A being the device in which each signal channel modu-
wave!ength. In this region, the shape of the lates a separate subcarrier, the subcarriers
radiation pattern is relati'ely independent of being spaced in frequency to avoid over-
d;stance from the antenr.a at which it is lapping of the subcarrier sidebands, and the
mcasured,and the zlect-ic and magnetic field selection and demodulatiGn of each signal
components aie substantitlly all transverse, channel on the basis of its frequency.

Free space - Usually r:fers to a condition Frequency engineering and management -

wliero the radiation pattern of an antenna is The function whereby requirements for the
not affected by surrfosnding objects such as use of the radio frequency spectrum are pre-
earth, buildings, or trees. sented, reviewed, and satisfied initially and

Frequency allo-Ation - !. The establishing continually, and control of the spectrum is
of iadio frequency b'inds or designating radio exercised. Frequency management consists of
frequencies for the performance of specific minimizing emission ar.d reception band-
functions. widths and controlling the character of emit-

2. The frequency ted waves to prevent spurious and harmonic
ban. or frequencies designated by allocation enissions.
to perform a s.pecific function. (ECAC) Frequency, internal - A frequency intended

Frequency, assigned - Usually the carrier for internal use within an equipment, such as
frequency, actaal or suppressed. For some that of a local oscillator, intermediate fre-
senrices, a chinnel or band of frequencies quency amplifier, or frequency multiplier,
may be assi;ned. Standards for operation and which is not intentionally coupled to the
establish limits of deviation from the assigned input or output terminals.
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Frequency, loaest useful high (LUF) - The Frequency shift keying (FSK) - That form
lowest high frequency effective at a specified of frequency modulation in which the modt,-
time for ionospheric propagation of radio lating wave shifts the output frequency be-
waves between two specified points. tween predetermined values, and the output
Frequency, maximum usable (MUF) - The wave has no phase discontinuity.
upper limits of the fr.quencies that can be Frequency spectrum - Range of frequencies
used at a specified time for radio transmission from low to high in terms of the number of
between two points and involving propaga- vibrations or cycles in a unit of time.
tion by reflection from the regular ionized Frequency tolerance - The allowable limits
layers of the ionosphere. by which an emitter may deviate from a fre-

Frequency modulation (FM) - Angle modu- quency assignment. Frequency tolerance be-
lation of a sine-wave carrier in which the low 100 MHz is usually .001 percent (100
instantaneous frequency of the modulated Hz per MHz). Stations operating in a syn-
wave differs from the carrier frequency by an chronous communications service (TTY,
amount proportional to the instantaneous SSB) may require a closer tolerance with
value of the modulating wave. Combinations respect to each other than the allowed abso-
of phase and frequency modulation arc lute deviation.
commonly referred to as "frequency Fresnel region - The region between the an-
modulation." tenna and the Fraunhofer region. If the an-

Frequen,'y response - A measure of the abil- tenna has a well defined aperature D) in a
ity of a device to take into account, follow, given aspect, the Fresnel region in that aspect
or act upon a rapidly varying input condition; is commonly understood to extend a distance
for example, in an amplifier, the frequency of 2D2/) in that aspect, X being the wave-
at which the gain has fallen to one-half of the length. The near regior; is part of the Fresnel
power gain factor, or to 0.707 of the voltage region.
gain factor; in the case of a mechanical auto- Fresnel zones - Zonesof wave reinforcement
matic controller, the maximum rate at which and destructive interference caused by inter-
changes in the input, condition can be fol- action of direct waves and those waves re-
lowed and acted upon. flected from the earth. (RCA - Point to 'oint
Frequency response characteristic - A varia- Radio Relay Systems)
tion with frequency of the transmission gain Front-to-rear ratio - The ratio of the effec-
or loss of a device or system. tiveness of a directional antenna toward the

front aid toward the rear.

G

Gain - The action by which the power of an also an invitation to the producer to submit
electrical signal is increased, normally ex- proposed technical approaches (PTAs) for
pressed in dB. achieving future needs when the necessary
Gaussian noise - A noise whose power has a support technology is available.
normal distribution. Gigs - A prefix denoting 109, abbreviated G.
General operational requirement (GOR) -
GORs are broad statements of objectives and Groundlear.h - The term applied to any
goals for operational capabilities needed to conductor common to a number of circuits
meet the estimiated threat of the 5-15 year and which serves to maintain a constant po-
period. GORsguide the technical community tential, or to provide a bond of very small
in formulating new programs and in orienting impedance between the points of connection
current programs in research and exploratory to it. In many cases the earth itself is used as
development to advance particular arcas of the conductor.
technology necessary to support the develop- Ground controlled approach (GCA) system -
inent of future warfare systems. The GOR is A ground radar system providing information
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by which aircraft approaches may be direc- RF signals will be defined as those
ted from the ground by radio telephony, above 100 KC. Signals with funds-
G;,ound plane - I. A m"etal sheet or ::late mental frequency in the 20 KC to 100
used as a common reference point for cufruit KC frequency range must be analyzed
returns and electrical or signal potentials. on an individual basis before assign-

2. (Aircraft) The ground ment to one group or. the other.
plane is defined as the nearly equipotential 4. RF signal grounds - Refers to the
plane created by interconnected (bonded) grounding of RF circuits. Typical ex-
conducting surfaces or objects. (MIL-STD- amples of RF circuits are local oscilla-
463) tors, receiver front ends, IF amplifier,

Ground-reflected wave - A radio wave that and RF sections of transmitters.
is reflected upward from the ground at a 5. Low frequency signal shield

slight angle. grounds - Refers to the ground refer-

Ground wave - A radio wave that is propa- encing of shields covering a signal wire.

gated over the earth and ordinarily is affected Signal shields ore normally made of non-

by the presence of the ground. Ground waves ferrous materia! such as copper or brass

include all components of waves over the and provide protection against electric

earth except ionospheric and tropospheric fields. Should the application require

waves. Ground waves are affected somewhat shielding of low frequency magnetic

by the change in dieleatric constant of the fields, ferrous material would be used.

lower atmosphere. Grounding of the different types of

Grounding - The process of physically pro- material is covered under grounding
viding a metallic surface with a low resistance rules.

or low impedance path to ground potential. 6. RF signal shield ground - Refers to

Grounding definitions - From Electro- , the grounding technique used for all

magnetic Control Requirements for Ad- shields used to prevent radiation from

vanced ASW Avionics Systems BUWEPS 28 entering or leaving wires tVat carry or

Feb. 1966. are subceptible to RF energy.

I. Primary power ground - Th: 7. Chassis ground - Refers to the

grouad referencing of primary AC and metal structure that supports the elec-

DC aircraft power. In the case of the trical components that make up the

P-3A aircraft, this would include power black box circuit. In practice, chassis

from the engine ACgenerators, battery, ground is an extension of the airframe

AC to DC converters (transformer recti- via metal-to-metal bonding; however,

fier), and the aircraft inverters. for the purpose of clarity, this docu

2. Secondary power ground - The ment separates the chassis ground and

techniques used for &round referencing airframe ground.

of power that is converted from pri- 8. Airframe ground plane - Refers to

mary aircraft power for use in and by all metallic items of the airframe that

a subsystem or black box. Examples of are bonded together. Airframe ground

secondary power are transformer out- plane does not include the metal

puts used for filament power, B+ -B - structure of boxes that co-ttain

supplies, etc. electrical components and their

3. Low-frequency signal ground - The mounting racks.

grounding of electrical circuits that Grounding system - The total of all ground-

have low-level, low frequency suscepti- ing techniques used in a given application.
bility characteristics. Inputs of audio Grounding system, floating - A grounding
amplifiers, servo loops, error reference system using a completely isolated grot,nd
signals, and digital signals are examples plane.
of items tha, are grounded in accord- Grounding system, multiple-point - A
ance with low-frequency signal ground- grounding system in which the various con-
ing rules. For the p-.rpose of this docu- ponents are grounded through short direct
ment, low-frequency signals are defined coninections to the -,:ound plane. In this sys-
as signals between 20 cps and 20 KC. tem. many pointson the ground plane should
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ideally be a unipotential device, indicator group.)

Gro ,nding system. single-point - A system Guided PropeRltion - The movement of

in which all ground connections art made to electromagnetic waves through some environ-

a s;ngle point on a ground plane. merit where the energy is concentrated near

Group - A collection of units, assemblies, boundary, or betweet, substantially parallel

subassemoblies which is a subdivision of a s boundaries, separating materials of different

Or system, but which cannot perform a sem properties, and whose direction Is effectively

plete operational function. (Antenna group, parallel to these boundaries.

H

Half-power width of a radiation lobe - In a HERO - "Hazards of electromagnetic radia-

plane containing the direction of the maxi- tion to ordnance."

Mltum of the lobe, ti-c full angle between the Hertz - A unit of frequenqc) equal to one

two directions in that plane about the maxi- cycle per second. Abbreviated Hz.

mum in which the radiation intensity is one- Hertz antenna - Elementaty linear dipole

half the maximum value of the lobe. radiator, with or without spherical or flat-

Harmful interference - Any emission, radia- plate ends (1887). Also loop antenna.

tion, ot induction which endangers the func- Heterodyne - To beat or mix two frequen-

zioning of a radionavigation service or of cies in a non-linear component so zs *o pr.-

other safety devices, or seriously degrades, duce different frequencies.

obstructs, or repeatedly interrupts a radio- - fIuency - A frequencY which

communication service operating in accord- is produced by -,mbining two other frequenw

ance with (ITU) regulations. (ECAC) ies and which is their numerical sum or

Harmonic - A sinusoidal component of a difference. w i

periodic wave or quantity having a frequency Hifh-p iter - A filte: that attenuates allenc

which is an integral multiple of the funda- frequencia e from zero to a specified cutoff

mental frequency. Forexample,a component frequency ("stop" band), and transmits acu

who.. frequency is twice the fundamental frequencies above that point ("pass" band).

frequency is called the second harmonic. Hollerith - A widely used system of encod-

Harmonic distortion - Nonlinea: distortion ing alphanumeric infordation onto cards,

characterized by the appearance in the out- hence Holperith cards re synonymous with

put of harmonics other than the fundamental punch cards. Such cards were first used in

omiponient when the input is sinusoidal. 1890 for the U.S. Census and were named
Heaviside layer - A layer of highly ionized after Herman Hollerith, their originator.
air in the outer atmosphere which reflects Horiaontslly polarized wave - A linearly

certain high frequency radio waves, it reaches polarized wave w-ose electric field vector is

its maximum density about 70 miles above horizontal.

the earth's surface. Named for Sir Oliver Hnmao factors - Human psychological char-

iHeaviside who predicted its existence. Also acteristics rlative to complex systems, and

called Kennelly-Heaviside layer. the developtneati and application of princa-

Helical scanning - A method of scanning in

which the elemental area sweeps across the pies and procedures for accompliihing op-

copy due to the motion of a helix. The most timum mnan.machine integration and

common form uses a combination of a single utilization. The term is used in a broad sense

turn helix on a cylinder and a straight bar. to cover all biomedical and psychosocial con-

The contuct point between the bar apd the siderations pertaining to n.an in the system.

helix traverses from one side to the other as Hysteresis - 1. The lagging in the response

the cylinder is rotated. The spiral on the of a unit of a system behind an increase or a

cylinder is called the helix and the straight decrease in the strength of a signal.

bar is called the helix bar. 
2 A phenomenom demon-
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s~rated by materials which make their behav-
ior a function of the history of the
environment to which they have been sub-
subjected.

Image - One of two groups of sldebards dissimilar transmission lines or connections
generated in tLe process of modulation, between equipment with different imped-
Sometimes the unuseJ group is referred to as ances. To eliminate reflections from an im-
the unwanted image. pedarce mismatch between elements A and
Image frequency - In superheterodyne recep- B, the input impedance of B must equal the
tion, an image frequency for any given point output impedance of A. To obtain maximum
in the tuning range is that frequency which power transfer from A to B, B's impedance
is higher or lower than the local-oscillator must be the same as A's. This means that if
frequency by an amount equal to the inter- A is inductive, B must be equally capacitive,
mediate frequency. Higher if the oscillator or vice versa. Various methods are used to
frequency is higher than the desired signal make the impedance of dissimilar elemcnts
frequency; lower, in the opposite case. appear equal (a transformer for example),

Image response - The degree to which a and the process is known as impedance

superheterodyne receiver responds to an un- matching.

desired signal at the image frequency while Impedance transformer - "Aethod of mini-
tuned to a desired signal, mizing the adverse effects of junctions

Impedance -- The impedance of an electric between dissimilar transmissior. lines, for
instance, cable and open wire, whereby acircuit to a current is t!he ratio of the applied transformer or auto transformer is used to

rms voltage to the resulting rms current, interconnect the two, or loading coils areI,-rovded there is no other source of power in used to modify the impedance characteristic
th, circuit. Impedance is the combination of use to m odify the i pen c irersi
the resistance and the reactance of the circuit, of a cable so as to match the open wire.

and equals the square rooi of the sum of the Impulse - An electromagnetic pulse of short

resistance squared and the reactance squared. duration relative to a cycle at the highest
frequency being considered. Mathematically,

Impedance, characteristic - i. The ratio of it is a pulse of infinite amplitude, infinitesimal
voltage to current at every point areno a dtration, and finite area. Its special energy
transmission line on which there are ns distribution is proportional to its volt time
standing waves The squre area, and is uniformly and continuously dis-

t of theo sqort tributed through the spectrum up to the
root of the product of the open and short highest frequency at which it may be con-
circuit impedance of the line. When a trans- sidered an impulse. Regularly repeated im-
mission line is terminated in its t. haracteristic pulsesof uniform level willgenerate a uniform
impedance, energy is not refiected, but is spectrum of discrete frequencies (Fourier
fully absorbed in the terminating impedance. components) separated in frequency by an

3. The observed amount equal to the repliition frequency.
input impedance of a properly terminated (MIL-STD-463)
filter (ideally, substantially resistive and con- Impulse bandwidth (IBW) - 1. The imnulse
start) at any passband frequency; pralmati- bandwidth of a circuit in megahertz is the
cally, the resistance value with which the ratio of the rms sine-wave/level in microvolts,
filter must be terminated or from which it which produce a given peak response in the
must be driven to ensure a specified perfor- circuit, to the impulse spectral intensity in
mance. microvoits per megahertz required to produce
Impedance watching - A method of minimiz- an equal peak rtsponse.
ing the adverse effects of junctions between 2. The peak
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value divided by the area of the impulse sideband) - That method of communication
response envelope. (MIL-STD-463) in which the frequencies on the opposite
Impulse field sensitivity - That impulse sides of the carrier, produced by modulation,
spectral field intensity which will engender are not related to each other but are related
at the output of the measuring set a peak separately to two sets of modulating signals.
response 2 dB above that resulting from re- The carrier frequency may be transmitted
ceiver output noise alone. The point of meas- suppressed or partially suppressed.
urement and the impulse bandwidth to that Indirect bonds - Any intermediate element
point should be stated. used to electrically connect a component to

Units of measure: the main structure ground plane.

Electric field intensity: dB uV/m/MHz indrect wave - A high frequency radio wave
Magnetic field intensity: db uA/mIMHz reflected from one of the ionosphere layers
NOTE. The manufacturer should fur- in the outer atmosphere. Also called the sky-

nish data relating the field intensity as a func- wave. See Hleaviside layer.
tion of frequency to the interference measur- Inductance - The property of an electrical
ing set input level or the antenna induced circuit which tends to oppose a change of
voltage, depending on whether shunt or series any current in the circuit. The symbol is -LV
calibration, respectively, is used. and the unit of measure is the "Henry."
Impulse interference - Interference causing Induction fields - Magnetic and electric
non-overlapping transient disturbances in a fields which are predominant at distances
receiver, that are short compared to wavelength.
Impulse noise - Noise characterized by tran- Inductor - A device designed to have a spe-
sient distrubances separated in time by cific inductance. It is usually made of a coil

quis.--nt intervals. The frequency spectrum of wire, which may or may not be wound on
of these disturbances must be substantially an iron core. An inductor will pass direct
uniform over the useful pass band of the current, but will have very high impedance to
transmission system. high-frequency alternating currents.
Impulse sensitivity - That level of impulse Information, cassified - Official information
spectral intensity input t-) an interference which requires protection in the interest of
measuring set which will engender at its out- national defense and which is classified fur
put a peak voltage response 2 dB above that such purpose by appropriate classifying au-
resultir,g frrm the receiver noise alone. The thority. Classified information of the Depart-
point of output and the impulse bandwidth ment of the Army. Nawy, and Air Force in
to that point should be stated, the hards of industry is to be considered and

NOTE. Irhe peak meter is assumed to known as classified information of the De-
have an overall time constant long enough to partment of Defense, and shall be protected
obtain repeatable readings of the random as provided for in the -industrial Security
noise, and to have a hold time or discharge Manual for Safeguarding Classified Informa-
time constant substantially longer than the tion." (Project 60)
longest expected period between impulses, Information retrieval - The procedures used
The impulse bandwidth should be stated to identify, search, assemble, and recover
sepat.-tely. Units of measure: dB uV/MHz. specific information from stored data.
Inactive time - The period of time when the Information theory - A mathematical theory
item is available but is neither needed nor relating to the problems of the processing
operating for its intended use. and transmission of information.
In-band interference - Undesired signals Input-output - A general term for the equip-
being received on or near the frequency to ment used to communicate with a computer
which a receiver is tuned. and the data involved in the communication. 4
Incident wave - In a medium of certain pro- Synonymous with (110)
pagation characteristics, a wave which im- Insertion gain - The insertion gain of a trans-
pinges on a disontinuity or medium of mission system (or component thereof) in-
different propagation characteristics. serted between two impedances. Ze

Independent sideband transmission (twin (transmitter) and Z, (receiver), is the ratio of
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the power measured at the receiver after causes undesirable response or malfunction-
jnserticn of the transmission system to the ing of electronic equipments (BUSHIPS
power measured before insertion, expressed 5430.38).
in dB. If the resulting number in dB thus ob- 2. Any undesirable electro-
tained is negative, an insertion loss is indi- magnetic emission (MIL-STD-463).
cated. Interference mechanisms - Any process
Insertion loss - I. At a given frequency, the which may yield interference to a receiving
insertion loss of a feed-through suppression device, such as desensitization, spurious res-
capacitor or a filter connected into a given ponse, and spurious emissions. (ECAC)
transmission systemisdefinedastheratioof Intermediate frequency (IF) - The
voltages appearing across the line immediately frequency in superheterodyne reception
beyond the point of insertion, before and resulting from a frequency conversion before
after insertion. As measured herein, insertion demodulation.
loss is represented as the ratio of inplit volt- Intermodulation - Mixing of two or more
age required to obtain constant output volt- signals in a nonlinear element, producing
age, with and without the component, in the signals at frequencies equal to the sums and
specified 50-ohm system. This ratio is ex- differences of integral multiples of the origi-
pressed in decibels (dB) as follows: nal signals. MIL-STD-463.

Ei Intermodulation interference - Interference
Insertion loss = 20 log that occurs as the result of mixing two un-

2 desired signals in a non-linear element such as
the first stage of a receiver or the final -tage

Where: of a transmitter. The non-linear element may
E, =The output voltage of the signal even be external to the communications

generator with the component in equipment as ii, the case uf a corroded metal-
the circuit. to-metal joint. This mixing may result in the

E2 = The output voltage of the signal gencration of a new signal or signals of suffi-

generator with the component cient amplitude to be detected as interfer-

not in the circuit. ence.
(MIL-STD-220A) International Telecommunication Union

2. The ratio, in dB, of the (ITU) - A civil international organization
power in the load when the filter is out of the established to provide world-wide standard-
circuit, to the power in the load when the ized communications procedures arid prac-
filter is in the circuit (with a constant source tices including frequency allocation and radio
voltage), regulations.

3. The ratio of received pow- Interphone/intercom - A telephone cppara-
es before and after the insertion of shielding tus by means of which personnel can ta-k to
between a source and a receiver of electro- each other within :n aircraft, tank, ship, or
magnetic energy. activity.
Instrument landing system (ILS) - A system Intersystem inte-ference - Interference be-
of radionavigation intended to assist aircraft tween systems. A lack of system-to-system
in landing, which provides lateral and vertical electromagletic compatibility.
guidanLe and indications of distance from the Intrasystem interference - ln',erference and
optimum point of landing. resultant performance degradation confined

Interface - I. That boundary between two within the physical and EM bounds of a
media especially as transited by a propagated single system.
wave, e.g., the inner surface of the bore of a Ionosphere - A region of electrically charged
gun. (ionized) air beginning about 25 miles above

2. The boundary, electrical or the surface of the earth, by means of which
mechanical, existing between two systems or radio waves may be tran!,mitted over great
components (Project 60, quoted in RDT&E distances. It includes layers referred to as:
Management Guide) (I) D layer, (2) E layer, (3) FI layer, and

Interf.:rence - 1. Any disturbance that (4) F2 layer. These layers vary in height and
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ionization with position of the sun. The air observed random day-to-day variation from
particles in the ionosphere are ionized by the average values for the location, date, and
ultraviol- rays from the sun and. 1 -"aps to time of day under' Zonsideratiur.
a less extent, by charged particles from the I-S-M equipment - Federal Communications
sun. This region of air is commonly referred Commission designation for industrial, scien-
to as the Heaviside Layer. tific, and medical equipment capable of caus-
Ionosphere storms - Periods in which the ing interference.
ionosphere is disturbed from the normal con- Isotropic - A hypothetical antenna radiating
dition. The virtual heights and the critical or receiving equally in all directions; unipole
frequencies are abnormal, znd during intense antenna. Unipolesdo not exist physically but
storms the ionosphere is diffused -and ex- represent convenient reference antennas for
panded. Increased ionospheric absorption expressing directive properties of actual an-
may be noted during very severe storms. tennas.
These storms occur concwrently with mag- Iterative - Describing a procedure or pr( •ss
nietic storms and probably -re caused by ab- which repeatedly executes a series of opera-
normal particle radiat;on from the sun. tions until some condition is satisfied. An

Ionospheric disturbance - An ionospheric iterative procedure can be implimented by a
disturbance is a variation in the state of ioni- loop in a routine.
zation of the ionospnere beyond the normally

J antenna - Half-wave antenna, end fed by a the JLRSS and JSOP by:
parallel-wire quarter-wave section having the I . Translating broad strategic guid-
configuration of a J. ance concerning operational requirements

Jamming - The deliberate radiation, reradia- into the research and development objectives

tion, or reflection of electromagnetic signals considered essential to support the strategic

with the object of impairing the use of elec- concept.
tronic devices by the enemy. 2. Providing advice to the Secretary

Janus antenna - Antenna with independent of Defense regarding the relative military im-
beams pointing fore and aft from a mobile portance of the re earch and development
craft. effort considered essential to support the
Joint Intelligence Estimate for Planniag strategic concept, the military objectives, and
(JIEP) - The JIEP rrovides a principal intel- the needs of the commanders of unified and
ligence basis for the development of the specified ccmmnnds. (OPNAV 5000.19E)
JLRSS, JSOP. and JSCP. It is prepared by Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP) -
the Director, Defense Intelligence Agency Provides a statement of military strategy to
and submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff "upport national policies and objectives based
for approval. (OPNAV 5000.19E) on capabilities and extends for one year
Joint Long-Range Strategic Study (JLRSS) - (effective on I July of current FY). The
The JLRSS provides the conceptual view of JSCP constitutes a planning directive to corn-
the Joint Chiefs of Staff concerning long- manders of unified and specified commands
range use of U. S. military power and to for the execution of military tasks assigned
provide broad strategic guidance for the therein. (OPNAV 5000.19E)
developm• nt of military policies, plans, pro- Jcint Strategic Objectives Plan (JSOP) - I he
grams, and research and development objec- JSOP provides the principal military advice
tives. The effective planning period is for 10 of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary
years after base date (always I July of cur- of Defense for development of the DOD
rent fiscal year). (OPNAV 50C0.I QE) budget, and provides planning guidance to
Joint Research a:ud Development Objectives commanders of unified and specified con-
Document (JRDOD) - The JRDOD supports mands and the services for the mid-rangte
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period. (OPNAV 5000.19E) The mid-range Joule - Unit of work or energy equal to I10
"objective plan translates national objectives ergs.
and policies into terms of military objectives,
strategic concepts, and objective force levels.
It focuses on the upcomihg budget year and
extends 8 years thereafter.

K

Kelvin temperature scale (3K) - An absolute ience, the Kelvin degree is considered identi-
temperature scale independent of the ther- cal to the Centigrade degree. The ice point is

mometric properties of the working sub- 273.16 0 K.
stance. On this scale the difference between Kennelly-Heaviside Layer - A region of
two temperatures, T, and T2 , is propor- highly ionized air in the ionosphere, having
tional to the heat converted into mechanical maximum intensity at about 65 miles above
work by a Carnot engine operating between the earth's surface, capable of reflecting or
the isothermic and adiabatic through T, and refracting radio waves back to earth under
T2 . A gas thermometer using a perfect gas certain conditions. Also called Heaviside
has the same temperature scale. For conven- Layer or E Layer.

L

Laboratory tests - Measurements of radiated of effort based upon its skills and facilities.
radio interference made upon a test item in The assignment of a lead laboratory does not
the labcratory screen room or in a confined necessarily mean that the particular
area of low ambient interference. Measure- ]aboratory will do all the work in this
ments of conducted interference performed assigned area. It does mean that all the work
under controlled conditions of ambient inter- in the area will be fully monitored by the
ference levels (at least 6 dB below the allow- lead laboratory and that most of the effort
able specified interference limit), use of load will be assigned to that laboratory.
or line impedance stabilization device, and (NAVSHIPS 250-331-1).
operation of the test item under simulated Leakage - The failure of a shield to attenuate
normal operating conditions are considered RFI due to imperfectiosn in aesign, engineer-
laboratory tests of conducted interference, ing, construction, or maintenance. Usually
In the performance of laboratory tests of most troublesome at access openings such as
conducted interference, all requirements dooes, power line openings, utility penetra-
listed in the applicable specification or stand- tiuns.
ard shall be complied with unless otherwise Level - This word, quite generally used as an
specified in the individual equipment specifi- abbreviation of "power level," is commonly
cation. expressed in decibles above or below a fixed
Language -- A system for representing and reference !evel. In communications, I milli-
communicating information or data between watt is the most common reference level.

people or between people and machines. if this reference level is used, the power is
Such a system consists of a carefully defined expressed as dBm, the last letter signifying
set of larger units, such as words or expres- 1 milliwatt.
sions, and rules for word arrangement or Lightning protective zone - The lightning
usage to achieve specific meanings. protective zone is the area under the apex of

Lead laboratory - A laboratory designated an iraaginary 120-degree circular cone, or
as the laboratory responsible for a lead area such space as is swept out by any hypothet-
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ical motion of such a cone normal to its axis, inated the waveguide open-end radiator and
when either the apex or the ridge line devel- microwave lenses in 1894, before the spark
oped by lateral motion thereof, is considered microwave technology disappeared and was
as a conductive discharge point or edge, replaced by the longer wave techniques intro-
which accordingly is directed at the lightning duced by Marconi in 1896.
source and made suitably conductive to the Logistic resources - The support personwi
cone base.or ground. "N" and materie! required to assure the mission

Limiter - A limiter is a device that holds performance of an item. It includes such
neariy constant the amplitude of an electrical things as tools, test equipment, spare parts
signal when it exceeds a specified value. The facilities, and technical manuals, plus the ad-
amount of reduction or cornpression increases ministrative and supply procedures necessary
with increase of the input amplitude. to assure the availability of these resources.
Linearly polarized wave - At a point in a Long.range objectvyes (LRO) - Basic guid-
homogeneous, isotropic medium, a transverse ance leading to the achievement of balanced
electromagnetic wave whose electric field vec- long-range (ten to fifteen years hence) ship.
tor at all times lies along d fixed line. aircraft, and weapons goals attainable under
Line item - I. A complete descriptive entry specific (self-imposed) fiscal assumptions.
on any document, including quantity, unit Based on the LRR. it is used solely for inter-
of issue, stock or part number, and descrip- 1al Navy guidance. (BUWEPS 5200.25)

tion of the item involved. Loop antenna - An antenna consisting of
2. A row of numerical facts in one or more complete turns of conductor

a tabular presentation. (Project 60) and functioning by virtue of the circulatory

Link - A general term used to indicate rurrent therein.
the existence of communication facilities be- Lowest useful high frequency (LUF) - Tht..
,ween two points, lowest useful high frequency is the owest

Lodge antenna - A counterpoise antenna frequency effective at a specified time for
consisting of a vertical dipole with horizontal ionospheric propagation of radio waves be-
top and bottom piatee or screens, the lower tween any two points, excluding frequencies
spaced from ground. Other versions were the below several megahertz.
"'bow-tie" antenna, where two nerrow trian- Low-pass filter - A filtez that transmits all
galar plates were connected at their thin ends frequencies from zero to a specified cutoff
by a coil, and the "umbrella" antenna in frequency and attenuater all frequencies
which the end plates were made conical and above that point (complement of high-pass
constituted by wires (1897). Lodge al-) orig- filter).

M

Magnetic circuit - The path of the flux as it of the circuit in cgs units.
travels from the north pole through the cir- Magnetic field - A state of the medium in
cuit components and back to the north pole. which moving electrified bodies are subject
It a generator, the rmagnetic circuit comp'- to forces by virtue of both their electrifica-
nentsinclude the field yoke, field pole pir..cs. tions arid motion.
air gap, and armature core. The magnetic MagneI,: storm - A disturbonce in the
circuit may be compared to the electrical c:, : earth s tia t

cuit wih mgnetmotve orcecorespnd- earth's .ragnetic field. associated with ab-
cuit, with magnetonotive force correspond- normal solar activity and capable of seriously
ing to voltage, flux lines "to current, and affecting both radio and wire transmission.

-eluctance to resistance. Thus. Ohm's law for

the magnetic circuit may be expressed as 0 = Maintainability - A characteristic of design
FIR, where 0 = number of flux lines ex- and installation which is expressed as the
meused in maxwells. F = magnetomotive probability that an item will conform to
force expressed in gilbezts, and R = reluctance specified conditions within a given time when
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maintenance is performed in accordance with serviceable parts, components or assemblies;
prescribed procedures and resources. the emergency manufacture of nonavailable

Maintainability characteristics - The qualita- parts; and provision of technical assistance to
tive and quantitative characteristics of mate- using organi'ations. JCS PUB-I, NAVAIR
rial design and installation which make it INST 4700.2
possible to meet operational objectives with Maintenance, organizational - Thlat mainte-
a minimum expenditure of maintenance ef- nsncc which is the responsibility of and
fort (manpower, personnel skill, test equip- performed by a using organization on its as-
ment, technical data, and maiitenance signed equipment. Its phases normally consist
support facilities) under operational condi- of inspecting, servicing, lubricating, adjusting,
tions in which scheduled and unscheduled and replacing parts, minor assemblies, and
maintenance will be performed. subassemblies. JCS PUB-I, NAVAIRINST

Maintainability index - A quantitative figure 4700.2
of merit which relates the maintainability of Maintenance requirements cards (MRC) -
an item to a standard reference. Sets of cards issued by BUWEPS containing

Maintainability parameters - Maintainability scheduled maintenance requirements appli-
parameters are quantitative m-asurements of cable to intermediate and organizational level
requirements which must be achieved for the activities for the specific aircraft model for
concerned article to meet its operational re- which the cards are issued. NktVAIRINST
quirements. Examples of such parameters 4700.2
are: (I) Maintenance manhours per flight Major force issued (MFi) - Issues concerning
hour, (2) turn-around time required for re- proposals which, if approved, wou!d have a
turning the article to an operationally-ready major quantitative or qualitative effect on
condition, (3) percentage of articles which military forces. (OPNAV 5000.19E)
can be down for maintenance and still permit Mtjor milestones - Dates planned for accom-
the attainment of the operational reqvire- plishing major actions such as design, test
ment. phase, evaluation phase, verification phase,
Maintenance - All actions necessary for MEAR an4 publication completion dates,
retaining an item in, or restoring it to, a L-r- MEAR and publication revision dates, and
viceable condition. Mainlter~ance includes ser- Integrated Maintenance Management Team
vicing, repair, modification, modernization, Conference dates.
overhaul, inspection, and condition deter- Malfunction - A failure of a system or asso-
mination. ciated subsystem/equipment due !o elec.tro-
Maintenance, depot - That maintenance per- magnetic interference or susceptibility that
formed on material requiritig major overhaul results in a threat to flight safety, a mission
or a complete rebuild of parts, assemblies, abort, or failure to accomplish mission.
subassemblies and end items inclt:ding the Manat ,'ent, project - A concept for the
manufacturc of parts, modifications, testing, businr .3 and technical management of se-
and reclamation as required. Depot mainte- lecteL Orojects based on the use of a desig-
nance serves to support lower categories of nated, centralized management authority
maintenance by providing technical assistance who is responsible for planning, directing,
ard performing that maintenance beyond and controlling the definiticn, development
their responsibility. It provides stocks of ser- acquisition, initial lugistic support of weapon
viceable equipment by using inore extensive
facilities for repair than lower level mainte- and for the integration and coordination of
nance activities. JCS PUB-I, NAVAIR INST planning the scheduied accomplishment by
4700.2plnigteshdedaomismnby. the organizations responsible for the com-
Maintenance, intermediate - That mainte- plementary functions of follow-on logistic
nance which is the responsibility of and and maintenance support, preparation of per-
performed by designated maintenance activi- sonnel training plans, and preparation for
ties for direct support of using organizations. )pcrational testing, in accordance with the
Its phases normally consist of calibration, project charter or official joint agreemstnts
repair, or replacement of damaged or un- with other military departments or other
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Government agencies and the Project Master emission intensity in rris sine wave micro-
Plan. (Activation and deployment of operat- volts (unmodu!ated), applied to the input of
ing elements is a responsibility of the Chief the measuring circuit at its center frequency,
of Naval Operations.) The centralized man- which will result in peak response in the cir-
agement authority is supported by functional cuit equal to that resulting from the broad-
organizations, which are responsible for the band pulse being measured, divided by the
execution of project tasks assigned. effective impulse bandwidth of the circuit in
(NAVMAT 5000.5A) megahertz.
Management system - The direction, evalua- Mid-range objective (MRO) - MRO serves
tion, and control of a specific weapon or the dual purpose of deriving quantitative
equipment/space system from the decision force structure goals and of advancing new
to develop, through the procurement and concepts and technology by providing guid-
production phase, to distribution to final ance for updating operational requirements
destination including "feed-back" from users and advanced development objectives. MRO
concerning operational effectiveness. System is further quantitative basis for research and
management alse includes the interrelated development leading to the annual updating
processes of progiamming, organizing, co- of general operational requirements (GOR)
ordinating, ard evaluating the efforts o" sub- (OPNAV 5000.19E)
ordinate commands and organizations to Miles~ones - Recognizable points in time at
accomplish systems management o-,"ectives. which specific tasks or activities (major or
(Project 60) minor) start or end. (BUWEPS 5200.25)
Marconi antenna - The original name of ver- Military improvement plan (MIP) - An an-

tical wire antenna, base fed with a %round nual compilation that establishes a priority
conncction. (1896) order for, and implements and controls in an

Matrix - I. An array of quantities in a pre- orderly manner, the accomplishment of and
scribed form; in mathematics, usually capable budgeting for alterations selected from items
of being subject to a mathematical operation contained in class improvement plans for
by means of an operator or another matrix active ships (OPNAV 4720.2A)
according to prescribed rules. Military inter-departmental purchase request

2. An array of coupled circuit ele- - (MIPR) - A procurement order issued by
ments; e.g., diodes, wvires, magnetic cores, one military service for another rifilitary
and the conversion from one numerical sys- service to procure, produce, or deliver sei-
tem to another. The elements are usually vices, suppliec, or equipment to :r for the
arranged- in rows and columns. Thus a matrix ordering service. (Project 60)
is a particular type of encoder or decoder. Milli - A prefix denoting 10-3

Measured spectrum signature data - The Minimum discernible signal (MDS) - The
spectrum signature information of a given minimum input pulse sigial power level
electronic equipment obtained by direct which permits visibility of any portion of the
measurement using specific measuring instru- output signal on oscilloscope type indicators.
ments operated in a standard fashion (MIL- This level is obtained by initially setting the
STD-449). (ECAC) input signal above the detection threshold
Message - Any thought or idea expressed and then slowly decreasing the amplitude.
briefly in plain or secret language, prepared Mission - The obiective; the task, together
for transmission by any means of communi- with the purpose; which clearly indicates the
cation. action to be taken and the reasons for it.

Method, Monte Carlo - A trial and error Mission time - The period of time in which
method of repeated calculations to discover an item must perform a specified mission.
the best solution to a problem. Often used Mistake - A human failing such as faulty
when a great number of .ariables are present, arithmetic, use of an incorrect formula, or
with interrelationships so complex as to fore- incorrect instructions. Mistakes are some-
stall straightforward analytical handling, times called gross errorb to distinguish from

Micro - A prefix denoting 10-6 rounding and truncation errors. Thus, coin-

Microvolts per megahertz - The broadband puters malfunction and human beings make
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mistakes. Computers do not make mistakes; bandwidth to that point should be stated.
human beings do not malfunction, in the Unit of measure: dBm.
strict sense of the word. Modulation -- Modulation is the process of
Made of transmission - A form of propaga- varying some characteristics of the carrier
tion of guided waves that is characterized by wave in accordance with the instantaneous
a particular field pattern in a plane transverse value or samples of the intelligence to be
to the direction of propagation, in which transmitted.
field pattern is independent of position along Modulation, amplitude - Amplitude mod-
the axis of the waveguide. ulation is the form of modulation in which

Model, mathematical - I. The general char- only the amplitude of the carrier is varied in
acterization of a process, object, or concept accordance with the instantaneous value of
in terms of mathematics, which enables the the modulating signal.
relatively simple manipulation of variables in Modulation, frequency - Frequency modula-
order to determine how the process, object, tion is modulation in which the instantane-
or concept would behave in different situa- ous frequency of a sine wave carrier is caused
tionts. •- to depart from the carrier frequency by an

2. An analytical tool amount proportional to the instantaneous
based on theoretical equations and proce- value of the modulating wave, with relatively
dures. (ECEC) no change it. the amplitude of the carrier.
Modification, contract - Any written altera- Modulation index - in angle modulation
tion in the specification, deivery point, rate with a sinusoidal modulating wave, the ratio
of delivery, or other contract provisions of of the frequency deviation to the frequency
an existing contract, whether accomplished of the modulating wave.

by unilateral action in accordance with a con-

tract provision, or by mutual action of the Af
parties to the contract. It includes bilateral m =

actions such as supplemental agreements and f MAx
amendments, and unilateral actions such as
change orders, notices of termination, and where Af is the maximum frequency differ-
notices of the exercises of a contract option. ence between the modulated carrier and the
(Project 60) unmodulated carrier and frog is the maxi-

Modulated CW field sensitivity - That CW mum modulation frequency.
field intensity, modulated 30 percent at 400 Modulation, phase - Phase modulation is the
Hz, which will produce at a point subsequent form of modulation in which only the angle
to the IF detector, a 400 Hz/noise power relative to one unmodulated carrier angle is
ratio of unity. The point of measurement varied in accordance with the instantaneous
and the noise bandwidth to that point should value of the amplitude of the modulating
be stated. signal. This produces a radio frequency spec-

Units of measure: trum almost identical to that produced by
a. Electric field intensity: dB uV/m frequency modulation.
b. Magnetic field intensity: dB u/Am Modulation, pulse amplitude - Pulse ampli-
NOTE. The manufacturer should fur- tude is the form of modulation in which the

nish data relating the field intensity as a amplitude of thi pulse carrier is varied in
function of frequency to the interference accordance with successive samples of the
measuring set input level or the antenna in- modulating signal.
duced voltage, depending on whether shunt Modulation, pulse frequency - Pulse fre-
or series calibration, respectively, is used. quency modu'ation if the form of modulp-

Modulated CW sensitivity - That CW power tion in which the pulse repetition frequency
input to an interference measuring set, mod- of the carrier is varied in accordance with
ulated 30 percent at 400 Hz, which will successive samples of the modulating signal.
produce at a point subsequent to the IF de- Modulation (radio) - The process of produc-
tector, a 400-Hz/noise power ratio of unity. ing a wave, some characteristic of which
The point of measurement and the noise varies as a function of the instantaneous 4
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value of another wave, called the modulafing the radio receiving antenna by two or more
wave. patns, usually having both amplitude and
Modulator - A device for placing an intelli- phl.se differences between each path.
gence signal on a carrier wave. Multiplex - Denotes the simultaneous trans-
Modulator, balanced - In electronics, a cir- mission of several functions over one link'
cuit arrangement in which a carrier frequency without loss of detail of each function, such
is controlled by a signal wave in a manner to as amplitude, frequency, ph-"-e, or wave
generate the sideband frequencies but sup- shape. Very high-speed commutation that
press the carrier in the output. would satisfy these conditions could, in spe-
Module - 1. A packaged assembly of wired ' cial instances, be correctly classified as multi-
components built in a standardized size and plexing. However, to prevent confusiun, the
having standardized plug-in or solderable term "commutation" is still to be preferred
terminations. It may or may not include an whenever a switch is used.
amplifying element such as a tube or transis- Multiplexer - A device by which two or
tor. Used ia combination with other modules more signals may be simultaneously trans-
to form a complete electronic system. mitted using the same common carrier wave.

" 2. A pre-packaged assembly of
functionally associated electronic parts, usu- Mutual interference chart (MIC) - A plot or
ally a plug-in unit, arranged to function as a matrix with ordinate and abscissa repre-
system or subsystem; a black box. . senting the tuned frequencies of a single

transmitter-receiver combination, which in-
Moving target indication (MTi) - An elec- dicates potential interference to norm:l re-
tronic technique by which only targets in ceiver operation by reason of interaction of
motion are normally shown on a display. the two equipments under consideration at
Multiconductor waveguide - A waveguide any combination of tuned transmitlreceive
consisting of two or more conductors (com- frequencies. This interaction includes trans-
monly called tra.nsmission lines). mitter harmonics and other spurious emis-
Multipath transmission - The propagation sions, and receiver spurious responses and
phenomenon which results in signals reaching images. (ECAC)

N

Nano - A prefix denoting 10-9. of Naval Research on all research matters.

Nanosecond - One thousandth of a millionth (NAVSHIPS 250-331-1)
of a second, 10-9 seconds. ;ynonymous with Naval research requirements (NRR) - An
millimicrosecond. NRR is a statement in general terms of the
Narrowband emission - That which has its need for investigations and studies in the
principal spectral energy lying within the physical and life sciences to provide informa-
bandpass of the measuring receiver in use. tion related to a solution of specific practical
(MIL-STD-463) problems and to ootain a fuller knowledge
Narrowband interference - Narrowband in- or understanding of the subject under study.
terference comprises CW signals, modulated Naval research requirements are published
or unmodulated, such as a carrier frequency, by CNR and constitute a directive to all de-
or signals whose energy is distributed over a veloping agencies to plan for and initiate
spectrum of frequencies that is narrow when appropriate projects in their areas of comn-
compared with tie bandwidth of the receiver petency. (OPNAV 3900.8B)
or interference-measuring equipment. Navy automated research & development in-
Naval Research Advi.ory Committee (NRAC) forn tion system (NARDIS) - A system for
- The NRAC is a committee of private civi- storing and retrieving R&D informaticn. Op-
lians that reports to the Secretary of the eration of NARDIS is under the di;".-tion o'

Navy. They advise the Secretary of the Navy, the Commanding Officer and Director of the
the Chief of Naval Operations, and the Chief David Taylor Model Basin. Technical resion-
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sibility is under CNR. The DD Form 1498 rent fiscal year.
plus the NARDIS supplement are used as 1. Annex A to NSS-Navy mid-range
inputs to the system. Output takes two forms, guidance (NMRG) - projects qualitative
logistic and subject wattei. (ONR 3900.23) force and research and development guid-

Navy capabilities plan (NCP) - The NCP pro- ance for a five year period commencing lI July,

vides a basis for the Navy position in staffing five years after the end of the fiscal year in

the JSCP for the current fiscal year. It pro- which approved. It provides a basis for the

vides direction and guidance for the func- development of research and development

tions, administration, and support of Navy goals, and with the basic document, provides

forces, and concepts for their mobilization, a basis for the Navy input to the JSOP strat-

organization, training, and equipping. egy and mid-range strategic guidance used in

(OPNAV 5000.19E) the development of MRO.

Navy industrial fund (NIF) - A fund under 2. Annex B to NSS-Navy long-
which industrial activities ( are providd unh range guidance N? RG - provides long-range
which industrial activities are provided with research and d.velopment guidance for a ten
working capital. Replenished through peri- year period commencing 1 July. ten years

odic billings to its customer activities for after the end of the fiscal period in which
which work is performed. (BUWEPS approved, It is the primary basis for the Navy

5200.25) input to the JLRSS and JRDOD. provides a
Navy logistic capabilities plan (NLCP) - Is- broad frame of reference for mid-range plan-

b sued as an annex to the NCP and contains ning and, with the basic do,.a.ents, provides

the logistic implications for the naval estab- long-range strategic guidance used in the de-
lish-•ent in support of the guidance con- velopment of the MRO (mid-range objec-
tained in the JSCP. (OPNAV 5000.19E) tives). (OPNAV 5000.19E)
Navy objectives plan (NOP) - Covers the Near-field region - The immediate neighbor-
strategic concepts and objectives of the Navy hood of the antenna where the energy distri-
during the next 10 years. These concepts bution is- poorly defined and where no
and objectives are to be in agreement with approximation can be made which is signifi-
Joint Chiefs of Staff plans and Navy esti- cant in termsof thefar-field radiation pattern.
mates for active and reserve forces considered Necessary bandwidth - For a given class of
necessary to engage in cold, limited, and gen- emission, the necessary bandwidth is the min-
eral war under various conditions, including imum value of the occupied bandwidth suffi-
"he provisions for full mobilization needs. It cient to ensure the transmission or receptionwill include, separately identified, the ap- of intelligence a! the rate and with the qual-

proved Navy forces plus the incremental ity required for the system used, under speci-
additional forces which the Chief of Naval fied conditions. Emissions useful for effective
Operations considers essential to carry out lunctioning of the receiver equipment, as, for
the military tasks and functions assigned to example, the emission corresponding to the
the Navy in the Joint Chiefs of S'aff Plans carrier of reduced carrier systems, shall be
and other authoritative strategic plans and included in the necessary bandwidth.
sources. (OPNAV 500C.19E) Net - An organization of stations capable

Navy strategic study (NSS) - Provides con- of direct communications on a common
cepts and philosophy concen.ing future naval channel/freqtency.
contributions to national defense and ba.ic Noise - I. Any undesired sound. By exten-
guidance for Navy long-range and mid-range sion, noise is any unwanted disturbance
planning. It appraises Zhe world situation for within a useful frequency band, such as un-
these periods, outlines the potential threats desired electric waves in a transmission chan-
and !he national and military policy, objec- nel or device. When cAused by natural
tives, and strategy. It summarizes the Navy's electrical discharges in the atmosphere, ncose
roles and tasks and provides a scientific and may be called static.
technological forecast. The NSS, with an- 2. An erratic, intermittent, or sta-
nexes described below, is issued annually on tistically random oscillation.
I January, covering the period five to twenty 3. In electrical circuit analysis, that
years in the future from the end of the cur- portion of the unwanted signal which is
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statistically random, as distinguished from appears in the output, where it masks the
hum, which is an unwanted signal occuring signal and interferes with its use or measure-
at multiples of the power supply system ment to a degree dependent upon the ratio
frequency, of noise to signal. The definition of noise

NOTE. If the nature of the noise is am- figure is based upon the measurement of this
biguous, a phrase such as acoustic noise or noise and its ratio to that which would exist
electric noise should be used. Since the above if the instrument added nonte to that entering
definitions are not mutually exclusive, it is from the signal source.
usually necessary to depend on context for Nominal characteristics file (NC.') - Mra
the distinction. netic tape record containing the nominal
Noise bandwidth - The noise bandwidth of equipment characteristics of transmitters,
a network is the area divided by the.height, receivers, ar. antennas of radar and c3m-
at the center-tuned frequency, of the power- munications equipment in a specified fcjrmat,
gain-vs-frequency characteristic. It is gener- along with pertinent physical information.
ally considered as the 3-dB-down bandwidth (ECAC)

of the desired response. Nominal equipment characteristics - The
Noise figure - A figure of merit which ex- nominal values of the electrical and physical
presses the ratio of noise in a given receiver parameters of a given electronic equipment
to that in a theoretically perfect receiver, which affect the generation or reception of
Noise figure is the ratio of the !otal noise electromagnetic energy. These data are usu-
per unit bzndwidth at the output of the sys- ally obt~ined from the manufacturer's equip-
tern to the portion of the noise power that is ment manual and are used in synthesized
due to the input termination at the standard spectm signatures. (ECAC)
noise temperature of 290e. Also called noisefactor.Normalize - 1. In programming, to adjust
factor. the exponent and fraction of a floating point
Noise level - Noise level is the value of noise quantity so that the fraction lies in the pre- 3
integrated over a specified frequency range scribed normal standard ,nga.
with a specified frequency weighting and in- 2. In mathematical operations, I
tegration time. It is expressed in decibels to reduce a set of symbols or numbers to a
relative to a specified reference, normal or standard %.,-m. synonymous with

Noise temperature (standard) - The standard standardize.
reference temperature T. for noise measure-
ments is taken as 290 K. Notation - 1. The act, process, or method

NOTE. KT/e = 0.0250 volt where e is of representing facts or quantities by a sys-
the electron charge and K is Boltzmann's tern or 3et of marks, signs, figures, or char-
constant. acters.
Noise, thermal - The basic limitation on the 2. A system of such symbols or
sensitivity of any electrical signal receiving or abbreviations used to express technical facts
measuring devite is the random electrical or quantities; as mathematical notation.
noise generated within the de-vice itself. Tl'• 3. An annotation; note
noise is produced by the thermal agit'tioon of Nupac monitoring set - A varning system
charge carriers in resistors, resistive imped- that detects undesirable radiation emanating
ances, semiconductors and gaseous dis- from a nuclear reactor and associated equip-
charges, and by the electron stream in ment. It may include such units as radiac
vacuum tubes. This electrical noise is ampli- computers, radiac indicators, radiac detec-
fied along with the signal being measured, and tots, amplifiers, and warning devices. "

0

Objective - The goal of a requirement which !he expected availability of the resources of
is reasonably feasible of attainment within men, monLy, and technological capability.

4
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4 Obligation, formal - A Navy term for actual vironments of C-E equipments. It involves the
obligation evidenced by a formal document application of sound frequency management
individually recorded on records of cognizant and clear concepts and doctrines to maxi-
bureau. Formal obligation.- include contracts mize operational effectiveness. It relies heav-
and purchase orders, letters of intent, and ily on initial achievement of design compati-
project orders. (Project 60) bility.
Octal - Pertaining to eight; usually describ- Operational maintenance - Maintenance that
ing a number system of base or radix eight; is performed without interrupting the satis-
e.g., in octal notation, octal 214 is 2 tLmes factory operation of the item.
64, plus I times 8, plus 4 times 1, and equals Operational Test and Evaluation Force
decimal 140. Octal 214 in binary-coded-octal (OPTEVFOR) - The OPTEVFOR is an op-
is represented as 010,001,100; octal 214, asa erational fleet command under the admini-
str• t binary number is written 10001100. strative command of Commander-in-Chief,
Note that binary coded octal and straight U.S. Atlantic Fleet, ComOPTEVFOR shall
binary differ only in the use of commas; in have primary responsibilities to the Chief of
the example shown, the initial zero in the Naval Operations in the areas of test and
straight binary is dropped. evaluation in support of the Navy's RDT&E f

Ohm - Unit of electrical resistance equal to program. (NAVSHIPS 250-331-1)
the resistance of a circuit in which a potential Order - 1. A defined successive arrangement
difference of one volt produces a current of of elements or events. This term is losing
one ampere. favor as a synonym for instructions, due to
Open area - A site for radiated electro- ambiguity.
magnetic interference measurements which 2. To sequence or arrange in a series
isopen flat terrain far cnough from buildings, 3. The weight or significance as-
electric lines, fences, trees, underground ca- signed to a digit position in a number.
bles, and pipe lines so that their effects are Order, change - A written order signed by
negligible. This site should have a sufficiently the contracting officer directing the contrac-
low level of ambient interference to permit tor to make chainges which the changes
testingto the required limits. (MILL-STD-463) clause of a contract authorizes the contract-
Operational - Operational is the time at ing officer to order without the consent of
which field use may be expecied, assuming the contractor. (Project 60)
normal production and training periods that Over-all system performance - The range
reflect the priority of the project. capability of a radio system. Over-all system
(NAVSHIPS 250-331-1) performance depends upon three factors:
Operational compatibility - Refers to EMC (1) the transmitted power, (2) the loss in the
achieved by the application of C-E equipment propagating medium, and (3) the minimum
flexibility to ensure interference-free opera- discernibie received signal.
tion in homogeneous or heterogene6us en-

P

Pad - 1. A nonadjustable attenuator, inductance in parallel with a capacitance in
2. A resistance network used in cou- which the inductive reactance is equal in mag-

pling two impedances. nitude and opposite in polarity to the
PAM-FM - A system in which several pulse capacitive reactance. The circuit impedance
amplitude modulated subcarriers arc used to is maximum, and the output current is at a
frequency modulate a carrier, minimum. A
Parabola;paraboloid - Bow!-shaped reflector Parameter - 1. A quantity in a subroutine \•
for radar or microwave radio antennas. whose value specifies or partly specifies the
Parallel resonance - A condition at a partic- process to be performed. It may be given
ular frequency in a circuit containing an different value: whfn the subroutine is used
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in different main routines or in different waveguide system.
parts of one main routine, but usually re- Permeability - Of a magnhtic material, the
mains unchanged throughout any one such ratio of the magnetic induction to the mag-
ube. netic field intensity in the same region.

2. A quantity used in - gener- PERT - A set of principles, methods, andato r to specify m achine configuration , desig- te h i u sf r f ec ve p a n g of bj t v -
nate subroutines to be included, or to techniquesforeffectiveplanningofobjective-
otherwise describe the desired routine to be oriented work, which establishes a sound

generated. basis for effective scheduling, controlling, and

3. A constant or a variable in replanning in the management of programs.

mathematics that rentains constant during It employs: *A product-oriented work

some calculation, breakdown structure, beginning with these

4. A definable characteristic of objectives subdivided into successively sinai-

an item, device, or system. ler items. *A flow plan consisting of all the

Parameter sensitivity --- Effect of the varia- activities and tvents t.%at must be compieted

tion of individual input parameters on an or a-.oniplised to ieach the program ob-
analytical output. (ECA) jectives, showing thti: planned sequence,interdependencies, and interrelationships.

Parasitic oscillations - OscilLAtions produced This is called a network. *Elapsed time
by the distributed capacities and distributed estimates and identification of critical paths
inductznces in circuits; especially such oscil- in the networks. * A schedule that attempts
lations in frequencies above audibility, which to balance the objectives, the network flow
add to the load on amp'ifying tubes w.•;hout plan, and resources availability. *Analysis
producing useful sound output. of the interrelated networks, schedules, and

Part - One piece, or two or more joined slack values as a basis for continuous evalua-
pieces which are not normalUy subject to dis- tion of program status, forecast of overruns,
assembly without destruction of designed and the identificstion of problem areas in
use. (Examples: Outer front wheel bearing time for management to take corrective ac-
of 3/4-ton truck, electron tube, composition tion. (Pert Guide for Management Use)
resistor, screw, gear, mica capacitor, audio Phase - I. Retation, measured angularly, be-transformer, milling cutter.) Pae-I eain esrdaglry e

tween current and voltage in alternating cur-
Passband - A range or band of frequencies rent, or between currents or between voltages.
transmitted by a filter without significant 2. Number of separate voltage waves
attenuation. in a commercial alterrating current supply
Passive filter - A filter in which none of t' as "single phase" and "three phase": abbre-
components in the networ. are active, i.e., viated by the Greek letter phi(O).
incorporating no energy-contributing or am- 3. The awigular difference between
plifying e!-ments. two sine waves of the same frequency, equal
Path attenuation - The po'vet losz between to the product of the angular frequency and
transmitter and receiver due to all causes. he time intervzl between the instants at
It is equal to 10 logl oPt/P. where Pt is the which the amplitude of each wave is zero.
power radiated from the transmitting antenna Phase (delay) distortion - impairment of
and Pr is the power available at the output fidelity as a result of nonlinear phase char-
terminals of the receiving antenna and isex- acteristics, which cause vzriouc frequercies
pressed in decibels, of an applied waveform to be delayed dis-
PD-AIPM - Phase modulation of a carrier by proportionately.
pulses which are duration modulated by in- Phase modulation (PM) - Angle modulation
formation. in which the angle of a sine-wave carrier is
Performance degradation - The reduction in caused to depart from the carrier .ngle by an
performance of an equipment or system due amount proportional to the instantaneous
to interference. (ECAC) value of the modulating wave.
Peripheral components - Those devices NOTE. Combinations of phase and fre-
needed to complete or complement the pri- quency modulation are commonly referred
mary function of the overall antenna or to as "freqtency modulation."
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Phase vela.-ity - Of a traveling plane wave at joint 3trategic study, two joint strategic
a single frequency, the velocity of an equi- plans, a joint intelligence estimate for plar.-

phase surface along the wave normal. ning, and a joint research and development

Physical lrameter - A quantity, usually objectives document. (OPNAV 5000.19E)
constant, for a given set of conditions to Plasma - An ionized gaseous medium that
which arbitiary values are assigned that aid contains approximately equal numbers of
in describing and charac.terizing physical de- electrons and positive ions, making the re-
vices. suftant space charge essentially zero.

Pico - A prefix denoting 10- 2. Polar diagrams - A system of coordinates in

Piezoelectric - A term applied to the phe- which a point is determined by the length
nomenon whereby cestain materizls, com- and the angle of a line connecting the center
monly crystalline, develop useful electrical of the diag-am and the point.
pressures (voltages) when the material is sub- Polar radiation pattern - The cliaracter;stic

jected to variable mechanical pressures, lobed pattern of varying field strength of ra-

strains, or stresses: conversely, the materials diaticn from a source.

develop mechanical strains or stresses when Port - A place of access, t-sually two-

electrical voltages are applied, terminal, in a circuit, through which energy
may be applied or withdrawn, or measure-

Piezoelectric resonance - Resonance (i.e., ments taken (i.e., input or output).
bipolar slope in amplitude response) of theseris-tnedcircit resntedby pizo- Portable equipment - Equipments providedseries-tuned circuit presented by a piezo- with line cords so they can be operated from

electric crystal at its natural frequency of w n cords steyrc o e or from
oscillation, or of the parallel-tuned circuit any convenient electric outlet or which can
formed by the crystal and its holder and operate from a self-contained battery.
associated oxternal circuit (at its "anti- Power density - The value, in watts/meter 2 ,

resonant" frequency), of a signal at or about a singie frequency at a
remote point in space. (ECAC)

reflector enclosed by two plates perpendic- Power density spectrum - A plot of power
ular to the cylinder, spaced so as to permit density values due to many different fre-
the prolagation of only one mode in the quencies emanating from one source, as a

!he ropgatin o onl on mod inthe function of frequency. (ECAC)
des;jeo direction of polarization. It is fed on
the focal Iue. Power gain - In a given direction, 41r times

Pitch - 1. Of , vehicle, an angular displace- the ratio of the radiation intensity in that di-
ment at, oit an axis parallel to the lateral rection to the total power delivered to the
Anxis of the vehicle, antenna.

2. In acoustics, that atletribut of au- Power provision for - "Power provision for"
ditory sensation in terms of wbich sounds a specitic installation means that the primary
may be ordered in a scale extending from electrical, hydraulic and/or pneumatic power
low to high. and distribution system shall be of sufficient

capacity to permit later incorporation of the
Plan - The actions or capabilities needed to specific equipment without modification to
accomplish a mission. the primary power and distribution system.

Plane polarized wave - A transverse wave in This capacity is in addition to the excess ca-
which the displacements at all points Along a pacity provided for growth in the load
line in the direction of prcpagation lie in a demand. "Power riovision for" does not
plane containing this line. Also termed "lin- include ele,.trical wiring, hydraulic or pneu-
early polarized wave." matic lines, brackets, bolt holes, etc. The

Plane ware - A wave in which the wave wtight of the specific installation shall not be

fronts are everywhere parallel planes normal included in 'he weight empty category un-
to the direction of propagation. less specifik.ally statedl otherwise.

Planning, the joint progrpm for - The Joint Precipitation static - Static interference due
Chiefs of Staff have approved a joint pro- to the eischarge of large charges built up on
gram for planning (JCS Memorandum of Pol- aircraft or other object by rain, sleet, snow,
icy No. 84) wh-ch provides annually for one or ele.ctrically charged clouds.
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Precision - 1. The degree of exactness with to programs other than Program are
which a quantity is stated, adequately coordinated with the appropriate

2. The degreeoi -,scrimination OPNAV and Marine Corps sponsors.
or amount of detail; e.z., a 3-decimal digit (OPNAV 3900.8C).
quantity discriminates among 1000 possible Proficiency test - A test that measures an
quantities. A result may have more precision individtil's skill level within agiven specialty.
than it has accuracy; -.g., the true value of pi Program - 1. A plan for the accomplish-
to 6 significant digits is 3.14159; the value merit of a definite objective which is specific
3.14162 is precise to 6 figures, given to 6 fig- as to the time-phasing of the work to be done
ures, but is accurate~ only to about 5. and the means proposed for its accomplish-
Prediction model - An analytical process de- ment, particularly in quantitative terms,
signed to represent phenomeiia and predict wi*1 respect to manpower, materiel, and fa-
its behavior in stated situations. For ex- cibties requirements. Thus, a program pro-
ample, a mathematical representation of cer- vides a basis for budgeting.
tain characteristics 'f radar equipment and 2. A segment ,r element of a
its distribution may be used to pedict the complete pLn.o¶
level of radar interference in i given environ- I. A budget account classifica-
ment. (ECAC) tion (DOD 5000.8)
Preselectors - A variable-frequency tuned 4. A combination of program
circui:, sometimes employing amplification elements designed to express the accompli,,-
tuned to the frequency of the desired signal. ment of a definite objective or plan which is
The preseletor passes the desired signal to specified as to the time phasing of what is to
the mixer, but rejects received signals of be done and how. Programs are aggreptions
other frequencies, of program elements aad in turn aggregate to
Preventive maintenane. - That maint2nance the total Five Year Defense Program. At
periormved to keep an item in satisfactory present, there are ten prorams in the FYDP.
operational conditior, by providing syfemn- Program budjet decisios. (.BD) - A docu-
atic inspection, detection, and prevention ot ment originated in OSD during the annual
incipient failure, budget reiicw to record the decisions of the
Probability distribution - The funciiomn re- Secretary of Defense on the Department of
lating the probability of the occvurence of the Navy's budget submission. (OPNAV
an event versus tne event. (ECAC) 5000.19E)

Prncedures. RDT&E budget - Trhe Navy Program change decision (PCD) - A docu-
Department RDT&E budget contains the mert that announces the Secretary of De-
financial data which supports the Navy De- fense's decision on a PCR. (OPNAV
partment program. The DCNO(D) is respon- 5000.19E)
sible for the review of the consolidozed .Program change request (kCR) - A docu-
program project listings submitted by the went used in the programming system to
Chief of Naval Research and for their sub- forward requested changes to the FYDP formittal to the ASN(R&D). (OPNAV 3900.8C) review and action bv the Secretary of De-

Pracedures. RDT&E profram - The Navy fense. PCRs are required also :o reflect the
Department Annual RDT&E Prograrn is com- program changes that develop from the deci-
prised of the ind;vidual projects planned in sions made during the DPM process. (OPNAV

support of ;ne SORs, ADO-, EDRs, NRRs, 500.19E)
and Marine Corps requirem-nts, and the nec- Program cost - The estimate of total obliga-
usary Range and Management Support proj- tional altltority (TOA) required.
ccts for that fis,.al year. The DCNO(D) is Programobjectives(PO) - Provide the annual
responsible for cocdinating the Naivy Depart- increments of the Navy and Marine Corps
ment RDT&E Program and Prcgram 6 of !he balanced force levels and programs necessary
Department of Defe|i|e Five-Year Force to progress in an orderly manner toward mil-
Structure and Financial Program. DCNO(D) itary objectives. The DNFYP portrays the
is also responsible for assuring that those SECDEF approved program. The P0 records
Navy Department RDT&E projects assigned the Navy/Marine Corpi requirements s ap-
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proved by SECNAV. (E) mitting antenra to the input of the receiving

( Project - A planned undertaking with a fi- antenna under consideration. (ECAC)
nite beginning and ending, involving defini- Proposed technical approaches (PTA) - For-
tion, development, production, and logistic mal documents prepared by the Naval Mate-
support of a major weapon or weapon sup- rial Command (NMC) and the bureaus and
port system or systems. A project may be offices of the Navy Department by which
the whole or a part of a program. Within the technical approaches to achieve a particular 4

NMC, a designated project is a project which, capability are presented. (OPNAV 3910.8)
because of its importance or critical nature, Provisioning, initial - The process of deter-
has been selected for intensified project man- mining the range and quality of items such
agement. as spares and repair parts, special tools, and

Project management - Management of a proj- test equipment required to support and main-
ect, using organizational or procedural align- tain an end item of material for an initial 3
ments, which will permit varying degrees of period of seivice. Its phases include the iden- I
intensified direction. This may apply to man- tification of items of supply, the establish-
agement of a complete system or any portion ment of data for catalog, technical manual,
thereof, and it may include all phases of .Pnd allowance list preparation, and the prep-
development, production, and ditribution, arati.an of instructions to assure delivery of
or be limited to a single phasr such as devel- necessary support items with related end
opment. articles. (SECNAV 4423.2A)

Project manager - The individual within the Pulse - A variation of a quantity whose
NMC, bureaus, and offices who is responsi- value is normally constant (not necessarily
hie, within well-defined boundaries of time, zero); this variation is characterized by a rise
resources, and performance requirements, for and decay and has a finite duration.
executing an zpproved project. Pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) - Modu-
Project master plan (PMP) - A compilation lation in which a wave controls the amplitud,
of planning documents prepared by the lroj- of a pulse carrier. PAM/FM - Frequency
ect manager, with assistance from partici- modulation of a carrtr by pulses which are ,
pating organizations and contractors, which amplitude-modulated by information.
places in context the plans, schedules, costs,
and scope of all work and resources to be
provided by each participating organization. represent information.

The master plan defines a management
approach for acquiring items and services of pulses such as Morse code, Bludot code,

iequireI to satisfy specified operationa! binary code.
requirements. (NAVMAT 5000.5A). Pulse code modulation (PCM) - That form
Propagation - The traveling of a wave along of pulse modulation in which a code is ,sed

to control the amplitude of the pulse carrier.
a transmission path. It usually refers to the PCMJFM - frequency modulation of a carrier
transmission of radio waves in space, or by pulse ode modulated information. PCM/
transmission of electrical waves on a pair of F/M-frqnymouainfacriewires r in able.FM/FM - frequen.'y moodulation of a carrier

wresornc. forarsaterby subcarriers whichm are frequency modu-
Propegztion. 'orwvrd scatte - The trans- lated by pulse code modulated information.
misrion of microwave signals beyond line-of- ICM(PM - phase modulation of a carrier by
sight d:.ances. Forward scatter propagation code modulated information. PCM,
uses very high power transmission and large parallel - a PCM technique in which the

antennas to obtain receivable signals over
long distances. pulses are transmitted simutltaneously over

parallel channels and are usually detected by
Propattation model - An empirical or mathe- sampling all received outputs at the same
matital expression used to compute propaga- instant. This technique i; often encountered
tion path loss. (ECAC) in magnetic tape recordinf.. A simultaneous
Piopagation path less - The reduction of the group of pulses may be referred to as a char-
power level of a signal as it propagates from acter or a word. PCM, serial - PCM trans-
the output of th.- intcrfering or desired trans- mission in which a single data channel is used

V
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and the pulse code signals are received in by information.
sequential order. Prue repetition frequency (PEF) - The

Pulse duration miodulation (PDM) - For- pulse repetition rate of a periodic train of
merly pulse width modulation (PWM). pubes.
PDMIFM - frequency modulation carried by phse time modubtiou (PTM) - Modulation
subcarriers that are frequency-modulated by in which the values of instantaneous samples
pulses modulated in duration by information. of the modulating waves are caused to modu-
PDM/FPiFM - frequency modulation of a late the time of occurrence of some charac-
carrier by subcarniers which are frequency teristic of a pulse carrier.
modulated by pulse-duration-modulated in- - time interval during which
formation. a pulse exceeds a reference level The refer-
PWWe position moduation (P"M) - ence le-vel is generally taken as the half power
PPM/AM - amplitude modulation of a car- points.
tier by pulses which are position-modulated

Q

Q. - 1. The figure of merit of efficiency of ing appropriate identification and reference
a cicuit oi coil. Numerically it is the ratio of data with the name and plant address of the
the inductive reacance to the resistance of manufacturer. (Project 60)
the circuit or coil: Q = X/R. Qualitative value - Quality considerations

2. (Of a crystal) The ratio of reactance which improve system maintainability and

to resistance cf a crytal at its natural fre- minimize requirements for special tools,
quency of oscillation. ground support equipment, facilities, man-

Qualified products - Those products which, power, high skill levels, training, inspection.
in accordance with specifications contaiauing servicing, and testing.
qualification requirements have been sub- Quantitative value - A measurable unit of
jected to examination and testsand have been time, such as downtime, and effort required
found to satisfy all requirements of the ap- to accomplish a specific maintenance task in
plicable specification. Qualified products lists relation to the applicable performance re-
identify the specification. manufactured item quirements (e.g.. reaction time, turn-around
by pqrt of model number or !tradc name. time, in commission rate, bench check time.
place of manufacturr. and the teqt report bench repair time, calibration time).
involved. Suppliers whose products have suc- Quartz.crystat filter - A crystal triter in
cess:ully completed qualification testing and which the piezoelectrically resonant elements
who furnish evidence thereof, are eligible for are all either natural or synthetic quartz
award although -ot yet included on the crystals.
quaf ied products list. (Project 60) Quieting sensitivity - The leas; signal inpjt

Qualified products lfi (Q;L) - A for which the output signal-to-noise ratio
government-prepared or approved list of does not exceed a specified limit in FM re-
products, qualified under the requirements ceivers. This limit is usually stated as 30 dB.
stated in the applicable specification, includ-

R

RACON - A radio navigation system trans- the bearing and range of the transponder
mitting. automatically or in response to a from the interrogator can be determined.

predetermined received signal, . pulsed radio Radant antenna - Antenna built into ra-

signal with specific characterislics whereby dome. or antenna which is its own radome.
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as dielectric lens and helisphere antennas. ing or authorization. Examples: radio receiv-
Radar - Radio detection and ranging equip- ers, carrier-current intercoms, low power (less
ment that determines the distance and usu- than 100 milliwatt) communication devices,
ally the direction of objects by transmission community antenna TV systems, and garage
and return of electromagnetic energy door openers.

Radar echo - 1. The radio frequency energy NOTE. Present FCC regulations clas-

received after reflection from an object. sify medical diathermy, RF-stabilize'

2. Also describes the deflec- (HELIARC) weiders, industrial RF heaters,
etc. as industrial, scientific, or medical (ISM)tion or change of intensity on a cathode ray deietatrqf lcnngocrtfcto.

tube display produced by a radar echo. devices that requir- licensing or certificatios.
Radiation efficiency - The ratio of ,ia: power

RAdar navigation - The use of radar to assist Raitoefceny-Terioi hpwr
indar avigation a lte. useorradiated to the total power supplied to thein i, av~gation and pilotage. antenna at a given frequency.

Radar, navigational - Radar equipment used aneaatagvnfqucy
Roadsisr n navigational Randar euipment u Radiation field pattern - A graphic represen-
to assist in navigation and pilotage, tation of the radiation of an antenna as a

Radar recogn;.on and identification - (IFF- function of direction.
identification, friend or foc.) A system using Radiation hazard (RADHAZ) - Radio-
an ipterrogating transmission to which equip- frequency elec~romagnetic fields of sufficient
ment carried by friendly forces automatically intensity to pre'duce harmful biological ef-
responds, for example, by emitting pulses, fects in human beings.
thereby distinguishing themselves from en- Kadin intensi

RadiL.fion intensity - In a given direction,
emy forces. It is the primary method of the power radiated from an antenna per unit
determining the friendly or unfriendly char- solid angle in that d.-ection.
acter of aircraft and ships by other aircraft
or ships and by gro:.ind forces using radar Radiation resibtane aThe quotient of the sadetection equipment and associated 1FF power radiated by an antenna by the square
units. of the effective antenna current referred to aunits.specified point.
Radar shadows - Region obscured from the sp eciied p int.
surveillance of a radar set by obstructions, tion in which only the direction of a stationS either nattral or artificial, is determined by means of its emission.

Radiac (Radioactivity detection, identifica- Radio fix - I. The location of a friendly or
tion and computation) - Detect~on identi-
fication,and measurement of the intensity of enemy radio transmitter det,:rmined b' find.

nuclear radiation in an area. ing the direction of the radio transmitter
from two or more listening stations.

Radiated emission - Radiation and induction 2. The location of a ship or air-
field co'• ponents in space. (MIL-STD-463) craft by determining the direction of radio

Radirt n - The emission and propagation signals coming to the sh'.ip or aircraft from
of electromagnetic waves through space or a two or more sending stations, the locations
material medium spreading indefinitely of which are known.
through its cnvironment. Radio horizon - The focus of points at which

Radiation device, incidental - A device that direct rays from the transmitter become tap-
raOates radio frequency energy during the gential to the earth%, surface.
course of its operation although the device is NOTE. On a .,pherical surfacc the hori-
not designed to radiate radio frequency en- .on is a circle. The distance to the horizon is
ergy. Examples: radio receivers, neon signs, affected by atmospheric refraction.
electric motors, automotive ignition systems, Radiosonde - An automatic radio trans-
and electrical relays. mitter used as a meteorological aid, usually

Radiation device, restricted - A device in carried on ar aircraft, free balloon, kite or
which the generation of radio frequency en- parachute, which transmits m-Iteoroiogical
ergy is intentionally incorporated into the data.
design and in which the radio frequency en- Radio sono-buoy - An instrument designed
ergy is conducted along wires or is radiated, to receivc, underwater sonic noises and re-
exclusive of transmitterswhich require licens- transmit them for radio reception.

E i-
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Radix - The quantity of characters for use impedance (at temperature of 2900 Kelvin)
in each of the digital positions of a number- were the only source of noise in the system.
ing system. In the more common numbering For heterodyne systems, the (2) noise power
systems, the characters are somC or all of the includes only that noise from the input ter-
Arabic numerals as follows: mination that appeas in :he output via the
System Name Characters Radix principal frequency transformation of "-e
Binary (0.1) 2 system and does not include spurious cont, i-
Octal (0,1.2,3.4,5.6.7) a butions such as those from image-frequency
Decimal (0. 1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9) 10 tra•,fcrmatious.
Unless otherwise indicated, the radix of any Receiver spurious response - Any response
number is assumed to be 10. For positive of a receiver to a signal outside its intended
identification of a radix 10 number, the ramJix r.er,.n h--....--!

is writ'en in parentheses as a subscrip, to the Rectama - I. A presentation by an agency
expresstd number as 126,10o,• The radix of requesting restoration of all or part of a re-
any nondecimal number is expressed in simi- duction in a budget estimate made by a
lar fashion: 11(2) and 5 Synonymozm higher --view level.
with base, base number. nrd radix n'srber 2. An appedl for reconsideration
Random (or fluxtuation) noise - Noise char- of any action. (DOD 5000.8)
acterized by a large nurtber of overlapping Records - i. Equipment-oriented recorAs -
transient disturbances occurring a, random. Records in the E-file derived from the EEES
It is ctharacterized by a peak-to-average noise using DD Form 1374. (ECAC) Q
level ratio in the order of 4:3 to 5:4. This is 2. 'Frequency oriented records -
a type of broadband noise. Therma! and shot Records in tho E-file obtained from records

.ics 2re typical examples, prepared by frequency management agencies
Ratio detector - A type of I-M detetaor 1'--1. 1,4c: .he Interdepartmental Radio Advisory
uses current opposition from the diodes to Committee (IRAC) and the Federal Commu-
generate the signal. The detector ah;o incor- nications Commission (FCC). These records
porates amplitude limiting and thus can be contain only data pertaining to frequency
used without a limiter preceding the dct' --tor. management (frequency, power, modulation
Reaction time -- The time required to ini- characteristics, and location), and do not "1
tiate a mission, measured from the tim the contain environmental information such as
command is received, equipment nomenclature, antenna informa-
Ready time - The period of time during a tion. equipment operating times, and opera-
mission that the item is erailabie for opern- tional modes. (ECAC)
tion but is not required. Different from alet Recovery time - I. Of receiver: the time
time. required for a receiver to recover to half
Receiver - An equipment or sys'e,- spZCifJ- sensitivity after the end of the transmitted
cally designed to respond selectively to radio- plse.
frequency energy. 2. Of transmit-receve(TR)
Receiver area noise level - That race' M& out- switch: time required after an RF pulse has

Recive ara niseleel Tht rceier ut fired tim gap in the transmit-receive JTR)put obtained at a particular frequency with swit. fo: the received signal to reach halT)
all controls at standard settings, zal other its fo: t ue See signaltchh
subsystems and equipments turn o, a its maximum amplitue. ,See TR switch.
the receiver antenna connected. Recursive - Pertaining to an inherently re-
Receiver bandwidth - The nurober of cjjc'es petitive process. The resul! of each repetition
per second expressing the difference betwieea is usually dependent upon the result of the
the limiting frequencies of the receiver pass previous repetition.
band charactertstics. Reference level (single sideband equipment) -

Receiver noise figure (NF) - The iatio of The ireference keel for voice frequency input
(i) noise powe- measured at the output of power to a single sideband transmitter shall
the receiver to (2) noise power w-hith would be the power of one of two equal tones
be present at the output if the thermal n 'oise wich together cause the transmittei to de-
due to the resistive component of int source velop its full rated power output.
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Ago Reflection - That phenomenon which causes tions, quantities, time and place of delivery,
a wave that strikes a medium of different method of shipment, packaging and instruc-
characteristics ,o be returned into the origi- tion manual requirements, and material to be
nal medium with the angles of incidence and furnished. The manufacturer is requested to
of reflection equal and lying in the same submit a quotation supported by cost break-
plane, down on the form provided. Government is
Reflection loss - The loss in transmission not committed to pay any costs. Approxi-
due to reflection of energy at a point of dis- mately 30 days are allowed the company to
continuity or change of impedance, usually prepare and submit its proposal. (Navy Con-
expressed as a ratio in decibels of difference tract Law - 2nd Edition - Para. 12.11)
between the incident power and the power Request, procurement - The document that
absorbed by the load. initiates procurement action; contains basic
Reflector -- 1. A single rod, system of rods, information in which a procurement plan can
or solid metal sheet used to increase the di- be established and is usually supplemented
rectivity of an antenna. See Antenna (Para- by ihe contract schedule, which consists of a
bolic). 2 description of items to be so procured, de-

2. A microwave reflecting sur- livery dates, specification, and proposed con-
face (usually flat) placed in a radio beam to tract terms. (BUWEPS 5200.25)change the directior of the beam.caef thectir, orner of thdevie, b mam y c Research, naval - 1. Applied and basic re-
Reflector, corner - A device, normally con- search that is conducted for the purpose of

sisting of t ohone metallic sudfaces or screens acquiring new knowledge, methods, tech-
perpendicular to one another, designed to act niques. and materials to provide a general
as a radar target or marker. broad base for the continuing improvement

Refraction - That phenomenon which causes of the Department of the Navy.
a wave that enters another mediu-a obliquely 2. Navalresearch includes
to undergo an abrupt change in direction if all items of research and development di-
the velocity of the wavc in the second me- rected toward acquiring new knowledge,Sdium is different from that in t'e first, methods, techniques, and materials necessary

Refractive index of air - The ratio of propa- to provide a general broad base for the con-
gation velocity in a vacuum to the velocity tinuing improvement of the Navy. I
in the atmosphere for electromagnetic radia- (NAVSHIPS 250-331-1)
tion. At sea level, the refractive index is ap- Resistance (R) - Electrical resistance is the
proximately 1.0003, decreasing at the rate of 'ictor by which the square of the instantane-
approximately 1.2 x 10-s per foot with gaina
in altitude. ous conduction current must be multipliedi to obtain the power lost by heat dissipation
Regeneration - A method of securing in- or other permanent radiation of energy away
creased output from an amplifier by feeding from the electrical current.
a part of the amplifier output back to the
amplifier in such a way that tne signal is in Resistivity (p) - Electrial resistivity is a
phase with the input. Also called "positive characteristic proportionality factor equal to
feedback." the resistance of a centimeter cube of a sub-
Related areas - Topics which are of conse- stance to the passdge of an electrical current
quence under the broad heading of commu- perpendicular to tlo parallel faces. Also

nication theory but are not appropriately called specific resitanc.
assigned to tile specific study of electro-
magnetic propagation. k = Pi)

Repair - The processes required to return an
item to a specified condition including prep- wbere R is the resistance of a uniform con-
aration, fault location, item procurement, ductor, R is its length, A is its cross-sectional
f'-ult correction, adjustment and calibration, area, and p is its resistivity.
and final test. Residual magnetism - The amount of flux
Request for proposal (RFP) - Describes the remaining in an iron core after the mag-
items to be procured, may include specifica- netizing current is reduced to ze;c .
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Response curve - 1. A plot of stimulus ver- Rhombic antenna - An antenna composed
sus output. of long-wire radiators comprising the sides of

2. A plot of output versus a rhombi's. The antenna usually is tern--
frequency for a specific device. nated in an impedance. The side of the

Response, frequency - A measure of the rhombus, the angle between the sides, the

ability of a device to take into account, fol- elevation, and the termination are propor-

low, or act upon a varying condition; e.g., as tioned to give the desired directivity.

applied to amplifiers, the frequencies at Roll - The act of rolling; rotational or oscil-
which the gain has fallen to the one-half latory movement of an aircraft or similar
power point or to 0.707 of the voltage gain, body about a longitudinal axis through the
either at the high or low end of the frequency body, called "roll" for any degree of such

spectrum. When applied to a mechanical con- rotation.

troller, the maximum rate at which changes Rosebud antenna - Circular arrangement of
in condition can be followed and acted upon, inclined scimitar antennas with common nar-
since it is implied that the controller can row end feed points and separately grounded
follow slow change., broad ends.

S

Safeguard, to - The term "to secure" a ra- formation classified top secret, secret, or
dio transmission is used to indicate that ac- confidential (including confidential and mod-
tion is taken to ensure that it cannot be used ified handling authorized) against unlawful
by the enemy as a navigational aid. Safe- or unauthorized dissemination, duplication,
guarding action may take the form of syn- or observation. (Project 60)
chronizing, masking or spoiling, or some Selective fading - Fading of the skywave in
form of coding the navigational intelligence which the carrier and various side band fre-
given by a system. qucncies fade at different rates, causing
Schedule - I. A subsidiary detailed finan- audio frequency distortion.
cial statement or statistical table, generally Selectivity - The degree of falling off in the
in support of summary data in an exhibit, response of a resonant device with departure

2. That part of a contract which from the resonance; expressed as the ratio of
details of the property to be delivered or the amplitude of response at the resonant
services to be performed, deliver, terms, etc. frequency to the response at some frequency
(DOD 5000.8) differing from the resonant frequency by a
Scientific and technical information specified am.tiunt; determines the ability of a
(STINFO) - Knowledge or data resulting radio receiver to reject undesired signals.
from the conduct of research and devel- Sensitivity - 1. 1 he degree of response of
opment, and required for organizing, ad- a device to a specified input such as current
mintstering, or performing research and or radio stgn~ais.
development. It encompasses any informa- .. Of a measuring instrument.
tion, in recorded or other communicable the magnitude of the deflection produced by
form, which describes the status, progress, or a given change in the measured quantity.
results of research and development in any 3. Of a receiver, the smallest
area of science or technology, and which has input signal capable of producing an output
some potential use in advancing current and signal of a given magnitude, the modulating
future research and development. (National frequency and degree of modulation being
Science Foundation 63-1I) specified.

Scimitar antenna - Half-loop antenna of 4. Of a camera tube, the sig-
scimitar shape fed at thin end and grounded nal current developed per unit incident radia-
at broad end, or vice versa. tion, measured in watts per unit area.
Security - Refers to the safeguarding of in- Separation criteria - Curves which relate the
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frequency displacement to the minimum dis- Sidebands - 1. The frequency bands on
tance between a receiver and an undesired both sides of the carrier frequency within
transmitter to insure that the signal-to- which fall the frequencies of the wave pro-
interference ratio does not fall below a spec- duced by moo.iaation.
fied value. (ECAC) 2. The wave components ly-
Series, time - The discrete or continuous ing within such bands.
sequence of quantitative data assigned to NOTE. In the process of amplitude
specific moments in time, usually studied modulation with a sine-wave carrier, the
with respect to their distribution in time. upper sideband includes the sum (carrier

Set - A unit or units and necessary assem- plus modulating) frequencies; the lower side-
blies, subassemblies, and parts connected or band includes the difference (carrier minus
associated to perform an operational func- modulating) frequencies.
tion. Also a collection of like parts such as a Sideband spatter - Those emissions that
"tool set" or a "set" of tires. (Examples: appear outside of the necessary bandwidth
Radio receiving set; sound mea:uring set, and are a result of intermodulation products
which includes -uch parts, assemblies. and of the modulation spectrum being trans-
units as cable, microphone and mea:uring mitted.
instruments; radar homing set.) Sidelobe - A portion of the radiation from
Shape factor - A measure of the sharpness an arstenna outside of the main beam and
of cut-off (or steepness of slope) in the tran- usually of much less intensity. A sidelobe is
sition region between pass band and stop a region between two minima of the antenna
band. In symmetrical band-pass filters, it is pattern.
the ratio of the frequency difference (Hz)
between the specified high-attenuation points Signal - 1. As applied to electronics, any

to the frequency difference between the transmitted electrical impulse.

specified cutoff points, of the pass band. In 2. Operationally, a type of mes-
symmetrical band-rejection filters, it is the sage, the text of which consists of one or

(reciprocal of this ratio. In asymmetrical fil- more letters, words, characters, signal flags,
tots, the ratio of the frequency difference visual display, or special sounds, with pre-

between center frequency and the specified arranged meanings, which is conveyed or
high attenuation point on either side to that transmitted by visual, accoustical, or elec-

between centc: frequency and the specified trical means.

cutoff point on the same side, i.e., there are Signal density - A tabulation or a graphical
two shape factors, of different ratio, oe on plot of power densities as a function of
the "steep side," one on the "gradual side," source frequency from multiple sources.
of the center frequency. (ECAC)
Shield - A shield is a conducting enclosure Signal separation filter - A bandpass filter
surrounding h source of interference or a that selects the desired subcarrier channel
susceptible circuit, designed to reduce the from the FM composite.
radiaticn of interference or to prevent a sus- Signal-to-noise ratio - The ratio of the value
ceptible circuit from being affected by inter- of the signal to that of the noise. This ratio is
fering signals, usually in terms of peak values in the case of
Shielded room - An enclosure designed pri- impulse noise and in terms cf the root-mean-
manly to reduce the transmission, reception, square values in the case of the random noise.
or propagation of electromagnetic energy. Where there is a possibility of ambiguity,
Either the electric (E) component or the suitable definitions of the signal and noise
magnetic component (HI) of the fiela may be should be associated with the term. as, for
attenuated, or both may be attenuated, example: peak-signai to peak-noise ratio;
Shielding effectiveness - The ratio, usually root-mean-square signal to root-mean-square
expressed in decibels, of noise or induced noise ratio; and peak-to-peak signal to peak-
current or voltage in a system element when to-peak noise ratio.
a source of shielding is present, to the corre- 1 his ratio may be a function of the band-
sponding quantity when the shielding is width of the transmission -:ystem. It is often
absent. expressed in decibels.

(-.
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Simplex operation of a radio system - A ical joint (including a hermetic seal) in vhich
method of operation in which communica- solder bonds two or more metals with an
tion between two stations takes place in one alloy (solder).
direction at a time. This includes ordinary Solid state - The electronic components
transmit-receive operation, press-to-talk op- that convey or control electrcns within
eration, voice-operated carrier, and other solid materials; e.g., transistors, germanium
forms of manual o- automatic switching diodes, and magnetic cores. Vauumn and gas
from transmit to receive, tubes are not included.
Single sideband modulation (SSB) - Mod- Source impedance - The, impedance across
ulation whereby the spectrum of the nodu- the output terminals of -, transducer prc-
lating wave is translated in frequency-by a sented by the transducey to the associated
specified amount, either with or without exte:; al circuitry.
inversion. Sourcing - Generally. sourcing means re-
Single-sideband transmission - That method design or modificat.on of existing equip-
of operation in which one sideband is trans- ment to eliminate a source of RFI. When
mitted and the other sideband is suppressed. sourc.;'- is not feasible, engineers ate
The carrier wave may be either transmitted forct:c to resort To suppression, fiftering, or
or suppressed. shielding.
Skew - Tape motion characterized by art Space attenuvion (space loss) -- A power
angular velocity between the gap center line loss, exprews.d in dB, of a signal in free space,
and a line perpendicular to the tape center caused by tuch factors as absorption, reflec-
line. tian, scaurering, and dispersion.

Skin effect - Refers to the phenomena Space ptovision for - "Space provision for"
wherein the depth of penetration of electric a speci~ic installation means that space only
currents into a conductor decreases as the shall be allocated for the installation, and
frequency of the current is increased. At very tha! brackets, bolt holes, electrical wiring,
high frequencies, the current flow is restric- hydraulic lines, etc. are not required. "Space
ted to an extremely thin outer layer of the provision for" does not imply ahat adequate
conductor. attaching structure is provided unless other-

Slew - To change the position of an antenna wise stated. The weight of tb- specific instal-
by injecting a synthetic error signal into the lation shall not be included in weight empty
positioning servo-amplifier. nmeasurements unless specifically stated.

Slot antenna - A radiating element formed Specific operational requirement (SOR) - A
by a slot in a metal surface. document by which the CNO states the need
Smith charts - A series of transmLssion-line for the development of a particular opera-

charts in polar plot form used for the inter- tional capability. It normally follows and is

pretation of measured values of VSWR or based on the information ini a PTA. (OPNAV

reflection coefficients. It can also lie used for 3910.6)

determining the effect of a discontinuity Specification, military - Document intended
or a change in characteristic imapedance, and primarily for use in procuremen., which in-

for solving impedance-matchiaig problems. cludes 1lear, accurate descriptions of the
technical requirements for items, materials,

Software - The totality of programs and or services including the procedures bywhich
routines used to extend the capabilties of it will be determined that the requirements
computers, such as compilers, assemblers, have been met. Specifications for items and
narrators, routines. and subroutines. Con- materials also contain preservation, packag-
trasted with hardwa.re. ing, packing, and marking requirement. (Proj-

Solder - Solde! is a single metal or an alloy ect 60)
of two or mo'-e metals which, when melted, Spectrum - 1. The entire range of wave-
is used to hin metallic surfaces through the lengths or frequencies within which electro-
phenomenon of wetting. magnetic radiations occur, bounded at one

Soldered cnnection - A soldered connec- end by the longest radio waves and at the
lion is an tlectrical connection or a mechan- other by shortest known cosmic rays.
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2. A segment of wavelengths Station - One or more transmitters or re-
that has a special function or special proper- ceivers or a wombination of both, including
ties. For example, the radio spectrum extends the accessory equipment necessary at one
from about 20,000 cps to over 30,000 mega- location for carrying on radiocommunication.
cycles, and the light spectrum, changing grad- Each station shall be classified by the serv-
ually from deep red at one end to violet at ice in which it operates permanently or temn-
the other, lies approximately at the middle porarily.
of the overall spectrum. Within the radio Structure - Any movable or stationary body
spectrum there are spectra such ai the very- such as an airframe, ship's hull, tank, trailer,
low frequency, low frequency, and medium building framework, or shelter.
frequency. Stub antenna - Short antenna extending

3. A graph or display of fre- from ground-plane.
quency versus power.quenc verus pSubassembly - Two or more parts which

Spectrum signature - The spectral charac- form a portion of an assembly or a unit re-wi

teristics of the transmitter, receiver, and form a s a assembly or a unit re-

antena f a elctrraicsysem.Thee car- placeable as a wl'ole. but having a part orantenna of an electronic system. T'liese chat-

acteristics have an important etffrct on either parts which are individually replaceable. (Ex-
athrisf have e at n imorreptiontof ectron eit amples: Gun mount stand, window sash,the Zeneration or reception of electrora~g- recoil mechanism, floating piston, telephone •
netic energy. The signature includes emission Il mcais, floatn pitontel
spectra, antenna patterns, receiver selectiv- dial, IF strip, terminal board with mounted
ity and spurious responses, intermodulation parts, power shovel dipper stick.)
sensitivity, and other characteristics. (ECAC) Subcarr:-r - A carrier which is applied as

modulation on another carrier or on an inter-Spectrum signature measurement reports - mediate subcarrier.

A printed vo!ume containing measured spec-

trum signature data, with reference to or Substitution measurements - A method of

description of the standardized procedures measuring signals which depends on the use
used to obtain the data. (ECAC) of a calibrated signal generator with an out-used tput similar to that of an unknown signal.
Spherical wave - A wave whose equiphase The calibrated signal is substituted for thesurfaces form a family of concentric spheres. unknown signal to reproduce the instrument

Spurious emission - Any electromagnetic response. The error is then limited to the
emission fror: the intended output terminal error of the calibrated signal source.
of an electronic device, outside cf the de- Subsyst - A major functional element of
signed emission bandwidth. Spurious emis- a system, usually consisting of several equip-
sions include harmonics, parasitic emiMions, ments essential to the operational comrlete-
and intermodulation products, but exclude nes of the subsystem or system. Examples
unnecessary modulation sidebands of the ae aframe pub sion gudne, Eaviga-

funamnta feqenc. MI-ST-43) are airframe, propulsion, guidance, naviga-
fundamental frequency. (MIL-STD-463) tion, and communication.
Spurious response - Any response of an elec- Sunspot - lark spots on the sun's surface,
•ronic device to energy outside its designed the larger of which are visible to the naked
reception bandwidth through its intended eye when viewing the sun through a dark
input terminal. MIL-STD-463 glass. Sunspots appear to be areas of solar

Standard response - The programmed or de- activity.
sired response produced in a test item by a Sunspot cycle - Sunspot activity follows a
specified input 4..lnal. The standard response cycle with an average of !1.1 years between
can the used to measure any deviation from successive minima. The usual cycle shows
normal p,.rformance which occurs duinng sus- the variation of the 12-month running aver-
ceptibility tes:'ng (e.g.. signal plus noise-to- age number of sunspots plotted agaL-st the
noise on a receiver for a specified input months.
signal). Supp.-.t, contractor - An interim arrange-

Standing wave - A wave in whicL, for any ment during initial development or produc-
component of a field, the ratio of its 'nstan- tion of an equipment whereby a contractor
taneous value at one point to that at any is obligated to furnish to the Government,
other point does not vary with time. either. from production or from stocks main-
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tained by him, items for support of the Synthesis - The combining of parts in order
equipment as required, pending assumption to form a whole; e.g., to arrive at a circuit or
of support responsibility by the Government. a computer or program, given the perform-
(SECNAV 4423.2) ance requirements. This can be contrasted
Support - A composite of re!ated facilities, with analysis, which arrives at performance,
equipmert. material, services, and personnel given the circuit or program.
required for the operation and maintenance Synthesized equipment parameters - Those
of the system, so that it can be considered characteristics determined by empirical or
self-sufficient in its operatienal environment, theoretical means. Nominal characteristics
Suppression - The elimination of unwanted may be used in the process. (ECAC)
signals or interference by means of shielding, Synthesized spectrum signatures - The spec-
filtering, grounding, component relocation, trum signature information which was ob-
or sometimes, redesign. tained by mathematically manipulating the
Surveillance radar/warning search radar - A known nominal characteristics to obtain ad-
radiar with the normal function of: Jitior.al related theoretical characteristics of

(I) Maintaining continuous watch or ciectronic equipments. (ECAC)
search. System - A combination of two or more

(2) Supplying information on all tar- interrelated equipments (sets) arranged in a
gets with sufficient accuracy to permit trans- functional package to perform an operational
ference to other more accurate radars in time function or to satisfy a reouiremernt, e.g..
to allow engagement of targets at maximum ship system, weapon system, communication
range. system, navigation system, fire control sys-

Susceptibility - The characteristic of elec- tem, aircraft system. (BUSHIPS 5430.38)
tronic equipment that permits undesirable System. aircraf: - A combination of those
responses when subjected to electromagnetic inter-related aircraft end items (excluding tl:e
energy. (MIL-STD-463) expendable military payload) of a specific
Sweep - A term designating the wave applied type aircraft and its peculiar support equip-
to either set of dielecting plates (or coils) of ment in functional packages to meet an op-
a cathode-ray tube, usually the horizontal erational requirement. Also defined as the
plates, for the purpose of deflecting the complete entity of an aircraft or astronautics
electron beam in a prescribed manner. For vehicle including the airframe or rocket pro-
example, a sawtooth sweep is a waveform in pulsion machinery. armament, electrical, elec-
which the increase of voltage or current is a tronicand mechanical equipment. (BUSHIPS
linear function of time. 5430.38)

System (electrical - electronic) - A combi-
Sweep oscillatcr - A signal generator in nation of two or more sets, generally physi-
which the frequency is varied continuously cally separated when in operation, and such
over a predetermined range, the variation other assemblies, subassemblies, and parts
being repeated at a low frequency rate. necessary to perform an operational function

or functions. (Examples: AEW electronic
Synchro - The universal term applied to any system, antiaircraft defense system, tele-
of the various synchronous devices such as phone carrier system. GCA electronic system.
the selsyn, autosyn, motor-torque generator, fire control system including the tracking
mag-slip, and Siemens. radar, computer, and gun mount.)

Syrchronization - The precise matching of System (general) - A combination of part%.
two waves or functions. In relation to carrier assemblies, and sets joined to pe.-form d '.pe-
frequencies, that degree of matching of fre- cific operational function or functions. t Ex-

quency of the carrier used for modulation amples: Piping system. refrigeration system.
and the carrier used for demodulation. It is air conditioning system.)

sufficiently accurate to permit efficient func- System, naval communication - The world-
tioning of the system. A few cycles per sec- wide network of transmitting and receiving
ond mismatch causes no perceptible loss of stations designed and built to provide wc ".4-
performance. wide and local communications ser, .e to t"
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Navy ashore and afloat; provides common any quantity is represented as the sequence
user facilities and facilities for speciai of .-)efficients of the successive powers of a
communication requirements. (BUSHIPS particular base with an appropriate point.
5430.38) Each succeeding coefficient from right to

left is associated with and usually multipliesSystem, Navy planning and programming - the next higher power of the base. The first
This system serves three basic purposes. First, coefficient to the left of the point is asso-
it provides for the development of Navy con- ciated with the zero power of the base. For
cepts, requirements, and objectives, and for
their presentation to higher authority to in- example,02) + nota 3 repre-sents (3X102  

+ X101) + (1X10 0 )+troduce the Navy's viewpoint into Joint, (4XIO-') + (2X1O0 2 ) + (6X!0- 3 ).
Department of Defense, and Department of 2. Following are names
the Navy program planning which resolves of the number systems with bases 2 through
annually into the Department of the Navy's 20: 2, binary; 3, ternary; 4, quaternary; 5,
budget submission to the Secretary of De- quinary; 6, senary; 7, septenary; 8, octal, or
fense. Second, it provides a framework for decimal; 12, duodecimal; 13, terdenary; 14,
the translation of strategic and operational quaterdcnary; 15, quindenary; 16, sex-
concepts, technological and intelligence f?:.:- decimal, or hexadecimal; 17, septendecimal;
casts, as well as guidance received from 18, octodenary; 19, novemdenary; 20,
higher authority, into research and develop- viceanry. Also widely used in computers are
ment, force level, personnel and support 32, duosexadecimal, or duotricinary; and 60,
plans and objectives. Third, it provides guid- sexadecimal systems.
ance and direction for the use of current Systems analysis - "Tracing out some of the
capabilities. (OPNAV 5000. 19E)

consequences of alternative weapons or ac-
System, number - 1. A systematic method tions and exhibiting these consequences to
i-,r representing numerical quantities in which decision makers." (R.N. McKean)

T

Target acquisition - The process of r.sition- estimates if it has been determined that
ing the tracking apparatus of a ra2tar so that formal contract definition will be used; the
a designated target is gated in Ce;e display. TDP shall contain a plan for contract
Technical - Relatce- to h..;hly refine,! re- definition. Ilhc TDPs are revised when
quirenients, specific ,rocedures, functions program changes are approved, when
or acts necessary to properly accomplish or significant changes in the program occur.
evaluate the accomplishment of a process or and annually on I April. (OPNAV 3900.8C).
function. These requirem-:nts are usually de- Telemetering - I. Measurements accon,
lineated by engineering personnel. (Project plished with the aid of intermediate rmeans
60) which allow perception, recording, or inter-

pretation of data at a distance from a primary
sensor. The widely used interpretation ofis a plan prepared by the NMC or the telemetering restricting its significance to

cognizant systems command to document data transmitted by means of electromagnetic
those actions, procedures, and resources propagation is more properly called telem-
required to achieve the capability described pry.
in the SOR, or those actions required to
achieve the objec.ives outlined in an ADO. 2. Asystem for taking meas-
The TDP will include plans for development. urements within an aerospace vehicle in
production, installation, mt,.grated logistic flight and transmitting them by radio to a
support, reliability, maintainability, test and ground station, where the information is
evaluation, and personnel training for the processed for readout.
project. The TDO will also provide cost Tentative specific operational requirement
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(TSOR) - The TSOR is a requirement docu- urements of the inherent structurml, electrical,
ment prepared by the CNO and addressed to or other physical and chemical properties of
the CNM or the cognizant bureau outside of an item or system, including the effects of
the NMC. Generally, the TSOR is the initial environmental stresses on these properties.
step in the formal exchange of documents The test is characterized by controlled condi-
between the user and pioducer in the RDT&E tions and the elimination of human errors in
planning cycle. The TSOR is, therefore, the judgment, so far as possible, through the use I
first step toward defining the system, its char- of physical measurement techniques, con-
acteristiLs, its deployment and its procure- trolled field trials, statistical methodology,
ment, operation, and maintenance costs. The and the use of personnel trained in the en-
TSOR will tentatively state a requirement gineering or scientific fields. The engineering
for a particular capability, identify an antici- test provides data for use in further develop-
pated threat, outline the operational ment and for determining the technical and
concept, define those performance and oper- maintenance suitability of the item or system
ational characteristics which can be specified, for service test. (Project 60)
and indicate when the capability is needed. T- st. environmental - An engineering tes,
Promulgation of a TSOR by the CNO does performed to evaluate the effects of natural
NOf !stablish a firm requirement 3nd does climates or induced conditions of cold, heat,
NOT authorize commencing a new develop- wind, moisture, radiation on the properties
ment program. The NMC or cogni7ant sys- and performance of a product. (Project 60)
tems command will respond to a TSOR by Test item - Any separate and distinct com-
means of a PTA. (OPNAV 3900.8C) pone-t or subsystem which, if procured sep- ii
Terminal impedance - The terminal i,'..ed- arately, would normally be subijecl to anpli-
ance is the complex impedant- as rt-in at cable tests, as required by the specification.
the unloaded output %r input ttirmina!s of a This term is used for brevity to refer to the
transmission equipment or :ine which is item under test in a test plan or test report,
otherwise in normal operating condition. regardless of whether it is a component or a -

Termination. contract - As used in DOD subsystem.
procurement, refers to the cessatio- or ;an- Thermal noise (tesistance noise) - Thermal
cellation in whole or in part of wo-k under a noise is random noise in a cir-.uit associnted
prime contract or a subcontract thereunder, with the thermodynamic interchange of en-
for the convenience of or at the .,..'ion of ergy necessary to maintain thlrmal equilib-
the Government. (Project 60) rium between the circuit and its surround-
Terrain elevation data - A table of elevations ings.
above sea level versus latitude and longitude,
which can be used in determining input pa- Thermitor - A specially construced resis-
rameters for propagation path loss calcula- tor that has a negative temperature coeffi-
tions. (ECAC) cient, used for power measuremcnts.

Test antenna - One of specified character- Thermocouple - A devicz consisting of two
istics designated for use under specified con- dissimilar metals in physical contact, which
ditions in conducting tests in accordance with thereby form a thermo-junction across whith
MIL-STD-461 and MIL-STD-462. (MIL-STD- a voltage is developed when the junction is
463) • heated. An instrument comprising a thermo-

Test, engineering - A test conducted by or couple, or thermocouples, connected to a

under the supervision cf the developing meter calibrated in units of temperature is

agency concerned, with an engineering ap- one of many types of pyrometers t'sed to

proach, whlire the objective cf the test is to measure high temperatures. A thermocouple

determine the technical performance and heated by RF current and connected to a DC
meter serves as a.n RF ammeter when the

safety characteristics of an item or system meter is ib in amp er adsn RF

and its associated tools and test equipment as

described in the QMR. the technical charac- voltmeter when the meter is calibrated in

teristics, and as indicated by the particular volts.

design. This determination includes the meas- Threshold - A definite level in some phys-
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ical quantity at which a specified effect Trade-off -In design and manufacture, the
occurs. improvement of one parameter at the ex-
Thresholds (DOD programming system) - A pense of another; e.g., shape-factor reduction

set of criteria which. if met or exceeded, at the expense of insertion-loss reduction,
requires the sub.rnaion of a program change or either against cost.
request to the office of the Secretary of Transducer - A device by means of which
Defense. energy can flow from one or more trans-
Time-division multiplex - The process or missioi; !ystets to one or more other trans-
device in wbich each modulating wave mod- mission systems. The energy transmitted by

ulates a separate pulse subcarrier. the pulse these systems may be of any form - electric,
subcarriers being spaced in time so that no mechanical, or acoustical - and it may be of I
two pulses occupy the same time. the same form or different forms in the

NOTE. Time division permits the trans- 'arious input and output systems.

mission of two or more signals over a com- Transfer function - In nPtworks, the mathe-
mon path by using different time intervais matical relation between input and output
for the transmission of the intelligence of amplitude and phase, as a function of fre-
each message signal. quenc-.
Time, rise - The time required for the lead- Transient - I - A physical disturbanc., in-
ing edge of a pulse to rise from one-tenth of termediate, to two steady-stete conditions.
its final value to nine-tenths of its final value. 2. Pertaining to rapid change. I
Time delay of a filter (sometimes called "en. 3. A build-up or breakdown ir.
velope delay" or "group delay") - At a par- the intensity of a phenomenon until a steady
ticular frequency, equal to the first derivative state condition is reached. The time rate
of the differential phase at that frequency - of change of energy is finite and some form
i.e., the slope of the phase characteristic at of energy storage is usually involved.
that frequency, with phase measured in ra- 4. A momentary surge on a sig-
dians and frequency in radians per second. nzt or power line. May produce take signals

Total obligatioasl authority (TOA) - TOA or triggering impulses.

is the total funding available for programming Transition resin or bartd - The range of
in a given year, regardless of the year the frequencies between pass band and stop band
funds are appropriated, obligated, or ex- over which attenuation ircreases sharply or
pended. TOA includes new obligational an- gradually from low (pass) levels to high (stop)
thority, unprogrammed or reprogrammed levels, or decreases from high to low.
obligational authority from prior years. reim- Transmission, double sideband - Double
bursements not used for replacement on sideband transmission is that method of com-
inventory in hinds, advance funding for pro- munication in which the frequencies pro-
grams to be financed in the future, and duced by modulation are symmetrically
vnobligated balances transferred from oth:r spaced both above -nd below the carrier
appropriations, frequency and are all transmitted.
TR -'witch - Abbreviation for transmit- Transmission, independent ideband - lnde-
rexive switch. A switch used in a rada: pendent sideband transmission is that method
aitcnna feed system to prevent the trans- of communication in which the frequencies
tr.;ter power from damaging the -eceiver produced by modulation on opposite sides
where a common transmitting and receiving of the carrier are no* relatcd to each other,
antenna is used. It automatically decouples but are related separate'y to two sets of
the receiver from the antenna during the modulating signals. The carrier frequency
transmitting period. TR switches usually may be either transmitted or suppressed.
combine a gas discharge tube with a resonant Transmission lines - A transmission line is a a
cavity to produce the switching action, material stru-tur, forming a continuous path -s

Tracking -trenna - A directional antenna from one place for the transmission of elec- -
system that automatically changes in position tric or electromagnetic energy. The t'e;m
or characteristics to follow the motion of a "transmission line" includes telephone lines,
moving signa' source. power cables, wave-guides, coaxial cables,
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and similar items. ponential variation of amplitude and a linear

Transmission media - The substrata (mate- variation of phase in the direction of propa-

rial or non-material) in which a given system gation.

of physical entities exists and throtigh which Triboelectricity - Electric charges generated
electromagnetic waves propagate. by friction, as the fiction of dust particles

Transmission. single sideband - Single side- on an airplane skin.

band transm~s.on is that method of commu- Troposphere - That part of the earth's at-
nication in which the frequencies produced mosphere in which temperature generally
by modulation on one side of the carrier decreases with altitude, clouds form, and
are transmitted and those on the other side conivection is active. Experiments indicate
are suppressed. The carrier frequency may that the troposphere occupies the space
be either transmitted or suppressed. above the earth's surface to a height of about

Transmission. suppressed carrier - Sep- 10 kilometers.

pressed carrier iransmission is that method Tropospheric wave -- A radio wave that is
of communication in which the carrier fre- propagated by reflection from a place of
quency is suppressed either partially or to abrupt change in the dielectric constant or
the maximum degree possible. On- or both its gradient in the troposphere. In some cases,
of the sidebands may be transmitted, the ground wave may be so altered that new

Transmitter - A device used to generate sig- components appear to arise from reflections

nals of ar.y type and form which are to be in regions of rapidly changing dielectric con-
transmitted. it radio and radar, it is that stants; when those components are distin-

portion of the equipment which includes guishable from the other components, they

electronic circuits designed to generate, am- are called tropo-pheric waves. (ASA)

plify, and shape the radio-frequency energy Trot.cshooting - Locating and diagnosing
that is delivered to the antenna where it is ma.,.ncticns or breakdowns in equipment
radiated into space. by systematic checking or analysis.

Transverse electric wave (TE wave) - In a Tuning band - That partial range of the
homogeneous isotropic medium, an electro- tuning frequency over which a particular -

magnetic wave in which the electric field configuration of equipment operate; with a
vector is everywhere perpendicular to the given band.witch setting: for example. one
direction of propagation. head of the AN/URM-XX may have the fol-

Transverst electromagnetic wave (TEM lowing tuning bands:

wave) - In a homogeneous isotropic medium. Band 1 0.15 to 0.4 MHz
an electromagnetic wave in which both the Band 2 0.35 to 0.92 MHz
electric and magnetic field vectors are every- Band 3 0.9 to 2.45 MAl~z
where perpendicular to the direction of Tuning frequency range -That partial range

propagation. of the frequency over which a particular

Transverse interference -- The interference configuration of equiprment operates- for

occurring across termir.als or between signal example, following is a portion of an

leads. ANIURM-XX tuning frequency range:

Transverse magnetic wave (TM wave) - In a 0.15 to 30 MIIz with head T-I installed

homogeneous isotropic medium, an electro- 20 to 220 Mltz with head T-2 installed

magnetic wave in which the magnetic field 200 to 410 Mliz with head T-3 installed
vector is everywhere perpendicular to the Two-level antenna pattern - A simplified
direction of propagation. presentation of ar antenna pattzrn consisting

Traveling plane wave - A plane wave each of a main beam gain level and a sioelobe gain

of whose frequency components has an ex- level. (ECAC)

I
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Unacceptable response - An unacceptable because it is not normally disassembled.

response is an abnormality in the required Unmoduhated CW field sensitivity - That
operation or output of a subsystem or equip- unmodulated CW field intensity which will
ment due to electromagnetic interference prod--ce a unity signal-to-noise power ratio
which- cannot be designated a malfunction at the RF or IF output of the interference
but which is detrimental to system perform- measuring set. The point of measurement and
ance. the noise bandwidth to that point should be

Undesirable response - A recognizable inter- stated.
ruption of normal output of a subsystem Units of measure:
which cannot be designated as an unaccept- a. Electric field intensity: dB uV/m

able response or malfunction and which is b. Magnetic field intensity: dB uA/m
considered tolerable by the procuring activ- The manufacturer should furnish data relat-
ity. ing the field intensity as a function of fre-

Urdconductor waveguide - A waveguide con- quency to the interference measuring set

sisting of an arbitrary shaped metallic sur- input level or the antenna-induced voltage,

face surrounding a dielectric medium. depending on whether shunt or series cali-
bration, respectively, is used.

Unintended radiation - Unintznded radia- Unmodula:ed CW sensitivity - The unmod-
tion includes incidental radiation, spuriou; ulated CW power input to an interference
and harnvnic outputs from transmitters, and measuring set which will produce a unityoutputs from industrial, scientific, and medi- signal-to-noise power ratio at the output of

cal equipment; in short, man-made radio the RF or IF portion of the set. The point of
noise, measurement and the noise bandwidth to that
Unit - An assembly or any combination of point shoulid be stated.
parts, subassemblies, and assemblies mounted Unnecessary modulation sidebands - Mod-
together, normally capable of independent ulation sidebands are the energy distributed

operation in a variety of situations, such as about the fundamental and are a result of the
a hydraulic jack, electric motor, electric gen- modulation process for the transmission of
erator. radio receiver. The size of an item is a intelligence. Unnecessary modulation side-
c.)nsideration in some cases. An electric oands are the sidebands ou:side of the neces-
motor for a clock may be considered a part sary bandwidth.

V

V antenna - A V-shaped arrangement of buncher.
conductors balanced-fed at the apex, and Verification - The process of substantiating
with included angle. lenth. ancO elevation the accuracy and completeness of technical
propootioned to give the desired directivity. directions for operation or maintenance by
Valentine antenna - Two coplanar scimitar- actually performing the operation or main-
type antennas with broad ends joined and tenance in accord with those directions. Nor-
narrow ends brought together to form feed mally applied to procedures contained in
poin:,. technical manuals.
Vector - A quantity that has both .magnitude Volt - The unit of electriml potential dif-
and dirt.ction or zn arrow drawn in the direc- ference and electromotive force equal to the
ti..n and whose length is proportional to the difference of potential across one ohm carry-
magnitude of the quzntity. ing a constant current of one ampere.
Velocity modulated oscillator (Klystron) -

At. electron-tube in which the velocity of an Vulnerability - The susceptibility of a sys-
electron stream isvaried (velocc:y-modulated) tem to degradation to the point of mission
in p.ssing through a resonant cavity called a failure.

!i
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W

Watt - The unit of electrical power. The Weapon system - The complete system re-
rate of doing work represented by a current quired to deliver a weapon to its target,
of one ampere under a potential difference inctuding production, storage, transport,
of one vo!t. Work done at the rate of one launchers, aircraft, and guidance equipment.
absolu!-! joule per second.
Wave dynamics - The mathematical and Whip antenna - Flexible vertical antenna
physical description of wave motion and its mounted on vehicle or manpack radio.

properties.
Waveguide - A device of complex design Whiae noise - A sound or electromagnetic

used to transmit RF energy at high frequen- uniform safctio ofnfrequency.

cies. In RFI wor•k, waveguide design princi- uniform as a function of frequency.

ples are used to design some utility Word - An ordered set of ciracters which
penetrations for ventilaton, tc. through occupies one storage location and is treated
which RF enry ',not I . by the computer circuits as a unit and trans-

Wave impedance - The impedane at a ge ferred as such. Ordinarily a word is treated
frequency of traveling stregdefhtedo the
reqe of trai wave denedhby the by the control unit -s an instruction, and by

h the mag- the arithmetic unit as a quantity. Word
netic fi•ld st.ength. It is analogous to the lengths may be fixed or variable depending
characteristic impedance of a transmission on the particular computer.

Weapon - An instrument of offensive or Wualenweber antenna - Direction-finding
defensive combat which contains destructive circular array around a cylindrical reflector.
force, used to destroy the enemy. (Project Limited sector of delay-line-tcxlimated ele-

60). ments can be positiL3ned on any azimuth. 4

x

Xerography - A dry copying process involv- the -emaining electrostatic charge is dis-

ing the photo electric discharge of an electro- charged, and the resin trinsferred to paper

statically chlrged plate. The copy is made by or an offset prirting master.
tumbling P. resinous p=-der over the plate.

Y

aV4 cr Yagi-Udr antenna - An end-fiur Year. fiscal - Twelve-month period sdected

antenna consisting of driven dipole with para- for accounting purposes. (The fiscal year for

sitic dipole reflector and one or more para- most agencies of Mc United Statcs Govern-
sitic dipole directors. Driven dipole is usually ment begins on the first day of July and ends

a folded dipole, and all the antenna elements on the thirtieth day of June of the following
,-ually lie in a plane. The v•rasitic emen.ats cakndar year.) The fiscal year is designated

netd not be coplanat but zan be distributed by the calendar year in which it ends. Le.,
on both sides of the riane of symmetry. the fiscal )ear 19XI is the year beinning I

Yaw - The rotatinal or oscillatory move- July 19X0 and ending 30 June 19X1. (DOD

nmnt of an aircraft or rocket about a vertical 5000.8)

axis.
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Zenith - That point of the celestial sphere Zero transmission level reference - The zero
vertically overhead. transmission '-vel reference point is an arbi-

trary chosen point in a circuit to which all
Zeppelin antenna - End-fed half-wave dipole relative transmission levels are referred. The
with quarter wave matching section. transmission level at the transmitting switch-

Zoner diode - A specifically designed P-N board is frequently taken as the zero trans-

junction type diode which will maintain a mission level reference point.
constant back EMF over an appreciable Zone, neural - An area in space or an inter-range of current. val of time in which a state of being otherthan the implement-ng state exists; e.g., a
Zero - A numeral normally denoting lack of range of values in which no control action
magnitude. In many computers there are occurs or a brief period between words when
distinct representations for plus and minus certain switching action takes place. Similar
zero. to band, dcad.
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2. JOINT ARMY-NAVY SYSTEM DESIGNATORS

INSTALLATION EQUIPMENT PURPOSE

A - Airborne A - Ini~rred A - Auxilary

B - Underwater a - Pigeon B - Bombing

C - Air transportable C - Carrier (wire) C - Commu.nications

D - Pilotless carrie. D - Radiac D - Dir. findingl/recon

F - Fixed E - Nupac E - Ejectiontrelease

G - Ground F - Pholograpitic G - Fire control

K - Amphibious G - Telkgraph-teletype It - Record-reproduce

M - Ground. mobile I - Interphone/PA K - Computing

P - Pack or portable J - Electromechanical L - Seadrch.4t control

S - Surface craft K - Tekmetering M - Maintenznce/test

T - Ground, transportable L - Countermeasure N - Naviation aids

U - General utility M - VMe~eorologicxl P - Reproducing

V - Ground. vehicular N - Sound in air Q - Special purposes

W - Water. surfae and P - Radar R - Receiving

Q - Solar S - Detect/ranse/bearing

R - Ra'ao T - Transmitting
S - *ul types W - Control

C T - e•eephone (wire) X - Ident. and recognition
tVisible light

Al •mavent

X - F•,.mil or TV
Y - Data processing

Preceiing page Mla E-59



3. FREQUENCY BAND DESIGNATORS

ITU Nomenclatu~e Table

Band Range Designation

4 3-30 kHz VLF, very low frequency
5 30-300 kHz LF, low frequency

6 300-3000 kHz MF, medium frequency
7 3-30 MHz HF, high frequency
8 30-300 MHz VHF, very high frequency
9 30C-3000 MHz UHF, ultra-high frequency

10 3-30 GHz SHF, super-high frequency
11 30-300 GHz EHF, extremely high frequency

This table is taken hom the Radio Regulations of the International Telecommunications Union
(ITU), Article 2, Section 11, Geneva, 1959.

Microwave Bands

Band Frequency Range Wavelength. Cm

P 225-390 MHz 133.3-76.9
L 390-1550 MHz 76.9-19.3 -s

S 1.55-5.2 GHz 19.3-5.77

X 5.2-i0.9 GHz 5.77-2.75
K 10.9-36.0 GHz 2.75-0.834

Q 36.0-46.0 GHz 0.834-0.652
V 46.0-56.0 GHz 0.652-0.536

W 56.0-100.0 GHz 0.536-0.300

The following are also frequently used:

C Band includes 3.9-6.2 'Hz
Ki Band includes 15.35-24.50 GHz

K Band includes 15.35-17.25 GHz

Ka Band includes 33.0-36.0 GHz

Letter designations commonly used for microwave bands, particularly in reference to radar
equipment. have no official standing. Various organizations use limits for the bands ether than
those shown in the table.

E6
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4. RADIO EMISSION DESIGNATORS

DESIGNATION OF EMISSIONS

Emissions are designated according to their classification and their necessary bandwidth.

CLASSIFICATION

Emissions are classified and symbolized according to the following characteristics:

(i) Type of modulation of main carrier
(2) Type of transmission
(3) Supplementary characteristics

(I) TYPES OF MODULATION OF MAIN CARRIER SYMBOL

(a) Amplitude A
(b) Frequency (or phase) F
(c) Pulse P

(2) TYPES OF TRANSMISSION"

(a) Absence of any modulation intended to carry information 0
(b) Telegraphy without the use of a modulating audio frequency I
(c) Telegraphy by the on-off keying of a modulating audio frequency

of audio frequencies, or by the on-off keying of the modulated
emission (Special case: an unkeyed mduilated emission.) 2

(d) Telephony (including sol.nd broadcasting) 3
(e) Facsimile (with io.dtlation of main carrier either directly or by

frequercy modulated subcarrier) 4
(f) Television (vision only) 5
(g) Four-frequency diplex tele;raphy 6
(h) Multichannel voice-frequency telegraphy 7
(i) Cases not covered by the above 9

(3) SUPPLEMENTARY CHARACTERISTICS

(a) Double sideband (none)
(b) Single sideband

- reduced carrier A
- full carrier H
- suppressed carrier i

(d) Two independent sidebands B
(d) Vestigial sideband C
(e) Pilse

- amplitude modulated D
- width (or duration) modulated E
- phase (ur position) modulated F
- code modulated G

E6
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Classification of typical emissions:

Type of
Modulation

of Main Type of Supplemeniary
Carrier Transmission Characteristics Symbol

Amplitude With no mnd-'iation AO
Modulation

Telegraphy without the use of a
modulating audio frequency (by
on-off keying) Al
Telegraphy of the on-off keying of an
amplitude-modulating audio fre-
quency or audio frequencies, or by
the on-off keying of the modulated
emission (Special case: an unkeyed
emission amplitude modulated.) - A2
Telephony Double sideband A3

Single sideband,
reduced carrier A3A
Single sideband,
suppressed carrier A31
Two independent
sidebands A3P

Facsimile (with modulation of main
carrier either directly or by a fre-
quency modulated sub-carrier) - A4

Single sideband,
reduced carrier A4A

Television Vestigial sidebmnd ASC
Multichannel voice-frequency Single sideband,
telegraphy reduced cz.rr r.'r A7A
Cases not covered by the above, e.g. Two ine;r.-ndent
a combination of te-lephony and sideban.'s A9B
telegraphy

Frequency Telegraphy of frequency shift keying
(or phase) without the use of a modulhting
Modulation audio frequency: one of two fre-

quencies is emitted at any instant. Fl
Telegraphy by the on-off keying of
frequency modulating audio fre-
quency or by the on-off keyin, of a
frequency modulated emizs;n
(Special case: an unkeed emission,
frequency modulate..) - F2
Telephony - F3
Facsimile by dir'ci -;z'-ncy d-
ulation of ihe carrier - F4
TelevVi'on - F5
Four-ftequency diplex telegraphy - F6
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( Type of
Mlodulation

of Main Type o; Suppiezaentary
Carrier Transmision Characteristics Symbol

Cases not covereai by 'he above in
which the main carrier is frequency
modulated F9

Pulse A pulsed carrier without any inodu-
Modulation lation intended to carry information

(e.g. radar) PO
Telegraphy by the on-off keying of a
pulsed carrier without the use of a
modulating audio frequency PID
Telegraphy by the on-off keying of a Audio frequency
modulating audio frequency or audio or audio frequen-
frequencies, or by the on-off keying cies modulating
of a modulated pulsed carrier the amplitude of
(Special case: an unkeyed modulated the pulses
pulsed carrier.) P2D

Audio frequency
or audio frequen-
cies modulating
the width (oi dur-
ation) of the
pulses P2E
Audio frequency
or audio f.equen-
cies modulating
phase (or position)
of the pulses P2F

Pulse Telephony Amplitude modu-
Moeulation lated pulses P3D

Width (or dura-
tion) modulhted
pulses P3E
Phase (or posi-
tion) modulated
pulses P3F
Code modulated
pulses (after
saMpling and
quantization) P3G

Cases not covered by the above

in which the main carrier is
pulse modulated P9

Designations provided above are prescribed by the International Telecommunications Union
(ITU).

An emission designator consists of four parts:

(1) The bandwidth occupied, in kllz
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(2) The type of modulation

(3) The type of transmission
(4) Supplementary characteristics

3A3A

Example: 3 - Bandwidth 3 kHz

A - Amplitude modulated

3 - Telephony
A - Reduced carrier

The following types of emission are representative of those now applicable to naval
communications. These designators will be gradually introduced into the text of this publi-
tion as future changes are issued.

Designator Type of Emission

L.5A2- - - Tone modulated RATT (60 WPM)
1.08FI - - 60 WPM single channel RATT

0.1AI - - - CW telegraph at 25 WPM
2.04A2 - - CW telegraph tone modulated 1020 cycle tone
6A3 --- AM telbphony

0.6FI- - - RATT (below 550 kHz)
1.24FI - 100 WPM 2-channel RATT (2000-30,000 kHz)
1.31F.1 - 120 WPM 2-channel RATT (2000-30,000 kHz)
2.85"l - - 4-channel MUX
4F4 - - - Facsimile

36F3 -- FM telephony F

Denat6r Description

12A9B - - Formerly 12A9c. Four 3 kHz intelligence channels, any intelligence chan-
nel suitable for multi-channel RATT or one voice channel. The sup-
pressed carrier is the same as the assigned frequency.

9A9B- - - Formerly 9A9c. Three 3 kHz intelligence channels, used interchangeably
!or voice and/or RATT. The suppressed carrier is 1.5 kHz abovt or below
the assigned frequency.

6A9B -. . Formerly 6A9c- Two 3 kl.z intelligence channels, used interchanbeably
for voice and/or RATT. The suppressed carrier is the same as the assigned
frequency.

6A9J - - - Formerly 6A9c. Two 3 kHz intelligence channels, used interchangeably
for voice and/or RATI-. The suppressed carrier is 3 kHz above or below

the assigned frequency.
3A7J - - - Formerly 3A9c. A single 3 kHz intulligence channel authorized for multi-

channel RATF. The suppressed carrier is 1.5 kHz above or below the
assigned frequency.

3A3J - - - Formerly 3A9C or 3A3a. A single 3 kHz intelligence channel authorized
for voice transmission. The suppressed currier is 1.5 kHz above or below
the assigned frequency.

3A9A - - - A single 3 kHz intelligence channel authorized for the transmission of
complex signals employing kineplex, phase multi-locking, or such other
techniques that may be developed in the future. The !educed carrier is
1.5 kHz above or below the assigned frequency.
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NOTE: OPNAVINST 02030.2 contains amplifying information concerning the use and de-
signation of sideband channels. When the carrier frequency is other than the assigned
frequency (center of the occupied band), it will be shown in parcntheseb after the
assignment.
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5. ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AAV Airborne Assault Vehicle

AC Alternating Current

ACNO Assistant Chief of Naval Opetations

ADO Advanced Development Objectivn

ADP Automatic Data Processing

ADPE Automatic Data Processing Equipment

AEC Atomic Energy Commission

AFCEA Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association

AGE Aerospace Ground Equipment
ALGOL Algorithmic Language

AM Amplitude Modulation
AMC Army Materiel Command

AO Administrative Office, Navy Department
APL Applied Physics Laboratory

APP Advanced Procurement Plan

ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency
ARPN Aircraft and Related Procurement (Navy)
ASAP A; Soon as Possible

ASD Assistant Secretary of Defense
ASL Applied Scientific Laboratory

ASN (I&L) Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and Logistics)

ASN (R&D) Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research and Development)

ASPPO Armed Services Procurement Planning Officer

ASPR Armed Services Procedurement Regulation

ASW Anti-Submarine Warfare
ATDS Airborne Tactical Data Systemn
BA Budget Activity

B!S Board of Inspection and Survey

BITE Built-In Test Equipment

BNEP Basic Naval Establishment Plan
BOB Bureau of the Budget

BRA Bench Replaceable Assembly

BuMed Bureau of Medicine and Surgery

BuPers Bureau of Naval Personnel

BW Bandwictth

CAB CNO Advisory Board

CAO Collateral Action Office

CCIR International Radio Consultative Committee

CD Contract Definition
CDC Combat Developments Command

CF Concept Formulation

CFE Contractor Furnished Equipment

CHINFO Chief of Naval Information
CIP Class Improvement Plan
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CISPR International Special Committee on Radio Interference

CINCEUR Commander in Chief, Europe

CINCPAC Commander in Chief, Pacific

CMC Commandant, Marine Corps

CNA Center for Naval Analyses

CND Chief of Naval Development

CNM Chief of Naval Material

CNO Chief of Naval Operations

CNP Chief of Naval Personnel

CNR Chief of Naval Research

CO Contract Officer

COBOL Common Business Oriernted Language

COMOPTEVFOR Commander, Ope.ational Test and Evaluation Force

COOPLANS Continuity of Operations Plans

COTR Contract Officer Technical Representative

CPFF Cost Fixed Fee Contracts

CSR Contract Status Report

CTS Contractor Technical ServiceSDASA Defense Atomic Support Agency

DC Direct Current

DCA Defense Communication Agency

DCAA Defense Contract Audit Agency

DCAS Defense Contract Administration Services (DSA)

DCASR Defense Contract Administration Services Region

DCNM (P&FM) Deputy Chief of Naval Material (Programs and Financial Management)

DCaiM (D) Deputy Chief of Naval Material (Development)

DCNM (M&F) Deputy Chief of Naval Material (Material and Facilities)

DCNO (P&R) Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Personnel and Naval Reserve)
(OP-Ol)

DCNO (R) Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Readiness) (OP-03)

DCNO (AIR) Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Air) (OP-05)
DCNO (L) Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Logistics)

DCNO (P&P) Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Plars and Policy) (OP-06)

DCNO (D) Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Development) (OP-07)

DCP Development Concept Paper
DCR" Disaster Control Recovery Plans

DCS Defense Communications System

DD 1498 DOD Research and Technology Resume

DDC Defense Documentation Center

DDR&E Director of Defense Research and Engineering

D&F Determinatior and Finding

DGM Defense Guidance Memorandum

DIA Defense Inlelligence Agency

DLP Directory of Laboratory Programs

DMSO Divisions and Major Staff Offices
DNC Director Naval Communications
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DNFYP Department of the Navy Five-Year Program

DNL Director of Naval Laboratories
DNPP Director, Naval Program Planning
DNPR Director, Naval Petroleum Reserves
DOD Department of Defense

DPM Draft Presidential Memorandum

DSA Defense Supply Agency
DSB Defense Science Board

ECAC Electromagnetic Compatibility Analyse Center
ECP Engineering Change Proposal

EDG Exploratory Development Goals
EDR Exploratory Development Requirement
EHF Extremely High Frequency
EIA Electronic Industries Association
ELF Extremely Low Frequency

EM Electromagnetic
EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility
EMCoi B Electromagnetic Com.patibility Advisory Board

EMCP Electromagnetic Compatibility Program
EME Electromagnetic Emission
EMF Electromotive Force (electric potential)

EMI Electromagnetic Interference

EMS Electromagnetic Susceptibility
FAAB Frequency Allocaticn Advisory Board
FAC Fleet Activities Command

FCC Fedcra! Communications Commission
FDGM Final Defense Guidance Memorandum

FIP Fleet Introduction Program
FM Frequency Modulation

FMF Fleet Marine Force
-ORTRAN Formula Translation

FPF Fixed-Price-Firm Contract

FPE Fixed-Price-Escalation Contract
FPR Fixed-Price-Redeterminable

FPI Fixed-Price-Incentive Contract
FR/IED Foundation Research/Independent
FY Fiscal Year

FYDP Five-Year Defense Program
GAO General Accounting Office
GFE Government Furn•shed Equipment

GO5 General Order Number 5
GOR General Operational Requirement
HERO Hazard of Electromagnetic Radiation to Ordnance

HF High Frequency
HRA Hard Replaceable Assembly
IBOP International Balance of Payment-

E-68
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IBW Impulse Bandwidth
IDA Institute of Defense Analysis

IDGM Initial Defense Guidance Memorandum

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IF Intermediate Frequency
IFRB International Frequency Registration Board

ILCEP Independent Laboratory Committee on Editing and Publishing
ILS Integrated Logistic System
IRAC Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee

ISM Industrial. Scientific, Medical
ITU International Telecommunication Union

JAG Judge Advocate General (Office of)

JCS Joint Chiefs of Staff
JIEP Joint Intelligence Estimate for Planning

JLRSS Joint Long-Range Strategic Study
.RDOD Joint Research and Development Objectives Document

JRDP Joint Research and Development Plan
-SCT Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan

;SOP Joint Strategic Objectives Plan

Y' AC Joint Technical Advisory Council
Li- Low Frequency

Y_ 0Local Oscillator
Light Replaceable Assembly

MAt." Military Assistance Advisory Group

MCL Master Configuration List

MC,N Military Construction, Navy
MCON M'litary Construction
MF Medium Frequency
MFI Maior rorce Issue

MaC Management Information Center
MIG Metal-Inert-Gas (arc welding)

MILCON Military Consruction
MILSTRIP Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedure

MIPR Milita-y Interdepartmental Procurement Requests
MIS Material inspection Service

MLC Military Liaison Committee
MMROP Marine Corps Mid-Range Objectives Plans

MOBCON Mobilization Construction Plan
MP,MC Military Personnel. Marine Corps
MP,N Military Personnel, Navy

MRO Mid-Range Objectives
MSTS Military Sea Transportation Service
MTBF Mean Time Between Failures

MTDS Marine Tacical Data System-
NADC Naval Air Developmeni Center
NAEC Naval Air Engineering Center
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NAIR Naval Air Systems Command Headquarters

NARAD Navy Research and Development Briefing Report (from CNR)

NARDIS Navy Automated Research and Development Information System

NARF Naval Aerospace Recovery Facility

NARF Naval Arctic Research Facility

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NASL Naval Applied Science Laboratory
NATC Naval Air Test Center
NATF (SI) Naval Test Facility (Ship Installations)

NATTS Naval Air Turbine Test Station

NAVAIR Naval Air Systems Command
NAVCOMPT Office of the Comptroller of the Navy

NAVCOSSACT Navy Command Systems Support Activity

NAVELEX Naval Electronic Systems Command

NAVEXO3 Executive Office of the Secretary, Department of the Navy

NAVFAC Naval Facilities Engineering Command

NAVMAT Naval Material Command

NAVORD Naval Ordnance Systems Command

NAVPECO Navy Production Equipment Control Office

NAVPEP Navy Program Evaluation Procedures

NAVSEC Naval Ships Engineering Center

NAVSHUPS Naval Ship Systems Command

NAVSTRIP Navy Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedure

NAVSUP Navy Supp:y Systems Command

NAVSYSCOM Naval Systems Commands

NAVWAG Naval Warfare Analyses Group

NBL Naval Biological Laboratory

NCEL Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory

NCIS Navy Cost Information System
NCP Navy Capabilities Plan

NDPIC Navy Department Program Information Center

NEL Navy Electronics Laboratory

NELC Naval Electronics Laboratory Center

NEODF Navy Explosive Oidnance Disposal Facility

NESTEF Naval Electronic Systems Test and Evaluation Facility

NIF Navy Industrial Fund

NLCP Navy Logistics Capabilities Plan

NLRG Navy Long-Range Guidance
NMC Naval Material Command

NMDL Navy Mine Defense Laboratory

NMRG Navy Mid-Range Guidance

NH$ Navy Mid-Range Study

NOA New Obligational Authority

NOL Naval Ordnance Laboratory

NOTS Naval Ordnance Test Station

NOU Naval Ordnance Unit
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NPE Navy Preliminary Evaluation
(NPPO Navy Program Planning Office

NPPC CNO Program Planning Council

NPPR Navy Program Pr.:,gress Reprt
NPPS Navy Publications and Printing Service

NRAC Naval Research Advisory Committee
NRDL Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory

NRL Naval Research Laboratory
NRR Navy Research Requirements

NSRDC Naval Ship Research and Development Center

NSA National Security Agency
NSC National Security Council

NSF National Science Foundation

NSP Navy Support Plan
NSS Navy Strategic Study
NTDS Naval Tactical Data System

NUSI. Navy Underwater Sound Laboratory
NUWRES Naal Underwater Weapons Research and Engineering Station

NWEF Naval Weapons Evaluation Facility
NWL Naval Weapons Laboratory

NWSA Naval Weapons Support Activity
OASD ( ) Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense

(C) Comptroller
(I&L) Installations & Logistics
(SA) Systems Analysiz

OEM Oriinal Equipment Manufacturer

OLA Office o. Leglative Affairs

O1, Office of Management Information
O&M. 11C Operations & Maintenance. Marine Corps
O&M. N Operations & Mainmenance. Navy
ONM Office of Naval Material

ONR Office of Naval Research
OPA Office of Program Appraisal
OPEVAL Operational Evaluation

OP. N Other Procurement. Navy
OPNAV Office of the Chief of Naval Operatians

OPTEVFOR Operational Test and Evaluation Force
OSD Of, ix of S-cretay of Defense
OSIP Operational Suitability Improvement Program (for aircraftI

OTP Office of Teccommur-iations Policy

PAM Pulse Amplitude Modulation
PAM N Procurement Aircrnft and MSisvks. Navy

PAO Primary Action Oaficer

PBD Program Budget Drcision

PCCS Program Change Contrnl Systems
PCD Program Change Decision
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PCM Pulse-Code Modulation

PCR Program Change Requ-st
PDM Pulse-Duration Modulation
PE Program Element
PERT Program Evaluation and Review T.cnnique

PESD Program Elements Summary Data Sheet

PJ Procurement Justification
PM Pha,.e Modulation
P, MC Procurement, Marine Corps

PMP Program Management Plan
Project Master Plan

PMR Pacific Missile Range

PO Program Objectives
POCP Program Objectives Change Proposal

PO-FY Program Objectives, Department of the NAvy
PPM Pulse-Position Modulation
PR Procurement Request
PSAC President's Scientific Advisory Committee
PTDP Prelimin~ty Technical Development Plan

PTM Pulse-Time Modulation
QRA Quick Replaceable Assembly
RADC Rome Air Development Center
RADHAZ Radiation Hazard
RAN Requt-st for Authority to Ncgotiate
R&D Research and Development
RDT&E Research, Development, Test 2-nd Evaluation
RDT&FN Appropriation RDT&E Navy
RE Radiated Emission
RF Radio Frequeny
RFI Radio Frequency Interference
RFP Request fo:" P:oposal
RIC Resource Identification Code
RMS Resource Management System

RP, MC Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps
RPN Reserve Personnel
SAE Sxciety of Automotive Engineers
SAPST Special Assistant to Presidznt for Science and Technology
SASN Special Assistant to the Secretary of the Navy

SCS Ship Chatacteristics Board
SCN Shins and Convers;on, Navy
SECDEF Secretar, of Defense
SECNAV Secretary of t~ic Navy
SHF Super-High Frequency
SNDL Standard Navy Distribution List

SOR Specific Gperationa: Requirement
SP Special Projects (Code or Office)
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(SRA 
Shop Replaceable Ast-umbly

SSB Sinhk-Sideband Modulation
STINFO Scientific and Technical Information
TAB Technical Abrct BUuletin
TDP Techbial Development Plan
TEM Wave Trans Electromagnetic Wive
TERAC Tactical Ekctroiragnetc Readiins Advisoty Council"TE Wave Transvem Electric Wave
TIG Tungen-Inert-Gas (arc weldih
TM Wave Tr.nsvem Msgaetic Wa%.-
TOA Total Obliptional Authority
TPO Tentative Program Objectives
TSOR Tentative Specific Operational Requirement
TV Televisimn
UHF Uhra-Hgb Frequency
UIC Unit Identifer Code
USNJUSL U. S. Navy Underwater Sound Laboratory
VHF Very Hig!i Frequency
VLF Very Low Frequency
VTOL Venical Take-Oft and Landing
WGD Workivg Group Director
UP- Weapons Replaceable Assmbly
WSEG Weapons Systems Evaluation Group
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NAVAIR EMC MANUAL

APPENDIX F

COMPUTATIONAL AIDS

PREFACE

This appendix contains computational aids such as graphs, nomographs,
and tables to assist EMC engineers and technicians in making necessary EMC
measurements and analyses during the design and testing of electronic equip-
ments and systems.

Users of this material are encouraged to submit recommendations for im-
proving these computational aids and to submit new computational aids.
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SECTION I

CONVERSION OF dBm TO VOLTAGE
ACROSS A SPECIFIED RESISTIVE LOAD

(See Figure I and Table 1)

1. The power expended in resistive loads in RF circuits such as , 50-ohm trans-
mission line is commonly expressed in decibels relative to one milliwatt (d3m).

2. The sensitivity of a ieceiver may be expressed in microvolts, or microvolts
may be specified or measured across a resistive load.

3. Using the nomograph of Figure 1, it is possible to determine any one of
tlree parameters if the other two are known, dBm, voltage, or resistance across
which the voltage appears.

4. The nomograph has three pairs of voltage and dBm scales. The zorrespond-
ing pairs are indicated by the three connecting lines with arrowheads, two at the
top and one at the bottom of the scales.

5. To use the nomograph, place a straightedge between the two known values
on two of the scales and read the unknown value at the point where the straight-
edge crosses the third scale. The dashed line example can indicate an-- of three
voltages and corresponding dBm power levels across a 50-ohm resistance, ac-

cording to which voltage and powe, scales are used. The three possible values are:C a. 0.1 voltj-7 dBm

b. 10 microvolts/-87 dBm
c. (0. 1) microvolt/-! 27 cBm

6. Table I provides the relationship between power and voltage across a
50-ohm resistance, including decibels relative to one microvolt (dByV).
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digm dlmV Volts dim d~mV Mucrovolts
+53 160 too- 68 39 89
+48 1s5 56 -69 38 79
+43 ISO - 70 37 71

+'38 145 Is 71 36 63

.33 140 10 - 72 35 56

+.28 135 S6 - 73 34 50
+23 130 32 - 74 33 45 7
*1l I:S 1.8 - 75 32 40
.8 225 .56 - 77 30 32

+1 a2 10 -7 3I3
+ 3 :l0 .32 - 78 Y9 21
- 2 205 .16 - 79 28 25
- 7 100 .10 -80 27
-9 99 89 mV -81 26 20
-9 98 79 :V - 82 25 13
-20 97 71 mV - 83 24 16
-II 96 63 mV - 84 23 14
-12 95 56 mV -5 2s 13
-13 94 SO mv - 86 21 II
-14 93 45 mV 97 2 I0
-is 92 40 mv 19 &9
-26 91 35 mY -19 I8 7.9
-17 90 32 mV -90 17 7.1

-11 89 28 mV 91 16 6.3
-19 88 25 mV -92 I5 5.6
-•0 87 22 mV -93 14 50
-21 86 20 mV -94 13 4.5
-22 a5 I8 mV - 95 12 4.0

-23 84 16 mV -96 I1 3.5
-24 83 14 mV - 97 20 3.2
-25 82 13 mV - 99 9 .8
-26 81 II mV - 99 8 2.5
-27 30 20 mV -200 "7 2.2
-28 79 89 mv -101 6 2.0
-. 19 78 7.9 mV -01202 S 1.8
-30 ?7 7.1 mV -103 4 2.6
-31 76 63 mV -204 3 . A
-32 75 So mV -105 2 1.3
-33 74 S.O AV -106 1 2.2
-34 73 45 mV -107 0 10
-35 72 40 mV -108 -I .89
-36 71 35 aY -109 - 2 .79
-37 70 32 mV -110 - 3 .71
-38 (q 2.i mV -111 -4 .63
-39 61 2.S AV -112 - 5 .56
-40 67 2.2 AV -113 -6 .SO
-41 66 20 mV -114 - 7 .41
-42 65 2.8 AV -12l - a .40
-43 64 1.6 AV -116 -9 35
-44 63 1.4 mV -117 -10 .32
-45 62 1.3 mA -118 -l;
-46 61 1.2 AV -119 -!1 :S
-47 O I0 AV -120 -13 .2

-48 S9 .899mV -21 -14
-49 5 79 mY -122 -15 .18
-so 57 .71 mV -:23 -16 .16
-51 56 .63 mV -124 -17 .14
-52 55 S6 AV -125 -18 .13
-. 3 54 .SOimV -126 -:9 .11
-54 53 .45 .mV -127 -20 .I0
-SS 52 .40 mV -132 -25 .056
-56 SI .3S AV -137 -30 032
-57 so .32 mV -142 -35 08

-58 49 2 ImV -147 -40 JNO
-S9 48 .2 mV -152 -45 .006
-60 47 22 mv 4
-61 46 .i0 nV
-62 45 .lmV
-63 44 16mV
-64 43 .14mY
-6s 4! .13mA
-66 41 01 mV

*•?40 .10mV

TABLE 1 VOLTAGE'PCWER RELATIONSHIPS ACROSS 50 OHMS
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II

I

Gt = Gain of the transmitting antenna looking toward the receiving antenna
(dB).

Ls = Transmission loss in free space (dM).
I

Gr = Gain of the receiving antenna looking toward the transmitting
antenn: (dB).

Lr = Loss in receiver antenna transmission line (dB).

Pr = Receiver input power in decibels relative to I watt (dBW).

Using the same values as in the previous example:

Pr = 26 -1 +4 -30 +3 -2

= 0 dBW

= W
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SECTION II

TRANSMISSION LOSS IN FREE SPACE
(ISOTROPIC ANTENNAS AT BOTH TERMINALS)

(See Figures 2 and 3)

I. The coupling factor between a transmitter and a receiver is a function of
several parameters:

a. Frequency
b. Separation distance between antennas
c. Gain (relative to isotropic) of transmitting antenna, in the direction of

the transmitting antenna.
d. Gain (relative to isotropic) of receiving antenna, in the direction of the

transmitting antenna.
e. Loss in transmitter antenna transmission line.
f. Loss in receiver antenna transmission line.

2. Figures 2 and 3 permit the effect of two of these parameters, frequency and
separation distance, to be determined. The sample dashed line of the nomograph
of Figure 2 indicates a trnsmission loss of 30 dB between two antennas separated
by 100 feet, at an operatinyq frequency of 25 MHz. (Figure 3 indicates this loss
would increase to about 70 dB when the distance is increased to two miles.)

3. Assuming the following for the above conditions of 25 MHz and a 100-foo4
separation:

a. The loss in transmitter antenna transmission lines is I dB. -

b. The gain of tia, .ransmitting antenna (relative to an isotropic antenna)
looking toward the receiving antenna is 4 dB.

c. The transmission loss in free space (from Figure 2) is 30 dB.
d. The gain of the receiving antenna (relative to an isotropic antenna)

looking toward the transmitting antenna is 3 dB.
e. The loss in the receiver antenna transmission line is 2 dB.

Then the coupling factor between transmitter output terminals and receiver in-
put terminals would be -1 dB +4 dB -30 dB +3 dB -2 dB = -26 dB. This means
that the power at the receiver input terminals would be 26 dB below the power
at the tranqmitter output terminals. Thus if the transmitter power output was
400 W, the power at the receiver input .erminals would be I W.

The received power may be found by expressing the previous reasoning as
an equation:

Pr =Pt - Lt + Gt - Ls + Gr - Lr

where

Pt= Transmitter output power in decibels relative to I watt (dBW).

Lt= Loss in transmitter antenna transmission line (dB).

F-6
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Gt = Gain of the transmitting antenna looking toward the receiving antenna

(dB).

Ls = Transmission loss in free space (dB).

Gr = Gain of the receiving antenria looking toward the transmitting
antenna (dB).

L, = Loss in receiver antenna transmission line (dB).

Pr = Receiver input power in decibels relative to I watt (dBW).

Usirq the same values as in the previous example:

1r = 26 -1 +4 -30 +3 -2

= 0 dBW

=IW
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SECTION III

CONVERSION OF POWER DENSITY TO FIELD STRENGTH
(See Figure 4)

1. The magnitude of an electromagnetic field may be expressed in terms of its
field strength in microvolts per meter (pV/M) or in terms of its power density in
any of three common units of measure, milliwatts per square centimeter
(mW/CM 2 ), decibels relative to one milliwatt per sqjuare meter (dBmi/M2 ), and
decibels relative to th&e power density at one microvolt per meter field strength
(dLpV/M)

2. aie-•rtunately any of the four terms may be used, depending on what instru-
mentation was used in measuring or what equation or what graph was used to ob-
tain the measurements. For example, at frequencies above about one gigahertz,
where a horn antcnna and a power meter are used in measuring, the magnitude
will usually be read in mW/CM2 . At lower Frequencies, using a dipole or rod
antenna with a field intensity meter, the magnitude may be read in (pV/M). If
these measurements are to be checked against the limits shown graphically in
MIL-STD-461, they may have to be converted to (dB;LV/M). "
3. Using the graph and scales of Figure 4, any one of the four units of meas-

ure may be converted tc any one of the other three.

4. In the bottom scale of Figure 4, power density is expressed in milliwatts
per square centimeter (mW/CM2 ). If it is necessary to work with watts per square
metei (W/M 2 ), the equation for converting between these two units (with ex-
amples) is shown in the block on Figure 4.

CAUTION

Field strength or power density measuremenns made in the Fresnel region
may give erroneous values when Figure 4 is used to convert from field strength to
power density or v.ze versa. This condition frequent'y occurs when measure-
ments are made in a shielded enclosure or other limited measurement space.

-
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SECTION IV

CONVERSION OF WATTS TO dBm

(See Figure 4)

I. Power may be expressed in watts (W) or in decibels relative to one milli-
watt (dBm). For example, 1 watt (1,000 milliwatts) may be expressed as 30 dBm
(10 log 10 1,000).

2. Since both of these units 01 power are commonly used, Figur,' 5 is provided
to convert from watts to dBm, or vice versa.
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(3) Using this number without the power often (1.55 in the exampie)
enter the bottom scale of the vernier graph and read the value of
X in dB from the left-hand scale (1.9 dB in the example). The
answer is then 10 + 1.9, or 11.9 dB.

b. To convert from dB to power ratio:
(1) Locate the dB value on the left-hand scale of the main graph

( 1.9 dB in the example) and determine the power of ten from
the bottom scale (101 in the example).

(2) Subtract from the dB value whatever multiple of 10 dB is neces-
sary in order to have a dB value of less than ten (11.9 - 10 = 1.9
dB in the example).

(3) Using the dB value of less than ten (1.9 dB in the example) enter
the left-hand scale of the vernier graph and obtain the significant
figures of the power ratio from the bottom scale (1.55 it, the ex-
ample). The power ratio is then 1.55 X 101 = 15.5.

5. If any values of dB or power ratio are to be found that are outside the val.
ues given in the main graph of Figure 6, little trouble is involved if the relation-
ship of dB and power of ten of the power ratio is noted, namely that the dB is
ten times the power of ten of the power ratio.

Examples:
Given 127 dB, what is the corresponding power ratio?

a. 127 dB - 120 dB = 7 dB
b. Using 7 dB in the vernier graph gives the significant figure of 5 Ifor

the power ratio.

c. The 120 dB reveals that the power of ten of the power ratio is
120/10= 12.

d. The answer is thus a power ratio of 5 X 1012.

Given a power ratio of 4 X 108, what is the corresponding dB value?
a. !he power of ten is 8, ten times this (10 X 8) gives a partial dB

value of 80.

b. Using the power ratio of 4 in the vernier graph gives an additional
value of 6 dB.

c. The answer is then 80 dB + 6 dB = 86 dB.

8
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